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About this Book, DVD, and Companion Website 

About This Book, DVD, and Companion Website 

This third edition of Al-Kitaab Part One and its corresponding multimedia consists of 
• the thirteen chapters in this book; 
• a companion website available at www.alkitaabtextbook.com  with interactive, 

self-correcting exercises, all corresponding streaming audio and video, and course-
management features for teachers that can be accessed by following the instructions 
on the inside front cover of your book; and 

• one DVD that includes all of the audio in MP3 format and all of the video in MP4 
format. The DVD content is playable in iTunes or on any iTunes-compatible device. 

The companion website should be used alongside the book and will enhance learning by 
providing learners with immediate feedback on many of the mechanical drills. Learners, your 
teacher may guide you to enroll in the class through the website, or you may use it independently. 

The website is designed to be used alongside the book, which allows learners to complete 
and receive feedback on the mechanical drills in the book, which frees up class time for active 
participation in class. Everything you need is on the website. The audio and video on the 
DVD are included for your convenience only, allowing you to listen to the audio and watch 
the video on a portable device. The autocorrected, online exercises play an important role in 
developing both language skills and language learning strategies, so it is very important not to 
take shortcuts and to seek help from an instructor or from peers if you are frustrated. 

The audio and video materials that accompany this textbook are also central to its use, 
because the lessons were built around the story that is told in the videos. Each chapter revolves 
around the basic story line of Maha and Khalid Abu El-cila and their extended family, which is 
presented in two video versions, formal and spoken Egyptian; and on the story line of Nisreen 

.  and Tariq al-Nuuri and their extended family, which is presented in Damascene Arabic (called 
Levantine throughout the book). All of these videos, along with other videos used in the book 
and all of the necessary audio files, are included on the disk that is bound into the book. For 
convenient offline study, teachers and learners can watch them through iTunes or download 
them onto iTunes-compatible devices. 



Introduction to the Third Edition for Teachers 

Introduction to the Third Edition for Teachers 

We are delighted to present this third edition of the textbook Al-Kitaab flu Tacallum 
al-cArabiga Part One and its companion website (www.alkitaabtextbook.com ) and 
accompanying DVD. This edition represents a new phase in the evolution of these materials 
both technologically and pedagogically. Like previous editions, the materials revolve around a 
story about a set of characters and focus on vocabulary activation and developing speaking, 
listening and reading comprehension, and writing and cultural skills. With this edition we add 
a companion website with interactive, autocorrecting exercises, and we place greater emphasis 
on the comprehension and production of spoken Arabic, offering a choice between Egyptian 
and Levantine dialect componentst.Adding other dialects to the materials as options to the 
original Egyptian was part of our original vision, and we are very pleased to be able to realize 
this goal in part with the addition of the Damascene (as representative of Levantine) material 
here. 

The increased presence and integration of spoken Arabic in this edition represents a 
natural evolution of these materials within the philosophy outlined in the first edition: Our 
goal is to present and teach language forms that reflect the linguistic behavior of educated 
native speakers. Increasingly, in written as well as formal spoken contexts, Arabic speakers 
produce and consume mixes of registers that include both formal and spoken elements. We 
believe it is important to introduce learners to this reality from the beginning. Our experience 
in the classroom with these materials and the approach outlined here is that learners' skills 
in all areas develop faster when basic spoken forms and expressions are taught early in the 
students' experience, and that these forms do not "fossilize" but rather continue to evolve. 
In other words, teaching spoken forms early results in an enhanced fluency that transfers to 
formal Arabic as well. In this introduction we will talk about our materials and our teaching 
philosophy. There is a separate introduction for students that we urge you to read and discuss 
with your students. 

Learning Outcome Goals 
In our experience teaching with this approach and these materials, students reach solid 
intermediate proficiency in all skills by the end of one year (two semesters). This means that 
by the time you finish working through this book,  4111 Al 31,  your students should have 
acquired the following skills: 

'As in Alif Baa, we use the terms "formal" and "spoken" Arabic to refer to different registers that are not mutually exclusive. 
These registers are also known as Modern Standard, Standard, or Classical Arabic  (...2.6.11)  on the one hand, and colloquial 
(4,..60)  on the other. We avoid the use of term "colloquial" because it has derogatory connotations. "Formal" Arabic refers 
to a standardized register that is mainly but not exclusively used in writing and reading (including reading aloud, as in news 
broadcasts); "spoken" refers to the wide range of registers and forms—including many words and forms it shares with formal 
Arabic—that are used in spoken and informal contexts, including written ones. 
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• The ability to speak about herself, her life, and her environment, to initiate and 
sustain conversations on daily-life topics with educated native speakers who are 
accustomed to conversing with learners of Arabic as a foreign language, and to 
paraphrase as necessary to make herself understood. 

• The ability to read simple, authentic texts on familiar topics and understand the main 
ideas without using the dictionary, and have confidence to guess the meaning of new 
words from context and other clues. 

• The ability to write informal notes and essays on familiar topics connected 
to daily life. 

• The ability to comprehend and produce accurately the basic sentence 
structures of Arabic. 

• Familiarity with the differences in sounds and basic structures between 
formal and spoken Arabic. 

• A general understanding of aspects of Arab culture connected to everyday life, 
including culturally important expressions commonly used among 
friends and acquaintances. 

In this third edition, Part One consists of thirteen chapters, which represent the amount 
of material that can reasonably be activated in a year of college-level Arabic with an average 
of five contact hours per week. We use the word "activated" rather than "covered" pointedly: 
Although it is possible to introduce vocabulary and structures at a faster pace, activating 
them so that students can produce them fluently in context and without prompting takes 
much more time. These materials are designed so that students can activate vocabulary and 
structures; in our experience, teaching the lessons included in this volume with full activation 
takes approximately 125 classroom hours plus 200-250 hours of preparation outside class. 

Structure of the Chapters 
The chapters in this book are structured according to a philosophy and methodology of 

teaching that has evolved with each subsequent edition of the Al-Kitaab language program. 
Each chapter is structured as closely as possible to the syllabus we use when we teach, with 
exercises to be done before class and activities to be done in class. Each chapter, thus, consists 
of cycles of exercises, usually one for each section—vocabulary, texts, grammar, and so 
forth—starting with one to three exercises labeled ill j followed by one or two labeled 

tied I j.  Each one or two cycles in a chapter represent one contact hour of class time. The 
exact number of cycles per class depends on the length of your class sessions as well as the 
length of the exercises. Some of the grammar exercises, in particular, are short, and multiple 
grammar points can sometimes be activated on the same day. 

Each chapter begins with extensive work on vocabulary acquisition and activation because 
we believe that building vocabulary—with attention to its accurate use in context—is the 
core activity of building proficiency in Arabic. After vocabulary has been activated, learners 
are prepared for the story, which is followed by focused grammar work. The progression 
from learning new vocabulary to the story to grammar is important to maintain: Without 
activating the vocabulary, the story will be hard to understand, and grammar should emerge 
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from a context—here, the context of the story. Culture, reading, and listening sections and 
their activities, along with additional speaking and writing activities, normally appear later in 
the chapter because they are designed to push students to expand their skills and use their 
vocabulary in new contexts. Each chapter ends with a new dialogue in the dialogue section, 
which presents the greatest challenge linguistically but is also meant to be fun. A section 
containing two or three review drills comes at the end of each chapter. The placement of 
the drills here is designed to give the instructor maximum flexibility. Most of these drills are 
autocorrected online exercises, which means that the student can do them at his or her leisure, 
perhaps as a review for a quiz. 

Those of you who are familiar with the second edition will notice that the order of 
presentation of the formal and spoken versions of the story within each lesson has changed. 
Following the highly successful testing of a new approach, we have decided to introduce the 
story in dialect before working with it in formal Arabic. This approach has the advantage of 
helping students develop listening and speaking skills in real-life Arabic and comprehension 
skills in formal Arabic, which follows the usage patterns of native speakers, for whom spoken 
formal Arabic is a passive language for the most part. 

As in the third edition of Alit' Baa, vocabulary is introduced in Al-Kitaab Part One in three 
varieties: Formal, Egyptian, and Levantine (Syrian). Also new here is that all active vocabulary 
words are presented at the beginning of the chapter, including words that do not occur in 
the story but do appear in the reading texts or the new dialogue. We hope this will make it 
easier to activate these words more fully and help learners keep track of the vocabulary for 
which they are responsible. The presentation of grammar has also undergone some revision, 
most notably an increased emphasis on morphology, especially noun and verb patterns. The 
sequencing of structures has not changed, but the introduction of plurals and verb patterns 
has been spread out across several lessons, allowing time for learners to recognize and activate 
these patterns. 

The mechanical work necessary to activate vocabulary and grammar inevitably means 
long hours of homework for learners and equally long hours of correcting for instructors 
and assistants. New in the third edition, however, are mechanical exercises with a closed set 
of answers that are all provided online as autocorrecting drills, which provides students with 
instant feedback. It is our hope that autocorrection will allow both students and teachers to 
work more effectively and that by giving instant feedback, it will help them focus their efforts 
and build their confidence. 

Finally, this edition of Part One contains new reading and listening comprehension texts. 
And the few remaining old texts are paired with new ones. We are happy to have succeeded in 
placing most of the structurally simple texts, such as lists within the first few chapters, so that 
beginning in chapter 5 the reading texts are in prose. We think you will find that the reading 
exercises are more challenging and more rewarding than those in the previous editions. 

In the new dialogue section at the end of each chapter you will find a linguistically 
challenging and culturally rich video dialogue in spoken Arabic. Each dialogue includes many 
of the vocabulary items that the chapter has aimed to activate and presents them in different 
kinds of scenes from everyday life. This dialogue can be used either as a comprehension 
exercise or as a second "basic text" of the chapter, depending on how much time and attention 
you decide to give it and how it fits in with your overall goals for the course. 
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Language Production in Speaking and Writing 
Al-Kitaab Part One introduces two varieties of spoken Arabic in addition to a formal 

register. The goal here, however, is not for all three varieties to be learned. Rather, the goal 
is for the class to choose one variety of spoken Arabic and learn it along with the formal 
Arabic. You will notice that, aside from a few regular differences in some sounds (such as 
the pronunciation of  .j  and hamza, and the tendency of Syrian speakers to elide some short 
vowels and turn others into kasra), the overwhelming majority of words are shared among all 
three varieties of Arabic. 

We have tried to be as accurate as possible to represent the way words are pronounced 
in the Cairene and Damascene dialects in particular, but we do not believe it is necessary to 
demand all the nuances of local dialect from beginning learners. Those of us who teach and 
learn outside the Arab world are usually in contact with speakers of multiple dialects and we 
often communicate in a type of panregional Arabic. Subconsciously, at least, we seek out 
shared forms and use them. Our students need to function in this environment, too, and they 
will be well served by an inclusive view of what spoken Arabic is. 

It is up to you to decide which varieties the class will use and how they will be mixed, but 
remember that you do not have to be a native speaker of a dialect to allow it to be a presence 
in the classroom. If you speak a different variety of Arabic and want to teach it, you can 
introduce forms from your own dialect and adapt the story, too, if you like. 

Proficiency guidelines for intermediate-level language specify the achievement of language 
production in informal situations and contexts. Arabic speakers use spoken registers exclusively 
in these circumstances, even when interacting with speakers of dialects other than their own. 
In our view, the ability to produce formal language in speech and writing is a skill that takes 
even native speakers (who have a big head start) years to develop. To expect it exclusively from 
beginning learners, we believe, is counterproductive. Therefore, our expectation at this level 
is that learners will produce mixed forms, some formal and some informal, according to the 
tools they have available to express themselves. For example, it is not reasonable to expect  0„..1 
to be used in writing before students have learned it. However, they have acquired the spoken 
forms of negation  La  and  otal  that are used by native speakers in informal contexts. This 
mixing will not always be natural, just as the grammatical forms themselves will not always be 
accurate. Accuracy emerges gradually, including accuracy in language register. 

Teaching Vocabulary 
Because Arabic has a long history and is spoken across a large geographical area, it has an 

expansive vocabulary. This will be learners' biggest challenge in reaching fluency in Arabic, 
and you should encourage them to devote as much effort as they can to actively acquire the 
vocabulary in each chapter. "Actively acquiring" means developing the ability to produce the 
word accurately in the appropriate context without being prompted—that is, without seeing 
the word in a list or word bank. Put another way, activated vocabulary is vocabulary that the 
learner owns, that he or she uses in the context of his or her life. It is crucial that students 
prepare vocabulary before class by listening to the audio and doing the drills designated as 
homework drills. 
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Each vocabulary item is contextualized in a sentence recorded in formal Arabic as well. 
These sentences are meant to serve two purposes: (1) to contextualize the new vocabulary, 
and (2) to give students practice in close listening skills. Ask the students to write out the 
vocabulary sentences in each chapter so that they can develop their recognition of sounds 
and word boundaries and their ability to use grammatical and background information to 
construct meaning. This exercise will help them prepare to interact with authentic listening 
texts and to comprehend language just beyond their current level. 

As in 	Baa, vocabulary in Part One is introduced in three color-coded varieties: 
(...9vala.11  Words shared by more than one variety are in black. It is important 

to remember that the vocabulary list is not a glossary and that the words given for each variety 
do not constitute an exhaustive list of equivalents. The vocabulary words presented also have 
not been chosen randomly, rather they are included because they occur in one of the video 
segments or reading texts in the chapter. Since most of these texts were originally composed 
in formal Arabic, the vocabulary lists originated in the formal register. Not all spoken words 
that are in use are given in these lists. Only those words the actors use in telling the Cairene and 
Levantine versions of the story are included. The words are listed separately when the word or 
its pronunciation, as it occurs in the story, differs from the formal word. You will notice that 
these variants are often very close, separated only by a vowel sound; we have included them in 
the chart so that you can click on them to hear the differences in pronunciation. It is important 
for students to learn and study the spoken forms aurally, because some spoken Arabic sounds 
cannot be represented accurately in Arabic script. 

The "Ask Your Colleagues" exercises are designed to be done in class using a combination 
of formal and spoken Arabic that has been very successful in our classrooms. This exercise 
helps students activate and personalize new vocabulary as they interview their classmates in 
Arabic. Because they are using the new vocabulary in context, there is a substantial amount of 
grammar practice that takes place during the time devoted to vocabulary. This combination 
ensures more active study and, we believe, faster acquisition. 

The questions are provided in English for three reasons: (1) to help reinforce the association 
of words with particular contexts, (2) to force students to produce the new vocabulary in 
context from scratch rather than reading the Arabic words on the page, and (3) to help students 
avoid using English, since everyone knows what the questions mean from the outset. Take 
advantage of that shared knowledge by encouraging your students to work with their partners 
on the best way to express their thoughts in Arabic. 

Teaching Grammar 
Before speaking about our approach in teaching and learning grammar, we, as teachers, 

should ask ourselves an important question: What is the basic grammar of Arabic? What do 
learners need to know, passively and actively, to produce and comprehend informal Arabic on 
topics involving daily life? "Informal" is an important distinction because learners' grasp of 
formal language registers is assumed to follow, not precede, informal registers. Thus the most 
formal aspects of Arabic grammar—case endings, in particular—are not level-appropriate for 
elementary- and intermediate-level learners. 
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What is important for intermediate-level learners is basic sentence structure, especially 
sentence types, agreement, verb conjugation, noun phrases, and subordination. These 
structures are not difficult to grasp—in fact, most learners can comprehend these structures 
in reading and listening long before they have been formally introduced to them, but learners 
need lots of practice to activate them. Mechanical practice is necessary but not sufficient to 
reach that goal. The grammar will have been internalized when students use it unprompted 
in their speech and writing. Accuracy will not be 100 percent. Recall that it is natural for 
intermediate speakers to make errors even in simple structures. These errors have nothing to 
do with not knowing or understanding the rules but simply indicates that the structure needs 
more activation. 

At this level of basic grammar, most structures are shared by spoken and formal Arabic. 
Word-order patterns, including subordinate structures such as indefinite relative clauses, noun-
phrase grammar, and the basic components of verb conjugation, are all shared grammatical 
structures. The main differences are in negation, verb mood, and subordination, in which 
modal particles differ. These variations are quite manageable at the comprehension level, and 
the degree to which one or both forms are activated will depend on the goals of the instructor 
and the program. 

As in the previous two editions, the sequencing of grammar in Part One third edition 
materials is based not on a predetermined design but, rather, on the story itself, which was 
written independent of any grammatical considerations. We believe that privileging context in 
this way yields a more natural sequencing of structures for the learner that she or he can use. 
Following well-established models of spiraling in language acquisition, most grammar points 
are presented gradually, with information increasing in level of detail each time according to 
the language functions appropriate to students' abilities. 

Have confidence in your students' ability to comprehend and activate grammar. Keep in 
mind that the first part happens quickly and the second takes time and practice. It is important 
that you guide your students to prepare for class by reading the lesson's explanation and by 
doing the accompanying mechanical drill that helps them begin to use the structure. Outside 
class, each student can work at his or her pace and be ready to begin using the new structure 
in class. Their use of this new structure may be tentative at first, but practice, not explanations 
or lectures, is what will build their confidence. 

Our approach also relies on an understanding of interlanguage that says students 
acquire language by constructing their own internal grammar rather than by internalizing a 
presentation of grammar. It is the goal of this approach to help learners build their own 
grammar using induction, analogy, and hypothesis formation and testing. Learning a language 
involves critical thinking no less than memorization. You can help this process along by 
asking students questions rather than providing them with answers when they do not know 
something. Encourage a critical thinking approach to grammar and reward students verbally 
for asking questions. 
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Reading for Comprehension 
"Reading" for many native speakers of Arabic educated in the Arab world means "reading 

aloud" because they studied formal Arabic in school, and formal Arabic is most often read 
aloud. For us, however, reading means reading for comprehension, which is  a  very different 
activity that requires different skills. We use the term "reading comprehension" to refer to 
activities that develop the skills that all fluent readers of Arabic use subconsciously. We are 
not concerned now with developing the skill of reading texts aloud, which is unrelated to 
comprehension and, in fact, often interferes with it. Reading aloud helps pronunciation and 
reinforces vocabulary and structure, and we have provided composed texts for just these 
purposes in the review drills section of many of the early chapters. Reading activities in this 
book aim to develop skills such as guessing the meaning from context, using background 
knowledge to help set expectations about what will be in a text, and using grammatical 
knowledge to construct meaning. As in previous editions, each chapter in this edition of Part 
One has at least one reading comprehension text. All of the reading texts in this book are 
authentic—written for educated adult native speakers of Arabic. This is important because 
the learners using this book are adults and deserve adult reading material. 

Make sure your students know that you do not expect them to understand everything 
in the reading texts, and that they should try to focus on what they do understand rather 
than on what they do not. We want students to approach these texts with an expectation of 
exploration and discovery, guided with questions like: What kind of text is it, and what clues 
does it give you as to what kinds of information it gives? Can you guess the meaning of any 
new words from context? Every piece of information your students can recognize or extract 
from authentic texts represents a step forward in building students' Arabic language skills. 

Reading comprehension texts, thus, are designed to be explored, not to be read aloud or 
read in a linear fashion. In fact, students should be discouraged from reading aloud, even to 
themselves, and should be encouraged to try to look at phrases or lists. These texts are meant 
to be skimmed, scanned, and discovered, since their main purpose is to teach strategies and 
skills necessary for fluent reading. Of course, focusing on close reading and grammatical 
details is a crucial part of building fluency in reading, and you will notice that these kinds 
of questions increase as students learn more structure formally. The traditional way to focus 
on such details is through translation, but we believe that translation of authentic texts at 
this level is counterproductive because the quantity of unknown vocabulary words would 
force students to process the text in linear fashion, which is counterproductive to our goal of 
balancing fluency and accuracy and allowing accuracy to develop gradually. 

The reading comprehension exercises included in the book are designed to teach 
themselves. Your role here is not to explain but to motivate and encourage students and to 
celebrate with them as they discover the text themselves. We recommend that these exercises 
be done in class as much as possible, especially at the beginning of the book, until students 
develop confidence both in themselves and in your expectations of them. (This method also 
helps prevent students from using the dictionary or asking others about the meanings of 
unknown words in the text.) Many of these exercises work well when students work in pairs, 
and this cooperative learning approach helps to create the desired atmosphere of exploration 
and discovery that makes reading fun. 
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Each reading comprehension exercise begins with open-ended questions that focus on 
global comprehension. The key here is to let the students lead by reporting the meanings that 
they are able to construct. Asking the students specific questions is counterproductive at this 
stage. Following a global look at the text, second- and third-round questions ask students 
to focus on specific sections of the text that present them with "muscle-building" exercises 
that work on bottom-up processing skills. These questions involve guessing the meaning of 
new words from carefully chosen contexts using contextual and grammatical clues and the 
Arabic root and pattern system, recognizing and processing grammatical structures in new 
and authentic contexts, and developing discourse management skills—keeping track of large 
structural issues, such as recognizing sentence and paragraph structure, identifying parallel 
constructions, paying attention to connectors, and parsing long sentences in which the subject 
and predicate or verb may be located far away from each other. 

Because the purpose of these reading exercises is to build skills and strategies, we strongly 
discourage the use of the reading exercises as vocabulary exercises. Each text has been 
carefully chosen so that students can comprehend a great deal and develop processing skills 
through reading without any additional vocabulary. Providing lists of all unknown vocabulary 
in the text will lead students back to linear processing and will not help them develop reading 
proficiency. 

We hope that this new edition will be a useful learning and teaching tool for Arabic, 
and that those of you who have used previous editions will find the changes we have made 
helpful in achieving your goals. We wish you a successful, enjoyable, and rewarding experience 
teaching Arabic! 
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Introduction to the Third Edition for Students 

Welcome to the third edition of the textbook Al-Kitaab flu Tee' allum al-c4rabipa Part One 
and its accompanying DVD and companion website (www.alld.taabtextbook.com ). These 
materials aim to help you achieve intermediate-level proficiency in speaking, reading, listening, 
and writing, and to introduce you to aspects of Arabic culture. Like Alf Baa, the book combines 
both formal (written) and spoken registers of Arabic, with a choice between the dialects of 
Cairo and Damascus. Many—but not all—of the listening and speaking activities focus on 
spoken forms of the language, whereas reading, writing, and most grammar components 
introduce and activate formal Arabic. You will learn to distinguish between these two types 
of Arabic and use them in appropriate ways and contexts, and you will gradually develop the 
ability to express yourself in formal Arabic. 

These materials will present you with a range of language variation that may seem 
challenging at times with both formal and spoken varieties included. In dealing with this 
material, your best strategy is to distinguish between words and concepts that you will learn 
for active control, such as the vocabulary of a new lesson in the variety you use in class, and 
those that you are only expected to recognize passively, such as a grammatical ending. Your 
teacher will help you determine which spoken variety to use and how to distinguish between 
elements intended for active control and elements that you should learn to recognize when 
you see and hear them. 

Learning Goals 
In our experience teaching with this approach and these materials, students reach solid 

intermediate proficiency in all skills by the end of one year (two college semesters). This 
means that by the time you finish working through this book,  41.11 AL 31,  you should have 
acquired the following skills: 

• The ability to speak about yourself, your life, and your environment, to initiate 
and sustain conversations on daily-life topics with educated native speakers who 
are accustomed to conversing with learners of Arabic as a foreign language, and to 
paraphrase as necessary to make yourself understood. 

• The ability to read simple, authentic texts on familiar topics and understand the main 
ideas without using the dictionary and with confidence in your ability to guess the 
meaning of new words from context and other clues. 

• The ability to write informal notes and essays on familiar topics connected 
to daily life. 

• The ability to comprehend and produce accurately the basic sentence 
structures of Arabic. 

• Familiarity with the differences in sounds and basic structures between formal 
and spoken Arabic. 

• A general understanding of aspects of Arab culture connected to everyday life, 
including culturally important expressions commonly used among 
friends and acquaintances. 
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Structure of the Book 
The chapters in Al-Kitaab Part One revolve around the basic story line of Maha and Khalid 

Abu El-cIla and their extended family, which is presented in two versions, formal and spoken 
Egyptian. Maha and her family are joined in this third edition by a set of Syrian characters, 
Nisreen and Tariq al-Nuuri and their extended family, in a new set of videos in spoken Syrian. 
The plot is the same but Nisreen, Tariq, and their family and friends speak to us only in 
Damascene Arabic (called Levantine in the book). It is a video story, which means that you 
will not be reading the basic texts and dialogues but watching and listening to them. This story 
line is supplemented with different kinds of reading exercises and many speaking and writing 
activities. 

Each chapter contains five main sections that appear roughly in this order: 

• Vocabulary, which is presented in three, color-coded varieties (Egyptian spoken, 
Levantine spoken, and formal/written); 

• Story in spoken Arabic, where you will watch a video in your spoken variety; 
• Culture, where various aspects of contemporary life and cultural background 

are discussed; 
• Story in formal Arabic, which is the same story you heard in spoken Arabic earlier 

but is now in formal Arabic; 
• Grammar, which focuses on formal Arabic and points out some differences between 

it and spoken Arabic; 
• Reading, which provides authentic texts to develop your comprehension skills; 
• Listening, where you will watch a video to practice listening to formal Arabic; 
• Dialogue, where you will watch and listen to a video of a situation from 

everyday life; and 
• Review exercises. 

Each section is interspersed with mechanical exercises to complete at home and group activities 
to do in class. Some chapters contain more than one grammar or one culture section. 

Learning In and Outside of Class with These Materials 
Nobody has ever become fluent in a language simply by attending class. You will reach 

proficiency in Arabic largely through what you teach yourself. Hence, these materials are 
designed to teach you how to learn a language. We assume that you have the skills necessary 
for independent learning and that you will devote approximately two hours outside of class 
for every hour of classroom instruction. We ask you to do a lot of preparation work outside 
of class so that you will be ready to interact and carry out tasks in Arabic during class rather 
than listening to explanations or lectures. This is because the mechanical aspects of language 
learning are best done outside of class so that everyone can work at her or his own pace. You 
are expected to prepare for class at home by: 
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• Listening to the vocabulary on the accompanying media; 
• Reading grammar or other explanations carefully; 
• Completing assigned homework exercises with as much effort and 

concentration as you can; and 
• Mentally preparing for active participation in class activities. 

It is helpful to use the analogy of playing sports or doing exercise: Your teacher is your 
coach or personal trainer. He or she shows you what to do and how to do it but the majority 
of the work falls to you. Homework helps you build and train your "language muscles" so that 
you are ready to play the game in class. After the first few days you will be able to predict what 
kinds of questions you will be asked and what kinds of activities you will be asked to perform. 
Be ready for them by guessing what they will be and practicing beforehand. 

The philosophy on which these materials are based places great emphasis on learning 
aurally (through listening). We often hear students say that they are "visually oriented." This 
is true for most of us; however, one talent does not preclude the other. We have aural and 
visual skills, and using both kinds of skills together is more effective than using just one set. 
Remember that you learned your native language aurally and orally, so you do have the skills 
to learn words and expressions through listening. For example, the most effective way to 
memorize vocabulary is to combine two or more activities: Listen and repeat, write and read, 
listen and write, and so forth. In this way your physical abilities and senses reinforce one 
another, and words stick in your mind better. In addition, aural and audiovisual input will help 
you build fluency by focusing on the meaning of phrases and sentences rather than individual 
words, and this means that you will be able to read, listen, speak, and write more quickly, with 
greater accuracy, and with better comprehension. 

Make the most of class time by being an active learner: Listen to what is being said and 
how it is being said, and repeat and correct things to yourself. Listening does not have to be 
a passive activity. While your classmates are talking, take the opportunity to concentrate on 
the vocabulary or structures they are using and mentally either imitate or try to improve upon 
their efforts. There is no better drill for practice than to be constantly repeating to yourself 
correctly formed sentences, and you have to do this kind of drill yourself. If you are mentally 
tired by the end of class, you are taking full advantage of the opportunities it presents. 

Speaking and Writing in Arabic 
Like Alit' Baa, Al-Kitaab Part One introduces two varieties of spoken Arabic in addition 

to a formal register. Your teacher will choose one of the spoken varieties for you to learn 
alongside the formal register. You will notice that the overwhelming majority of words are 
shared among all three varieties of Arabic, and that most of the differences involves short 
vowel sounds—what we might call in English "local accent." 

We want you to be increasingly aware of the differences between formal and spoken 
Arabic but not to feel pressured to keep them separate. It is natural to feel confused sometimes 
and also to mix the forms. With practice and exposure you will learn to mix registers as 
native speakers do. Your goal at this stage is to focus on accuracy of pronunciation and 
basic grammatical forms like verb conjugations and gender agreement. These are the kinds 
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of accuracy you need in order to be understood by native speakers who will not have trouble 
understanding and communicating with you in mixed forms. 

Tips for Learning Vocabulary 
Because Arabic has a long history and is spoken across a large geographical area, it has 

an expansive vocabulary. Your biggest challenge in reaching fluency in Arabic is to learn this 
new vocabulary, and you should devote as much effort as you can to actively acquire the 
vocabulary in each chapter. "Actively acquiring" means developing the ability to produce the 
word accurately in the appropriate context without being prompted—that is, without seeing 
the word in a list or word bank. Put another way, activated vocabulary is vocabulary you own, 
that you use in the context of your life. 

It is crucial that you prepare the lesson's vocabulary before class by listening to the audio 
and doing the drills designated as homework drills by  "(t.:4) s)."  An audio of each vocabulary 
item in a contextualized sentence in formal Arabic is provided as well. These sentences are 
meant to serve two purposes: (1) To contextualize the new vocabulary, and (2) to give you 
practice in close listening skills. 

As in Alif Baa, vocabulary in Al-Kitaab Part One is introduced in three color-coded 
varieties:  kspal, I  Words shared by more than one variety appear in black. It 

is important to remember that the vocabulary list is not a glossary, and that the words given 
for each variety do not constitute an exhaustive list of equivalents. The vocabulary words 
presented here are also included because they occur in one of the video segments or reading 
texts in the chapter. Because most of these texts were originally composed in formal Arabic, 
the vocabulary lists originated in the formal register. Not all spoken words that are in use are 
given here. Only those words the actors use in telling the Cairene and Levantine versions of 
the story are included. These words are listed separately when the word or its pronunciation, 
as it occurs in the story, differs from the formal word. You will notice that these variants are 
often very close, differentiated only by a vowel sound; we have included them in the list so that 
you can click on them to hear the differences in pronunciation. It is important to learn and 
study the spoken forms aurally because some spoken Arabic sounds cannot be represented 
accurately in Arabic script. 

Another important exercise that will help you learn the vocabulary are the "Ask Your 
Colleagues" exercises. These exercises are designed to be done in a combination of formal 
and spoken Arabic. For this activity to be effective, you must come to class having listened to 
the new words in the lesson and having practiced them aloud repeatedly in their various forms 
(such as those of verb conjugations and the singulars and plurals of nouns). The questions 
in the exercise are provided in English for three reasons: (1) to help reinforce the association 
of words with particular contexts, (2) to force you to produce the new vocabulary in context 
from scratch rather than reading the Arabic words on the page, and (3) to help you avoid using 
English, since everyone knows what the questions mean from the outset. Take advantage of 
that shared knowledge to work with your partners on the best way to express your thoughts in 
Arabic. 
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Learning Grammar 
Much of what we said about activating vocabulary also applies to learning grammar. As with 

vocabulary, it is important for the initial work to be done outside of class so that you can work 
at your own pace and class time can be reserved for exercises in which you interact with your 
classmates. Prepare for class by reading the lesson's grammar explanation and by completing 
the specified mechanical grammar drills that aim to help you internalize the structure. We are 
confident that the grammar explanations are clear enough for students to understand without 
lectures or lengthy presentations in class. It is natural to lack confidence in your complete 
grasp of grammar, but this does not mean that you need more explanation. Rather, it means 
you need practice in using the new structures—and this is what the class activities are designed 
to give you the chance to do. Using the sports analogy again, grammar can be compared to 
learning a new physical skill: Understanding what your muscles are supposed to do may be 
helpful at the outset but real results come only with practice. 

Many of us find it easier to understand concrete examples than abstract explanations, so 
the grammar explanations in this book take as their starting point sentences and phrases you 
already know that contain the grammar point. In other words, the grammar sections do not 
introduce things you have not seen before, but, rather, they guide you to think about sentences 
you have already seen or heard and understood, and help you see patterns in them. Your ability 
to recognize and learn patterns is key to developing your grammar skills in Arabic. 

Reading for Comprehension 
Reading for comprehension is quite different from reading aloud, and, in fact, it is extremely 

difficult (if not impossible) to do both at the same time. The reading comprehension activities 
in this book aim to develop skills such as guessing the meaning from context, using background 
knowledge to help set expectations about what will be in a text, and using grammatical 
knowledge to construct meaning. All reading comprehension activities involve authentic texts 
that are written for adult native speakers by adult native speakers. These texts are meant to 
be skimmed, scanned, and explored, since their main purpose is to help you develop good 
strategies and skills necessary for fluent reading. Do not expect to understand everything in 
these texts, and always focus on what you do understand rather than on what you do not. We 
want you to approach these texts with a sense of discovery. What kind of text is it, and what 
clues does it give you as to what kinds of information it gives? Can you guess the meaning of 
any new words from context? Every piece of information you can recognize or extract from 
authentic texts represents an important step forward in building your Arabic language skills. 

Tips for Active Learning 
People who seem like gifted language learners have learned to approach language learning 

actively rather than passively. They think about how to say things in Arabic for fun, they talk 
to themselves out loud, and they own the vocabulary and grammar they encounter by using it 
to say and write things that are relevant to their own lives. 

Another part of being an active learner is asking questions about what you are learning. 
Having questions means that you are thinking about the way that Arabic functions, and this 
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is the first step in learning to produce it. In other words, critical thinking skills play a key role 
in language learning. Critical thinkers have questions and try to reason an educated guess or 
hypothesis before asking someone else. 

Active learning also means learning to work without a safety net. When you are reading, 
whether in class or at home, whether it is a text or drill, do not write out the meaning of 
words in English on or near the Arabic. It is very important that you trust your ability to recall 
meaning with the help of a familiar context—this is how you learned vocabulary in your native 
language. Keep in mind that you will probably forget and relearn a word several times before 
you retain it, so go ahead and forget. Forgetting is part of the learning process! You can look 
it up again if you need to. 

The activities that you do in class are designed to provide you with ideas and models 
for activities you can do with others for further practice. Study in pairs or groups, if that 
works well for you, and agree to speak Arabic together as much as you can. This is a good 
way to prepare for class and to review. You can do activities together, such as ask each other 
questions, brainstorm about assignments, and practice conjugating verbs. 

Repetition Is Key 
One of the ways you will become fluent in Arabic is by paying attention to and imitating the 

way ideas are expressed. In order to do this successfully, you must listen, read, and pronounce 
words and sentences aloud several times. For example, you will notice that the reading and 
listening exercises in this book instruct you to read or listen not once but several times. The 
time and effort you put into reading and listening several times will pay off many times over in 
increased language skills. Not only will you understand more each time you repeat the activity, but 
you also need to move through several stages of comprehension from general comprehension to 
more detailed reading. Perhaps the most important reading or listening pass is the one that you do 
after you have understood as much as possible. This final time, concentrate not on what is being 
said but on how it is being said. This focus will help you remember the things you have learned 
about Arabic while reading or listening to the text, and it will give you an opportunity to choose 
some words and expressions that you want to incorporate into your own speaking and writing. 

Memorization 
Memorization is central to learning any language. The more you memorize, the more 

quickly you will learn. If you do not know how to memorize well, ask others how they do 
it or ask your teachers for help. Experiment with different techniques, and remember that 
a combination of approaches that use different senses usually works best. Some strategies 
include: 

• Listen to the words and sentences and repeat out loud; 
• Write words, phrases, and sentences out by hand and repeat vocabulary 

over and over; 
• Make up your own meaningful sentences with the words so that you own them; and 
• Use word-association techniques, such as remembering particular sounds 

of a word together like the singular and plural forms of a noun or 
a verb and matching preposition. 
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Flashcards can be helpful if you use them actively: Rather than just looking at the words, 
use them in a sentence of your own—a new one each time. Another way to activate vocabulary 
and help you memorize is to use different forms of the words in different sentences—singular, 
plural, masculine, and feminine nouns and adjectives, and different verb persons (I, you, she, 
he, we, and they). Memorize prepositions with their verbs, too, and memorize phrases in 
addition to single words. Learning language in chunks helps you remember both grammar and 
vocabulary, so memorize sentences that you like, too. These will serve as good models for your 
own sentences. 

Finally, Al-Kitaab Part One is designed to challenge you but not to frustrate you. If you find 
yourself becoming frustrated—especially if you are having trouble with particular kinds of 
exercises or with memorizing vocabulary—see your teacher for help. We hope that this new 
edition of the book will serve as a useful learning and teaching tool for Arabic. We wish you 
a successful, enjoyable, and rewarding experience learning Arabic! 
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Before you begin, learn to recognize the 
following key words: 

vocabulary CL313;sill I 

formal, written Arabic A11 

grammar .i...c1;c111 

sentence .41.4  

culture 4.e" 	'ILI 

Vocabulary CjJ,)34, 1 

As in Alf Baa, vocabulary in this book will be presented in three varieties: 
LtJ 13 	Words that are shared among two or three varieties are black in 

color and listed only in the 	 ,,a4.15" I  column. Sometimes words are repeated in all three columns 
when there is a particular pronunciation difference that we want you to hear. Occasionally, 
words from spoken Arabic have variant spellings, and these are given as well. Your teacher 
will decide which variety the class will activate. You will be expected to recognize the formal 
Arabic words, and you will see and hear them throughout the book. 

Always study the new vocabulary first with the audio so that you associate the written form 
with the correct pronunciation from the outset. Listen to each word several times and repeat 
aloud with the audio several more, until you can "hear" the word in your mind and say it easily: 

Meaning 	L7:4-'zia I 4-P42-1*/ 
L.7.0 WI , , 

L.,..9,,,-) i  

literature ubl 

really?! N1113 Mi.U13 

United Nations 6.1241 	t..,‘;1 

which? f .. 	.c:511 

nationality -'' 

I study L.)-9 3 h u..3-1-? 
9  

u,o 31  

I live, reside ZSL, / L..)SL, ZISL, / c›5L, ;S21 

she lives, resides 8L, L'Sa  L., -J 

he lives, resides C->-LW 
&.s.,,,;). 



Lesson  1  0.403 

Meaning 	L.7"--7-10 1  L5.742-13 1  L.,..0 LtJ I L..,...,clia.i I 

year 2b.,, a.....'., 

really?! or For real?! kr_.t...:0 

age J-4-c- 

she works jk:,i...:, Lli!: JJ 

he works J.;,:..i-.:, ion 	:+ U ;, ...-2 

address L:) 19-LE,  c..)I 

Egyptian .4:".Pa.° /4p=1:3  2:-".Pc'° / 4/.4.° 8 / c514.......z, 

who? 5  ' • 0?2' 
S • 
• U‘-. ° 

S  • - •L)-0 

area, region aija:„Z —4.6.61.; i Ai, : , 

the same ..J1 u‘ai 

father ,1_113 

my father 6,013 , l...11.! 1-? 1-! .443  

mother 8.1_119 

my mother k 3.j19 , LL0 Lol.,3 L;-1413 

Learn This Verb jpiall laxb 19.j.sz3 
Listen to and practice saying and using these forms of the verb "work." Notice that both 

Egyptian and Levantine varieties have the b-prefix. This prefix is used in these dialects on 
main verbs, and we will discuss it in more detail in lessons 4 and 9. 

.4f4-10 I 
..,3  Lti I c_,...nl 1 

J.;,::..:..,L, J.;.:.z..., 
--   J..-zsi bi 

1 

Jj2:1-tt Li.:"`.1."-.?- L1-1-2,), .945  

J,-a-RS c.:743  



Lesson 1 LY'J 

A. Find out from your classmates in Arabic: 

1. In which area of the city do they live? Do they like it? 
2. Do they have siblings who study at the same university? 
3. Whose father or mother works in an office at home? 
4. Who wants to study in Egypt? (If not:) Where? 
5. Do they like literature: which literature do they like? 

B. Find out from your classmates in Arabic: 

1. Who wants to work at the UN? 
2. Whose mothers work a lot? Whose fathers drink lots of tea? 
3. On (j) which street do they live? Do they like the area? 
4. Who likes to live and work in the same area? 
5. Whose friend lives in the same house or building? 

4:4.0 64.11.3 asal •• 	• 

( LicJI 	I j) 	Ul"  / 	Ui" 
In Alf Baa you learned to listen to spoken texts in several steps: 

First listen: What is being said in general? Get the main topics and ideas, and formulate 
questions about specific information or expressions for stage two. 
Second listen: What specific information can I get out of this text? Focus on answering your 
questions and finding specific information. 
Third listen: How are ideas being expressed? Focus on close listening to details of language 
use, including focusing on pronunciation and structure. 

A. At home, use these strategies to listen to 1 or 	and give in writing as much 
information as you can, with as much vocabulary as you can, about the following (feel 
free to use both formal and spoken words and expressions): 

6. What new words did you hear? Write them and guess their meaning. 

B. In class, discuss with a partner what you remember from the story and reconstruct as 
much of it as you can. Then, with the sound off, work with your partner to create a new 
voice-over for the video, one that tells her story in third person. Present your voice-over 
to the class. 



feminine 

masculine 

Grammar  ( ) 

j—C.t-b13 

St, Li 

You know that nouns and adjectives in Arabic always carry gender, either  i_S-1  LA'  or  ‘11.,..LiV.A. 
It is useful to distinguish between two categories of nouns in Arabic: those that refer to 
human beings, and those that refer to nonhumans. The gender of human nouns, such as 

or including proper nouns, such as Lg—o and follow the gender of 
the person. In the category of inanimate objects, each noun has its own gender, which does 
not change. Remember: There is no neutral, nongendered word for "it" in Arabic; you must 
use  9_tz  or  L.,z  depending on the gender of the noun you are referring to. It is important to 
pay attention to the gender of nouns because the gender of adjectives, pronouns, and (as we 
will see soon) verbs that refer to them must agree in gender, whether in phrases such as 

uhl, in which both the noun and the adjective are  j__CLA,  or in sentences, such as 
:  19  L73' ,1_113, in which both are  .>15—'0.  Thus, it is helpful to think about nonhuman 

nouns as either  3.z  or  L.,z  because this association reinforces the grammatical agreement of 
the noun and will help your grammatical accuracy when you speak and write. 

In unit 6 of  Alif  Baa,  you learned that the letter  o (4_634,....3 	almost always indicates 
feminine gender'. The symbol  o  is related to the letter  C.) , and is pronounced as  C.')  in possessive 
phrases, such as  4373.3_,i  In other cases  .6  is not pronounced, but the that 
always precedes it is, as in  aLlii_4o—o Ul.  We will discuss possessive phrases in lesson 3; in the 
meantime, pay attention to the pronunciation of  o  in the phrases and sentences you learn. 

The Nisba Adjective 

The wordy in grammar refers to a type of adjective formed from nouns by adding the 
suffix  'L 's  for  iLS' SL  or  i.  for These adjectives generally indicate origin or affiliation, 
especially in reference to a place. You have learned several of these already: 

 

S 

 

39643 -4%5) 834:4  

   

: 	... I 4  L.,_3JJ13 

  

    

    

kxceptions:  A  few masculine nouns, generally Classical words with special meanings, take b. One is  di.  caliph. 
A few plurals also end in s. Finally, a handful of nouns are feminine even though they lack s, for example 	sun. These 
exceptions must  be  memorized as feminine. 



/  irk  'rAl 
	

add nisba ending 

add nisba ending 

:44_3  / (:1.)J 1 .4-- add nisba ending 

,AI .4— remove alif 

remove 8 

_3S11 -4— remove _II 

Lesson 1 L)-40 ,3 

In formal Arabic, the  6:.L. t,  on the nisba ending  .k 's  is clearly pronounced, but in spoken 
Arabic it is not normally pronounced in the masculine. 

Learn to recognize both variants. Listen to this chart and compare 	: 

L'..-45-1,1 Spoken/Formal j541 

ii?i-a_a  SS -1_,:-,1 4)-41_0 /,.5)-41_.  SL::__,..:91 

4)3-,  8SWAII 4j3,......  /  "415-,  SL.7_4:91 

ii.IJL:_4  OSL7-111 t ,31_:-j  /(,_3L.--1.SL7-11 

-44H)Ala 8,SL-1,1 (..r.Lti14.  /  (:,_,_i4.1.3  SU-111 

Many family names come from nisba adjectives and refer to the original hometown of the 
family. Examples include (maSr can refer to Cairo),  'L*531-1-4._;JI  and  UJI  (from 
Fez, Morocco). 

Nisbas are usually formed from nouns referring to a place or institution, such as university, 
library, or house. A few professions are also expressed with nisbas, such as  (S..,3  6.4  mechanic 
and  Attu  watch repairer (from , plural of 

To form a nisba adjective from a place noun, follow these steps:  (1)  Remove all  6, ii ,  and 
final  L  or  L.  from the place name, and  (2)  add the appropriate nisba ending,  •L's  or  4 

Now practice by completing the steps for the following: 

	-4—add nisba ending 	  4— remove alif 1.....4) 4 

	 -.4— add nisba ending 	  remove J1 -4— di—S.-LH 

	 -4— add nisba ending 	  -41— remove L l-iV4)3-. 

.4—add nisba ending 	  -4— remove 8)iblill 8, JI 

V  11 =IIMM111111111■111■11■ 



kg)3_23_ti a2H-1-4, 	L.SL. LEI 

(c..„)i .4)  .4„.....J1 :0 

Identify the nationality or affiliation of the following people, places, and things: 

	

.a 	w l oyL6 o 	,Lez,  :  jUt_o 

. 

•r 

"J3S-H, 

" 1)" 

34_i 3—ca  0 

J3 C3  " 

C.9_6  .  V 

	

Z !_, Uo 	A 

L:2  

	

4s L 	o,:x_ct,  .1  • 

This exercise is available online only. 

A 



Lesson 1 U-93 

I j si LAdail j) 	flAo c  v.o :V 
Describe these pictures using what you have learned about gender agreement and nisba 

adjectives. Challenge yourself and use as many verbs as you can. 

Interrogatives 

You have learned to use several interrogative particles to ask informational questions: 

Asking informational questions in Arabic is straightforward and does not differ much 
from English. In formal Arabic and in most spoken dialects, the interrogative particle comes 
at the beginning of the sentence: 

 

". 	.9 

L.J I  

   



Zz..01?- 5  •  • az,. 1„,„ 
•LI.‘.-'-d3 	. 

In the Egyptian dialect, however, interrogative particles can come at the end of the 
question: 

z33 

The rule of thumb is that the interrogative particle takes the place of the noun it replaces. 
For example, in the sentence  L.51-,t  we can replace  SU'  with an interrogative particle and 
get the question  cl,)1 

Formal Arabic has two words for "what?" One is used primarily in sentences without 
verbs, and the other is used with verbs. As you have seen, the particle  La  is used in questions 
without verbs: 

.6_)L“, '6)9:101 
In questions in which verbs are used,  ISL  is preferred: 

szL:_ea.JI 	IS6 

Prepositions may pair up with interrogative particles. In such phrases, the preposition 
always comes first: 

Meaning 	4I L.,.,oW  I L7....*C1 I 

From where? s  • 	 • 

• L).. 
,.)..,.• 	3 	,L-, ,j_2 1  ,..)._? 

In which? s..sl L.,_ :41..! ..;0 L.,_ 

With whom? ,...) ,.0 	0 s  • •0?' E-° .  	E._.0 

Here are some example sentences: 

You have also heard and used many yes/no questions in spoken Arabic. Unlike English, 
which uses auxiliary, or helping, verbs like "do/does" and "is/are" in addition to intonation 
to form such questions (as in, "Do you like ice cream?"), Arabic uses the same word order 
and structure as statements. In other words, there is no difference between the structure of 
statements and yes/no  questions  in Arabic. Instead, yes/no questions are normally signaled 
by intonation in most varieties of spoken Arabic. The following examples illustrate the similar 
structure of statements and yes/no questions in spoken Arabic. Listen to the difference in 
intonation: 

Yes/no questions 

	

a7'.)-An-° 4-4 	■— 	 14-4 

	

L2..j 	 L.41, Li I 



Lesson 1 Ly),) ,  

As in many languages, falling intonation generally indicates a statement, whereas rising 
intonation usually signals a question. The exact intonation of an Arabic sentence or question 
depends on the dialect region. Listen to and imitate the speech of your teacher and native 
speakers you know. 

In formal Arabic, yes/no questions are introduced by the particle  J-m  (for which there 
is no English equivalent). This particle has no meaning other than to introduce a yes/no 
question. Thus in formal contexts you will hear or read the following variants of the example 
above: 

r.°—.° L4-41 

S 	CLJ1  j.Liz 

The following chart summarizes all the interrogative particles you have learned so far: 

Meaning 	 L.,..:s LI si,n_1,I L.,,,z W I (.79-,,za
9

l 

What? fin questions without verbs) .c.)1 5 	,. 
•3- La 

What? (in questions using verbs) s a,l S 	4  •.9-4 flA_.0 

Which? s',1 
• L? 

, 

"51 ".51 

Who? 5. 
•k'-" • c:.):_.. 

Where? k..):, s 
•0:).. 	9 '‘.-.5—). 1  

How? ssljl SLaS c, 	 -;) .. -S 

(introduces yes/no question) -- ,.J....,_ 

(C..t.t.11 	‘.31,..4.,.J1 La :A 

This exercise is available online only. 

afi 

Watch the video  "bi_pLI"  or 	1"  as a class, if possible. With a partner, continue 
their conversation. Ask as many questions and use as much new vocabulary as you can. 

(c Li -9 66 » 
:6;,1).12/1 

:‘ • 

Many websites and some magazines provide services so that young people across the Arab 
world can contact each other. Many young people lack the means or opportunity to travel and 
meet other young people. They often use these sites and pen-pal connection services to meet 



j13.111 k9 44.4.N.4 140 .ilaws jItt,a 41.4.Nos 4.1 1;611 	t4ay.P.  

‘i114.9... :Ap411 

4.11 911  Y34 :J.' 

-':'..)r-J 1  CJA 1-413 I-11 

18 4 jAc. c 0:=4)11 cy,c 

,..l; c 41,,, 32 : j4211 

4:91. 	* A- ,-,4-11  

(AI). — L.4..41 : ()I jiiII 

k.t. 26 : j.11 

AO. 1.,1 1  Oa irmaA 610' 21.1*1 

L4 	i 4° 50-"4 .4 .,,,4-11  _)S3  :c>4.41  -L.'J 9,1 	..c. 	Lli itii : jA:141 

31/5/1976 :4,19.4 25 : y.,.11 :t.1,, 20 18 : .)...11 

"1j1 .4., c:11.1j.y, ,.,]i j..x.1 ...),....4 :411 4A43.1i j....1 c). ci.j 1,14-.1 :411  

c., LIte 1/4,..y.1111 1.1.1,4 21.14,94,“, 4ift4 

JS3 . L.),431  iS.") . c.>4.41  L4-11  :0,41  4;351  :c.}41  

22 : JA.11 29:_).11 22 : JALD lz. 18 : i....II 

&)14`4 4 41.1.01  attar &ow 
ju.c. cjiail _.),L 	:,...pil 

Js1  :L.)-4-11  3E1 •ra,-1 

20 : j4.1►  22:  
29 : j.....11 

L4iiiill — 4)._,..,,,II : IA ‘..111.1■11 _ :k4. 3.,,_,J1 :441 1-.U.. 	:41  

4  ‘W' iiCa 4r4" 2" 

‘-4-3.- . 	cs-AJ Sta : u.411 4-.1.3.LJ.9  ' (>43►  :11 	: c.) 1  

JS3 i 22 Ly,..)..z, 

s 1.91.11;i1...1411 - - .4.4.13.,..11 

A.b.4.1..,ai , *.i.... 22 : ..)....11 

,:_il jl,q1i ',kii.. 

li:.. 26 :.)..11 

...yzy,..,11 :41 

26: ..)..-1 ►  

1 U9-" :41  

ce-41÷ 	1U A-,x-4 Z.,11-1* : 41911  .5-1_9:1.4AS Z-4J-1-4 :4.13911  S.):P-J-C'' :40=1.911  

;LIU, Q1) 

;lii : 0,141 l : L)-.141  

Tis  
71, ,c2

 14 :_›...11 ',U., 15 : i...11 

EMBE
Z

IS
M

O
N

I 

C
O

  

A.pyi—,11:,11111 a — L..131 j1..47 I :41 

4113.: 4.1.911  :4111.: 4.1_0 

www.khayma.com/rfh/t3arfhtm  

Lu UT 

other young people and learn about them and where they live by writing letters or chatting 
online. In the following text, find the kinds of information given. 

1. Which attributes are common to many entries? 

2. What new words can you guess from context? Start with  ,i111  and 
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1. 	I)   L7.'' 	. 
c--)  (‘,..a...211 j3 C.,,...t JI j)  "14.0 111"  :11 *.)....).j..c.-.3 

Watch  L,2c.,42.6.16 4..a.i2.11  and answer the questions below. The dictation exercise can be 
completed in the book or online. 

1.Listen to Maha tell her story in formal Arabic. What similarities and differences do you hear 
between formal and spoken Arabic? Write out the phrases that differ. 

2. Prepare for class: Write a short biography for Maha with the information you have. Use 
formal Arabic as much as you can for this formal situation. In class, read your classmates' 
biographies. 

3. Listen again to Maha, and write what she says below or type the missing words in the online 
exercise: 

(r) LEI ._._)1 3_,I 	 (1) ul 

(0) (.? 	4)9.3—.4. , 	 (i.) ,— 	 (r) 

,..,-9 	 (A) 	 (V) 	 (I)3)- 

	

(\\) 

	U  	5 

 3 , 	 ( 1  •) 	 (`"k) 

•j)3H3-ti 	 (or) L,..9 	 (1r) 

(11) 	 (t0) L.,_ 	 (1E) til 

Sr: I ---,i 1  I 	 (\A) 1 0:  4 	 (`V) 3 

Culture Li ta.:z...11 
Arabic Names i....). ..11 4os.AtI 

An Arab's name tells more about his or her family than an American's name. Arabic names 
usually take one of two formats, illustrated here by two versions of Maha's name: 

13z_JI 9_;1 :3:_o_pL3 l4:.0.1 

L...a....J5.2 J::41—.1.0 Lg—Z •r 

The first example,  Le_1;  is the given name,  .L.L.,,20  is her father's first name, and  l_sz_ll 3_.!i 
is her family name. The second format is used in official documents in Egypt, in particular, 
and consists of the given name, the father's first name, and the paternal grandfather's first 
name. 



4)9H. 3,,,3 CLIH  	H 

These modern names are shorter versions of the traditional form of Arabic names. Here 
is an example of the traditional form for the name of a famous poet of the ninth century: 

(L--0_9ril CHI) tA).34' 3-! 	3-!  
As you you can see, the father's and subsequent ancestral names are separated by  cHl  son (of) 

(spelled without the alif in between two names). In addition to these genealogical names, 
people are usually identified by city of birth, named in a nisba adjective, or by a nickname 
designating a particular attribute. This poet is known as Ibn al-Rumi because of his Byzantine 
background  (C.,-03 j  means Byantine,  from  f.33.J1). 

Most Arab women do not legally take the name of their husbands when they marry. (In 
some areas, they may be addressed socially by their husbands' family names.) Maha's mother, 
‘i.U_O,  retains the name of her father and family for life:.  j.L.4.91.) ^aLb,±.1...La  Also note that 
not all female names end in  6.  As you learn more names, you will learn to recognize which 
names are masculine and which are feminine. As in English, a few names may be either gender, 
such as  aLi_9"  and 

Stereotypical portrayals of Arabs sometimes include characters named Abdul. In Arabic, 
however, this is only half of a name. The word  ,mac  servant of must be followed by another 
word, usually an attribute of God, in order to constitute a proper name. You may have heard 
some of the following examples: 

I a__c. 	t-.11.9,1  I .mss 	&U1 	 I 

In conversation, Arabs tend to address and refer to each other by their first names preceded 
by a title unless they are close friends. For example, Maha's father might be addressed at work 
as  j9_7_53.  In introductions and formal settings both names may be used: 

3__?1 	'9-;-5,1J 

Grammar Is 

The Definite Article 11 

In unit 9 of Alif Baa  you learned that the article  JI  makes a noun definite: For example, 
the indefinite  LJl..1)  a student  corresponds to definite  k...JULIJI  the student. You cannot assume 
that all words without  3  are indefinite. Some proper names (e.g.,  , 33.<1.-9t.o „ J....a-a)  as well 
as nouns in one particular grammatical construction (which you will learn in lesson 3) can be 
definite without it using  _11.  However, you can assume that all words with  _II  are definite. 

In Arabic  JI  is used in more contexts than English "the." Notice that Maha says 
u..031  I study literature,  but we do not say in English I study the literature.  In Arabic, abstract 

and generic concepts are expressed as definite nouns. Thus we say in Arabic: 



(a) a book 

(b) the teacher 

(c) literature 

u 

L-4_,.;V  I 

uSV1 

Lesson 1 jA03 

.azza.?-J1 	i, ).5z.11 0,031 

LsL,L11 L.3pt,1 

.a) 6811 

The following chart summarizes corresponding English and Arabic usages of the definite 
and indefinite. In English, singular nouns may be used with (a) the indefinite article "a(n)," 
as in "a book," (b) the definite article "the," as in "the teacher," or (c) with no article at all, 
as in "literature". Each of these cases refers to a particular kind of reference: nouns with 
"a" or "an" are unknown or unspecified ("a book" could be any book); nouns with "the" are 
known and specific (both speaker and listener know who "the teacher" is); and words with 
no article are abstract entities or ideas or broad categories (such as "literature," "happiness," 
and "medicine"). Arabic does not use an indefinite article to express "a" or "an"—this is 
understood from the absence of the definite article. The definite article  JI  refers both to 
specific and abstract or generic entities, as in examples (b) and (c): 

Use this as a rule of thumb to determine where you need to use  J1  when speaking and 
writing, and pay attention to the use of  JI  as given in new vocabulary. 

L)  "JI" JI eal4-7.091 :It' c)-?. .)-4-3 

Listen to the following phrases and add  J1  to the words in which you hear it, leaving 
the others blank. Remember to listen for  8..L.L.J.  1  that indicates the assimilation of  J  when 
followed by  a 11 L99,11.  (For review, see Alif Baa, lesson 9.) 

	

2J  `Sr; 	6 ) 	6 .4 	.V 	 J 	.1 .3  ''') 	L.._) t__ 	.1 

L'i 1-13-'-c 	2  F2_10_:_, 	.A 	 i9-3 	l  	.,-)  

	

2_19U0 	0„ (:) ■ 	.`i 	 6,__ct,l_ 	2L..,4,L.?- 

	

)-c- 	‘2.1._-,H 	.1 • 	 J-.'. 32° 	t) LL 

	

1-6-° 	6...)-xi 	.11 	 L539 9 	- 	j—?-) 

L:c)--Z1--A 	L7-j  L-6 	. \ r 	 ,  . . 1,-, 	)-.-- 

1 0 



L2JJ3_7). 3_,,.; 	 :  

( 	I  j)  "-II" j 	: r 

Which nouns are definite and which are indefinite in Arabic? Complete the sentences with 
as many words as you can. Use regular nouns—not proper nouns—and think about where 
you need to use JI to refer to a specific item or to a category of things, and where you need 
an indefinite noun. Note: Not using JI with things like foods and drinks implies a meaning of 
"some." For example: 

Do you want to drink some tea? 

00..01 

. 

H 	I  LS. ').-?  • 

9 

3 

3 

. 

X 

ul J9 

.0 

Lo 

.V 

.A 

Dialogue jipril 
This section contains parallel dialogues in Egyptian and Levantine Arabic so that you can 

follow the version you are learning. The videos are based on the vocabulary you have been 
learning, and they are designed to challenge you and push your comprehension skills. You are 
not expected to reach one hundred percent comprehension; these dialogues are slightly above 
your level. Rather, approach them with the aim of getting as much out of them as you can. 

al.L.113  

Each dialogue contains culturally important expressions that will be explained briefly in 
this subsection. Read the explanations before you watch the dialogue, and then look for the 
cues. 

17 
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The words  S 	and  LL  come from the formal  6/ 44,-;  ma'am/sir but are used in this 
expression to convey friendliness when explaining something, asking a question, or giving an 
exclamatory tone. While it can have a formal tone to it like "yes ma'am/yes sir," it is often 
friendlier and conveys to someone you do not know well that you would like to be friendly but 
still remain polite. 

The Egyptian expression LelizA 143 is used to give an encouraging or sympathetic "pat on 
the shoulder," much like Americans say "Good luck," or even "Good luck with that!" Many 
Egyptian expressions use the word 143 our Lord as an equivalent to  41.11.  In some parts of the 
Levant, the word  C..6  tends to be used more by Christians than Muslims. 

" '4412.z.t 1 	c)..0 ui"  "a..12:41 	ui"  :It 

.4) 
1. First listen: Focus on the situation. Who is speaking? What kind of exchange is this? 

2. Second listen: Global comprehension. What topics of conversation can you identify? 

3. Close listening: Focus on the parts of the conversation that are accessible. Note below the 
parts of the conversation that you understand, giving as much detail as you can about each 
speaker in Arabic  0).v..n.!. 

1# LJ16.11 

( Li/042J I )  431) 6.03 ,6L143 :10 ‘5.s.  

Go back to the reading text in  1 • c).2 j.t.'  and choose one person whose identity you will 
assume. Prepare to play the role of this person in a pretend virtual chat room. Fill in details 
from your imagination. Meet and greet! 



Vocabulary C.)* 1„)34,1  
Listen to the new vocabulary alone and in context in sentences (click the  cito?- j  button 

on the screen). As you listen to the words, listen for the pronunciation difference between 
formal and spoken Arabic in the sounds  vo  and and the vowel sounds in the words 

. Zits and J,J. J1 

1  Lii-R-2 I sal L,.0 Ltsi I 9,...,4)1 L 	11 

(nuclear) family il....c. as. 
t  

owl 

people F IJI 

also 3 14:C 6 1-cS 
, 	.. 
La_,  I 

country J-t. 

translation (from...to) L,-11-- C.)-.! 11-4-_)2j 1  

translator 8 / c,..7.7:j320 

specializing/specialist in 8 / L,..b 	u l_;,;_.0 8 /0:-.. L  

maternal aunt ,IJL6- :4i.J1_..6. 

always 1.61. 1413 Le_313 

center (noun) Ad; 

the Middle East .S9 I L3iLLJI 

busy (with) 8 /JD '; ±:" _, , • 

work 
t 

ji.t..11 
,... 

ji;!:. II 
.1 

j .; 	, 11  ,j.:14:2_11 

tomorrow '6)54 8K1 til. 

really!, truly SUzi 

admission(s) J9-;-a-111 	I 

he speaks, talks .1 P 

he talks about 
,!. 

( .›.4-',-) &c. 

I have L 5.  al:C. 	'‘ ks-t.L.C, 	. j1 LS-u- 	, L7-1  

language 
..L3Li  

evening L.—ail l—,..ZJI c.L.O..J1 

night J-.W. 	I J-.J. -II J-:±: 11  
daytime it-0 
only; lonely (adjective) 8 / .1-.._...,_i 

employee 6 /L.6.1g.:3 a /k...o_63.4 
. 	._, 

8 A...a.J03..0 

today 13)1411 P-9-J  I (5..-.J: 	I 
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Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1.The words for family, 	and 	11, take singular agreement in Arabic as they do in 
English: 

3-cz 

.euAA J.4 ct,AJ... L.51.0 ci4 

.c.11 a".iitao a.SLW cL.7%. 

2. Prepositions with time expressions  j  and 	In general, the preposition expresses 
location in space and time in formal and Egyptian Arabic, while in Levantine,  H  normally 
indicates spatial location. Both Egyptian and Levantine share these expressions with  H  : 

Meaning -.4-R-tal SN41-101 L.7.oLLII L79,,,ai11 

in the daytime i 1 6 :11-? ilerj 1-1 ) 14-1-11  4 
at night J-J -IL? JW 1-! J411  4 

64-1 4-?L11  aAJILLI : 1  
Complete the sentences with new vocabulary. Pay attention to grammar for clues to the 

right answer and make sure the  )5.14/t.z....'  4,3  agreement is correct. You may do this exercise on 
the website using any Arabic keyboard. 

1-4-,03i  • 

	  LY'J33 	 Lyo31 ZszAL?-.11 	.1' 

111,3 Lusz.e.L? 	 ysio I,i.m  .r 

j 3 

rs 



grb3 	44-41 4,013  . 

.:4_411 4 

olcb  .1 

30-1  

^ JI 3  .V 

3 ci.!_!)..R.H. apcia.z. oica  .A 

ZsraiL?- 	 q 	 JJI3 9 

.. -4.4131 4 ,,,31 bl  .E 

4 _P°43 	k.:91)-2.113 ly I  .° 

The Arab Family 

The construct of the Arab family in the countryside has been deeply 

connected with the predominant manner of economic production 

as well as with the social relationships for which the land and 

agriculture comprise the foundational pillar. The kin system's 

structural anchors are found in the extended family which reflects 

the necessity of familial cohesiveness and solidarity in dealing with 

the problems and conflicts with other extended families on the one 

hand, and in facing the taxation burdens which the governments 

levy on them on the other hand. Therefore we find that the 

extended family represents a structure apparent in the unit of labor 

in the land. The labor unit requires the proliferation of descendants 

in order to work the land with many able hands and early marriage. 

The ratios of the extended and nuclear families have differed 

according to economic and social standings as well as the place of 

residence of the family be it in the city or the countryside. Though a 

core transformation has indeed struck the construct of the Arab 

family and has gradually transformed it from an extended family 

into nuclear families, nevertheless this transformation did not 

utterly efface the relationships of kin and the blood-tie loyalty 

mindset. 

J.,J1 74.1LLAJI 

col 	,31.1111 j 	.11,611 

acli,11) uzigil 	0.5.11 444-01 ,:..)19)6113 	j 4.05311 

j ko`1.4  I  451Ao sap, 	jriJ  I  r 11.111 	 I  1..4.33.4i  

L.FZIII 	coU..-11.3 	I kat:, 	3.3:411 ;WWI 

Osull 513.11 	cL,Lo1)....113 J.SLI,11) 	 j 

co j.:+ zil 

tbb .4l11 	 JAW 

0:2;11 3  j..JI Os>) j 

J39  .Z6.11 J.:+1..) 4 "541 slip, ijelS ZLIA 

44,41113  

.,..14) 1 	 Ltil  

kw.; 	 jo.11 iliLJI 

.1+1 	741.0.11 uLi5la 66.-; 

rr 
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4 :41 	I C-..),,t3 4.) 
)33.:ttiZSJ I Li, 4 	c.,1.9,7.41 6 ,us. 	4 III s  a.s (.5.t_11  .1 • 

Listen to the sentences given to illustrate each new formal word and write out the sentences 
from  ol,al  to  _! J .4 

(c..,,$) J) 

	

JI" .6f:1" 	c-, 13,41 

j) Ask Your Colleagues t.,SAo3 13141 :r 
Use new vocabulary to get information in Arabic from your classmates. Remember to 

rephrase these questions to address your classmates ("Are you...?") Take notes so you can 
report to your classmates, but do not write complete sentences, as it will take time away from 
speaking. 

A. Find two people in the class: 
1. Who always do their homework at night, not in the daytime. 
2. Who are really busy with their job. 
3. Who know where the Admissions Office is. 
4. Whose mother's brother/sister also lives nearby. 
5. Who have a test today or tomorrow. 
6. Whose mother/father is a university employee. 
7. Who like or want to do translation—which language? 

B. Find two people: 
1.Who want to study another language—which one? 
2. Whose parents really like their jobs. 
3. Who like [to read] translation of literature. 
4. Who aren't busy with homework. 
5. Whose mother is the only girl in her family. 
6. Who are majoring in Middle Eastern Studies. 
7. Who watch TV in the daytime or at night. 



4 3  

n
N 

4) "6 	1.31"  / 	131"  :E 

A. Using the listening strategies you have learned, watch and listen to  a 	)1  until you can 
understand the main ideas, then answer these questions in Arabic as much as possible: 

: 1-, r4 	c:)- :1`j (:)- 

: 1-?L? j;-.2:' 3  : 1-? 1-? 	j''• 	''' 	3  
:Lol.c, 	Lizi.::, 	..,..) :l.01.4 J 	.L...) 

:142J-  l.:,  .—.?. 4.1l...- ._?- 

: 1-64se . 3  : (44..'-c. 	3  

46 .9--At° I-8A . — b 46.5.,.,..:..c. ‘3..1_7.3 . _tb 

Guess the meaning: 

1-44).93- 1. t-S 49 	-3 

Guess the meaning: 

1—:—. 3-)D r:' 	HS a—'-2 	. 3 : 

B. In class, talk with a partner about what you learned about LIht.j I/Lero. 

Li.L1 I 
C.4-4-4-11 J-S7-4:$ 

The workings of individual Arab families differ as much as those of American ones. 
Either partner may be responsible for day-to-day budgeting and financial management, and it 
is increasingly common for both husband and wife to work outside the home, while extended 
families often help with daycare. Marriage is seen as a partnership in both cultures; however, 
in Arab culture, partners' expectations of each other have not changed as drastically as those in 
the US in recent years. In many families, the responsibilities of each partner remain based on 
a traditional division of labor (rather than on sharing tasks) in which the wife is responsible 
for work inside the home, while the husband is expected to be available to run errands 
outside it. Watch the interviews with some Egyptian women on  LIAL-11  and  C..,;-11 
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" 	U I " 

In Arab culture, spending time by oneself (except when necessary to work or study) is 
generally viewed as undesirable and to be avoided if possible. Close relations and frequent 
visits among neighbors, members of the extended family, and friends mean that one is rarely 
alone for an extended period of time. 

Listen to the sentences given to illustrate each new formal word and write out the sentences 
from  "LLOSZi I " to  " (1,9A-11 ". 

j)  C....)  I  . ).6.4)  I 	:  0 ,:)—D-4.3 

J....c1.9..41.1* I 

) Subject Pronouns j.41—o_Lil 

Arabic has three sets of personal pronouns: subject, object, and possessive. If you are not 
familiar with these grammatical terms, think of the English pronouns "I," "me," and "my." 
"I" is the subject pronoun, as in "I live here." "Me" is the object pronoun, as in "he saw 
me." "My" is the possessive pronoun, as in "my father." In both Arabic and English there is 
some overlap among these sets. For example, English "you" is both subject—as in, "You are 
great"—and object—as in, "I love you." Other pronouns change form according to function, 
such as "he" and "him": We say "He is great" but "I love him." Arabic pronouns show similar 
overlap and differences. 

You have been using Arabic subject pronouns  (LA 	,C.%31 , 131)  and possessive pronouns 
(14- cd- cd1- , L,-)  in the singular. In this chapter we will activate the commonly used plural subject 
pronouns "we," plural "you," and "they." (The plural possessive suffixes will be introduced in 
lesson 3.) In addition to these singular and plural pronouns, formal Arabic also has pronouns 
for the dual (a form used to address or talk about exactly two people or things), as well 
as feminine plural second-person and feminine plural third-person forms. As these are not 
used in most urban dialects, they will be introduced later when we get to elements of formal 
grammar not shared with spoken Arabic. In the meantime, listen to and learn the commonly 
used pronouns: 

ro 



! a J.„,9 	ul 

L,-1-sz-10 I Spniz I .7.0 Lt.1 I L p,..masi.1I 

I ul ui lii 

you (masc. sing.) j:,31 L:1-11 

you (fem. sing.) L":31 ‘":31. c_%._33 

9-'1. .gam 
 .15  

,,, 
.94b 

, 	9 

.9-‘/) 

she/it c:77C- b  
we L.,1 1.1D6 .)-,3  

you (pl.) A A ::". 	1  

they fb.9-tb 

(c...„) .4) 
Practice using subject pronouns to talk about people and things by completing the 

following mini-conversations, as the example shows. Since you are writing, use 	I  forms. 

" aJU LEI y " 	 Cji j_ct,"  :JW.0 
j 	.\ " s ue L! 31- 3—?- 	  

(3-11 

.r 

•7, 

CC 

. "o, 	.oJI 

2..a11 az, 4 
airs a ;.;  

)) 	 cca..1,) L3 

55 

41 4"  .1 

3 	 L 	 (3.C.. w3 (3.21"  .V 

JJ13 J-0_5:7).  ISLA"  .0 

.A 
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Plural Verb Conjugation  Eda..,--. J1 	J.suit  I 

You have learned a number of verbs in the singular conjugations  (L,lb <3-tb , C-31 , L31 
Here we introduce the plural conjugations commonly used in spoken Arabic:  f,-eb cca:z31 c c:pc:). 
Notice that the conjugation for 	 1  is closely related to that of  L31  and that of  f:„.c,  is closely 
related to  yb.  Listen to and learn the basic plural conjugation forms for present-tense verbs. 
You can see in the table below that the Egyptian and Levantine forms end in an alif that is not 
pronounced. This alif is an old spelling convention that requires that the verb forms for 
and  ct.-(1)  without  6  be written with a final alif, which is not pronounced. (You will see this in 
formal Arabic as well when we learn more about  bLatl  in lesson 4.) 

.S f44  I ail L,..9- 9‘*zii 

J.;:i,!...,  ..&....t.1I u_ _ Jam.:,  L.R6 
1 	-9.6,_:_,1::_.„ 1_9-13 ,?. 391,-,,s.  sta31  
1.91;.5-L:.! 1_9 17....,  3u-z). cz-z 

Noun Plurals cb..,491 

singular 

plural 

  

Forming plurals from singular nouns is fairly regular in English: In most cases, we add 
"s" to the singular to produce the plural. There are exceptions that we memorize, such as 
"women" and "mice." Forming plurals in Arabic works differently and involves putting the 
root of the word in a different pattern. There are over ten common plural patterns in Arabic, 
and you will learn to recognize and even predict them as you acquire more vocabulary. We will 
introduce several patterns here and in the next lesson. Beginning in lesson 3, the plural of each 
noun will be introduced in the vocabulary list; it is crucial that you memorize both singular 
and plural together. In the presentation that follows, plurals will be presented in small groups. 
Make sure you add all words presented in boxes to your vocabulary study notes or flashcards. 
From now on, vocabulary lists will indicate the plurals of new words as follows, with the 
standing for plural  Le-0.?: 

word 

  

ry 

 

  



Remember: Memorize the singular and plural together as a unit when you first learn a 
new word. Repeat them aloud together, and try to use both forms when you speak and write. 

Plural Patterns 
In Alif Baa you saw that roots and patterns constitute the basis of word formation in 

Arabic, and you practiced identifying the roots of words. This is a skill you should keep 
working on. After you have identified and isolated the root of a word, everything else you see 
in that word is part of the pattern. Vowels and any "extra" consonants (other than the root) 
are thus part of the word's pattern. For example, in the word the root is  J  - - 

and the pattern is  _3 _  . We can represent this and other patterns using a place-holding 
or generic root, which by tradition is  J  - -  Li,  where  Li  stands for the first consonant in 
the root,  t  for the second, and  J  for the third. Thus, the pattern of  Liyit.,.t;  is represented as 
J9  0 . 

Arabic plurals follow certain patterns that will become fairly predictable when you have 
acquired a good vocabulary base and learned more about Arabic morphology. We will introduce 
the most common of these patterns in the next few lessons. To memorize plurals more easily, 
associate words that have the same pattern together, and use patterns to help you remember 
pronunciation and spelling. You will notice that Arabic tends to distinguish between human 
and nonhuman plurals—that is, plurals that refer to human beings and those that refer to 
animals and inanimate objects. While some patterns overlap, it is often possible to tell whether 
a plural noun is human or nonhuman from its pattern. And as you will see in the following 
section, agreement rules for human plural nouns differ from those for nonhuman plurals. 

Two patterns of plural formation in Arabic consist of suffixes: Sound masculine plurals, 
which refer only to human beings, and sound feminine plurals, which refer primarily to groups 
of human females and will be introduced in lesson 3. 

Human Sound Masculine Plurals j-.5%..1,1-t1 

/ 	- 
Examples of sound masculine plurals in Arabic include: 

1).F or L33;.t..9:1"..c. 

5 	 9  

Lt...<1.7-ivz  or  j3.41.7:1+.4 

These plurals are called "sound plurals" because the singular stem remains intact. In 
these plurals take a pair of endings that alternate according to grammatical function: 

In some cases, you will see or hear the ending  39  and in others,  t)_?. .  You will learn these 
grammatical details later. Note that the final  4.  on both endings is not usually pronounced 

rn 1,11= 
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except in the most formal registers of Arabic. In spoken Arabic only the suffix  y  — (no final 
is used, as the examples show, and so this is the ending that is most often used and 

heard. Certain categories of nouns regularly take this plural: 

a. Most  4_!_,...2)  adjectives take this plural, with only a few exceptions, including: 

6:!1x:1 	L..,1\-1-)-°1 	I 	3151. 1  • 

b. Nouns and adjectives referring to people that begin with the prefixes  25  and  -a- ,  such as 
hA' '  and  LIO..1_,;:s.  (Words that begin with the prefix  -03-.  but refer to places, 

such as  LEA  and 	do not take these plural endings.) 

c. Adjectives whose singular ends in  31—  such as  31R3. 

Learn these human plurals. For extra practice go to the map in lesson 1, exercise 6, and 
form nisba adjectives for as many countries as you can. 

1..> 	I 4ca 	E..0 7-J L.,..0 LA.! E..0...—J I L79--4tili L? 	4b--?Li I 3 ai, I 

cz14)-,.-. ct,,:_?-.2- ::t4,1)-7- / 	) -9 ):-?-.°74  'L.S.?-"n7°  

&.•: 1;''), t--:- .LI  I 	.).9--."-1:1-L:-1 C77:i11 k:, .. 

k.J...;. - 3-") -19"4  -3:9..-?9-‘° / ‘1).3.1.9-4  :4-19"°  

1-)'c: 3.1-.. 1-).F' t'.1-:t:91-)", 	t:) 9:0: 1-)s: 

t )-t-4-r _)-. IL° 's 	/ 	-°7?".)-'3.9 

	

7;-.2-° 	k)3/ 
,.7.?..),,3,- 

_ ° -' L) 	.)-‘-°  

k.).4J .11:6.9 / t;-9° 	‘.9:° La;.:3 

: O 002a.  

49--. 4 ° '!'-^ --.A--1. 	9 0=_IL:0/ 	')93.) .; .,-,, LJ9.0 

‘.J. 69--‘-!-°  C)1'9-“'J.-0 / -6_9-.'.-° 

L:)7.'91  0:'..91-?" / 91-7 

k.t:-?.; 
. 

L).'-.:-1". :. -`.7.1_,:c' / ‘5&:4 LrY.:).* 



! 0 .1-,9 .L.sz_. Li 

Broken Plurals j.s.i.0-.C.:.:J*  I Z-4—?"-  
These plurals are so named because the stem of the singular is "broken" by shifting the 

consonants into different syllable patterns so that the pattern of the word changes. These 
patterns are used in both formal and spoken Arabic, with only slight variations in pronunciation, 
such as the shifts in some short vowels,  L9,  and  0  that you are already familiar with. 

Use your "phonographic memory" (the one you use to remember music) to help you learn 
these patterns. Read these words aloud: 

L.....2:3-' LS 

9  ..,C4) .. d) ,),o 

The plurals of both nouns contain the same consonants as their singulars but the vowels 
have changed. These words share the same plural pattern, two syllables, each with a Damma 
vowel Using our place-holding root  J  —  t  —  ‘3,  we represent this plural pattern as  j_57_9" .  Two 

 
very common plural patterns are  Jai  and  J3.3z9.  Listen to and learn the plurals of words you 
know that take these patterns: 

Pattern  jisli: 

, 	s., 	 . 	 , 

Pattern  ugszs: 	 1/449—.‘—).  . 

04 3  .91 L) 

V3.111, t....A..-Z,  

, 	9
ug...42..s ‘J.01 
49_-L! ,!.L..: 

u.-11  ,,,,-4 
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Occasionally, the root of a word can be difficult to identify. The words J6, yl.!, and  ti 
all have  3  as one of their root consonants. Remember that alif cannot function as a consonant 
and therefore cannot be part of a root. This  3  is not visible in the singular, but it appears in 
the plurals of these words (in fact, looking at the plural can be a good way of determining a 
root if it is not apparent from the singular). 

Listen and learn: 

	

5 	 o 
.0.9:1 	el 	Jlg. l ∎— JL6.- 

These three patterns are not very common. Memorize them as individual words: 

	

iLL?" 	 S-?-3 	yS1-10 

Plural Agreement Rules 

In many languages, including English, all plural nouns share the same plural agreement 
rules. Thus, we say in English, "The books? They are on the table," a sentence in which "they" 
refers to the books; and, in another example, "My friends? They are great!" "they" refers 
to friends. In Arabic, however, only human plurals are always referred to as  " ct...eb."  Because 
nonhuman plurals are usually thought of as a group and not as individuals, they use different 
agreement rules. The next section introduces the rules for nonhuman plurals. 

Rules for plural agreement in Arabic distinguish between human plurals and nonhuman 
plurals (including animals). 

Human Plurals 
Human plurals in Arabic take plural agreement (this is not true of nonhuman nouns). In 

formal Arabic, groups of human females are identified by a regular suffix, We will return 
to this plural pattern in lesson 3. Here we will focus on masculine human plurals, which refer 
to both genders in most forms of spoken Arabic. Following are examples of plural agreement: 

	

.413 Lly■13.sil-o* L3bt,o1 	 S 	A 	 YSL6  

Nonhuman Plural Agreement 
The essential agreement rule of nonhuman plurals in modern formal Arabic is that they 

are always treated as if they were a single group, and they take feminine singular agreement. 
You saw this when you learned  8..)-24—.3.* JI ò—A11  : the word  1a.o91  nations is a nonhuman plural 
noun that is modified by the feminine singular adjective ?,__Lal  united. Remember: In 
modern formal Arabic, nonhuman plural nouns normally behave like feminine singular nouns. 
These examples demonstrate: 

!&L1 	I 	j 	! 	 . 	 /I 

You will notice later that this rule does not always apply in spoken and Classical Arabic. 



r6 	3 a_2_e UI 

(c:4-41 4)  a-0-?%-ti :V 

Describe these groups by using the plural forms of the words in parentheses, as in the 
example: 

(cr-c).)-0 1 	.3 	 :)-2 2)  :LPL° 

(L,i 1-1-.-1 "--'- i-z. ) • 

I 

(D 1-?- ) "! 	 ,V" - (t1) 

, J--?-.)) • 

(L.-?..)1 ) ! 

) 	 1 (o_ 1I 

) 	 s Li—e—RJ 

(J: 0 '? , (t.-<•, I) • 

-- "s12..3 I 3 _AM 

1 4 

. 

(Lcia.11 	,61.44..s" :A c).7s.  

Watch the video ,:y1 	14)1_!..4 "`  3.L" 

Then in groups of two, continue the conversation 
between c".1)...j/l4,3 and  1e:J1. You  might want to 
discuss friends, studies, work, and parents. Use as 
much new vocabulary and as many plurals as you 
can. 

rr 
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kxygdail/1.! .4.44:11/.  

	

(ct,A).1 	.6  " 

Listen to 44 tell her story in  L79-..,41.6_11.  Watch  L,2,..arill.! 	 and answer the questions 
below. The dictation exercise can be completed in the book or online Since you know the 
story, focus here on the structure and pronunciation of formal Arabic. 

1.Write out three sentences or phrases that show grammatical agreement with either ‘f. ',3511 

or  )5,111. 

2. Think about the structure of each sentence you hear. Using any terminology you know, 
write out and label the parts of two sentences. 

3. Fill in the blanks with her exact words. Pay attention to meaning and grammar as you listen 
and use both to help you write correctly: 

	

oil3   (r) 	 (r) 	 0) sa-n3 

 	(1 )9 a7'..3 	:. I ?L) )13 	 (o) 	  (0 

 	(c) ,..,_:,:s__.,:, L.,_ 	 (A)   (V)3 

(1Y) 	 ( \ \ ) .4)3'9-'-'  . 	 ( \ • ) L,- .9  

	 (\o) 	 (\i.) 	 (lr) ,3,u133  :L._313 

	

(`n) 	 (\V)3 	 ( 11 ) Li 

	

(11) 	 (r•) L.7 . 	 (\‘‘) ,..,_ 

4 -.'.3 L,- LY)3-1-2-31  LY).9-1 	 (n") L,,,_ 	 (rr) a,.) L3 

- &-1-? L7- 	 (to) 	 (ri-) ,Li 	: I I-5  

(TA) L.,:s 	 (n) 	 (r1) Li 

	

! 	 (r • ) 	 (ra) 1_313 

rr 



!6....1._,._,-3 Si_v_ lii 

Bo, j-iiii 
(L..J6-,a--11 y-i)  ",6..J.91 k:91pith CJI.G.slie :1 • &...t i..4-3 

The Arab Social Science Research website lists various kinds of resources for students 
and researchers. Unfortunately, the list of academic organizations specializing in the Middle 
East got mixed up. Please help fix it by working with a partner to match the name of each 
organization with its Arabic translation. While you are doing so, make a list of all the Arabic 
words whose meaning you figured out from context. 

ri 



11.4.41,01 	 4■1Ligi 	 Arab Social Science Research 
1131=CIMME•11 
=IIMMISIMIXC  WM.= 

A-40,1141—loir.•J■31 %—iisy 

Middle East Studies Centers, Language, Associations 

Lesson 2 u-403 

Goethe-Institute Amman, Jordan 

10.  University ofTexas at Austin, Center for Middle Eastern Studies 

Canadian Committee of the Middle East Studies of North America 
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cliwtkAris  azwi 

(c..„...11 4)  :1 

Watch the video  "l4fils EA"  and answer the following questions: 

Lj—c—sz_J 1,SL-o — r 	I 	:4 -Y 	- 

"!Jg.a.,t-o 	C.V"  /  "! Jrgias.t.,aL6 C.j1"  V' j—?_ )—o-j 

Listen to  j 1 5.,J1  in its entirety several times to get a general idea of the content. Listen 
for words/phrases you recognize, and pay attention to tone of voice as well. What is the 
relationship between the two speakers? Then listen again and focus on the following questions, 
answering  4.h.)).5%.11  in as much detail as you can. 

1. What does c—!.II  want? 1. What does c:‘,1„11 want? 

2. How does j..1).11 respond? 2. How does j6;11 respond? 

3. How is the situation resolved? 3. How is the situation resolved? 

4. What do you think the following 
expressions indicate? Use the context and 
tone of voice of the speakers to help you. 

.1...t.?- 1.1?- c.) .0_1.4. 	bl .L...R.,.0 bilg_111 .!  - 

N1,) 4.1 1J3.5u,.... l:613 c...,31  - 

4. What do you think the following 
expressions indicate? Use the context and 
tone of voice of the speakers to help you. 

. j L.:5 1.1:5 J53Z.Lo 131 .l....432A 0 p.:,/, I :9 - 
M3t.tb5.,t ! Js 	LS b C.,31 - 

5. What is the sound she uses to express 
frustration? 

5. What is the sound she uses to express 
frustration? 

I 

In the video you are about to watch in  ■ r  j-Z,  you will hear a new response to the 
expression  !bi:;,13: 

114.; 	/ 	: us-_;Jz 
You will also learn a new expression meaning not really or not very. Pay attention to the way 

this expression is used in the scene: 

455  j:‘°  / 
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Q (c.,..ii .4)  "6,12r.4.1 c,..0S.11 4 za.6.9.0"  /  -6.12,,..41 f).4l.>  Za.6.9.0"  :1 r  C}.1.1.-42J 

Use your listening strategies to get as much as you can out of this text. 
1. First listen: What is the situation? What can you tell about the speakers? 

2. Second listen: Plan your stage-two listening goals for each speaker. Get as much information 
as you can about where they live and what they do. Who mentions a brother? What do we 
learn about him? 

3. In class, share your information with a partner. How much of the dialogue can you 
re-create? Make up a new dialogue based on this model. 

Review Drills as...?1).1,1 6.?.j1.0j 

(3 4) j .91 C..,:4, 1 j)  Reading aloud a?.)41..11 601)11.11 :IS 4:)..t.)-41.3 
Read the following passage, first silently for comprehension, then aloud to practice 

pronunciation. When you are ready, record the passage and submit it to your teacher either on 
the website or as directed by your teacher. 

0.-!-Lo  .j ‘>091 ii-L! .1-4 Lri 4_.)3U 6-L-..J1 3_.C._.,,_5 .L4,..o ii_11_ 	',..),:siS j-cbL6 431..:, 

4..0_69..0 J-4,_.12_33 c o.......t.L.7%j1 0.091 a.:.?.  .to k .4 L,...  iigat..1L5 4_.2.-01_?- c.)..i3 ‘.......t. j_i C......,.. cri 

144.41 14.301 4 61■.t5 4.69 LcbX,c3  .  JJ3—.,....  .—o3S-11 L.,-:9 ii—zi——o 0—co9 .i...?s:-5 ‘:.1—:-.! 0-:9 

cz.15.:53 c.)-.3.P•'-i 1* -'.. " 1 	L-'-'49 1411-44 	'-'j9 L.t;i9.6-P5 4'99 4 k:).--‘1JH Le-'':' .4' 1-1  •"°-!" 

'413  c.)94WL! 14=13  

ry 

 

  



!o 	9 l_sej UT 

(c....„11 .4) (c.,..,.11 .4) 	:10 ‘4)..?.)-0.:i 

Practice asking and answering questions using old and new 	vocabulary words: 

."" 

" 	I 0:9 La_.‘o 	,..L.zs 	"s c I 	 

" 	I y A/ I 	a 	8 I 41_4_.?.. 	:Let." 

o 1.sa 	 "S LID  

" 	 " 	L_“.,_1 I 3_21"  .n 
a 	

.ct 

.":6,1_2Loi- 	I cz.-01 

" 	 1 —c5 	 Lam"  .1  • 

k±1J—Ls, J_tb 

" 

" 

"s jib 	 "  .  E 

I^o II ILA 	 " 

I I " .V 

rn 
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Lesson 3 

o 5 SiJIg0.LLc  ju_! 

C.)13).a.61 

14.! as" 

L,4.11 atic. 

:Js.13.411 

	  

2-41,6>11 

Possessive Pronouns a.4131 )14.,e 

ZRAL?." 3 "a:J. J.R.11 CJ3ly asz..oL?-" :601)11 

a..,..)..j.szJI 	1sz.41.?JI 

" .61 .:.5 6,1113 4.1M. .c." 

0111,,A13  

8A3 J.s.-i4Jc)" " 	.k.)-6-46%?. 4-U 1 " : J13-'‘11 



o 	Ls-U13 

Vocabulary CjI,363 1 
Listen to the new vocabulary in formal Arabic and your spoken variety. Note the 

pronunciation of 	in  ,6.3LO  in the dialects, reflected in an alternate spelling. 

0-Isdo I 4-1411 74 L',,i-  I L.. .....a.ci..1 I 

history ty.j ?Lz11 

now 
.-631? :1;' 31 

congratulations! !,.091;-;; 

response to !,!.154,.0 L$,;s: /a.:9 LsJiL;?. 4th t!-Li /6lti JA L_, 4111 44.9 Li  1  JAL 

son' 3S►.9 .Z 3S1:9 .z. ci-1-!1 .Z  (.)-?! 

cousin (male, paternal) 'c''- ' 3St9  'Z '''' ' )St.; 'Z 's"1-!1 .Z . (:)-!! 
grandfather 39.4-  .Z 3,  33.-I-?' -Z, 5•? 31,1?-1 .z 1".:?. - 

grandmother "eu.l" ,., C)13..?. .z 63.:?- 

army '‘.›--.4.-?' ufzi_9-.:-?" 	Z ja. 	..9-t-?' Z ot .'-t--? JA''_9-:-.9?.  z 

law (as a field of study) 3.9.6...,"JI 

actually, in reality 41_*a_9,-- 	JI L,_.4 --44-tip,.." ll-> -44462,-.  JI Ly....9 

he teaches 
,-,  

04.9 %).-.4-). 
,, - 9 

LY,i-L.). 

religion (:)..). ;:d I 

letter CA-! 15?-  .Z LA' Y-)-15:3  -Z Y.C1° J-L-A6 .Z ajL")-2 

husband .33? 3_9-?' z i9_3 	• 	z93-  

wife 81).f. 8.)-Z CJI-?93 •Z 4--?.93 

married (adj.) C)-2 -  .Z 8  /_3;:i4 )!---Z83;?c,z/3-9:?4 CJ-.1.-I33- .Z 8/6i:7-90 

p icture ii''' . Z .4)9d° J.:9-:° •Z 819-'a 

officer ,6LI. 11 .z ,. 1-6 1  '6 .' *Z '646  
[formal word also used) 

Jol:‘, 	 . 	J.il__, 

medicine (the profession) C-.1.11 

I know Lk-)t-? L:9)314 L...9,__ci 

science f'3-c' 	Z. 

political science 4_,,,,,L2,J1 p_L;JI 

anthropology 31-3>I1 z.1 

psychology ,..a3J1 

E • 
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L7L211 .4fall  
5: 

paternal uncle' f -Q-5* . Z 
(formal word also used) 

f.L.,..i 	z f LAICI Z 

(extended) family c:.&`?_ Lc z a.ls. J .Z. .4-̀ '  ‘'-'. 	I-11-'  .Z ii1,1-' 

relative -Y.1)- 	.Z L--71;9.  C.,1_;-9 .Z  Y-2/.9.  Y?L91  .Z L') 

college, school (in a university) C-)I-.4 .Z. 4 ‘:-'. 1—j- 	axis 
.  

how many?4 i 
• f

is' :.-_s 
engineering Z.. 411 

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1.The plurals  ,1 .91  S19 3S19 refer to children regardless of gender. 
2. The spoken word for wife, 8)..o" 81)..o, is only used in possessive constructions (e.g., his 
wife, your wife, Hussein's wife), and  8  is always pronounced as  CI)  . 
3. Arabic has very specific terminology to refer to members of  al.16.11.  You have learned 
four of these words already:  it/6, 	and 	and from them you can extrapolate 
the rest. Use what you know about  j.5.3.1.1  and  Lf..%.35..1,1  to complete the following diagrams 
of the father's and mother's sides of the family, including aunts, uncles, their husbands 
and wives, and cousins. 
4. The interrogative particle 	(:.ts is always followed by a singular noun. In formal 
Arabic, this noun takes a  266.3* .  c).23.0  ending:  ¶ ‘...:a.d.o.11 	U I.b ceS.  In spoken Arabic, no 
endings are used: 1,49 coS 	 f15. 



	vi + 4.4,.5z11 

""aLsz.11 	  

81.1..5 6,3JI3 	 Ls. 

Diagram A 

,01311 alS Is. 4 

ct-Ri l 	 + (,,..„1 1 

Diagram B 

6 ,1113.1 1 alS ts- 4 

	  + a.16J1 J6.11 	 +  	 

Er 
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(C.4.4.41) 	1.0 :1 
Draw your own family tree, naming all your aunts, uncles, and cousins, and label them with 

the appropriate Arabic words. 

(Cttt.11 	 :r 
."Eu3,0"  ji 	 C.313.41 	JI 	41 

Listen to the sentences given to illustrate each new formal word, and write out the sentences 
from  tr.?.  j Li I  to  013.4:2 

Er 



"7-1 ■ 
13 
fT-3-,rEITY 
Academic 
Departments 

African/At ncan American Studies 	Computer Science 	 Literary & Guttural Stu 

American Studies 	 Economics 	 Mathematics 
Anthropology 	 Educational Studies 	 Music 

Arabic 	 English 	 Philosophy 

% 	An & Ad History 	 European Studies 	 Physics & Astronomy 

Asian Languages & Literatures 	 French & Francophone Studies 	 Political Science 

' 	Biochemistry 	 Geology 	 Pre•Med 

11! Biology 	 Garman 	 Psychology 

Chemistry 	 Hebrew 	 Religion 
Cinema 5 Media Studies 	 History 	 Russian 
Classical Languages 	 Latin American Studies 	 Spanish 
Cognitive Science 	 Linguist. 

L5JJI3 	Ls 

(c.,.:.„11 4)  J.,- 	:Y' 

Use old and new vocabulary to write about each picture. Write as much as you can, using 
all the new vocabulary. 

(Lla.11 j) Ask Your Colleagues t.Sa1:3,3 1 5JLI : yJ-0.3 

Ask your classmates the questions below from the section you have been assigned by your 
teacher, and take brief notes so that you can report your findings to the group later. When you 
are asked a question, volunteer as much information as you can. The goal is to use as much 
language as possible on these topics. If you say the minimum, you will only get the minimum 
benefit. 

A. 
1. Who has a relative who teaches? What does he or she teach? Does he or she like 

to teach? 
2. Who has a friend or relative in the army, and which army? Is he or she an officer? 

Does he or she like working in the army? 
3. Who has lots of aunts and uncles? How many? (Remember to specify which side 

of the family.) 
4. Who is majoring in a science? Who likes to study the sciences? 
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5. Who sees their cousins a lot? -Where? 
6. Who is really busy this semester? How many classes do they have? 

B. 
1. Who likes politics? (Hint: Make the adjective 	 11  into a feminine noun.) Do 

they watch the news every day? 
2. Who has a stepmother or stepfather? (Hint: Two words.) What does he or she do? 
3. Who has letters from their grandparents? Who has text messages from them? 
4. Who will go see their extended family soon? (Hint: You can use "close" to mean 

"close in time.") 
5. Who has relatives who know other languages? Which languages? 
6. Who doesn't really like their relatives that much? 

(c.a.4J1 "61‘..5 LA) Zia,"  / ..• 	 .• 	• • 

4.4.0" 

Lst.) 	:0 c).7) 

A. At home, listen to 1/C).?.r..3 using the strategies you have learned, and answer in Arabic. 
Write as much as you can about each of these  L.0 151  including  J.;.i..11  and  Ithst11: 

•S,,t_kib' 
• • \ - 	: 1-6-° C)-c- :L'SJb  

3 .9.....-(3 	.1 )lbla .1 

J,As. .L.3 L./1 111) .Y 

a..z...6ls .3 8 J..41 .3 

How does Nisreen say feminine this? . —Cb 

B. In class, compare your information with a partner's and discuss: Why is 1441,3-2,/,..2) 
looking at pictures? 

j1",1a! Lb"  (:).0 	 c../14.E11 	JI 19.RA.L.01 

Listen to the sentences given that illustrate each new formal word and write out the 
sentences from  ,6..!1-,2)  to  (z.5. 



o 	L5,LJ13 

In many parts of the Arab world, it is common to hear the term 	outside the family 
circle. The words  `as, 2Cos, , J6  and  4-16-  may refer to and address distant relatives and in-laws 
as well as close family friends a generation older than the speaker. Mothers-in-law and fathers-
in-law are addressed and referred to in many areas as  (..„.1c,  and  c.rOs ojA  , and a stepmother 
may be addressed as  16-.  A man who marries into the family may be addressed by younger 
members of the family as and a distant female relative may be called The word 
cos--  is also used as a term of respect for an older man of low social status. The exact usage of 
these terms varies according to regional dialect and local customs. 

However, the terms  8/i.bs  and  6/J1-  do not refer to or address spouses of biological aunts 
and uncles, who are addressed and referred to using terms for "husband of my aunt" and 
"wife of my uncle": 

L,14/ sal DWI 0..J.n1i I 

aunt (married to "c',..) cos 81,.!, LP°s"—  8;* L7:3' 	43,01 

aunt (married to J1t5-) J1 	*61y0 L16 B, L.J1- 613,31 

uncle (married to Ls) L,::zs,  35? 
.. *L7-:' 	33-- ,::-,,-c.. V.3-  

uncle (married to ill.:,-) (..;,-16-  35--?.  4j1' -39-?.  4"IL'. 	9i 

L74Il alas: 
Arab culture as we know it evolved in the context of Islamic history, and therefore 

knowledge of Islamic history is important to understanding Arab culture. Non-Muslim Arabs 
learn this history too—after all, it is a shared history if not a shared religion. The family tree of 
the Prophet Muhammad is significant for both its religious and historical roles. Many important 
Muslim leaders and dynasty founders are related to the Prophet by blood or marriage. 

prophet 
C.r`' 

caliph slats aki. 

Shiites 24..1•.11  

Sunnis Zi...111 



cf.A.c.a.C.0* 

4_411=11 J.A.c who l 

0.4.9 

s›:•i 	■■•%.4.1.4.A.c 
pat.i.J1 j91) 

1.1=i1  I  0.:•_)..a.c.*vid.ezaz. 

I  
11. 

	 e 1..711 	1)12)3.1 

Lesson 3 yO 

Read the family tree below and see how much history you can find. 

the Rightly-Guided Caliphs (first four after the Prophet's death) 3341;11Li -19.til 

the Umayyads, first Islamic dynasty 661-750 (CE) C).913111  

the Abbasids, second Islamic dynasty 750-1258 (CE) ,..) :54l 

the Hashimites, present-day rulers of Jordan L.)_9:_M-6-31  

.. • 

(0J -LA:o• 	pUt.11 	ot.41c„.*  

VW 61.A.C. • 	_/ 

19A1 js.:LJ-  I  ":4,S..1,1 iry . 00 "141.9 	 c.›.4 

r 

  

✓ V 

 

  



o 	JJI3 a_LI Ls. 

(Li:L.4:0) 4)  601,§ ,I,Ltj :V C.H.J-4-3 

Use the chart to find these relationships among members of the Prophet's family. 

	

.4111  	9.Lb 	 4.11 

Hi-L-13 1  J--c• 	 '`6 1  3;13 L-J 1-6  3;1 3 LY'L::-c 

(L)3 .12z,1_,J1 d113-JI 

3 	 3 

	 3  	3  	 L.74.11 

3 

L.,4 Ci?-33 L7r12, 22L> Is. .1 

L Ls" 

L.,tiJ I 

13 	i 

. 	JI9LJI 

ahli, 19  .  V 

sra LYA:;i  .A 

A 

• 

.t.c15 44.11 

j.R.1 	 ‘t.3,4 	:a4.?,t1 

We learned some basic rules for masculine plural patterns in lesson 2. Let's continue to learn 
more about plurals, focusing on feminine plurals in this lesson. In lesson 2 we introduced several 
broken plural patterns as well as masculine sound plurals and plural agreement rules. Here we 
introduce feminine sound plurals and a new broken plural pattern,  j. 

Plural Patterns of Feminine Nouns 
Many—but not all—feminine nouns whose singular form ends in  o  take the plural suffix 

This includes both human and nonhuman nouns. Remember that nonhuman plurals take 
feminine singular agreement: 

C-3  

LDI 	 CAA.c 

A 
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Memorize these words as taking  I—  plurals: 

()  Plurals taking  Csl- 

Plurals of the  J  and  J  patterns 

E...a...., 1 1 31113 1 

, 	. 
cil)L_:,,, .6iL,'_:,0 

C.:3LiSt3 a7'.99 

l.:3 Ls.1-0 :tisLw 

- - 
c.)Lisj Lill 

,.:31 ,, 	I'S A . rc 

LDL9ji_2,  2-0,..L0 

,:..)* 9.9L6 LI3L6 

C.:3 L-0.:-?•;:i ":?.?. 

C...31:. .1°-4-5:4 

C.J* 195.:. at...-0 

,:$1.?-1.9- a-?-6 

Eiz,:,-,ii 3. .6.1,1 

t 
_)Lul 

t 
6)—.., I 

Lk-A i.4.;1 

J4-  ii.14- 

f"'-'1 Ztiol 

,Initis -;as 

u42-.=279  4_,‘,9 

Jis'  c14.s. 
. 

)4 .6)..g., 

ol'.9 1 2,631 

oi'31 2791 

Note, however, that not all singular nouns ending in  O  take the plural suffix  u1—.  Words that 
have the singular pattern  2161  or  alai  form their plurals with  Li.;:g  and  Ll;z:4  respectively. Learn 
these pairs: 



Human Feminine Plurals C., I - : 	I 

Nouns and adjectives that refer to groups of human females are highly regular in formal 
Arabic. With the exception of the words for women (see below), all the feminine human plural 
nouns and adjectives you know end in  C.)1-: 

c:313141 c..:2s-
ti 

C3L11_10 a-:-11-6 
t 

CsIS 	-L i.-4,1 
t 

8,SL,_.  ‘,1 

C.39 L4 LI L.6- 

C...$* I jt_.?- 8J1-?- 

c.,1 '. 	: 	. 	I., 	...1 4 a '. : 	I., 	. L.4 ....... 	..... - 	.... 	- 	..... 

C.J147.?' -;-:-.0  Z47.?-)2,-.0.1  

C3 1-a42:26 .5  2i-.41:16 'L 

C.:393_it.....t:a 4J9-i-.14.10 

CS .L.0-,ini 44 

i....J I j...iz;:0 8 11..it,2, 

c)  Listen to and memorize the plural forms of "woman," two of which are exceptions to the 
rules you just learned: 

I 

In urban Arabic dialects, feminine plural agreement with adjectives is rare. Compare these 
formal and spoken phrases: 

CL) L? 	 CIJUJ 

LDIL 	 CJLI, cLj 

0 • 
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More Broken Plural Patterns with Medial Alif 

Many singular nouns that have a long vowel have plural patterns that consist of three syllables, 
the vowels of which are regular: fatHa, alif, and kasra or  LS  in that order. Some patterns add 
consonant  3.  Words with four root consonants are uncommon but they do exist, and they include 
words borrowed from other languages. Note that  8  does occasionally occur on human plurals, such 
as  833L4  I  and  8)363.  Listen to and learn these plurals: 

Q 13:4'.  Q 1-1  

dilL.j.t.  

3:01..1 st.7.3 
8)Iss J3-75S 

„i:us ii-s 

E.02,,-.11 :A C)-.?.)...c.-3 

List and describe some things one can find in the following, as the example demonstrates: 

.C.J* G 	c.:JIStzj  3  6"92.1 .613LA  a z..a?- 'La 

L.,:zri Lc. 4  .\ 

	 3     Facebook 	 4  •r 

.r 

3 

'LL,1 	4 

   

.9 

 

    

3 

j 

t j ail 4  .V 

0 

 

  



Find out more information from  'wall 61)1-?J1.  Remember to use  "If:S"  with 
a singular noun to ask the question and to use a plural noun if the answer is 
between three and ten. If the question involves a preposition, it goes before  S. 
—1111• 5 	CA.:4.3..  ceS 

1. How many classes do they have? How many male vs. female professors? 
2. How many siblings do they have? How many really close friends? 
3. How many names do they have? 
4. How many cities and states do their relatives live in? 
5. How many languages do they know (even a single word)? 
6. How many employees does their mother or father work with? 
7. How many professors know them? 
8. How many cars does your family have? 
9. How many rooms are in their house? 
10. How many hours do they study at home and at school in a day? 

aitdol 
The iDaafa (also called "the construct phrase") is one of the fundamental structures of 

Arabic grammar. Formally,  a9L.41  consists of two or more nouns placed together to form 
a relationship of possession or belonging. You have seen many examples of  a.:91.41,  among 
them: 

0)3: 9*) ok 

There are three important points to remember about  ,124141: 

1. The relationship between the two (or more) nouns may be thought of as equivalent to the 
formal English use of the word "of" (as in, "the story of the woman" or "the jacket of the 
boy"). Arabic has no alternative construction for expressing this relationship between nouns. 
Thus, to say "the woman's story" in Arabic, you must first reconstruct the phrase to "the story of 
the woman":  alj.411 La  Note that many compound words in English are also expressed using 
ail411,  for example: 

housework 
	

c.44 I j;...,t 

2. Only the final word in an  4.41,61  can take  JI  or a possessive suffix. Study the following examples 
and note that the first word in each  aeizi  is definite by definition and that is why it cannot take 
J.  In the final example, remember that New York is definite because it is a proper noun. 

or 



: 	.1 

4 .03  Euyo Ci.19.9.,0 .0 

5i,J13 	:a..131 .r 
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my father's family = the family of my father 6,019 ants 

the professor's office = the office of the professor '6,S1.7,All kz.C...0 

the student's notebook = the notebook of the student yam11 jte3 

New York University = The University of New York 4)52 .9.:t3 an.ol?- 

These simple iDaafas all consist of two nouns. Complex iDaafas, on the other hand, 
contain more than two nouns, in which case all nonfinal nouns behave like the first noun in 
the phrase and never take  _II.  Examine the following 4.414 which contains four nouns: 

Maha's father's cousin = the son of the uncle of the father of Maha JJ 13 cos. c:>.! I 

  

Remember that a possessive pronoun can only occur on the final noun in an  4:91.41,1  . The 
following phrase will help you remember this rule: 

my telephone number 
	 n 1*; 

3. In ail41  the  8 must always be pronounced as  C.3.  on all words in which it appears except 
the final word in the 

c)  Listen to the following words, read first in isolation, then as the first part of an 
and compare the pronunciations. 

(C..t.711 	a91.4.q1 :1 • c)...?..)-44-3 
This exercise is available online only. 

milmmmoi  or 



oS 6-1-113 

Possessive Pronouns  ..d..:...(1.13 ) 
..„ 

You have seen and used several possessive pronouns in Arabic: 

 

LpHJ I3 

 

j..4.4.41 1 

    

Notice that these pronouns are suffixes, and that this order matches that of  a.9141,  since 
nouns with possessive pronouns are kinds of iDaafa constructions. Remember:  o  is written 
and pronounced as  -3  when a pronoun suffix is added. 

The possessive pronouns corresponding to the subject pronouns you know are: 

SCI SCI il L7,3Lt L.,......c1111 Subject Pronoun it-Q.420i 

.C.r Crr 

 

Iii 

LA- 2  LA- I-9- (r.rch  

L L L C>9':' 

The pronunciation of some of the vowels in these endings varies slightly among 
different varieties of Arabic. The spoken endings are fixed for each dialect. In formal Arabic, the 
pronunciation of words with possessive suffixes varies slightly with the different grammatical 
endings. For now, learn to recognize the different pronunciations without worrying about the 
reasons for the differences. Listen to the noun  Cte-)  with the three endings that you will see and 
hear in very formal Arabic: 

Final  a_  in both Egyptian and Levantine is not pronounced (except in Egyptian if the word is negated). 
'This pronoun, and sometimes the plural 	is spelled with  -6-  even though it is never pronounced, reflecting the relationship 
with formal Arabic. 

... 

_. ,..-• 
4:. .., ...„.• ' ell!? Z-:.-! 

L6-_..! C6i.,.. 

L...) 

c'4---! (4.5z--'-'' 

OE 
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Possessive pronoun forms are also used with prepositions. Listen and practice aloud: 

L50-10I L,43 1-tii I 0.2,41.a.J I 

6 ..ui ,s x...-.-  6 ...,..:_c 

Jas 
di-L:i 

L!1:Lta 

data. Jam    

dii:s 

o  

Lta ili 

b  , . 

Leo aia 

b..L:s. 

Lco Is 

bx.a. Lei. 133..s. 

11-a ,:5-1. c'S' 
9 9 	 .. 

:L: 
 

9 

11 rj  Finally, listen to the negation of  ..us  with pronouns in the varieties you are learning3: 

sal L743 WI 
(,,,,zil 1  

ot_1.1.:_a 1.3 4.1.La 1.0 4.1.:_c j,..).  

utSa.:.C. L0 J.I.:.C. La `23-L5.  L;4-  
ot .44  IA dl-L:i. La ,!1.1:.c. ,;—.1 

ot 9 oa:L;C La ,,,t3J-La La 6:11.C. 1.0 bac. L;,,, ) 
Maas L3 loa.u_a 1.0 L"-5' j4 

A ,1.La Lo Li-ui La Lu. „;‘,„.)- 

ok9,-CLi L ‘ .A.1Ii. 6 45.  L4 
otja13,1;.a 1.0 ‘:):1Li. 6 c-'11- 	J--.-1  

'You can see here that some of the Egyptian forms have long vowels in the final syllable. Egyptian stress patterns are very 
regular and easily identifiable, and you will learn them by listening and imitating. 

00 



This exercise is available online only. 

j) 

With a partner, take turns saying these sentences to each other. Since they are a bit vague, 
your partner will ask for clarification by asking:  "1-61".  You must then clarify by using an 
ELI,  as the example demonstrates: 

ca.1s. L..>115" - 	 - "!yl.:6J1 	:J1Lo 

!_)5,41.11 L 	I  .\ 

J L11 	ja.,41...27.4 LEI  .r 

.3—siAl 4 
•i 

cjs. 	(..,:z:q1 .0 

/ 	-4.a.6.;..0 4 L.  ›.C.-,1 6/:),!Lc.  .1 

.41 L93.L1 s u / .41 L:93L- 1 	.V 

CC 	 Ct.° .615.4"  / 	695.4a 4t.st." 

	

(L.1.41.11 	C..e.tt11 j) 

1.At home, choose some pictures of your family to take to class. 
2. In class, watch the conversation between Maha/Nisreen and her father. How does she say 
"Whose picture is this"? How would you say "What is this a picture of"? Use this construction 
and other iDaafas to talk about  1.9.,cJI  you brought to class with you. 

0'1 
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(Laszt.11 	ablsql :1 

Read the following sentences describing  167111.c3 1.6.4, first silently, then aloud. Pay special 
attention to the pronunciation of  6  in C.1.41..2,>11. 

4.6.6:4-0 4 &S.-' .L.7453 	r • Lzycs. pa.° 	16J3 

	

:421411 	 C.)5J3 	-14 1-6,3 6 -01.9 

yil.:91 Led 16-09 	-3-119 

. 6.)-fban 	ZSL 165 .11..9 1-.4.20946  ZtA9 	o'.4-41-61  04.9-1 	C )-C-w3 1-6-° all-'•  •E 

4 44.?-5JI ce....4 4 	grk9 	c).0 l.ssa.J13  .0 

(.5.Lv..11 4 	A 9A3 1.6.4 J.113 cas 	 4  .1 

SCI 4?-333 Ojizal 4 	a.ALTq  Ly ,  A:11  c,Js. j 	 0.4t)) ,16.0 aa.c. 	3L;-  .V 

160c a...?-33 c)..0 	oisb  .A 

(L.ricJI kj)  " e..6 asziot..?-" 3 "ii.t.!)all C.,31u aszAL?-" :10 ‘57,,i—o-3 

Following are the listings from two Arab universities. Compare them to see how similar 
and different their colleges and departments are. Do the colleges or schools have the same 
departments? Use your grammatical knowledge (of such things as roots and iDaafas) to help 
you guess the meanings of new words. 

OV 



1.1.11A-.1. 1s 

- 

.44413 

	̂111--2 .93.3:15:11.   
— 

4 . 1 	̀..11  .4."1-9.443-)TIAl• 

4211 " 

ce&NI 	e.,Za 

(14-”1.31-431  )14'=L-3 ■J*4-.3v1 

" .4411.11 	 - 

.1-1.7 3;1411 ) c.);21JAVI 

(17.3.51951-4..)1111 ) ."Y.Atl 

4c-L411 .9 (17?÷3•13:?4,1):"3. 

	

1:- .11  4.40 	-A 

4.111 4..);:11).413 	-9 

J.0211 7, 	-1 • 

4...1141 A.+IS 

14.41.11.  j 	j231 rti.111 	-I 

14.41.119  

1.+41.11" 

4.)..=1.&.11 Lula -1 

u_531111 

	

j ;t...A. 	11;6_11_r 

;.i14:111:tTAS 

JL4aVI j1.11 

444,. .1144S 

*, ti  11  461.1111j 	 -I 

	

A4.1_341111 	̀a i&A-j.  

.4.4.11.411:4  %1 	 (z.wai 

aLSiI rt"41 

kji.ARAII ;Li.1:103.11;cas 

.L.1-1 is 

www.yabeyrouth.com 	 www.alepuniv.edu.sy  

OA 
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Z...) )=11 CARA 6:11 : 4.9  4 UI" * I 
Although Arab universities are similar to American universities in many ways, there are 

some differences. Many Arab universities divide academic fields or subject areas differently 
from American universities, which group most academic departments together in a school, 
such as "School of Engineering," "Law School," "School of Nursing," or "College of Arts 
and Sciences." Arab universities generally use smaller divisions, such as the School (or College) 
of Humanities  (....)13-91 4 5 ,  the School of Commerce  7).)..?a "4.45,  and various science and 
professional schools. Another difference between the two systems of education is that in Arab 
universities, medicine and law are undergraduate schools, not graduate schools. 

The system of education in most Arab countries has traditionally resembled European 
models rather than the American liberal arts college. By the second year of high school, 
students must choose to concentrate either in humanities and social sciences or in mathematics 
and natural sciences. Once the choice is made, the student's choice of college major is limited, 
so that a humanities major in high school may not enter a science department in college. 
Each school or department sets its own academic program, including all of the courses the 
students take in each year of study; students are not allowed to choose electives. In many 
public universities in the Arab world, courses are one year long and the student's grade is 
determined solely on the basis of one exam at the end of the year. In recent years, however, 
the number of private, American-style universities opening all over the Arab world has grown. 
If you are interested, do a Web search of Arab universities and see what you find. 

( 	j 31 Lig2/1 	aJus ,6u4.1 

has asked you to help prepare a handout in Arabic that they can 
distribute to  c_J)5411 LA  :1.11  who are interested in applying to the university. Make an outline of 
its schools and departments. 

adza,1411 

There are two parts to this exercise. Watch 	;Lail'.  I and answer the questions below. 
The dictation exercise can be completed in the book or online. 

A. As you listen to Maha tell the story in  LT-, 	II  , focus on grammar and the use of  3.  Listen 
for  491.41:  How many can you find? Then listen to see how many times you hear  3  in the text. 
How many times does Maha use this word? Think about how the use of  9  affects style. 



1 

Watch the video and use your listening strategies to get as much information 

6_7.1.15 Ls ,LJ 13 

B. Write what Maha says, filling in the blanks below. You will hear some grammatical markings 
on nouns with possessive suffixes, such as  4:3 J..01  and  1.2:4  These vowels represent formal 
Arabic grammar, and we will come back to them later in this book. 

	

(r)   (r) 4,143  	(0) 

	

(V)   (1)     (0)3  	(E) 

( \ ')9 J 31-c.   (k) litb3 , 	 (A)3 35.4.....,u1 

	 (or)  	(rr) J3L.c.  	 (t ∎ ) 

(\1)3  J....2.1 	 (10) Litz, . 	 (1i.) 

	 (1ck)  	 (1n)     ( \ V) 

a s h__ 	 ( nd ) a..e....,-1 	 (r')._  	 Cr-)• 

iS)tb LOJ I 	 (ro)   (rE) 	 (rr) 

(VA) 4     (rv) 	 (n) 3.4t.,9 

(r ■ ) 3  . 	 r•)  	(rc) cilit-..>11-? cy.il 

(r .)9  41.,13 	 (rr) 3 a4.6 1.4 	 (rr) 

olLtAbli 	Ezdo 

4 )  140 	a.0 :IA 6.-.).1-44-3 

as possible about each speaker. Then, answer the following questions: 

: 	I  . 

:L..% boo,  0 



(al : : (:).3  1.0 (a 
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May God keep them (safe and well 
9 

 

You have seen that the expression  4.1.11 	L  is often used when seeing or talking about 
someone's children. You will also hear, and should use, the phrase 	 o 	/ 	41.11 to 
wish others' children well. 

Tomorrow 6)5.9., 

The word  BA  has a cultural dimension beyond its dictionary meaning. In the dialogue you 
will hear it used to refer not to the literal tomorrow but to a metaphorical one—a day not far 
off, a day that will come soon. In this sense, 6).C.,, helps convey a message of "hang in there, 
it will work out." Conversely,  .6A  can imply a metaphorical tomorrow that will never come: 
Hence the Egyptian proverb  ot..4.1_,1 j BA,  refers to the apricot season that comes and goes 
before you know it.    tj 6).5..>  means that you will wait and wait but it will never happen. 

Use good listening strategies to get as much as you can out of the conversation you will 
watch in the video clip. Listen for words/phrases you recognize, and pay attention to tone of 
voice as well. 

1.What is the relationship between the two speakers? What kind of conversation is this? 
After you have formed some ideas, watch several more times to focus on the following 
questions, and answer  4t.!).sz.11  a;.111.!  in as much detail as you can. 

2. Which aspects of her life does each one talk about? List them here: 

11 



c 2-6)-:- 6)3 1  ot,-.J. 

(L.a.,4111 j 	 .60.1,i21.  I :r • C)-.? .)-4.-3 

Read the following passage, first silently for comprehension, then aloud to practice 
pronunciation. When you are ready, record the passage and submit it to your teacher either 
online or as instructed by your teacher. 

c2s. 1  9.t5 kps:j 1  eLaQ J9:4S-th 

-1-113 , 419111 	i_9;5-1-11 

 (,9.Lu.11a;.115 4 SLR 1 eLas. 

3-(13 3 0  4m°t-?" 

&-(13 3 1-'4 1  ‘..§9 	4 

3.z.9 	 j91  

tj9?33.srw 	o, c9 4l ac 

6-19 Z93;-° (4'4S' 19:;S i)3  Y1S"9 

C)1 3 
	

9-'13 3V9 1 E-4 	c)5,--J 4:;-?-33 

3V9 119 	C,s3 	Losb9 	 c;;-?-9j 

lY 



	

JS iI ',:1531"  "!Lwyl j5     •4012.11..$ 

:air..6111 

"i3j6J1 	•601).E.11 

:(1) 

The Present Tense VerboJI ,:)1191 

jLat,1 Llniz.11 (2.63 

:(r) Js-1911. 11 

Object Pronouns c.,..cajl )14,e 

JS 111,1 `LS"  • L.,...,,,a_EOL! az, ;,11 

:(r) 

a  l4 ?di  aio..?J1 

01:4a.,A13 :4J312/1 

" 	j 93 "  " LtJI .L.1:33" 

a37.?-1),1 

4 U"') 3 
Lesson 4 

!s ietawin 	aeL=I LAA.s 



Vocabulary c.,1411 
Listen to the new vocabulary alone and in context in sentences: 

L7:L5z3.1 ski L.7,3  Lt./ I L7Puasi.11 

he eats' S512 L412 J:Cti. 

yeyesterday Z.- Ltj'l Z-1-!-°1 
,. 

o--0°1  

first a 
primary, elementary 8/31,1.3.11_ 

I memorize 121.a-: 	i lai.-1 ,16.1:1;1 

sweets, desserts CG5:1- 91.?: 1''  "DC)..9:1-; 

vegetables ,Laji.. 

school u.4 il....L;; .z .  a...6.1Z 

I remember 6.2;51.4 .z .61 le /  151 .).. i l'il 
classmate, colleague (m.) )l.:13 ,J.21.0j .z.  J..,ro.j 37). 1-;_3  . ct;)'..) 	J3 

classmate, colleague (f.) c.).  I- 	z.  41.43 

traveling' (J!' L')-.)  .;11j 1  

I travel 1:9Lu1 (0 )SLI 
{ 

L.11 _)9L4 

salad c.:)I- 	2i1;1:0 

he listens to E° "`! E.° "`; J! n'''.2 
fish aL-Q 

soup 11-? .).3-1  

friend (m.) 
,. 

yl...,,,,01 .z  k.........7-1.,,, C.A...a..4 	. 	3t.9. ..) 
, 

.l ...4+.01  . 	3.2.1.,,0" 

friend (f.) L'...)'  I- . 	,1,..;-La C.II- 	z -,uia..) c...,* 	I- 	 . 	aii.!,)..."0 
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o-LR-13 I L5n-la I 4 L:L.1 I L ....,...4c11 I 

childhood a1.5111 

restaurant 'F'1•6"-*  

individual. (person) 31191 . 	3;9 

fruits 41.51 

before' 
,.....,1_1_ 	LL: ...9' 

verb + Lo J_!3 

ct.....41 	+ 	Li_:9'.-. 

verb + lz Li_t  ( cz,—,1 +) j;3" 

he reads 111?  IA 1-A.  
he says JA JA. J.5:0-,—.. 

he writes i 3 • 	:., L 5•:l 

all (of the ...) J95 Ea,R,11 + SC 

he was4  :Jt5 :) 1-5  615 

I was L_ZS LS f2.J. 

meat f"--'1 

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1. The root that refers to eating is J d Remember that hamza is a consonant and can 
be part of a root. It is also part of the root 	k.9  for words that have to do with reading 
or reciting. Since the stem vowel in  IA  and the prefix vowel in  Lai.  are fatHa, the hamza 
is written on alif in these verbs. What happens if we conjugate 	in first person and 
add the prefix  I  to the root letter  I  ? Remember that two hamzas combine to make alif 
madda: . Thus,  Si-  1  I eat. 
2. The word 	is a noun (gerund), not an adjective (participle). It can be used in 
sentences like "I love traveling!" However, it cannot be used in sentences corresponding 
to English "I am traveling," with the verb "to be," because, as a noun, it cannot express 
an ongoing action that a particular person is in the process of doing. 
3. The word  J.;.:4  is a preposition and can be used before any noun. In order to use a verb 
after it, we need a word to link them. In spoken Arabic, the linking word  La  performs this 
task. Study these examples: 



Jo'   Le_9.t1 f6St „ 1..„1 Lo Li..0* 33.2:) (; :. 1.:11 	f.jSt 

sal L79-_9.) .3 	J-:19. 4 '. 1  t 15p-3)  Lo 

Lo j.t:9 	 E-0 

js 

verb (no b) +  Lo 

4. In Arabic, past-tense verbs are conjugated with suffixes (not prefixes like present-tense 
verbs). The past-tense verb  31S  was/were uses these past-tense subject suffixes. Listen, 
repeat aloud, and learn this verb, and notice while you are doing so that the pronouns 

themselves will help you remember some of the forms 	: 

.5f'42-131 L7.0W1 L 9,...40.1111 

c-4 Ls'' lii 

'LL2s J:..s 

c,z. .L.74 LAS  Lam' 1 

)15 ,!)Is )15 .9sb 

L Lei LS !*.Z,6 .L?lb  

L'5 US LS &-^6  

I97:5 I:5.4 4 cz-3 1  

13,6 19015 133 LS 
c`jb 

	

(11 J) 	c:Jipi-ali :1 
Practice using new vocabulary by completing the sentences: 

.41?-3 41?-3 	 131 	 3S jco o 

3 1-;;c 	 iJ 1.6    ,a2-0L?,.11 J.t.14 

	

C.) 3..C.$ ).oi 	u11Ict.11 	 .r 
.1 	,Lc:)1.*.JL 	L 91jizil 31 4,..9* . -33 	 35  A. 

Lz.o Ls t o 4J  I 	L113 	 j  .0 

.419;2113 JkLill13 	J5133 

	

Lr''--1  4 13S t3-263 :=139 1    3-cb C'_)-?9-) 

.4.31,1:41 

11 



J-<13  

Lisa  .A 

E-0  . ct 

.6,1241 cb_c)11 4 6„„5 

‘LUS 
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LrJ1'. 53 	 Zi-Ul 4 • 

	 JS T &-C-)3 

coio 	4 	E • 

J5 	 aij3 

L.L.a11 j *i.J1b 1:4  .V 

JST J vegetarian ''L;L:j 131  .A 

3 

131  .r • 

6,..1.2 ,.)...?J I c..)1.015JI 

c")  (JI 	C) 15  :Y 

Situate these actions and states in the past by using the correct form of  315  : 

.C1)19.1.. 0 JO' 	LiAll 4 &.(wi    .\ 

.4)  c,J. 	:r   
• 

ji  "JA. " 	 LJ.o.?J 11513 L'..1.3_).‘11,1 J.  JI 1.9..R.4.Lw• I 

1V 



JS Ja.a.;1 

(Lia,..)1 	) 

Read these sentences, first silently for meaning, then aloud to a partner. 
Pay attention to iDaafas and the pronunciation of and and  JI  . 

‘1--9 	 .• 
Lub 4 61.9.a.il 

	

"ty.).9-2.3" 	 r 
a....4i..?„11 4 ).6..,,J1 	a 	JA.323 61,4I o 	.E 

t9 	 — 	 olsa .,5,131  .0 

	

"iy-41" tiLt 4 J9yI 	14 4,„I 	.1 

. Lama) I J.:3 	 4 3.2 3111 ji   	V 

	

nIsj,11 LLS%03 JS  slo.Wi ,6.s1;1 	S  .A 
Li„.c.i 

.L313 1 ,991 JI )4L.3 	6,013  .\ • 

(.1...11 	c,So13.3 1314,1 :0 

Ask as many  Loj  as you can and find out: 
A. 

1. Who likes to travel? Do they travel every year? Who do they travel with? Where do 
they want to travel? 

2. Who listens to classical music  'LA.,  911.  What else do they listen to? 
3. What they remember from their childhood. 
4. Who has a problem with their roommate(s)? 
5. What restaurants in the university area they like. 
6. What they eat every day. What they eat when they have a cold  3):), / 	 . 

7. What their friends do. Get as much information as you can about their friends. 
8. What books they used to read in school. 

B. 
1.What they remember from their elementary school. Do they remember their 

first-grade teacher(s)? 
2. Who has a roommate or housemate? Get as much information as you can 

about their roommate. 
3. Which member(s) of their family was a student at this university? 
4. Where they were before class today. 
5. Who is vegetarian  3Li.  What do and don't they eat? 

1A 



Listen to 18.0 using the strategies you 
have learned. Write a short paragraph 
for each question. You may use  L.72c.,4111.11 

and/or spa.1,1 words and expressions. 

Listen to  C);!...p,43  using the strategies you 
have learned. Write a  short paragraph  for 
each question. You may use 	and/ 
or  L.7.0i--1  words and expressions. 

L8:46 ' CY3 	6.)St.4  

' more 40.  L 	6)51.4 4.4 

4.2 1 .r 

:more &;).f.,j 

juti 	 L9..) 110  

19 	L.4_91;3 	.r 

'415.4,A .Lrz 

How does she say  these  (people)?  .0 

Lesson 4 04-93 

6. What they used to watch on TV in their childhood. 
7. What music they used to listen to. 
8. Whether they like fruit salad. What desserts do they like to eat also? 

44Lolsz1l) 
• 

" 1.1 0.01.2̂ I  JS 	.k:51j1"  /  110.oL291 JS Ja.O.P-1 

(c 

.4) 	 V 

-" ct-2,1 "  J1  " 	c:)-4 	 13)-6-1.1 	JI 152-47-41 



!A,,,1 JS J7i:1_911/4  6 ...S 

C)  3.ian LOti :iiiLifzil 
The rich regional cuisines of the Arab world reflect the long history of civilization in 

the Middle East and the Mediterranean and include contributions from Persian, Turkish, 
and various other cultures. Rice in the Gulf and rice and/or bread in Egypt and the Levant 
are part of every meal. In North Africa, couscous and bread are staples. You have probably 
eaten  021P- , yL.S,  and  4I,9;$*  in a Middle Eastern restaurant. Other popular dishes include 
salads, vegetable stews flavored with beef or lamb, rice and meat, and various beans and 
legumes. Most dishes are spiced with garlic, onion, lemon, parsley, and cumin. Watch the 
slide show to learn the names of some dishes. 

V. 
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Watch as J-16-/Cii16 and his friends go to a restaurant. In the Egyptian scene listen for 
the phrase "bring me." In the Levantine scene you hear a new way to say "please." What do 
they order? List as many items as you can. 

Bo, Jill 
(k...a..ati 	 f.szka.0 A 

The next two pages contain excerpts from a menu from  8.)611 	cbsi.6.4,  a Syrian 
restaurant in Saudi Arabia. Pretend you are there, and take your  tj  to this restaurant. Order 
a complete meal for everyone, including drinks, appetizers, main dishes and desserts. Your 
teacher will be your waiter and will be able to explain some of the dishes if you ask  !t.i.P-11.! 

V 1 
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ti toati jscin 

verb J12:91 JszS 

present or incomplete tense 

 

  

By now you have seen and heard a number of verbs, among them: 

These verbs are all  ti1,411-0  , which is sometimes defined as present tense and sometimes as 
incomplete tense.  E31,2211  combines both features: It can refer to an incomplete action, usually 
one taking place in the present, such as "he teaches" or "he is teaching," or a repeated habitual 
action, such as "she works at the UN" or a state such as "I know" Remember: Any action 
that stretches over a period of time or takes place repeatedly will involve  bi-aa  because it can 
express both progressive or ongoing actions ("I am studying") and habitual or repeated actions 
("I study" or "I used to study"). 

In Arabic, the subject of  tit-at' J-R-6-11  is expressed on the verb itself with a prefix or a 
combination of prefix and suffix, and not with an independent pronoun. Thus,  ,) ,Y _912)  is 
redundant unless the context calls for some kind of contrastive emphasis (such as "he studies") 
or other stylistic consideration. In the Egyptian dialect, pronoun subjects tend to occur with 
bLati  more often and are less contrastive than in other varieties. 

You have been using verbs for some time now, and you know that the prefixes and suffixes 
that indicate person remain the same for all  t)L21-4  verbs, and the stem of each verb remains 
constant as well. Once you know the stem of any verb you can easily conjugate it. The table 
in the next section lists the conjugations of some of the verbs you have learned so far. This is 
meant to be a review, not a crutch: Verb charts can show you what you need to learn but until 
you internalize them and have no more need for them, they are not helpful at all in speaking, 
writing, or understanding what you read and hear. 

Main Verbs and Dependent Verbs 

In spoken Arabic you have been hearing and using verbs with and without a "--i" prefix: 

8565 L 

z3,1 

!zt..?-6 

VE 
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Notice that the verbs Lr4.2-b and upta in the first two sentences above both have , while 
the verbs t 3JI and) in the latter two do not. Notice also that the first two verbs are the main 
verbs in their respective sentences, while the latter two verbs are dependent on Si!  /  3.21s.. While 
these are not verbs grammatically, they may be considered verb-like expressions. The use of  -! 
indicates that a verb is a main verb. When a verb follows another verb or verb-like expression, 
it does not take For now, focus on recognizing this distinction when you hear it and do not 
worry about producing it. This will come with practice. We will discuss main and dependent 
verbs in more detail in lessons 9 and 10. 

Formal Arabic has the same kind of distinction but with a change in suffix rather than the 
addition of a prefix. In formal Arabic, the persons  (o 3l, C1,31,  and  f)-02.  have two variants: one 
ending in  3  and one without it (spelled with a silent alit). Both of these variants are used in 
formal Arabic; the difference between them is grammatical 1 . 

The following table presents the prefixes and suffixes for  tiLall  in all the persons you 
have learned so far. You are expected to recognize the forms given here in formal Arabic and 
your dialect, and to choose one set to use. 

.i''11 LtJ I L7.....,,c11 I 

L,os-I /J.c...cl J-‘3s- 1  /J-Q. Stri UI 

Li''''' iL-J -':.; / LJ-' -v1 	L.)---  Llitb I 

Y-4'. /0-4-'-'' /-LL'7 LF-LL  l''' C_,2,1 - 

i 	/ J-4-5,-;-) ri J 0 ,z  ,  /J ,,,, Li;t4). _9-2)  - 	:•_ 	- 	:-• • 

/J- Li`-'7-; ki'''sz 	i  Li--IeLj  • LI;IS (etb 

J-...:> /J-0..-:- ,  Li-.-c.1,-J-‘3,5'! L1;3  
151. 	/ 154..-t.). 13 1,°,..,I / 	13.1.,_>  1.91.1:1  /  :.)01.-.A; ''61 

131...>  / 151...sy.,  ID  I ;:..., 	/ 13..Lase-L-$..  1514.  /  6.9  1.-7ki  
(tjb 

Practice conjugating the new verbs. When studying and learning new verbs, a combination 
of mechanical and contextual practice usually works best. Practice pronouncing each of the 
forms aloud, and write them out as you do so to reinforce the sound and spelling of the forms. 
Then use them in sentences of your own orally and in writing to activate them. 

Verb Stems and Their Patterns 

While the conjugation prefixes and suffixes remain constant within each variety for all Arabic 
verbs, the stems themselves take a variety of shapes or patterns. These patterns, however, are 
limited in number, and learning them is crucial to developing fluency in Arabic. The European 
tradition of studying Arabic refers to these patterns by number. Several important dictionaries 
and reference works also use these numbers, 

This same distinction occurs on the other persons as well in the form of a short Damma or fatHa vowel (such as  J.;-61 
or  j.i?..9- 1).The  presence or absence of and the Damma or kasra depends largely on the presence or absence of certain 
subordinating or negating particles used in formal Arabic. You will learn these in the later chapters of this book. 

v° 
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so it is helpful to learn them. Here we will introduce four patterns with other patterns to follow 
in lessons 6 and 8. Spoken Arabic verbs follow these patterns as well, but they do not use the 
entire set that  n1)  has available. Because of the shifts and omissions of short vowels that 
occur in informal speech, we will focus here on the patterns in  L 13. 

c")  Form I or Base Form Verbs: 

 

I.*. ; 

  

Most of the verbs you have learned so far are Form I verbs. These verbs share the basic 
stem pattern of two syllables: The first syllable begins with the conjugation prefix and the 
vowel  42,-*Ze  in formal Arabic  (8 J.5  or no vowel in spoken Arabic), while the second syllable 
has the stem vowel, which varies from verb to verb in Form I (it can be  42t:s.  or  4o-‘21  or  6p.5). 

Form I is the only verb pattern whose vowels are variable and must be memorized for each 
new verb; all the other patterns are regular. You can also see that the stem vowels can shift 
between formal and spoken Arabic: For example,  4.oao  in formal Arabic often becomes  6,j—S 
in spoken Arabic, as happens in the verb 0 ,) , -2. 

vi 
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Form II: 

This pattern has a differently shaped stem: It has three 
syllables instead of two (including the conjugation prefix), and 
it has a shadda on the second root consonant. This shadda 
changes the sound and meaning of the verb, as you can see 
when you compare  Ly.9-Y   with  0A9 ,1-2.  This pair of verbs gives 
you some idea how the system works: "To teach" is in a sense "to 
make someone study." We will say more about this relationship 
in lesson 8. 

Form III:  j.C.14.  

Like Form II, the Form III pattern also has three syllables, 
but it has a distinctive alif in the second syllable. The verb 
is of this form, as is the  L.„-̂ thai  verb  J.-001-4  to watch: 

Form V:  Szjai; 

The stem pattern of Form V is longer than those of Forms 
II and III. It resembles the stem of Form II in that its middle 
root letter takes a shadda, but it contains an additional syllable 
with the extra consonant  C.-)  that is part of the pattern, not the 
root. Unlike Forms II and III, the vowels of this stem are all 

-^  . (The resemblance in form between II and V reflects a 
relationship in meaning, as you will see later). 
The verb  .)516  belongs to Form V: 

For now, all you need to know about these patterns is that they exist. If you pay attention 
to the stem shapes of verbs as you learn and study them, you will notice the patterns more and 
more and remembering verbs will become easier. 

VV 



L..a165131 c):L9: J.50 1 Don't you know...?! 

Don't you remember...?! 33;514,- 

JS 

Negating the Present Verbs  t jLia.13 1 

In formal Arabic,  ti t..,a.Li J.3z.a.ti  is negated with  y  , which precedes the verb, as the following 
examples demonstrate: 

she does not remember ... 

 

he is not working / does not work ... 

 

we do not study / are not studying ... 

 

   

Formal Arabic has an interrogative particle  i  that is used instead of  J  in negative questions: 
The question mark will help you recognize this particle. 

(c..„..!ii 4)  t jlata l J.R.411 :1 • &-D-0-3 
This exercise is available online only. 

(ct...„). 	si L.a.411 .4)  1,),5.1.1%.6) ISLo :11 C)71). .4 	 .o..3 

Describe what is happening here: 

VA 
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.4)  I CA9isa) ISL° "   

Figure out what these people must be doing and complete the sentences using verbs you 
know in the correct form. You may need to add a preposition to some sentences. 

JS 	 (3-P6 )  . ■ 

41 3  .Y 

(:)-S11 uLSJI Liz   	 .r 

.413 	 Le7-2J1..;- 

4 ;J LL-1.?>11 4ALJ1 	 J.  .0 

C)-4) 	 ct.31  .1 

	

I litb 	 c)."4" 	c)..•  .V 

	

33.2:).E.o 	 413 3 Li J,013  131  .A 

!L.)111c,h an.1.2..1..1 CiLo-15-11 J5 	 La.;S: 

Cc.1.1,1 4 	,1J ►   	 J-cb , L7-LW 

894,101     J. 	0,) 	1,).  .‘ ■ 

. ,±14,.„ji 3 	31 
	

1 67111.c 	JS3 	-  .1Y 

( Liasi I .4)  (::So1Loj 13/L1 :1r 

Find out who among yours  j  and 	3  does the following. Ask as many people as you 
can. Take brief notes to report back to class. 

Likes to travel? 

     

• 

• 	 

    

         

   

• 

• 

     

        

         

         

Teaches or wants to teach? 

       

              

              

• 

■1.1  v' 



!Mo_„,t1 LJS 	L 	 

Eats vegetables every day? 

Knows all their cousins? 

  

    

• 

• 

Remembers all the words from Alif Baa? 

	 • 	 • 

	• 	 • 

Studies alone or with friends? 

	 • 	 • 

	 • 	 • 

	 • 	 • 

Talks to family members in another language? 

• 

 

• 

 

• 

 

   

Listens to "oldies" music? 

	 • 	  

	 • 	  

	 • 	

• 	  

Likes to watch videos on the computer? 

• • 
• 

A • 
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a.C, 13.iii I 
Object Pronouns 	)4,1. 

You have learned to use subject pronouns  (L7sb ,C:431 ,b1) and possessive pronouns 
(14- ,t!L 	The third and final set of personal pronouns in Arabic are object pronouns, 
which indicate the object of a verb, as these examples show: 

You  have to  memorize  them! 

 

Who  teaches you (f.)  Arabic? 

 

   

I  don't remember  her/it! 
	

!tib.,:s:13 

I  love  it/him! 
	

! 

The following chart gives pronoun forms that are used as objects of verbs. As you can see, 
most of them match the possessive pronoun. 

L,12-tz I S4I L74 L:J I L.72-,Aalii 

me 4— 4— 
L .3  — 

you HI !.1i ‘Lt: ‘±1_ 

you (f.) J- ,Ll_ ..t_ 

him, it ci: 4 L 
her, it, them' 14- _ Ler  — I-6-  — 

us li b 13 
you (pl.) :S.  — I .  — '--S-  — 
them , 

4. 

It is as important to realize what a crucial role pronouns play in communication as it is to 
know the words themselves. Think how strange this sounds in English: "I bought the book at 
a sale, and I was very happy because I had wanted to read the book for a long time. When I got 
home, I put the book on the table, made myself a cup of tea, and sat down to read the book. I 
sat there reading the book for the rest of the day." This passage sounds choppy and disjointed 
because there are no pronouns helping it to cohere. Where would you substitute a pronoun for 
a noun in this passage to make it sound better? Pronouns play this kind of role in Arabic too, 
even more so than in English. Practice using them in the following exercise and whenever you 
write. 

'For nonhuman plurals. 

M 
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( Lida?' .4)  )310.•.:7111 : 

With a partner, practice using pronouns in context. When you finish these sentences, make 
up some of your own. 

!( L,trz)L; 	1 19 	o.i.m  : LPLA 

.U13 	 ( 	 cp63 	,..113  dszl (.,eb 

	  .( 3.tb);Caii 	&513 (C;j1) .).5:01 

	 (7/b)L-ot , 	C.).5-13 	 Lv-b X  

( 61 )U.° .  3.-Y C):3  *€ 

	

• J3i6  CY3  (cz'"Z ) Lj.,S1 1313 1-131)t-.?" 31.3 1 	3 13,9-'43 t9it-103 yoL  . 0  

.( c,.46)L,.1 La1 UI3 (131) 3.,..--„.., 46,3,4;1  .1 

L,z3 Lo31:,-, 1 3133 6,)5.1111  .V 

MI:31),:t29).R3 y W 19 L.,szo 	LAS  A 

"1.1014):VI 	 :10 

There are two parts to this exercise. Watch ..c22LIL! Zaii11  and answer the questions below. 
After listening, complete the first part in the book and the second part in the book or online. 

1. Listen to the way in which Maha expresses her story in  L 2=magji  and complete the following: 

A. What do these phrases mean, and how are they structured grammatically? 

at 1=11 3 I)1 J5 	L.19 11  L.a.,421 I 

B. Pick out all the  ,1-41-,61  phrases you hear in the text. 

nr 
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1,97.513 	JI 	 .2 
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noun 

subject (in -4Lt_<!-.0 

predicate 

IAA 

J-o-o.JL! 	 E 

s oS k_45 A 	11 j_ct. .0 21 	L.,.4 	A 	L ,i.L.113 

  

.r 

  

,L1L.&9-1 

r 
By now you are familiar with basic sentence patterns in Arabic and use them spontaneously. 

You know that Arabic verbs do not need a separate pronoun subject because the subject 
marker appears on the verb itself, and thus sentences can begin with verbs. In this section we 
will introduce the two basic sentence structures of Arabic formally to give you the language to 
analyze sentences. Such analysis is important for developing reading comprehension, especially 
because Arabic does not use the verb "to be" in the present tense. In simple sentences this is 
fairly straightforward, but sentences will soon become more complex, and the ability to analyze 
them will be useful. 

The Nominal Sentence :4.4.-o-44$V1 

Thus far, most sentences you have seen and heard have a basic sentence structure called 
in Arabic 	 from the word  (4-wl,  which grammatically means noun. 

.4-1-4--?=-11  is a sentence that begins with a noun or pronoun. Both formal and 
spoken Arabic use this structure, which is particularly common in conversational discourse (as 
distinct from narration). The following six sentences are all  4-t--o-.01 .  • 

Sentences 1 and Is in the examples contain verbs. They are still considered  - 
because they begin with nouns. Sentences 1 - r, however, have no overt verbs because the verb 
"to be" in the present tense is understood but not expressed in Arabic. To understand this kind 
of 	i_Lo-7,  it is necessary to determine where the meaning "am/are/is" belongs in the 
sentence, what the subject of the sentence is, and what the predicate of the sentence is. How 
would you translate sentences 1- r above? To do so, you must identify the placement of "am/ 
are/is." What clues help you determine the meaning of each sentence? 

The parts of  4....4.M 	are called 	-11 subject and :).:L2-J1  predicate (literally, 
"new information," i.e., what is being related about the subject). In order to understand this 
type of sentence, you must first identify its two parts, especially in sentences in which the verb 
"to be" is understood. As you can see in the examples above,  il•:.2.,c_11  can be anything—noun, 

AE 
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adjective, verb, prepositional phrase, etc. Note that 	tends to be indefinite when it is a 
noun or adjective; this clue will help you to identify where the break between the two parts 
of the sentence lies. Look again at the examples above and identify the parts of speech and 
definiteness of  2- ',._11  in each 

The following diagrams show the breakdown of 

JI 	 I 	 J1 
	

1 61 

In this type of sentence, nouns and adjectives in both 	andJI  must agree in 
gender (both  )S3-43  or both '‘..:4`9.4),  and number (both  3 jarz  or both  E  	 following the 
agreement rules you have learned), as the following examples demonstrate. Note, however, 
thatJI  is usually—but not always—indefinite: 

  

k...$,Atl 4 

  

  

    

c")  ( 	I Lre)  fra.Jl to :11 c)-.)..1-o-.3 

This exercise is available online only. 
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subject of a4 

31.31 	J.R:? 

3,31)1 JI E0-1..1 	.V C.131.41CJI JS )53.31 9 bi .0 

4,3 J.113 .A .abl.3%.11 	JI J.ILJ 3 	cz..tb .1 

/ LJ.5z.,J1 .zlt.z2.II 	9,.31,11 JI 	 .r 

The Verbal Sentence Lisuit I 4l.o.2J1 

The second sentence type,  ..4.4.21.11 4lo.?,..11,  named for the word  cisai  verb, is a sentence that 
begins with a verb. The subject of this verb,  Jsta.11  (literally, the doer), is either contained in 
the verb itself or is expressed as a noun following the verb. In sentences Is - 1, the  Lisa),  is 
contained in the verb itself. In sentences € - r,  JsWI  follows the verb. 

.tL.J41/1  J 1  52 31) 1  .r C.314JS..11 JS 	9 .1 )5131 

1..,091 4 14.4 JJI3 E jiLai 3 :34.  

Most sentences can be expressed either as a  44.  4.01 414?-  or as a  "d..tivi 	The main 
difference between the two is word order, which does not affect the basic meaning of the 
sentence, and the terminology used to name each sentence type'. Thus the example of 

given above can also be expressed as 	Compare sentences A - 0 below 
to E - 1 above: 

These sentences describe the same state of affairs, but they would occur in different 
contexts and they are analyzed differently and with different terminology. Compare the analysis 
of sentence r, in which  is.1111  is double underlined, and V, in which  i!..6JI  is double underlined: 

JI : 5:3,31).11 JI 	/ IJ 	1 : 	 .e.t.,,aJI 	_92 31)1 JI 	 .v 

Both  4...4...91 4l.A..?,.11  and  4.JSZnJI a.1.0?J1  sentence patterns occur widely in Arabic. The 
former,  4la..?J1,  tends to be more common when there are particular topics under 
discussion because it sets up the topics as the head of the sentence. The latter,  ..4.4=1:JI 41.4.?J1, 
tends to be more common in the narration of events because it organizes sentences around 
verbs. 

'This difference reflects the fact that each of these two sentence types presents information with a different focus: 
ii-LaRJ1  focuses on a noun, or a topic, whereas 	 Neill a14.r>11  focuses on a verb. 
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When you read and listen to  a.422:J.  I  and other texts in Arabic, after you have understood the 
content, go back and listen or look at the way sentences are structured. Practice identifying both 
types,  ii...e.091 41.0..?J1,  including  j! ..*.,J13 1..11:-1,1,  and  - .441.2.a11  with its  LIsli  (and with its object, 
if the verb takes one). This habit will build fluency in reading and listening comprehension 
skills over time. 

(c.....„11 j)  a. s ao, 9  
This exercise is available online only. 

(C.,.t.t11.9 L14)1 j) atsult1 aio..?4113 	 :IA C)...).1-4-7 

Identify whether these sentences are  2.1.01 alai  or  ilszi 	and name the parts of each 
using the Arabic terms  X119 L 	U  or  Lisin113 Llst.a.11  in these sentences. Also locate any 
direct objects (the Arabic term is 

	

J I 	 .1 

	

3  o 4 11H ,j5.1 D  	x 

. 3 L.111 	 L,3xJ 13  . r 

s; I 	 Lyijai 

6131-3 o_c,  .0 

	

n 9  L.-1,31S J31 y•SJI 	,y,9),IJI 

61 )33 1 	.V 

JS 	LeyR3 	.A 

–3)-6313 as J I L.).9-jz )31;?--11  a. )-LQ 	Lrul-j 1  

I 	19 j 16:11 	 i.t3 D  	J.`3L9 	1 • 

111■11  AV  



E..o :t4.1.4491 

I 4)  1403 alkc. 	: 

A director who is collecting film clips for a biographical profile of Maha found this clip 
in the library. Listen, using the strategies you have learned, then write a script for a voice-over 
to go with the video in third person ("This is ..."). In class, read your voice-over to a partner, 
then combine your scripts into a final product to be submitted to the director. 

(L.A...a.11 	safi,)6.03  (c.„.11 	 :V' • &-). )—.2,3 

.1 

On a blank sheet of paper, write as many facts about yourself and your family as you can 
without revealing your name. 

:La-4J'  4 
Your teacher will collect everyone's list and redistribute them at random. Your goal is to 

uncover the identity of the person whose paper you hold. Read it, then ask other students 
questions based on the information you have until you find the right person. 

awl's  aill,  j15,-J1 

"you have lit up [Cairo, Damascus, ...];" from the word 

jg:JI,  this verb conveys a warm welcome to someone new 

 

response: "[the place] is already lit up by its own people" 

 

    

AA 
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u ji  e 	019-)  :n 

1 j  .1 
Watch the dialgoue using the strategies you have learned, then answer in as much detail as 

you can: 

1. Describe the situation and people. 
2. What do we learn about the new person? 

j 6/ k.....11.6 

Using the dialogue as a model, act out a similar situation in groups of three or four. Take 
turns playing the role of an American student studying abroad in an Arab country. 

ast,-1),1 

This exercise is available online only. 

j)  4)4 *P BoljEJI :Yr &-))-0.3 

Read the following text first silently for comprehension, then practice reading it aloud. 
When you are ready, record the text so that your instructor can check your reading. 

	

Z.a3. 	. 15.-).)41  J1 	ro-w J-0 147-1.9-6-6 	 C.:‘-.4-! 4 :1-js; 

	

.6 .1411 	 tis L..)15Pri u 1.84 	 :5,11 	ay. .t.o 4 	Ez.0 

Zz.olpu 	 j aJlb3111 	o yI 

L„.cbs .41.5.11 j 14.11:63 41[4,Lai EA) 	j ct.15..7.3 I.4133 	JI tt4;.A0 91 L.Apr.39 ).6...14/1 

JI e-rnai 1 



5 
tApcJI u.c5 	jt uli 05 In 11 

clot 

L.Y. . 1-? 14"  "jiY.3-:.1 C 	:a::-°1211-! 

..V" 	" 	rie.,11 

:(1) 

Definite and Indefinite 8).C..:J13 4)=11 

oisz / az 

1 • • - 11 31a.c.1 

I 0 ,, 81,11" 

"L.44211 	Li, b. 3_?J1" 	2 ,;11 

:(r) ,ac l9 oJl 

Adverbs tall c)...13.0 

"I1j3.23t3" :8c.1)J1 

C C 	

J 1-? J-eLl (3.31" 	)LW) "•3" :J 159'11  

" - .4409 .11.4 

.437_?-1)11 &2_)Li 



r;:. ,P1 11 	j1.9' 

Vocabulary C)1,)A1 
Listen to the new vocabulary in formal Arabic and your spoken variety. 

L;`zz-L i  .5P"1131 
JI mil. L.79r.....a.si1 I 

of 	descent (nisba adjective +) J.,01,:e.  

cold (adj.) (of things) 3.) ! ,).; , 6,):A/3.)1> 6/3i1.! 

snow Z-b  ZIS.  Z-13  
very 43:9.  1.,:z5 i :..i.?- 

weather ;::^c-II u .611211 4,11 , :"9..J1 LI „ 

well (adv.) u4.95  r-tl'a I  a.,..;-'  
-  • 

hot (adj.) (of weather) Y9-1  666- 

the best' 
f. 

. :‘,.,-1 

sometimes t L,;-1 

autumn Lkt.)&-II 

degree 4-?-3S 

temperature 
.16-) Ir;ci I a-?..5 -.)  

spring (season) -41 

humidity a-L91411 

crowding, crowdedness Z4.411 .4.4.41 .1-'?-31J1 

on account of, because of Le;:u 

winter ICI '1:19-7-til .l_Ziz,J1 

he feels, has feeling of ! u"'-?`"- -? uu-' 7? J-2  -t-?. 

sunnyu-4-  u''''''! u--?-2"-9  

summer L...1143.11 

high O/jl. 

cloudy ' f'",)t- 

season J. 5,z31 z Ll,a1 

semester "'.01.),? J...4119 

only ,6519' 1  

a little bit (adv.) "c!. .-9-t 59221 lJI 

'1Y 
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L,-Liz-13 1  .5-rd) L,..0 LW I 
1 t 1  

(...79.-,....) I 

a lot, much (adv.) -7..̀ 75 
' 	• I 

rain J-1:2--° "!"' ..)-b--45 

as far as 	is concerned' J '4,-2j6 JI ',La, — . •   J awl, 

loneliness 6,.....,_9.11 

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1. In both spoken and formal Arabic, 	is used with an indefinite noun to mean 
"the best 

raj3.;:J.  I" L7tb ..Lzyz.01?- 

"3-L.db. 34. " .Lfb 	 " -4-6-6 z 

It functions as a noun in this construction and does not take either  JI  or  6. 

2. The expression  J  	 is one way to express an opinion. Literally it means "in relation to 
(me/you/her...)." Listen and learn the appropriate forms: 

41'11 L.,..0L.t.11 (..,.pucail  I 

,,..Li a.... i 1 L, ail i:-11! ZI i,in.!  
aa. 2.ind „    al i!--a! ai a,„.IL,  
di a,..:A>  all i:—Lth ,:di .:it-:J:  

L3 *-1  it--111.? 1411 is-.1k! Li317t-. -I ft? 

li i,...11L! LJI 2 : ...111, LI at„ill., 

45.1 2-:-.:1-11? •-ii 2:-IIL! a,„.1.1l,  

(,,_g1 	,a. 	...":1L,  j411 i:-,:U'  L! 4 2,-.2.4 



C)....u.21 3_0) 1.4 C.43 c 	 9.Cb 

. ° E0 - °E.• 3 44,41-11 Y1 -1.-?-',) 1-9" 

_) 1-!,9 	7,1?- 

L_g 16- 1 

1/4....atz1/4/1 4 

j) 	C:314-1111 	‘')-1)—cj 
Complete the sentences with appropriate formal words from the new vocabulary: 

L) , ,A1-,113  L.:-.3) 	1:! 	-4-6-61,3 4 04°1Y t.1 

3 1/4_11,3.).;-,11 

cLI j 

1 	j a.v../31?- 

(c..11 	J.0.?' 	 ‘*)-7). _)-0-:i 

c„.." 	I 13..g. 	 LEI 

(Liasa)l L)  "4.99 	.9-?Jr3  
/  CC! 4..43h, sh. :r k}?..) 4-3 

9.?J1 61_31  5 u .:A1,11 	 .41  

Watch people talk about the weather in this video in class, if possible, or as instructed by 
your teacher. Then, with a partner, make up a dialogue about today's weather. 

	

la& 	.A 

_91:53 (3 1-LJ t3 3-z3 o'-?J 1 ! 

r 	j  .\ • 

■ ■ 

J1 3.?J1 	1/4  6 : ,1)  4 	J1 ).L1/4,11 	.11' 

aJLAII 	 3 

-t4511)1 &_CJ9 39, 	1 ,LtbLz'ol 	 l31  .1r 

clE 
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(L.1.42.11 	1.51 L1 

A. 
1.Where do they go in the summer and why? Do they travel in the winter? Where 

and why? 
2. What are their national/ethnic origins? Do they know a lot about them? 
3. Something they always do, something they do a lot, and something they do 

sometimes. 
4. What do they do when  (La Lc)  they feel lonely? 
5. How is the temperature for them today? How is the temperature in their room 

or house? 
6. What classes do they have for spring semester? 
7. Which is the best city in the United States to live in, and why? (Get two reasons.) 

B. 
1.What is their favorite weather? Their favorite time of year (season)? What 

(kinds of) weather do they not like? 
2. Is this the first semester for them in college? If so, was it a good semester? 

If not, was their first semester good? 
3. What are the best things in this city as far as they are concerned? 

(Hint: to ask this question, you must choose a specific noun, 
such as 	in  1..sz.6...3 ^ I.  Remember to use indefinite nouns. Ask about three 
different "best" things.) 

4. Do they like crowds? Why or why not? 
5. Where do they go in the summer and why? Do they travel in the winter? 

Where and why? 
6. What do they do sometimes? 
7. What classes do they have for fall/spring semester? 



Watch the dialogue 	 " 
and answer: 

Watch the dialogue •Lr'.7-‘"  .9-"" 
and answer: 

1. ce._cz, 	What is the situation? 

2. What did she ask him, and what was the 
response? 

3. What expression did she use with the 
word 425L, and what do you think it 
means? What is the response? 

1. '(.')..co &..0 What is the situation? 

2. What did she ask him, and what was the 
response? 

3. Notice the word (...)  ._9-ts- 	L.ts eye. It is used 
in expressions of endearment and to signal 
one's willingness to do anything for someone. 
How is it used here? 

4111 j 	Ly ,F+1,11 

4.4.0" 	 4•42,11.1  I 

"419?..9-.4:; 	otP-I-! 1-4" 
CC 

019:15.ti 4-'`i La"  : 0  

( Litrat 43 Crtv..). 	) .4 

:Cts.4).  I ( 

Listen to 1-6-0 using the strategies you have 
learned. Write a short paragraph for each 
question. You may use 
and/orsj.4.1,1 words and expressions. 

	

cLti 4-2 1 	! 1-03 

	

47) 1-, 	14-'3  

1-Pr.'s 4-2 1  ‘-kRI? 3 Lot-g 

Listen to  L5-2 J,A,3  using the strategies you have 
learned. Write a  short paragraph  for each 
question. You may use  c all 
and/or (..,..0W1 words and expressions. 

"Q).9:.'9 t.3  4 )'..r.43 	924.  

La _9-4)3 

  

With a partner, come up with some ways in which 	 can improve her outlook on 
life. Then switch partners and take turns playing c:).21..,3/ 	and giving her your suggestions. 

(Li2.4.)1 js X11 j) 	99 ..51"  /  "1‘ 	"  :11.3f.t.3 g.,t 	c)-1).44-3 



A 
+ 

a small  class 

 

a  big city 

 

(some)  busy 

students 
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(c.,,..11 4)  J.,- 	:v 
"4. 5.6„.11" c).4 	19 :S13 C.J13).2(,1 	JI 

..1.154.1 1 
In this section we will review the details of noun phrases in Arabic, focusing on the 

differences between constructions such as "the big family," "this big family," and "this is a big 
family" in Arabic. 

Definite and Indefinite in Phrases and Sentences 0)j13 49 ).240 

noun-adjective phrase 
	

Zi,o3 

adjective 
	 CA—.ado 

definite noun or adjective 

indefinite noun or adjective 

In Arabic, noun-adjective phrases such as 	and sentences without verbs such as 
col! 	resemble each other closely. Only the presence or absence of the definite article  JI 
on the adjective distinguishes one from the other. Keep in mind that all nouns and adjectives in 
a single phrase must match in definiteness or indefiniteness, whereas sentences usually consist 
of a definite  i,.14,3  and an indefinite  (44.01 Li.4...?).  Paying attention to definiteness is an 
important strategy in reading because it helps you recognize the relationships among nouns 
and adjectives in complex sentences, even when the vocabulary is unfamiliar. 

Compare the use of  JI  in the three sets below. What do you notice? 

C 

Complete Sentences  J..O..9.?- 
B 

+ 

U111:111 

The class is small. 

The city is big. 

The students are 

busy. 

the small class 

the big city 

the busy 

students 

1.1.41.11 

c..)111.11 

33-15A-tal 



my Egyptian friend 

her Palestinian relatives ci.9 'il L t-,-1.1:,11 	j Usl 

our beautiful city I  t-z•-1 ,. 

titer 

21-::15  4 ,y,3,A3 

‘...i.t..,4111 4 

Columns A and B contain noun-adjective phrases that are either completely indefinite 
(column A) or completely definite (column B). In an indefinite noun-adjective phrase, such as 
"a big city," all nouns and adjectives must be  oi.  In a definite noun phrase, such as "the busy 
students," both the noun and its adjective(s) must be  aii-v.0".  In contrast, column C contains 
complete  - .4.t.4.41 Jam>,  showing the most common pattern: Definite  I..;.,.4  and indefinite  j■..3-1 . 

Remember that possessive suffixes make nouns definite without  JI.  For example, J....o, 

1.6.!fil,  and  lz.*;-2.1....3  are all definite. Therefore, the adjective that modifies a noun + possessive 
suffix must also be definite, and takes  JI: 

) 	I + 	:A 

Complete the sentences below with noun-adjective phrases by matching the nouns and 
adjectives from the lists with the sentences below. Remember to make the adjectives agree 
with their nouns and to use  JI  where needed. Some sentences will require plural forms. 

:a i.p.A.41 

/)-! 1 	- L715  - 	 - o / L  c* k5.0  - o / a.! 
„ 	 - o / L )..t,03 	o / 	- 	- L).4.db - 

- 	- 	- 4 14 

-u-?) 	- 	- 

dSi 	4;-?-333 	'.)-‘1 1  

' While possible, it is less common that both  ix.41  and 	I  are definite: 
Such as,  4l.1211:1 o.:ub 	64".311 4.njJ 61 L,sb di.w)41 oa,  This school is the only school in this area. These sentences tend to be 

L, emphatic in some way, and, in this example, the pronoun  ta  acts to separate and highlight both  1a.....„1.1  and 

clA 



a.s as 	oict. These are old houses. 

This is a large city. 

A 	This is an Italian restaurant. . L)1.6.21 	11.2) 

J1.!/)  I  J4I oftt, this beautiful city 

jUn.2>II ct..=12.1.111a, this Italian restaurant 

these old houses 4111'11 	oasb 

Lesson 5 0A03 

.0 

.V 

.A 

0.4ja.1 L„.o33 C.)* 1.9.1....4 	Lcbj..o.c. 

j3.,,2J1 4 .1 • 

(c.„.4.). .4)  vaisidc 	ct...,A A 

This exercise is available online only. 

oak.  / 

The demonstratives I. and ()1st. are used both in sentences, for example "This is an easy 
test," and in definite noun phrases, for example, "this test." What differentiates these two 
constructions? Compare the phrases in A and B: 

B 

=I■ri  ' `\ 



This big city is very beautiful. .1,..L?- - .4.1.,...o.?- 8_,?..CJI al2.3.1,1 0,1.,:b 

This Italian restaurant is the best! 1 ::..sr..6..0 ,:)..,...,-1 t p.1ay. >11 st,..2.4.1,1 111 

These old houses are historic. ...,Lt yi l3 .4i..sa.ii11 cl.)5.,J I oak 

4Lt_li? bsz.6.,3 13Lt 

.419- 813,0 4lsk3 

‘ ';:..- 1 1 (.:%1..!-?- J 12- 0- 81• 

You can see that section A contains sentences, whereas section B contains phrases. This 
distinction is made grammatically by the use of JI: The definite phrases in B refer to definite, 
specific entities, and so the nouns and adjectives must be definite. In the sentences in section 
A, the noun-adjective phrases function as  ii...11, and are indefinite. We can, of course, use 
definite noun-adjective phrases in sentences by adding a  j!..-, which is usually indefinite: 

Demonstrative Pronouns in Spoken Arabic 

The following words are commonly used demonstratives in , ...call and 4)-4.1,1 2 : •--' 

	

(also spelled 03) 13 	 3La) , 131A) 	1,1.0z. 

	

43 	4ist. c 43Lcb
1  

0,A-11) 

You have heard and used these demonstrative pronouns in sentences like the following 

In Levantine Arabic there is an additional short form of the demonstrative pronoun that 
is used in definite noun phrases:  tea . This pronoun has no gender and is pronounced as if 
attached to the definite noun it modifies: 

 

these houses ci*,9,,,....Ilib 

 

this street tiLiJlrb 

   

 

this region " .4.sihd, LS 

   

   

'There exist other variant forms in both regions but they are all related to these basic forms. 

\ • • 
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(L.a..42.11 	ji 	 Li5 	 154...?. )3 :1 • 	J-4-3 

1.The old  (p.S)  man is tired. 
2. Is this test hard? 
3. This semester is long! 
4. This is an easy class! 
5. This is a beautiful letter. 
6. This is a cold winter! 
7. Cairo is a very large city. 
8. The new library is very cold. 
9. Is your new friend a student here? 
10.The short woman is Saudi and the tall one is Kuwaiti. 
11.They remember their difficult childhood. 
12.I live on  (j)  this wide street, and overcrowding is a problem. 
13.The new student is French of Moroccan origin. 
14. I don't feel lonely in my big family. 
15.This weather is very hot and sunny! 
16.This historic area is very old. 

(L.A,42.11 j)  3141 / adaJI + 	:11 4,•)-.).j..o.3 

With a partner, combine the following pairs of words into a phrase and use each in a 
sentence. Think about whether you want to use  4:91Ab1  or  1...01  +  atiho  and think about the rules 
for each. 

Jt9-3  + 

+ .V + L r 

4513...9 .A + .r 

+  .6)3.40 A +  J  •i 

+ 	 •  • 



J6- 0,11.6.11 

. • -11 	1.1.Ati 
Learn the numbers from eleven to one hundred. Listen to each of the numbers in the formal 

Arabic pronunciation, and then listen to the 

/ Lj3ji E • 

" 4 ; / (:) ,9 , .0:"7-  0 • 

&Y' 	).-9:.-"t 1  • 

°: V • 

cjy. 	/ Lj.931.63 A • 

&.1 ." 	"' 	(:).957-“3: • 

3 (a31.0) :=Lto l• • 

Numbers 11-100 with Nouns 

same number as pronounced in your dialect. 

Unlike the numbers from three to ten, which are followed by a plural noun, the numbers 
from eleven to one hundred must be followed by a singular noun in all varieties of Arabic.' In 
formal Arabic you will see singular nouns that follow numbers eleven to ninety-nine written 
with  .412r-th L}3..9.0  ending, the same rules that apply to the interrogative  ca.S. : 

3.,c1 .! LS (33) Y • 

..654 ( 	 \  --  sJ,94) 	A j, 

In spoken Arabic the singular noun has no ending: 

	

.0.v..! J933 (Ciyi%) r' 	j 93 3 ctS 

- - 	.41.4.,/ (4 6 4)..<1,S, 

	

Ji 	:‘r 
This exercise is available online only. 

	

y Lz..(11 	:1 r 
This exercise is available online only. 

'The alternate (older) spelling  4.i la  for  ii.te  does not affect its pronunciation. 
'Formal Arabic imposes agreement rules that affect the gender of the numeral. You will learn these rules later. Spoken Arabic 
uses fixed forms that vary slightly from dialect to dialect but are easily understood once you know the basic underlying form 
presented here. 
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(Lida,' 	) 	: Is 
Play bingo! Draw up bingo sheets with five rows and five columns containing numbers 

from one to ninety-nine. One person at a time acts as the caller, calling out numbers at random, 
and the others check off the numbers they have. The first person to get five straight across or 
diagonally wins the round. 

t14.7.40V1 

( 	 " e,p 	:\ 

There are two parts to this exercise. Watch the video and complete the activities. 

• 
•• 
	l •,„:„A  

...  1 	 . 1  

Watch the weather report. Watch it at least once through without stopping to get the main 
ideas, then make some notes and plan your second listen: What further information can you 
get? Make a list that summarizes the information you heard, including the name of the city and 
its weather forecast. 

: 	. 

Share and compare your notes with a partner  Li J=4  If you could take a trip to some of 
the cities mentioned in the video, where would you go and what is the weather like there? 

• •• 	.4 

cgi'• 	• 

j1.2- 5.?..11"  :11 

There are three parts to this exercise. Watch  L,2%.,aa11 ada.4.1. 1  and answer the questions 
below. The dictation exercise can be completed in the book or online. 

1. Listen to Maha tell her story in 	I  What  macs  words does she use that differ from 
dialect words? List them: 

2. Listen for Maha's explanation of how she feels. In sentences 1 and r she uses a connecting 
word that introduces an explanation, similar to "since" or "because" in English. Write what 
you hear. (Hint: Remember that one-letter particles are connected to the following word.) 



'It 49-254-) .4247). ...1..o 

_4,1113_   '6/.1411 a:y. 41 oa& 4 6..),.0. I:A.4,i 	I  X 

:13.,...51,9  1 	J1 13.....:4„.,• 1  r 
(r) 	 (r) ,±113:).*?* z-2 ,1-- 	 (1) 

	

(1)_, 	  (0) 3 	  (E) 

a-!3-10) 1 
	

(g)3    	(A) 4 T.  	(V) 

(1r) 41,1...?. 	  (11)3 , 	  (0 •) 

916  j 	 (10)   M) 	  (1r) 

o lat,   (\A) -11 .1.9-1 	  (1V) . 	  (\I) 

	

(r) _4 , 	 (r•)     (1ck) 

	

(ri) ,3 ,     (rr) 31,9sz..t.,.. 	  (rr) 

ze.-cy.)-. 1 	 (rv)3 01-4i 	 (r1) ,6 	  (ro) 

	

(r •) 	 (n)    (rA) 

I 
Adverbs taill 

V.,/ - 	- 413 - 	- tma?1 
-  1.12- 	- TICS -.9" 

The words that you see above all share the grammatical ending  mall c)..3. 3.;3. 5  One of the 
main functions of this ending is to make a noun or adjective into an adverb, a word that 
modifies or describes a verb. Most adverbs that end in  t..:11.11 (3.29_0 are spelled with alif, which 
can be written with or without  I 	or  I.  In regular, unvocalized texts, the symbol is 
often omitted, leaving just  I,  as in  1.6'13  or 	Knowing this helps you identify adverbs in 
texts: Look for words ending in alif: If they are not proper nouns, chances are they should 
be read with the  ‘5..) .5.0  ending  L.  A few words that are commonly used as adverbs end in  O. 
Remember that  o  does not take an alif. 

'  In addition to its function as an adverb marker, grammatical ending 	has other functions as well, including 
marking indefinite objects in formal Arabic only. Occasionally you will see and hear nouns marked with the ending in formal 
contexts. For now, you only need to recognize it as a grammatical ending. We will return to this ending again in lesson 12. 
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Adverb placement is fairly flexible in Arabic and generally corresponds to English word 
order, with the exception that in Arabic adverbs tend to follow the verb. In addition, adverbs 
may also follow the object of the verb or come at the end of the sentence: 

413 ,:),9313.F.- X312  I 	413 

33,51.3 	 0.7:9).,  I 	0,031 

Like their English equivalents, the adverbs  14.13, 1,20,  and  as6  may separate  14,1  and 
Both of these word orders are possible: 

a3ltsz3 LA 	 or 	.a3l.t.sz3 1,21;1 

. 	Cj..9.113,).1 cz.cb 	 or 	.33313p 	cz..sa 

Note, however, that the adverb  I 	must follow the adjective it modifies in formal Arabic: 

33.13 1Z443 C).Pc3 	 !LI? a>1  -c osb 

(C.4s.411 	: V 

Write ten sentences that describe what your friends and family and others do/do not do, 
and how much, or how often they do it, by using verbs and a variety of adverbs. Use all of 
these verbs, and vary the persons to practice all of them: 

	

JglL - .116-9Y. - 	- Ly)3 ,1) - J.54 - u 	- 

The 	I  (:),19.13  ending may be used on many nouns and adjectives that refer to location 
in time or space. Rephrase the following underlined phrases by making adverbs out of them. 
(Remember to drop  JI  and use the  )5 iw  forms of the adjectives.) 

bLeo 	,14.111 	Jszsz.) 9 c7.7-,93 

1.,...41.11 	 . ∎  
Lyo3i  .r 

c>.0 .41,.4;s* 	 Jgt.  .r 

a-iY51° cAs- 1-,4  Ly0a3  .€ 

J.5 	 33)L  - 0  

.j41. 	43 j i.er.th 	(4..,3_31 lg s .4LahLtI 03..4,,  .1 

c..L.,".,11 	* .L...a..t.i4J1 	-to 	Eo 	 3L., 	.v 



(L.cidatl 	)  ct.50103) lgiLl :1i C.)-?..)..4-3 

Ask  :..S. Lc),3  for the followin information. Remember to rephrase the questions to use 
second person with  C..ji  *L2...31 call I.  When you find someone who is like you, say  La21 b13. 

c›.0  .1 

c5..0 

41R-0I9,-11  3-4 	31-y 3-0  .A 

(L-L.4.? L:).9-w-) '1 ' 31). 1  

1-63  33-LA I S  

JI J.SLo 	cy3  .1 

sly 3L:-25  L.)-4  
a.L.). 41 	c>..0  .r 

c)-4,  

*og,1)411 

(mil 	Boles • k:)-D-c.-3 

Before you begin to read the following article, take a look at the title and, with a partner, 
brainstorm what it might be about. What kind of an article do you think it is? What kinds of 
information do you expect to find in it? 

As you read the passage for the first time, remember that you are looking only for things 
you know. Skip words and strings of words that are unfamiliar and go on to the next sentence. 
Use your knowledge of sentence structure to identify where each new sentence begins so that 
you can keep moving. As you have learned to do in listening, work strategically to maximize 
comprehension. Aim to read with these strategies: 

1. Phase One: Skimming and Scanning 
Work through the text quickly. Your goal is to identify parts of the text that you will focus on 
in the second reading. It is not a good idea to write any English (i.e., translations or prompts) 
on the page. Trust your brain to recall and reconstruct the meanings of the words you have 
figured out from the context. You might want to mark the sentences or lines you would like 
to focus on in the next phase. 

2. Phase Two: Information Gathering 
Before your second reading, compare your notes from phase one with your partner. Go 
through the text together and focus on the parts that you both identified in the first reading. 
What is the main topic of each paragraph? List the new words whose meanings you guessed 
from context, background knowledge, root, and other grammatical clues. 

1 • 1 
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3. Phase Three: Close Reading and Analysis 

a. The word  t_1.;.;!/t1.3  recurs throughout the text shown on the next page. What kind of 
word is it? What kind of contexts does it occur in? What do you think it refers to? What 
other words recur with it and what do you think those words mean? Look at  3C.C:, (3-tc.) 
and  26-1-4.4.4  in particular. 
b. Where does the text discuss people? What grammatical forms help you identify the 

	

right section? See if you can figure out what the phrase  Z 	C.3* Lc5.4..?,..,0  means. 
c. Find at least one example of each of the following. How does recognizing the structure 
help you guess its meaning? 

6)5.3 2.a.,,o9 	I 	 29).RA 4sio3 

Lis-U.)13 	 2.14„?.-JI 	ix_41 	.A11  2±4...7,11 



41):1_0 2.:1/40.• 

.9- 
. 
 J1  

41///21111/MBIZMII 

("ta?.-1A) 

cLA-N_,11  4-A "C 3-1,3 ,4S1  4F16 , (New York City) al_)_9:1_9: 1-.1 -A21:1.-14  

psi . c416.11 	Ls..)  411 (2.)•1.411 

4.4...2.4 .11c• - .4.43....›.41 	11 	41.,111 3_%L.411 0.1a 

	 2c,S1V f 414 , 2e9 	14.1.L...4 	94+a-A ,)63 

L.14:1. -1:11-94-11  C.):1J.1-(1-423 	 .A71.1.4 
;_.)14:1111:5S .).49 	r511 	 ,J:31P1 

:41411 ci.11.1.••; ,111 .3  - .44416.11 

	

. - .44416.11 A9L,ull _)S1 .)4 .A1 	1.4S c c:)_%.,111 

ca+IS 	j}i.L95i 	 cc..0.41.4 	 L.,11 

cji,L. Lo 	 33a ..14.4,3  c 2eA A 141. 	31 ild...441i 	 LD.11.+31-4 

A,111411 	 _.) 1:1411 ,?Si 1+4 j 	 j1.1411 J€- 	cji41411 

c l.r A I ttiCI j1„, 1 9x1 ?tr.. 	 J44) 14444 	 "Jjj" 
J..111 utsj 	V tl.iCul..3 19 V 'f U. 	kill - .44.116.11 

AA 	 • • 1 yuu.,i 11 cri  4_41631 	 ..)1g 4j  caVii 

LL4 	c J.S.3 jj..1 LAI 4.L114.42 	 4/4 	 .J.4.411 t.4 	9sl.4 	14AS..,43 

4.(f9 	 . Ls3PI 	 A:i1214 	j 	Li34111 L.1.41.1 	sLo 1+:1..cA 	2?51 f r 
4.43 	43_344 	 .1Ac. 	, 2err 	 ,A.14.1411, 	_y4S1 

2‘4S1 A 1.4.:1.L.1.43J..,11:3" ‘.:_1114_%.411 	 44111 443.:6 

422.A (D91.41 	v,rr r , 	t 	 ‘DIS.1 
c4,4.1x111 .)  J.4411 I4110 	JS 

CJ:31-1A?. 	.A9 	J94.11  -.987.11. 1  ‘c..7_3:4119.7i 
() 4 1 .3:31 	 • 	 47:f ° 	 ,}Si 	14.5  

iDA 	 ‘atatict3.71 l of 4S1.1.1c. 
L.5.11 Zr 	 31 LD).11 J:31313 yyc ....41111 a)11 	kl,1.1411 

Lc. J.4.,%.4 	 Ls11 A9L.:371-,13  

at4:11i.9:13. 1 9 	 .)141‘11 _, 

LS 	 L.J.1411 ,?SI 	 JO" lit" 1-11-4'4A (.9-S 199 A7 14.)4 4.)42i..`.4  `21.).9:1,90 CL1:311i 

A7-43134171 	 A73:17 	C. 14 ,?SI L'11:3. i  4.4 11  J9:19.43  .(2311`31 	‘314113 J14111 jS1,4 dal 

. 1-0. - .4441U-11  ‘11;43 	 17.N '11  A-,Q1-6.2:111 	"CY.-1411 	, (New York State) 

	

91 -1  A-.41-411  j1JID 411 c2A‘l) Aide 	te? 

http://anmarefa.org/index.php  
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(La.42113 C.4:4.4)1 j)  c115 6.03 Z91.7.5 JoL.L.1 :n kj-b-4.3 

You have heard  140  describe new people twice so far: 

.21123b 16..42...1 ally j 	. L.41 1.44.....1 aii2,1,4, j.  

This kind of sentence can be used to introduce and describe any new person: 

."6 j6.11 ul..," ct...m.6.4 4 J 	C..§.2,Lo  J 

.,1-1.“, \ "A lrbi.as LEI j.  

On small cards or pieces of paper, introduce and describe various people in your life in 
sentences based on these models. Write one sentence on each card. In class, your teacher will 
collect the cards and mix them together. Take a card from the pile, read it, and find its owner 
by asking questions. Use the appropriate pronouns for the variety you are learning: 

These questions give you models to follow: 

,1_,... 1.6...4,1  L 	laj jrb 

I ZW ale) I 09 ..1..4/ dos (.›./ 1 A 

..›.a.d.4.4., I L■4.2 C..4 L .,-,-Lo UJ.  

aszA L?,..1 I 4 Ly:,4 .'c;,s. 41 J..a 

55,9-2.9-P.  ZY. -Lc L').5  L J6"  't.1-1 1. 
s &  1-, ",I9  4 jii.z.:44.4,.... ti ,,....:4.1.  

JI.p.ti 

aiajls Zia!) 
e. 	 . 

4.:41:0.) 4111 - iioLiiI t-  4111 A.0...; / el-C,IL.3  4111 - ;6%1.11 t-  d-UI ..t.o.pcJI 
ci3O%:J1 here means safety and/or well-being, and this expression is used to welcome 

someone back from a trip or an illness. 



X 11 41.1, 	u.tik. 

for  / 	 ei9" 

1. Why does one woman say 
;:i_41.,,...11 t 4.1.11 .14.2- ? 

1.Why does one woman say 
a..0%.,J1 t 4.1.11 ,.1.4,..,,JI? 

2. How does she describe the place? 
Give as many details as you can. 

2. How does she describe the place? 
Give as many details as you can. 

3. 3..7t.11 (315 61j1 Compare the weather 
in both place's. 

3 so„,..611.11 Cjl5 k....L,..5 Compare the weather 
in both places. 

4. How does the conversation end? 
What strategies do you hear for ending 
conversations politely? 

4. How does the conversation end? 
What strategies do you hear for ending 
conversations politely? 

c) La.4.4311.) 	 .4.4.1i,,  is  • 
191%.9  

• . a .911w, 
..• 

j3j9  is a Lebanese singer. She is one of the most famous and popular singers among all 
generations in the Arab East today because of her beautiful voice and the many different musical 

genres in which she sings. These genres range from classical 
poetry to folk songs to modern "Arabicized jazz." Her career 
began in the late 1950s and was launched mainly by the 
musical plays that her husband  j L. J I L90 Is.  and his brother 
)9,a..1.0  wrote. Many of her most famous songs, including 
the one that you will hear, come from those musicals. The 
L '31...).11  brothers were themselves very influential in the field 
of modern Arabic music and created a school of songwriting 
that combined elements from folklore, the classical Arabic 
tradition, and Western music. More recently, her son,  31.3 .3 

has written songs for her that show the influence of 
jazz and other Western musical genres while retaining Arabic 
elements. 

191%.  sings most of her songs in the Lebanese dialect, 
including the following—one of her most famous songs. 
You can listen to her sing this song by either going to the 
website: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QPN9yXsSwtY  or following the link on the Al-Kitaab website. 
You can also follow along by reading the lyrics either by going to the website: 
http:/ / fnanen.net/klmat-aghany/f/fyroz/7bytk-bal9yf . html or by following the link on the 
Al-Kitaab website. 

1 1 • 
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Pay special attention to the second verse of lyrics and learn some of the new words you 
hear below. Sing along and enjoy! 

I  waited for you 

eyes  

our meeting 13-St-3 

behind, beyond al.; 

a.v..?-1,A1 c).?..) 1.-0.:i 
Q ( .4).  1 4)  4.1.1,1„.14,2:. :IT ,:,.?„...0...-i 

This exercise is available online only. 

c")  (Lia.4J1 4 91 L:.:,..,.).  I 4)  ii.:).  j.g..?-../1 Eliall :I'S ‘:)....). "—o—:i 

Read the following passage, first silently for comprehension, then aloud to practice 
pronunciation. When you are ready, record the passage and submit it to your teacher either 
online or as instructed by your teacher. 

0..)c' Lidal &-° -413.i-41 19'3 . 4RA 1-7r-11  ‘..)-° 1.6b1R3  c7t°3 jJY.*:' 4 ‘5-1J'A'' 4.4?J..° 43 119-! 19:' 

&549  ,  16:4916  4 12-49 413-.15-iA 1.6.3z a co-s-x,  c:)1-5 Jib :1-45 ,03 - Li-R- ii-,, ,Iztif.-1-(,-,-  V C)-(t9 

-).!;;S3  ' -  dL4-0-?' yib3  1  1-9-1 4.-)...)=11-? yam' &t.&-''...9 4241-?'11 3 4;))211 43i-1-11  LY-9•U 3-9 1  LA 

L(3-6...-"=)3 Lo34--'" (21-:.1.'.9 9-eb ji9?.9-.:' J-5  4 YU ‘5-'"-- 1 ,141 4t,,,1-11-! ‘‘...)549 J-639-:-'':). Y 1-4-11  C)-4  

JI .ra-w-ll L 	J9:)9 .0'44 4 3.9.t-:s yiiii 49 4,—;33 le "1199 ..44-'Y*1  J9-1  6 -09 . 4
-APJ4 1  el-)  1  k..)-0 

ii6La l6o..c.W3i ‘....,,..7 0.tb9 .k....A..!_91.,J13 at '.4.1=11 4519.6113  ..  0...o.ht,113 5.:,,J1 k.........! Lizt.cJI 4 L.,...,:i 

ii...,  ,j).4.113 4.t. 1sz31 ..uzi i::41::..11 f..g.:,...v./..  -  ii:). ..).41>J1 aal..!1.4.RA e1l5.11 35,....,k).  f.-cb3 ‘).ol.c.3 ,:).L3.L9 

■iimml  111 
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1 Vocabulary c.j* 1,3,111 
Listen to the new vocabulary in your spoken variety and in formal Arabic. 

L71-R-LI SCI L7.01.t.J1 L ..--,....a..611 

after -LR:i -1,2:i ( c,—.1 +) isz:i 

after that 135 ...LvS L.,..it.z  ,A.v.:i ar3 i 
commerce, trade oil-?,:Ci I 

running 4-)-i°1 

he obtains, acquires (a job, degree ____ GIs. J-:'',' 

to obtain/obtaining Lsts. J 11  

lecture, (lecture) class ci I - .z E), °2, lp,:z C. 	. 	6 j,blm.'a 

life 6 ItSJ I 

he graduates, graduating 0-: t 
Z.,'"? 

z  0. i  ; a 2,  e).9:aji  , z6;.& L,:  

I graduated from' (&.0) C- ,--;:31  Qr.) 	.‘L'-&c3  (‘')-f,)'‘L, ' 2)6.  

business administration (../Losl Eu131 

he goes to z94 t Z9-,:). JI L--iiad:! 

dancing J41.411 

sports :4,2,1411 . 

swimming ap-LIJI 

week E.L 1“:1 . 	a_9.:-,4 
.1 

E.pL:1 .z e..9.!_wl 

two years .Jj° &z-L:' 
..-.•::- 	• 	1 ..-:-. 

`Y"--4  

company c.,1- . 	aS:f4:, ‘:.',1- .z ,IS:j4).  - I  — 	a.S.   l...., 	 .  Z 	. r.  64 

photography J-2.9:0111 

graduate fellow, teaching assistant C.h)  / c.)9 —  . 	 -1-520  

basketball ,J I 815 

soccer, European football (di) I 61.5 

in order to, for (the purpose of) 3Ltii. , 	)1,'z, krlda _J 

because 3l,ti. , 41 a (-.4_,..-iiii.„--F) 	'L.t) 

because of that, for that reason US 3Lti kLL,a3 3L2L1.0 JJ:11 

why? ,t..J 'Li•-J  1,Sl..oJ 
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1  LS_LS ,  n-L  I L.7.43 Ltd  I L7pucaii I 

he plays, playing L...1H , L,.....1.2 L.,_25J1 , L,..,_;t13 L,....2.1.1  I  ,yiz.b  : 

when? (..,:z.01 L,:'-c...1 s 	-- •L.,-,4  

since, ago' (:)- .̀ 

hobby CL)1 . 	a.21.9.? 

day PCil f-9--)  (.1:21* 	P-2 
,r..5  

f 1-2 1 	.   

t_91.,Ati 

Learn the days of the week in Arabic by listening to the days in the varieties of Arabic you 
are learning. As you listen, determine the correspondence between the names of the days in 
Arabic and English. (Hints: One of the names is a cognate of "Sabbath," and the first day of 
the week is Sunday. Remember to read right to left.) 

a.v.O4JI fy.  067.PI fig.! 3P Y I (19..'. 

al  w:51"  
1
 

s  
N.—..  ,..1 1 asi.o...,J I 

1 640 

%
1  13 

‘..3.41.1 

zuz.4.11  
E..i .;111  *aX.NI 

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1. The verb  uls, L.L l  is used in a rather limited sense in Arabic: It means to obtain or acquire 
a degree, a job, a scholarship—in general, something you might get from an official agency or 
institution. 

2. The verb  CL,..??:).3,3  is a past-tense verb, as you can tell from its meaning and the pronoun 
suffix subject  C.3,  which matches the ending on the verb  C.25'  The other subject endings you 
know from the verb  Cj1.5  can be used here as well. For now, learn and practice the singular 
forms using the table below. Note that the  L..i I  suffix in spoken Arabic is spelled two different 
ways; learn to recognize both: 

110 



I  have been living in Seattle for the 
past 3 years. 

. 	 4 

  

I  was living in Dallas 3 years ago. r 

  

  

I  was with her an hour ago... .31 Lye:, 	 ,:y5J3 	14.5z.0 

6xnall L741_,:a1I .4.0.3_11 

L......?-,....., kL.- 4.11 

y-:- .›,31 , 1 (,* , ic-,-?- .!A c-.?:)&S. L-...31 - 
z-Ru _9-db 

,:... _..,:,...), , 	- 
. 	.-::. 

L.0.9...,...) 

3. The word  :9115:3  signals the occurrence or onset of an action in the past, such as, "She 
graduated a year ago," or 'We have been studying Arabic for one year," or "They have been 
living in London since 2009." In these sentences,  3.1.0  means ago, for, and since, respectively. 
The main verb can be past or present, depending on whether the action still continues, as in 
"I have been living here since . . . ," or whether the action occurred once in the past, as in "He 
graduated a year ago." The English translation of  al°  will be clear from context in each case.. 
The main verb can be in any time frame, and the English translation of  ..L.0  will depend on 
that verb. Notice that the specific time follows  alo: 

Use the examples to help you translate these sentences: 

	

.aJ5sitm.11 	L3li 	L'sycl / 	1.,„0 	 0,031 

	

3.1,3  aszAL?-J1 c).4 	/ 	! ac LW 	j 9.a .J Li 143_2,x).0 _.0 
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lail&gsb Lo 

Listen to interviews with some  Czu... Jaot..3l.t..t)  about their C.1,13..z.  Which  C..A213.z 
are mentioned? 

j)  .6h.y.t?J1 	1.6.1,1 :1 	j..oj 

Complete the sentences using the new formal vocabulary: 

	 ty.,13  	 y1.9 	r;  stis. cz,..,„:9 4 01,9:s3 a Jlb I L2s. 	■ 

.1.44.11 	 f, ..91R./1 4 
	

" 

Lits. LiAc2.26 	 LSA4 )4  Ya. 	c-R-3_33 

,I.Cf.t.J 1 0 	4 J.41-2J -1,1 13  . € 

	 3 , 14,3J-1 4 6 -1-‘?-.9J 1  c11 L7cb 1-r°  .0  

	

39.0a-2 c4`st 	6y.y.1 4 L99 J1 cAV5  4 ‘mnil 

.C..)1312.:013 ulal9 	s ti.133 asz.01.?J1 	j3.115,.11 	 -Lg.! 	r 

4 '0,44. 	‘3.5..13 (%J.12.11 t.))519 )...113 	 .V 

JI3 ",03 Li" 

	  y Ley CL'tw-11  f'9-2 34'  	 4 (z3.2I 	at.,,,LIL!  A 

aiu.J1 0j5 	 C).5•-13 

sl 	1 41.s.LJI J1 	c)..0 aR...1.?J1 	 s  as asz.!.;91 	A 

..Z° 1-2) 1  35JA 	YASI 

4 	ots. 	0,,31 31 1319 1' • 11 21;_w 	an...1?,/ 1 c:>.,3 

•4111 ;IL 	333 4 31 al.? LIAS.1 

	

-- 	0.a j 61.11 J-Z11.111 ia.cb 4 (zy. LI:91 31S 	 "  .11 
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6)-?6-1 1 

(c..„..ti .4) 	.4 C.)* 11)..1,1 :r 

JI  " 	 " 	ja.?,11 	CA3).6.1.1 	JI 

(Lit.4211 .4)  ca501.03 1 .91LI : r 
Find as many  clloj  as you can who: 

1. Graduated from college, are graduate fellows now, and are studying to get a 61)315'3. 

2. Still have the same hobbies as they did in their childhood. If not, why not? 
3. Graduated from 	one year ago/two years ago/three years ago. 
4. Have parent(s) or sibling(s) who have a master's degree :JA.z,..?-1.0  in business administration. 
5. Do not have classes five days a week. Which days do they not have classes? 

Which days do they have the most classes? 
6. Have only this class today. 
7. Go to lectures just because they want to, not for a class. 
8. Remember how the weather was three weeks ago. How was it? 
9. Are majoring in business, or want/wanted to major in business. 
10.Have lived in the same house for many years. How many years? 

(ca t) 	"J.R.4 1.11"  /  " L9j11, 111" 

Listen to JJL.;., using the strategies you 
have learned. Write a paragraph 
for each question. 

Listen to 6j1.6, using the strategies you 
have learned. Write a paragraph 
for each question. 

  

4,1 	u-oia-:.-? J-16-  .) 

JS 	Lo 4t) 	 viy 

sail 	a^R^I r 
sy 	 /4.t) ‘.1.5.4z.Z.o. 	A. 

u4JL.;-? 92.3 	ow.) 	‘:)-29 

Z.3)1-? 	 Z9/1-!("16' I .r 

J og: , 	.r 
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Watch the interview with a  ei+_paa o.kR.o  as she explains the  Jtt..v.4  system. 

c..,13,a.1,1 :0 ‘,..„..0.3 

1 3.;:51,9 LD13).41 j I 1 9Sw I 

Preview of the Dual  : L.7:44,* 

You heard 3 jib or 	use the word  ",:)...0"  referring to "two years." In lesson 5 you 
heard l.g.4 say U.I3 L:A13 ,0 (3..3.1133 LsJJI3. Both  9:10.0  and  (:) .9.iut..0 have grammatical endings 
called dual, which indicate specifically two human or nonhuman entities. This ending has two 
forms in  L .oveLtill  and one form in most dialects of spoken Arabic, which you heard on the 
word  xt.:..1.w  in the vocabulary list. These endings are found on the word "two" itself: 31_01 

awl. The root that indicates two is  S  3 6  , which you see in the Arabic name for the dual: 

I 
In spoken Arabic the dual suffix is used mainly on nouns, and it can give the meaning either 

two exactly or a couple of, according to context. Both meanings are possible in these examples: 

9.0 	3 3 1'1.4.1  3 j 

In 	dual endings can occur not only on nouns, but also on adjectives, verbs, and 
pronouns. We will present these for you to learn actively later. For now, learn to recognize dual 
suffixes when you see and hear them. It will be easy for you to identify them because they all 
share the endings I or 31 or S.: . The following sentences contain examples of different dual 
suffixes: 

L. ,,a3 	31„) ,A3 

z9:). 	1.3. cj;sL, ji 

L'jl:z41 313..;/) 



aJt-?ail 

L7,-.04aisitL! ',Lai:J.  I 
(c:ttl.t1 .4) 	Ui"  :1 

Watch 	1.,,, *8_11  and answer the questions below. The dictation exercise can be 
completed in the book or online. 

1. What makes this version sound more formal than the spoken one? Compare the use of 
verbs in particular, and list the differences you hear. 

2. Listen for the words  J, dal, and v1l. What question do these words answer? What implied 
questions does Khalid answer in this narrative? Write out the questions  ip2.11.!. 

:15.g• 13 	JI I 	WI .r 

.. .q5  4   (r) , t..11 3.1 	 (1) .0(.- CI 

	 (o) ,O.i.rbliiJI 	 (i.) 	 (r) 

(A) 0,0313 	 (V) 	 (1) 

	

E9131 4 )1_7_,.‘,.?-1.0     (1 •) 	 ( a■ ) 

,1 j %   ( ■ r) 	  (1Y). 	 (11) 

	

(11) t9 , 	  (10) 4 	-,;i4   ( ■ E) 

	  (vo 4 	 (1A) 	 (1V) 

Z,.11 ► 1  	 (rr) 	  (n) 0.113J ,  	(r •) 

	  (ro)     (YE)     (yr) 

	

,612.9— 	  (Y1) 

1Y• 
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You heard Khalid use the word  J.  Ji...2.0J1  with the meaning of "to obtain," which is an 
infinitive verb form in English: 

I am studying (in order) to obtain an MA 	 LY'i 31  

This meaning can also be expressed in English as "I am studying for the purpose of obtaining 
an MA." In formal Arabic  ol.p Jya..;JI  means both to obtain and obtaining. Another word you 
know that functions similarly is  ra Jl ,  traveling or to travel. Both  J.. Jya..5:,J1  and  j.6.4.11  belong 
to a class of words known as  j3L.a.O  literally the source, since Arab grammarians 
consider this to be the source form of the verb. As such,  j..1,41  expresses the abstract idea of 
an action, or an action that has no time reference or tense (this is what "infinitive" means)'. 
Because it is an abstract concept,  j.t.41  will almost always be definite (sometimes as the first 
word in an  24L61). 

The nature of  j..u.a.I,1  as a highly abstract kind of word means that it is used more in formal 
Arabic than in spoken. For example, in lesson 4 you hear Maha say  Oixt,1101 	whereas 
in the colloquial stories you heard Esblii.11/eLtJI 	J.ti. These two constructions mean 
the same thing,  J-1...a.1,1  is just more formal. Compare the following pairs, which also overlap in 
meaning: 

.#.4411 ‘;4.9' 	 )74 1.40 I CLADCi 
t i  

ej..&31 lc an1 )L..1 	j.7JI Lo J52.) 	jam,tJI 
Although  ja..2.11  often corresponds to an English word ending in "—ing," not all English 

words ending in -ing can be expressed in Arabic with  j...ud1 2  . This is because the English 
suffix —ing has two different functions, only one of which matches that of  ja..c.1.1.  Think about 
the use of the word "running" in the following sentences: 

Running is not just a sport for the young. 
I am running to catch the bus. 

In the first sentence, "running" is a noun. Notice that you can substitute for it other nouns 
like "basketball" and "soccer" and that it refers to an abstract notion but not an ongoing 
action (no one is actually running in the first sentence). In contrast, "running" in the second 
sentence functions as an adjective. Notice that you can substitute for it another adjective, such 
as "happy," and it pairs up with the verb "to be" to indicate an ongoing action. The Arabic 
jararo  is a noun, not an adjective, so it cannot be used in sentences such as "I am running." 
When you practice using  ja,a11,  remember that it cannot take a subject; we cannot say things 
such as  Ly.,.1_93 JI j.L.11 

j...1.,a1,1  is a noun, not an adjective, and it corresponds in part to what is called a gerund in English grammar. Some English 
grammars of Arabic call  ja.41  the "verbal noun" because they view it as a noun that derives from and refers to a verb. 
2  In English grammar these two functions are called "gerund" and "participle." The Arabic  ja.41.0  is a gerund in 
Arabic grammar but it is not a participle. (Arabic has a different set of patterns for participles, which we will present in 
AI-Kitaab Part 2). 



t-J.9.1‘ I 

J3-;11 

9 

.6J 1-?c,-11  41! 

Rather, we use  t J1,241  to convey this meaning:  Ly.,..3 .93 jI)L.j.  Use  j,..u41  to say things such 
as, "I like running," "Getting a degree is important," "Traveling can be fun," and "Learning 
maSdars is not hard!" 

ja.441 and Verb Patterns 

Can we predict the form of  j,Ldl?  In many cases, yes we can, according to the pattern of 
the verb. In lesson 4 we presented the concept of verb patterns, and you saw four of these 
patterns, which some English grammars and dictionaries call Form I, Form II, Form III, 
and Form V. You know that the stem vowels of Form I verbs are unpredictable and must be 
memorized. Form I  j3La..0  also do not adhere to one fixed pattern, though there are a few 
very common ones. Hence, the  j.i.zik  of each Form I verb must be memorized. Each of the 
other forms has a fixed  ja..41.4  pattern that is regular and predictable, with rare exceptions in a 
few high frequency verbs. As you learn more verbs and their  jsLexa,  you will see these patterns 
recurring. We will present the most common of these patterns in the sections that follow. 

Form I: Variable 

All the patterns listed below are common Form I  ja.maz  patterns. As you listen to each set, 
pick out the pattern shared among the verbs and  j3L41. 

This pattern is the simplest and most 
common  JJ-Jao  pattern of Form I. 

This pattern is common among "activity" verbs. 
Note the  ajuS  vowel in the first syllable. 

J.Z.:v.11 Lam? 

c).C4.1 I CA.-u-.). 

Y:PIJ• I Y-PIL'.. 

1411 JalL.:2 

all:..(11 L-15-.  2 

80.1) 11 IA 

J—/1  J—sta°  I L— 'n3  Jl 
Similar to the first pattern, these three 
j3lAn..0  show slight vowel variations. 
Learning  j Lai, I  by listening to them 
(not reading them) will help you internalize 
and recall them. 

JAI 
In this pattern, the short  ZLO..,' 	vowel in the first 
syllable and the long vowel  3  in the second 
syllable echo each other. 

1Yr 



rr 

8ait, 

6j,apal 

(J! )1j J1 
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/ 
These  two verbs have Less common 
J.1.,410  patterns. 

0 tr, 

Form II:  J.42.6   

The Form II  j..0  pattern is highly regular. It has two syllables, the first beginning with  C.) 

and the second containing the long vowel  6.  You can also see in the examples that  ja,a1,1  may 
be used as a regular noun:  ).1.9 ,':11  means both photography and taking pictures. Recognizing 
this pattern as a Form II  jad.o.A  means that you can derive and use the verb from it, as you see 
in the chart below. All Form II verbs follow the pattern of  j.uji9.): 

Notice that Form II verbs have a shadda, 
or  doubled  consonant. 

Form III:  L.L.C.lia I 
You know three verbs in this pattern now, shown in the table below. What is the shared 

pattern among these verbs? What pattern do the first two  j3Laz  share? Note that the verb 
has a  j..1,42.4  that does not fit the pattern (a rare exception). 

Form III verbs and  j31,41.4  have a distinctive alif. 
The verb  j.M.4.4  does not use the regular 
j.1,_,:s.4  pattern. It is a rare exception for this form. 

,t 
Form V: 	 ;‘..)I 

Form V is also a very common verb pattern. What is the pattern you see here? Which verb 
uses a  *Lad:,  that does not fit the pattern? 

-- The verb 	has two possible  JU.,42.4  patterns; 
the first one is more commonly used, even though 
it does not fit the pattern. 

LYJ7'._) 2-11  

J-2.5:2th 



of 	1  z1-.45-! 

Form VIII: ji—sr. 

This pattern also has a  C.),  but it is positioned between the second and third root consonants. 
Pick out the roots of these two verbs, then look at the shared syllable pattern. What are its 
distinguishing features? 

This pattern has a  C.)  added between the second 
and third root consonant. 
What do you think the verb 	 )* 	means? 

J1  al ,-*will 
	

J1  	  

Beginning in lesson 7, the  ja,a.o  form will be given along with  til,41  of each new verb so 
that you can memorize both  blab'  and  j...L41  together. We will return to the root and pattern 
system of Arabic verbs in lesson 8. 

491,4I9j J..#4.10 

While it is part of the verb system,  ja.z1.1,1  behaves grammatically like a noun; it can be a 
subject, object, or predicate of a sentence, or it can be the object of a preposition, as these 
examples show. 	

i.sid.J1  

*49-1.!.4.11 1 i  .r 

!„,m ..9.)1 	j  a 	JL a 2 13.ft, 

sLE11 JI  ultaJJI  J  J513 Ll.cb 

We noted before that  j-uctl,1  is normally definite, and in the examples we have seen so far, 
j3Latl  have all had  JI.  But  ja.zal  can also occur in an  44L2,1,  and, in fact, it must be the first 
term of an •=1..:91,271  if its action is carried out on an object. For example, the verbs  IA  and  k....475.) 
usually involve reading and writing something. In order to express this something with  ja.z:111,  we 
use an  Zt.el.4 

writing the homework (literally, 
the writing of the homework) L7-4-?-14-11 "14;S 

watching television (literally, 
the watching of the television) 

aaibU20 
352,Al.:11  
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(cd.J .4)  Ja.ati :v 
What are they talking about? Use an appropriate  j...u0.4  to express the action, adding words 

as you need them. Remember to decide if  ja.,4,1  is definite with  JI  or because it is in an  ,a.:9l2,1  : 

.J3141  a)LS 	I y  : L PL 

49.2 	 J-eb  . 1  

C134.15,11 JI E-o:,...%“3 

(:)313.iz..Lo Ly1ia.,01  .r 
J a 	I JI 

.0 

	

c>1 J3:6,111 plc 	 J Lyo-l3  J-cb.  . 1  

1-1331.-° 15-! 

LOSLL.A .A 

J13 ^Js^loJl 	 J L:3L•11 	I JI 	31:4,3,013 Li  A 

	

f%'11 	 J.ct,  \ • 

( Lida/ I )  tj Lat I  L*611,9 j ,..tga..t, I :A C).4)-0-3 

How would you express the following in Arabic? In some cases you will use  j..1  and in 
others  tj t..611 Jan;  determine which is correct for each context and translate: 

1. I like to travel because traveling is great. I'm traveling to Paris today! 

2. We're studying Arabic, and we like studying Arabic. 

3. My brother isn't in school now; he's working. 

4. Getting a job is hard these days. 

5. I sometimes study at home, but studying at the library is best. 

6. My father doesn't like writing email letters. 

7. When are you all graduating? 

8. She is not speaking with her mother. 

9. Don't you like watching movies? 

10.My friends are traveling to Europe this week. 

11.Why aren't you all eating? 



(Lida11 .4) 	.).40 	 JA4a.o 	j—o-3 

This exercise is a purely mechanical one whose aim is to help you develop a feel for the 
patterns. To get the most benefit out of it, practice saying the words you see and the new words 
you write out loud. 

Each column in the chart below represents a  ja.hac.  pattern. Underneath it, you see a list of 
familiar words, each of which can be made into a  ja..,42.4  of the form given. Find the root in each 
word, then put it into the pattern to form new  J3 Lax) 

Form Vil.  I 	Form III4^L. 	 Form II j—::sz.L.1."  I 

	 yy.) 

	  C.42J-io 

	 a D3 

(La.,011 	C.)4156.113 j.6:311 :I* 6. ;$.  

With a partner, read the following text and find out which people match your interests. 
Then find a new partner and compare notes. After you finish, see how many new words you 
can find that you think are  j3La.a,  vowel them, and, if you know  ji?J1,  guess what they mean. 
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why? 

because 

  

  

in order to, for the purpose of 

 

because of 

 

    

For the first time we will begin to work with complex sentences, that is, sentences that 
contain more than one clause. As we move beyond simple sentence patterns, it will become 
increasingly important for you to think grammatically about sentence construction. The 
structures of Arabic sentences are easy to understand and produce if you learn to think 
according to a step-by-step construction process in which each component of the sentence 
tells you what kind of grammatical structure comes next. This information will be given to 
you in the vocabulary lists and grammar sections of each chapter as we proceed through the 
book. For example, in this chapter you saw:  (".4.t.o..01 410 +) vy  .This information reminds you 
that the very next element in any sentence with  ‘:,N  must be a noun heading a sentence and 
cannot be a verb—we cannot say in formal Arabic, for example,  Lyij31 

You have seen three ways to answer the question 	why?, or to give information about 
reasons or purposes, and we will present the rules for their usage one at a time below. While 
the meanings of these particles are similar, their grammatical usages are quite distinct, and 
two of them have limited uses. Memorize the way in which each word or particle is used 
grammatically in addition to its dictionary meaning. 

	

because  4t.c6,411 41 	+ 	.1 

The most widely used construction for giving a reason is  (:)N  because it is used in both 
formal and spoken Arabic and because it introduces a complete sentence. (The other possible 
constructions,  J  and are more limited in grammatical context and meaning)  SSI  may be 
used to give any kind of sentence-length explanation, such as "because the weather is cold" or 
"because she is sick." 

	

In formal Arabic,  CN  has one hard and fast rule: It must be followed by a 	41.4.?-.  In 
the first example below, the sentence  3jl..! 	.9..?,11  has a clear  1 *,..i44  and 

*Lail .4 	14ki 
In the next sentence,  I, 1,1  is the pronoun  ler.  on  lora  Where is  j.:*,J1? 

because she is sick 	:4,2)3j-a  lgiy  t3.t.111 	44/1 	Haba3 

rn 
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In  0.2c...an11,  if the  4.,.4-41 	that follows  jJ  begins with a pronoun, the pronoun must 
be attached to ,,YSI , as it is in the immediately preceding example. The same pronouns that 
function as the object of a verb are attached to  ujl ,  too: 

because!... LAI / Lis! bi + YSI 

because you . . . A / a CS, /3I + .:;;Sr 

because he/it . . . 
9;. 

cliSI 9-Z + 3"S!  

because she/it/they . . . 1 	i oxt,  + 
because we . . . 1i3S1 ‘ :)....,t3 + 	.(1)ct 

because you . . . V 1 + Y9_ 

because they . . . 9 ,vit, 
-'1„ 

ct jb  + yv,  

in order to  tilkall / j..1•41 + 1 .r 
The particle  J  introduces a reason or purpose for doing something and corresponds to 

the English in order to or for the purpose of .In this construction,  J  may be followed either by 
or by  tiLA.L1 Jszi.11.  Both constructions give the same basic meaning, but  j,),41.1.1  tends 

to be a bit more formal in style than bla.I31. The following pairs of examples are equivalent in 
meaning: 

	

J2=1.9-y  0-931 	 ot.c. J3-442.9,1-1, Lro 31  

	

JI 334 3-2 	 JI 3343-2 
iPod JI JI 	 iPod JI JI 

Notice in the preceding examples that the alif on  JI  has been dropped in the words  J3.,-pal 

and  4A.,1 JJJJ.  This rule applies whenever  J  is prefixed to a word beginning with  JI: 

+J 	60,3.11* 	 osI JI +J 

because of 	+ 	.r 
The word 	(preposition and noun  L.A.;...".  reason) has restricted usage because it can 

only be used as the -first part of an  'ci.kmbl  and cannot be followed by a sentence. Explanations 
with 	are short and to the point: 

 

because of the overcrowding 

 

 

because of the beautiful weather .9.?° 1  Ytw-? 

 

    

    

'  Do not confuse "in order to" with infinitive "to" in phrases such as "I like to read." Always ask yourself: does this "to" 
answer the question  SISl.1, 

ummomml  " 



( 	 :11 

This exercise is available online only. 

(L.a.,4211 	 4)  flst.t, :11' 
What would you like to do and why? On five 3x5 cards or slips of paper, write five different 

things you would like to do that you can express in Arabic, and why you would like to do them. 
Be creative and use all the constructions we have learned to answer  slSl.1  Bring them with you 
to class. In class, have everyone mix all the cards in a bag from which each person will draw 
out one at a time. Find the author of each wish by asking  k!.10%33  Doyou want to ..?"until you have 
found the person who wrote the card. 

( 	I .4)  "1.31.19," : r 	:3 

The BBC Arabic Service regularly produces human interest stories. The following text 
is taken from their series on girls and young women in the Arab world'. Use good reading 
strategies to get as much as you can out of the text: 

1. First reading: Scan the text. How is the text arranged? What helps you divide it up into parts 
for closer reading? 

2. Second reading: Focus on the words you know. 
a. What do we know about her? 
b. What are the important things in her life? 

3. Third reading: Close-read the text. 
a. How many  j3Lao  can you identify? 
b. How many dual words can you find? 
c. Where does she talk about the future? What does she hope for the future? 
d. List any words you have guessed from contextual or grammatical clues: 

'Artwork has been substituted for original photographs. 

\r• 
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r171165?".1 
	 cal. LIL.?,..4 	ZLill) 	 ‘1.1139j 

12J 1 	 CJI 	J-6-6  saJ9 .4?-33109 , L,59.?.;th 

,:).3131 L.L.S.  C.)1 	L.).0 	 .L.7.033 .44.1... 	lib 

41.11 	CJI3 

L7—.-4.9 4J -A c-GAI , L,-! 19 L7?-33 lam 41-9- 3 iJ 	(,z1  

4393 c)-3 ,4312-,4 

4 	0.3.m9 

,Z131,113 

	

3.4 	Eit6 

J.0 4-J 13 J-&13 	40-1 ,S351  L7.:A 	1-6-? 

E.A Sfij 6t.3'11 litb j)1 

'LLLo_33 	 L.4% 	o...Lcb3 

0^9  n11 oltb3 	11.132 3 166A1 I 	8 

i`:
0 ' 11 	1-10 	rS 	a,IsSJI9 .41.)51° 

	 4 	 L,Cuj Vail c.).3 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/arabic  

lau cl L77.11 

.f.132.11,_63 4 LIJ4:93 	La2i 

.y13 vj 	J1 4et-4 1-! 4L-U3 LL°5•-19 



J 1.9.mil  

In contexts such as an interview, when one party is expected to make an offer but does 
not want to do so on the spot, she or he can say 	4UI slw 31  hopefully it will work out well as a 
noncommittal but polite good wish. The phrase 	AL CJI  expresses a wish that things go 
well without promising anything specific. It can also be used to wish people luck. 

You know that the title 	/  SL ....1 is often used as a respectful term of address to a 
teacher. Here you will see it used in addressing an educated person or white-collar employee 
in a professional context. 

"txs. 	 “lu:spti 	 otsin  :1i  

Listen to the dialogue using the strategies 
you have learned, and answer Lii..sz.n.! as 
completely as you can. 

Listen to the dialogue using the strategies 
you have learned, and answer 	as 
completely as you can. 

 

1. What is the situation? 13 4>1 

2. What experience and skills 
does 6j1.6 mention? 

1. What is the situation? S3lm 

2. What experience and skills 
does 31:;,'c  mention? 

  

a.w1 j,.01 

1 

( *JI.c.5-  421 

3. Do you think 3j113 will succeed? 

4. How many past tense verbs can you 
hear? Write them down. When do they 
use the past tense? 

5. Write two new words or expressions 
you heard and what you think they mean. 
See if you can find the word for "salary." 

2i.,)1J,111 

I 

3.4) 

6. Do you think 31.11 will succeed? SLJ 

7. How many past tense verbs can you hear? 
Write them down. When do they use 
the past tense? 

8. Write two new words or expressions 
you heard and what you think they mean. 
See if you can find the word for "salary." 

    

    

■ rr 
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( 	I )  I a) 	ad..15.1  I  L7tb Lo : t 0 ').7i. j_o_3 

This exercise is available online only. 

(c.,,t1 	0:.1.4b /111:b :11 

This exercise is available online only. 

( L.a.maJ I j 3 	) 	I  o c 1),i11 :1 V c)-71. "—o-3 
Read the following passage, first silently for comprehension, then aloud to practice 

pronunciation. When you are ready, record the passage and submit it to your teacher, either 
online or as instructed by your teacher. 

1.?...*J154 ‘7.Jlio 03 	kits. 	4.).A.C• 	j1.10 5.41 1.319 _19.4 1 )451.0 ZOL1 

43.510 u.os J11 C).(13 .33 L, 13 	ao Le-CI  . 	 L.1,05).  

2.)1_gsb 	 aszi 	 C.I)LilpaoVis 

blt.,:13 	es.> J5 LpLoj 	8)53 fa,k8.11 0)5 X11 L.:13 ,ii...2)1,3.11 oss 

8j1.7:11 4 i.os:1 ‘...4.a11 4  . 	I f. Lig.Lai I 

j 13 joJLII 8,LcaLt...o X19 L95,L..11 	 ■ 	3 1S 3-Lo d.szo 

.1.:).19.4 ).LO LIS 3..o jr.411 	(zt...C.J13 4.os Uci.o 	4..tia1 C..) 1..?..9.1.2ci I Li:Si ta:). 1 X19 

rr 



aap.11a2 .9.1 1L11:L11 

"..cz:151 L3I"  "J-9-13 	Li" :.1U ifl 

	

"ts..TJI 	C44" 

:.1I 

The Superlative Ll.el 

Fronted Predicate 	JI LQJI aLa..?.-11 

12:1" 

" ( ,R.JI" 

ak.L.,013 aasz.11 

	

Ii ) 1-4 1-2" 	:) 1 9-2J 1  

2isf_.?-1).11 	JL.g. 
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Vocabulary C„)1,;s141 
Listen to the new vocabulary in your spoken variety and in formal Arabic. 

L7.4-4  / sal 0.4 Li-J I " 
L...72.,..4AILB. 4t) I 

first (adj.) (L9I:J5-13) (W4o) j_91  

secondary 
9431.'".  4-01" 6/,:9.:,13 

crazy C`31?r:aZ 6 /3.3-:-?,:o 

accident 'Lli,?1 9.; . 	e36 LL.),?1,3_;- . 	'_.'4,- L..),?1 .9.".;  . 	1.'4.,- 

saddening, distressing' ... Js. 6/3. .& 10 

foreign affairs 4...."-.3W1 ... 4,-3 16,J1 -... 41., WI ...., 
May God rest her soul 14.0::,..i.2 4111 Lere..:*) 4111 41.11 1.6„--....76 

(future tense prefix) 2  _:,- , z.-_, 

hospital LI j. : °:Lauzz-„,. .20 	L76.1::„.2,4,-; 

preparatory (school, referring 
to middle school or junior 
high school) 

F)/5,?1,3..c.1 

general, public' o/ 	'1..c. 

to live L..): ...-c" L>1.4-:.-#:'. j:'-.‘.--.). r. 

economics, economy 3L.m:s. ► 1 

the biggest or oldest (6).C3 0.,,,1 +) /I 

he died LL')1.0 c:J1.0 

she died  3 L C.-%3 14 C...,3 LA 

money o.u.0 Lp La.,; J1,2„..:1. 	Jlo 

there is 4 -9.  41-29 Lsi blt. 

ministry k.1.)1 — . 	8j119 

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1. The words  J.49cv jxo  describe something that makes you sad or upset. In formal Arabic 
you might be  8/ L5.:). 3..;  because of something that is , and in spoken Arabic you are  k:s>1..073 
because of something that  Jz,  . Notice that the formal word is an adjective, whereas spoken 
Arabic uses a Form II verb to convey the meaning: it makes one  8/ t:N.c.j.  It is common in 
spoken Arabic for verbs to be used to describe feelings. English speakers use "sad" to describe 

‘r1 
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both a person with the feeling of sadness (sad child) and a situation or thing that makes the 
person sad (sad news), but in Arabic these meanings are conveyed by different patterns. The 
state of "being sad/happy/hungry," etc., corresponds to the use of a Form I verb, and the idea 
of "making (someone) sad/happy/hungry," etc., corresponds to the use of a Form II verb. 

2. The future tense is indicated by a prefix on 

The Future 

_ 
or z., _AA) 

. L.,,Li,.....- ...LI ‘!J IRA z3 j l. . oia2C,..L4 I t andz z9).;- :..4,I j! aRA cab :AL .  (.7a.:Z4* 

43 il.....JI l9..?;:.-- cal.”...IlJa 19,.?:) .e.0 6 Sau,JI a ,i-z ,j3_?-:).;-,:., J.sb 

.L.11 L.36,01 	...3 Jk, .L.I,1 4 .10) tz.4 JS  i2- ..L41 11:t. 4114,1,01 EJ3 JS' T.,1., 

3. The adjective  plc  refers to things in the public sector, such as: 

public administration Zaszil j13>!1  I  public service 'elszJI j-osz.11 	I  Zasz11 

It is not, however, used to refer to what we, in the United States, call "public schools." 

(Cd.s:11 	Ca. 1 .?)a-IDI : 1  C)-1.)-0-3  
Practice using the new vocabulary by writing the correct formal word in the correct form 

to complete the sentences. 

.j.g c.31.5a! L 	lgs 8,3 L.z.4_43 	 a:y.-Lo 	.\ 

J-0-2-11 	asall 33-0-&:2 	9.0  a:).) 	 ... 	*4)1_33  X 

	

31..11 	at.C..?.).41 embassies Ciliti!"11 

L...5.:4) I irb 	 LY'l3  CA° 
iii 

!!a-13-6J3 	 Z49 3_)-? 	°3-m 	 0,,F)1,11  E 

1:34 	YA-ji C)-4 1:49 4763 4,3-1-c L43  * C)  

J-01 4.R.01.?-J1 L  (&,-„:4.))  	4a.J1 	1313 3L14. 	.0,,1  1 

4,039 i JI Labor 	 Lab, S a113  

1?5  • 	•• 	 clo-so L9-z3 
\ 0 Lz1.4..c. 	I.31 	 J.9 8,j,,V1 	.49 	 bi 

ry 



	

yJ U _9_z 3 	r 	„.313  c..3L4 

	

.zy3,J1 	L'S Lai S j_03 	\ • 	C.I.y3.C.11 

c.J13).6..t,1 :r 
."6j 119, "  ji  " J3 I" JI L  13. Sl9 C.)1 L.L 	 JI I 9 	W1 

I 4) 	I9JLI :r 
A. Find out from  a %z )1 and take brief notes to report: 

1.What are they going to do this week? 
2. Whose car died this year? 
3. Who was in a car accident this year? Where? Was it a big one? 
4. How is the US economy [doing] now as far as they are concerned? 
5. Who would like to work for the State Department? Why? 
6. Who is a freshman (hint: what year of college)? 
7. Who has been in the hospital? How many days or weeks were they there? 
8. Who has lived in the same house since childhood? 
9. What crazy things have they done in their life? 
10.Do they go to the public library in their hometown? 

B. With a partner, list in Arabic the full names of all the schools where each of you has 
studied. Think about how you would order the nouns and adjectives. 

4.460 

International Baccalaureate, High School Diploma 

In many Arab countries,  ian.11 4)33  WI refers to both the last year of high school and the 
set of examinations students take at the end of that year. The exams are cumulative, covering 
all subjects studied throughout high school, and students' scores on these exams determine 
whether or not they will graduate and in what college they may enroll. Cutoff scores are very 
high for entering medicine, engineering, and the sciences in general. Students face tremendous 
pressure to perform well on these exams, and this pressure can affect the entire family. Watch 
the interviews in  "la 24 4„.,;j6 L',611 (343Ltjl LA  6"  to hear people describe how these exams 
affect family life. 

rn 



Listen to 	using the strategies you 

have learned. Write a paragraph for each 

question. 

Listen to ai l6, using the strategies 

you have learned. Write a paragraph 

for each question. 

j 56-!9 J-113-  iLtc 

.6,-119113 s 	a JJIJ1 .r 

ot7) 1  &-° 

1 c541-zg- cisz .'-! .9-413 3J 1-6 447.! &L° 

,.1..11 .9.J1   c5.23 

ss 	
4-szi Ea' L.)-51-w 
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.4.43  1.R.11.) 40.a.ii.1" 	I 

thxbiS cl 	/ 	UI" ..• •. 

Igor.11 c)..o C.)9.36"  /  "g.?J1 	to"   :0 

Watch o-sz:41 -Lt-9 49 or mil, come home from a...0,dpi. What do they ask 8.*1? What 
do you think the tide of this scene means? With a partner, create a scene in which you are as 
hungry as they are and decide what to do about it. 

The Superlative  Lja91 

You have learned two words that have superlative meaning:  ( L1.,41.4) ‘ 5..4-1  and (,03) 
Notice that these words share a pattern: The words are two syllables, each with fatHa vowels, 

os 

and the first syllable begins with alif. The shape and name of this pattern is  jx91.  These words 
can function as either comparative adjectives or superlatives, each of which has a different 
grammatical construction. Here we will focus on their use as superlatives. 

Superlatives may be formed from simple adjectives like  L..2,4, 11.2.4, j:%AS.  and  3j1.!  by using 
the root of the adjective: Extract the root and insert it into the pattern  JO  . Grammatically, 
you may use any  3.241  word with a following  8)5....)  indefinite noun to give the superlative 
meaning: 

143J3 1  6. 	r;SI 	 ZRAlp- 	Lo 

Remember: 
To give the superlative meaning, use an indefinite noun following the  jsz91  word. 

\r' 



(c.,,J_ 	"j561- 

This exercise is available online only. 

(Liida.1) 	"Jszii" :V C.)-D--A-3 

With a partner, come up with a list of "top ten" categories to poll your  0%53  about, using 
as many different  Jszsi  words as you can. Some examples might include best film, biggest 
restaurant, and hardest day of (in) the week. Then poll as many people as you can in the time 
allotted and report back to the class. 

Fronted Predicate  (14,1 

Expressing possessive and "there is/there are" types of sentences in Arabic is not difficult. 
You have been doing so since Alit Baa with  6.3..1.Q  and 4,29  /  4s. In this section we will first 
present an overview of possessive sentences, then show you the grammatical structure of 
these kinds of sentences, which are considered to be in Arabic grammar. 

You have seen both  J  and  xs.  used to indicate possession, as in: 

.:=L2 	14.4..01 	 Ls„ki.c. 

These words overlap somewhat in meaning but J tends to be more formal and abstract 
than and it is used in cases where the possession is figurative, as in human relationships, 
or to indicate figurative belonging. 

It is important to keep in mind that  .0s.  is only used for human possessors. When you are 
describing what a place (such as "my house") or an abstract entity (such as "my family") or an 
institution (such as "our university") has, you should use  Lees: /40: 

j I as (7.77-i or .L.9). 

.,,U33 CAL? LfIAL.3 Lg s 4y..01 or .,k193 C.JL? Lti% 4_7:1 

c)liz.i 	 613L1 
If the entire sentence is very abstract, J may be used but not 

oa4t. or .j.?5.6 	jb 

1 E • 
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Like 	J  is often used with pronoun objects. Listen to and learn the pronunciation of  J 
with pronouns in the variety of Arabic your class is using, and learn to reocgnize the formal set. 

LNc-al 
1. 	„I L.,..9-...,411 

J1 J 

L=L,  J.ii 

,L.ti 411 
lg.J i-6-11 lgJ 

U ul Lli 

,9. 1 
OP 3-;ril f"-6j  

These prepositions are used to express "to have," which is a verbal concept in English, 
but they are not themselves verbs. The prepositions and  J  are not verbs but prepositions 
and thus function differently in sentences than the way we use "to have", which is a verb, in 
English. While the English verb gets a subject (I have, she has), the Arabic prepositions occur 
in prepositional phrases with pronouns, as you saw above, or with nouns. The sentences in 
which they occur are a kind of  414..?-  in which the order of  1...v.4  and  j!..6,J1  is reversed. 
To understand how this kind of sentence works, think of a grammatical translation for two of 
the original examples given above: 

Here  II  cannot occur at the beginning of the sentence because an Arabic sentence may 
not begin with an indefinite noun. For this reason, the prepositional phrase jumps in front 
of  14,1  so the order of  I *.u.:11  and  .) ..t1  is reversed. 

The reversed  4w.wl aloe  is used to express possession and the existential construction 
there is/there are  L'Il;lb  /  4,3  /  4.,29. These sentences begin with a  j1.6.-  that usually consists of a 
prepositional phrase or the word  dillcb  there, as the following examples demonstrate: 

There are many people on this street. . Lj3jL...:-5 0413 tiLtJI Iam j 

There is only one daughter/girl in our family. 

There are many Egyptians in the Emirates. 

Lj_jj j 

.C.- 1_) 141  L. 33,;.g 

At-me is a new car. out .69 1;-,  LS-us,  

Belonging-to-me is an aunt named Nadia. 



16 As,-).?.  4111 

In spoken Arabic such sentences are often preceded by a sentence topic, but the basic 
reversed  4.0.401 al,?-  remains its core. Compare the following sentences with the formal ones 
just above: 

.13 tiLtJ1 4 .„,:s 0.4 44_9: 

117i.c  

.aJ 14 1  4 1.1:4-5  

t:LC mot; as 

	  j..! 	414: 

j1.4A 	CY,L2J9-QJ 4:0 

The important thing to remember when reading these kinds of sentences is that you need 
to find the break between  1 JJ  and  f..:,J1  because this is where the meaning "there is" or 
"there are" fits into the sentence. In English, this break is clearly marked by the verb "to be," 
but in Arabic it is not. Which part of the sentence is  1 ....L41  (what the sentence is about)? Which 
part is  11,  and what is it saying about  lx.41?  The following diagrams show the grammatical 
structure of reversed  4I 4L0..?-.  Study the examples: 

	

_6119—  J...,13 Ci 4, j.“:1 4 	 C ) 1j41 	(:)3 	k±! Lab   

71.60 	 i.t.a—:_13  I 	oJI 

.L.-JULA 	 

1 1 
1 -t—ts. t, 	j!..3J I 
	

X6 1 JI  

	

These existential sentences may be negated with the verb 	in formal Arabic or with 
the negative particles ji)— L0  /  1,3 in spoken Arabic. Choose one variety to learn, and be able to 
recognize the others: 

L'IP-1  I SCI L.,.4 W I L.,--,..4u:i1 I 

there is not L)11 -9.. 	LI 1̀-.: 	I-3 L5111cb jtj 

she/he/it does not have j4t9 Lo  / j'''44--4  La  1 L3  / 4-.:-4 6  1 /q_,.. 

she/he/it does not have [abstract) uti4j 1-0/j4 1-4 1411.4/ 4114 1-6 1 /dij4.-  

\ 
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! 	1.04.4 oat! 49„a11 oasb 

csx..c. Lo 

!JL 	1 s La 63 a...631 

Lka..s. La 

Z2,31lra 

13j14:,J1 J_9,0.4 otti 	!..1:J.  I 3 	(%9.t.11 L9_91,0 as La z±th 	(A$i1 L95.a.40 J1 m yr- .1 

These 	J..a.?- may be put in the past with 315 or negative past ut_ilS La / 3LS Lo. In this 
kind of sentence, 315 occurs at the beginning of the sentence, and is not conjugated': 

S. 	 Sita 	 315  .31 	 L) 	L3IJ3 	Jj-c- c)t5  

13j14.J1 	01.-315 

''14°.)-)-61  (-21  ./...%-z5 	1-6-4J A 615  

(421 

We suggest that you memorize a model sentence for each pattern rather than try to remember 
these rules. At the same time, it is a good idea when you are reading to identify  1■..119 lx..41 of 
existential sentences so that you remember to identify the logical place of the verb "to be.” 

(C.,..t.t11 	3.? 1 :A 	J-0J 

This exercise is available online only. 

4) 	Ji 1.94-?-)3 
Remember to use LE.i/ct_.  to describe places and  J or 	for people. 

1.There are no students of Arab descent in our class. 
2. Thankfully, there was no traffic (overcrowding) in the streets. 
3. I had no time for studying and now I have a big exam! 
4. This area does not have many restaurants. 
5. They have no money because they are college students. 
6. In his childhood, Beirut did not have McDonald's restaurants, and now it has seven. 
7. Last week we had lots of homework. 
8. They had two sons and three daughters, but the oldest son died. 
9. She didn't have office hours yesterday so she wasn't in her office. 
10.Last Thursday, we had a crazy day at work. 

'  The reason usually given for this is that when  315  or any verb precedes its grammatical subject and is separated from it 
by another word or words, the verb does not have to agree with its subject. We might also think of  ZAS  here as putting the 
sentence as a whole in the past, and that is why it must precede and why it does not agree with any particular part of the 
sentence. 

,j1.5 La 

f,L,1 	 c,SJ cjl5 Jrt. 

1■1.1  • €r 



4_U l 

ysii11 tz.o 	: 	 I  : • C)-7,. 

What do or did these people and places not have? Write out your answers in full sentences, 
using the written form. 

. 	I 	1)2, 	cz.(z. 	1  pa.0 	,....Mc01 LA 

	  co-R.6.1,1 lass  .1 

aJh  .1d 

	

j es. ..1.4.013 	.r 

	 Isuo 	.0 

4.0- 1  . 1  

a.R..01.?J1 oitt,  .V 

,a*,2,L1,1 Z.JI  A 

(L.1.4cI 	4.14..?r11 :11 ,,j-D-4-3 
Identify  JI9 1 	in the following sentences by single-underlining  lx..41  and double- 

underlining 	(ignore interrogative particles, adjectives, and adverbs): 

3 ,..a.63 1o1 	0.14t, 	.r 
..L.3:3 

	

	 J3.1.!3 LD1.5..pt L-91.1.cs  .r 
M.5z.>_) y l (,3_.3.  36-s-01 LA.J...us, J..cb 

asz...01?- 	c.6..443.! 	J.o 	.0 

.4: 1 4-1.43  3 3L,^J 	•.1  .1 

c.44..  
cd.4t, 	.611..iL .4 0 C.) 	 .A 

se.41;1_.9- j 

La),..us.  .1  • 

1EE 
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44.!LzKil 
ailz5 

Write a paragraph of at least fifty words describing what your  4.L2,..t.0  has to offer, using  1+.s: 

and 	::i.Lo..7J1  with fronted 

(C..4011 	" ctiAl■Si Ui"  :11" c)—D—c.J 
Watch 	azatl  and answer the questions below. The dictation exercise can be 

completed in the book or online. 

1. listen to  .1)6-  tell his story  L72,...n.s11>  Fill in the chart with information about the people he 
talks about: 

(approximate) _yard I 

2. Analyze the word order of each sentence  a11̂   says, and determine whether it is: 

".4_,4.1 .414...?- 	ei4sz.4 cila.?- 	fronted 	 1 ao ?-  

:J3...i> La 15...:513 .1.11..- ji 1y90-....1 .3 

(4.11133 	 (r) 	 ( r ) %. 	 (1) 4 ,o3  

4  	(1) 	 (0) , 	 (E) cLUI 

(9) L . 	 (A) 	 (V) 

Or) j L7-J 1-6  J31' ' 	 (11)0, 	 ( \ •) 



16o ^y 4U1  

(\o) 	 0 0 L .% c-i 116  -L:133 , 	 (rr) 

	

(1A) 4 Hab e 	R:i,1 ,..1..t.c.3 . 	 (1V) 	 (11) 

(r\> 	 (r.) 	 wo 

	(rot:„ 	 (rr) 	011 

	 (Tv) 4 	(n) 4111 ,j,013 	  (ro) 

	

(r"k ) L. 	 (YA) 

(Lia.4J1 	LTIZJI :It 

The following text is taken from the obituary pages of the Egyptian newspaper Al-Abram. 
Before you read the passage, brainstorm with a partner: What kinds of information do you 
expect to find? When you have some ideas, skim over the text and identify its parts. 

1. Scan: How is the text organized? What kinds of information does it provide about the 
deceased? Check all the parts you are able to identify. After you finishing scanning, share what 
you found with your partner and develop a reading plan for phase two. 

2. Read: Follow your plan to find more information in the text. Use your grammatical skills 
to see if you can identify the following words: 

deceased 	  

daughter 	  (formal word used in newspapers) 

sister 	 (While 	I can be either full or half-sister, this word specifies full sister.) 

3. What information can you find about the funeral? 

4. Analyze: Go through the text again and examine the use of  3.  One of the most important 
functions of  3 is to signal punctuation.  3  is used instead of a comma to list things, instead 
of a semicolon for listing phrases, and instead of a period to mark the beginning of a new 
sentence. Look for two of these functions of  3  in the text and practice skimming through 
each section  3  by  3 . 



ytl cj.4-\,1I 4111 w.A.; 

,U143a..11 ,›.1.1it 4. i L" 

24.**1.) 	,1)  ca+JI 

4.1.39 

(29J1-1= .11211 .9 	Z.?-112' IUS-6-111  

c. 4J 	 4-41-z-411  

•Z.it_.3..)13 

L11-i 4sai 
01:1A 0A4.411_9 	01.: 	01..11 cj..o JS 

• ‘:J. 	k 1, jja'S.11_3  LJ.) 

'.44ki,)11  i41 1J 
c.)4 

^11 _, 	j:P-411  4_4312  L-4.} .4  
a+.4.44 	.4.?.11 .14r. oJ,yai 

-•?:3 1  o11w119  C-.)" 99.00  E.)&-419 C.J4 
.4. 	:21..utb 	cD4 	 zi,41 
c.)4 	 a S. 

.14-Na9 	 0 N-a . .0+4"1-..39 

Z.14 1..9 
LII.x.141.  I  .14c. 

44)t._, 	_),111 j  '.1.11 3..)1 
-4c- 9 	.3'11 	 LiZ 2-J 1 ..3 

j.,;111 C.}.101 	.& 

‘"?...uy3,11 	 3 .1)311 	 j 

_91.1i..11 	jAc. 	4 	41.41 331 	j 	S _33 

,...,-1.9.+,21719 car  J.4111,3 41  j -1-..34 

01 .3x11 9 

JI÷J11  

id; 

A—N:11111 

L,.11...LI 4111 

!,40-11 j..al 

j..)1 	 JS 

(...991-6"11  L.-' 1 3111  L.)4 

Z12...),1 c 1 91  

,J11111 	04..4 y.cc ca.).14 LILA?. 	31.1-41‘i 

47.3.)14:1/i 	 c,o.: 1" 11 	4,)''="11  
i;a11_53  4,311,11 	b 4.4.11 

yo *i; .14 

S4s 
31:1.411 	 1:14 1;421 cj.4 

11.4 46,319 _},„a2.49 .).4.  

J.44.11 c517-6a1 	3t16211 1 

v99 ;LS 	 e..uS'11.'11 

Z.2 _9 

ka:1.141+J 
_941 	.1.cu1 	_.).4111 (DA LIS 

31:1.'113  alAj-111 j.4.1 j  X11 ;LS 

::tA"17 1 	 :611 

:1-119 :Loa j 

(:),..3 LIS 

1631 	 *L.14.119  71231 	 j  

1  
.111 	 L.).4„) 	J..31 

._is11 _941 ..11.s0z 	 j9,6 

(jz43 
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:13 : 7C  13 1.9.44 I 

Watch the video  "14.4 4L.03 E..0"  and write a  algb a.1.4..?.  for each of the first two questions. 

	

: 	j .1113 ain..v..113 co_..491 S 	Lyz 

ISL1, 	 j.ss 	 L.ktS •r 

3. You hear the speaker use a new word to describe  ig.a.  Identify the root, and write the word. 
(Hint: Identifying the root before you write will help you hear the word better.) Before you 
look it up in the glossary, think: What meaning am I expecting? 

13.,-.1 I 
Bad News! :a9iiii119 

When someone looks or sounds  39.c.3  or says directly or indirectly that something bad has 
happened, the appropriate response is the question: or  $41.11 tL i ‘j1 t ,  meaning I hope its 
good news? In Alf Baa you learned that the expression  4.111 91  411 9  is often said upon hearing 
very bad news. A similar expression is used in both formal and spoken Arabic: 

91 49.  93 J.91,- 9  There is no power or strength save in God. Spoken Arabic has several expressions 
that are phrased as a plea to God to lighten the catastrophe or misfortune. Some of them are: 

0 Kind One  (lessen the blow)! ILLiajli 

	

0 Protector (protect us all)! 	! ):3L .W; 

Do  You Want or Need Anything? : a:9 
6/33lc. / 

..c•F-' 	• 

As you watch the video, notice that the caller asks the other person if she wants (or needs) 
anything before ending the conversation. This is both polite and a convenient way to signal 
that you are leaving. This expression is also used to address another person who is there when 
leaving the house, or in any situation where you are excusing yourself from or leaving family 
or friends. 

2  The word  8/331.c  is just an alternate pronunciation of  6/;11a.  You will hear both pronunciations in Egypt. 
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(Ligs11 	 )31./.0 I)"  / 	1 1)"  :11 C.)-:)j...c.-3 

A. Use good listening strategies and answer as completely as you can: 

&.12N-0-3 	 ,s.0-0..3 LS-03 ott,i. 

- 	 -  &.?3  - *) : 4-1 1  L--k56-! 	‘.>"4  - 	- 	-  C)-29:j.)-sa? 

How does the conversation end? .r 	How does the conversation end? .r 

B. In class: Bad news is difficult, but it is important to be prepared to respond to it. Practice 
by making up some bad news about fictional characters to tell your partner. 

	

(C.,..") I j) 	asz.?-1).0 :Iv ‘)..) .1.4.J 

Complete the sentences below, using an appropriate word from your vast vocabulary: 

	  3.ct, 	 • 1  

	 9-z3   4 stz.01 	j31 

tY.JUJI 

	

!!! 	 l l t5t.,011 L 	.r 

2.3'7111 4 	(:) 6,L0-1 

c.•31.4.15J1 LIS 	 L: 11  

JI 	1.64_11 
	

.6-1-2-1-?,11 

ct,.Js 4 	4xs.3  .iPod 

	

ap,a.,.c., 1 • • 	 f:A13 ctiU* 1 

143 LlxSJI L 

9-'1=9 

.‘±JI.z.rb 	(3..013  

f34. X11 LiLal 

!!391 

Cr° 	t.) L7L-L°  .° 
J.6:9* 	3-91 



0 ,L11 	J 	,:).c.13 6,12-41 LiL 3Jl 4 

1 0 L.)0 	 

3 	 ,aii.t.6.2.-J1 4 ,c)...Q3 	 ( ,.sa 	.V 

.21_*041  	LA3 (ZL“, 1V) 	 L.).“2, ; c)..o 

611, Cj3_,.0.).0_:,-,:ziz 	 ot..,7?--11 4  .A 

3 L...L.t,.n11 	 cLy55JI 4 j....6J1 

LtiLaz, 	 1)J.9-3  

3 	 3 	 CA )13 

( L.a.42.1 I 	I 	) 	I  o s 1j12/*  I  :1 A t.)..?...)—cj 

Read the following text, first silently for comprehension, then practice reading aloud. When 
you are ready, record yourself reading it aloud and submit it for your teacher's feedback either 
online or as instructed by your teacher. 

1-0.)5433 1 	cpsa9 	cl-S4-/ I 0.49•C'.  ‘t-P' 	4 =-431-•" 4 a-:11-6  

catapJ1 4 , 	&Kis 	

• 

L9pt.11 	La...o 4 1.6..szo 0.49.0 C.j1.5 	iisz..oL?J1 

j1 	

• 

4szoL".11 4 yWcJI 	164 	14.?- 1.8 0 ji.sej 9 

Lz.° ld-C-73 	1.631-.4? 	 4.i 1-, -11  4r° ‘cz-.).) 	e.9?. 
►► 439.5 JI 	14.0 

391 5A3 	C).43 ltbaJ13 :3L01).c. 143.0139 cb?,j .013 

J-4=39 Z;;; 1,4-.)  0=71)41  .6.)_9:6  L7k9 L 0.9-1a 1 *44 ,143  C.)-4 1-63 J-11.9.9 	4 .. ..-1111 	4 

	

all..L0 4 	4 
46 4.19113 41J9 1.1.0 dj9.9t.i 

! 

1C)5,1sui?.  1 1.,o : 
This exercise is available online only. 
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ojt4i11 	0JI 

c_3* 

"6j 1.?,z11 	LI" •at..01.2.11.! 

ot,38.11.0 yAll" "J_!:017-0 4.1 lA LAII" 

:(1) .3.s.1 9.a.n 
Past Tense Ls-s.L1,1 	oJI 

Negation LOW L.7,6:3 

j:F17 - ■ LI "  :L7Pcrailit.1 

:(11 a.c.13:6_11 

C.)39.113 

iwza.1,13 tiLa.1,13 LOW 	a.,.41j3 

The Dictionary L3i.=.11 0.541,111 

"33.) ,1 4 L,.19_,11, 	 6.z,.„Ji" :(1) 6a1.,:a.11 

A:4,1,0\119 al.1611 

L19. 1.9,J-  VI 	I" :(Y) 6a1)1111 

"21,31.7..11 	 0.1.2b 4.'1" "1) ig.16,11 	‘±J-2i) 31,." 

(,jls  



8.) 1•"?a  Li;6.7mU  

Vocabulary CjI,34, 1 
Listen to the new vocabulary in formal Arabic and your spoken variety. 

I 4_Pa-101 (,..L.L..11 
._„ 

L,....„....,....., 

mother 
,, 

‘2)42,3", . 	(.1 `:'. 1;1 . 	K 
0 , 	 ..-1 

c_31.6.01 . 	i.I 

after (followed by verb)' 1.0 J..2_! La J..2.! (J.Re +)   

I obtained ,! .i.;,;-  

government c.)' I - . 	a..35.C.:.; 

I entered Ll;-.3 S S 

to enter LI-'..-4 
j;...L,,, J3_4:111  ,  j2 

(nation-) state L53 	aJ3S 

international 8  I j3S , j9 3  

to study, go over material 
review lessons 

8,5°  13-11 , )51:.y.  ,   (5_,51-al  ,  _)S14: 

president, head Awci .Z  043 

prime minister gliri:9-11  u.-43.3 

opinion about (4) djT . 	413 

he refused oci-9  .; 
... 	.- 

uag.) jn-4.) 

to refuse 
, 

ons..)-.). 
.1 

4009, u.a4;-11,  A:2 
he wanted to' 1 J1 61) 315 ... (tj lao Ji  +) ::)1 SO 

he wants to 3-.4-  
I 

6,1, 
.. 	, (tiLao Js+)  31 J-2)..).  

to help (someone) with 6,.,...1_,,,11 , j ....1sL‘i 6aiL.11 , j ...,is-L4.  6...t.i.Lio l  ,  j ...is.L.4): 

throughout (time period) j91,  J.5/0 JI3JF 

thanks to (cz,--, 1 +) L1 ), '':  

future J-:-2-,:2° 

as 1.0 k:5") Lo LI:".3'.._ (J5L:9  +) LS 

he joined, entered (school., 
army, political. party) — 

_, 	 '  I 
- 

to join, enter _) 36:J \ri  ,  ,.,..,ii.*-, 

like s-) Li:'? Lj?". .? 
past, last (week, year, etc.) 8/4,,I7L1,1 

■ or 
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Lx" I  l54-101 L,-01,111 JI L72 

I succeeded in, passed 4 LI,. .;,.ijJ _> 	!. 	: L.....,....,,...,d 
, 	• 

j L,-` 

to succeed, pass .4 t,• ,:), tr-?--?,  • 

, 	.,,, 	, 	. 

L-?.;Ji  , L. 	t,-;-.). 

Notes on Vocabulary  Usage 

1. The prepositions  J-,3  and 	are used with both nouns and verbs. However, since it is 
not grammatically possible for a preposition to precede a verb directly, we must use a linking 
particle. In spoken Arabic this particle is  L: 

	?- 	r_h) 	31 La*jA:21,4 31 	 cy5 	Lo 

	

o .J..t.sy 	 63.2Lc 	 4111 42z, 	VI 

The linking particle  1.0  also appears as part of other expressions with prepositions, 
such as LoS,  La  J.?, Lo  S3 as, like: 

3.2ts. 13  1.41  S> u.t-el.! 	 J.:,-o 	LoS 

2. The formal verb J.25.  -  J Ij1 can be used with either a j .1,4aA or the linking particle  (:)1 
followed by a  tiL22.0  verb. This particle is not used in spoken Arabic, and in formal Arabic it 
serves to link the main and dependent (infinitive) verb. Compare: 

33.1.1 a,1S31,1.2;1 
.3:94i2J1 

Similarly, the verb  LA  and other verbs that have to do with likes, dislikes, wishes, and so forth, 
can be used with either a following  j,.Ln..0  or with  tiLatl + 

Li:C1,) 	j.1./1 L,.1 oak) 	= 	J51 1. 2.11 	ja0) 

Z.R.0.?,11 	)SI 13I  ja0 	= 	asz,3.?J1 	6)51311  Aji 

(c..4.4.A.) 4) 	 C.J*   

Practice using new vocabulary. Remember to put each word in its correct form 
for the context. 

..L.4=2JI 141 J1§1-5 LtzL41 JI ultb3JI 

\ 

c.).549 1, 	 •\ 



J 	 

4 391 	 a-13-6-6-11 	:)-°uao 9-cb 3 1.9r° 

.-L)) 	43  ,L.L.:211 u.63 	a.3 3.10 

.4111 zCw 3J a..R.4.?,.11 

	

c>5..13 4)3 .0 L!..11.Lz3 	 C.3t.)St.g.11 	.r 

L,-A6?_)-! 	 4 Its 

:4 1  Jam? 3I 	 3 C:-‘4.. LJ ° `! 

.J413 1,41,33 

L5,1113  •i 

.4.L0 a3 3 	Losb ‘±..1Ja.13 	I 4 anything c. .4.11 

315 C jba QS II 3 	 4 oLasyl 4 36.-2.1 13-us. 315  .0 

."A" a?-_),) Lots.  	,dt.0 	 35-13 t-L?-  

.6.1.),..t..11 	 ,i_231...ca:._9'St1 LA....11 4 	 Lo  .1 

31 Ly0 313 	ju-4 	fDls' 11  ‘.) 049:).19-11541 	 .V 

3.S..>5&. 335? anAl? SAIS 
	

c.-,Lijap 4  	Lots. 35,a.9-1.1 

	

Ls3., 	4 

. 8"1 	 L7tb  	.A 

	

WLSo LI-C3 , 35§ 2.3 LaS , 321:J.St1 	I 4 
.14  	L,.tb 

(.t.,11 oak 	 a.o 4 a?33tlit „jut; ‘.&, JS  .ct 

	

2.01.RJI 	C.A.A.,e.LoSt 

akt-ti3 j..4L:1 	J..)) 	 licb Liz ......s.i 	St  .1 • 

	

3,1.43 .)St.! 	L>Az.11 

Skype 	 ,&.C..19 	WS 4 33.s,, i4:ast., 

Lis c.-6-Rd. ct-i 

	

01 4 J. 	JI 	,3 ):3* 

	

J.0..?• 	.k.:)1,111,1 
•%)22-4_)-2"  JI  "a"  cro 	 'LL) 1 J-LIDI 	JI 

10E, 
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(Li )lji 	 c,'.11 1/41 61191 :r 
Complete this chart with new verbs and their  j3L41.0  by listing them with the appropriate 

pattern (ignore the verb 	c.IjI ,  which does not fit any of these patterns): 

J.1441 ..y.  J,...".t I Lisal I Pattern Form 

L14-3. Form I 

Llisiti 

J.-6.. Form III 

4.1 .. 114 

j..ca.a.)*: Form VIII 

(Liztil .4)  c:).5010.3 
Practice using the new vocabulary with a partner. One person asks the questions in A and 

the other asks the questions in B. If you have time, try the two extra challenge questions. 
A. 

1. In their opinion, who should be able to join the army? 
2. Do their parents help them with  ( k..)  things? What? 
3. Are they or any of their friends majoring in international studies? 

Will the major help them get a good job? 
4. What do they think of your university president? 
5. What are three things they don't have now but want in the future? 
6. Will they study a lot tonight? How many hours? 
7. What do they refuse to eat or drink and why? 

B. 

1. Do they know any people who refuse to travel? Why? 
2. Are they like their mother or their father? How? 
3. What restaurants, in their opinion, will succeed in this area? 
4. What is something big they succeeded in? Thanks to what did they succeed? 
5. What does their mother tell them about their future—does she have an opinion? 
6. What does a prime minister do? Do they know any governments 

that have a prime minister? 
7. To whom do they go for help with something? 

*Extra challenge 
1. Should international studies majors have to study languages? For how many years? Should 
they have to study abroad? Why or why not? 

2. After they graduate, do they want to join the government? What do they want to do? 

100 



Watch 	using the strategies you have 
learned. Write a short paragraph for each 
question. You may use 	and/or 
jidl  words and expressions. 

Watch kjilb, using the strategies you have 
learned. Write a  short paragraph  for each 
question. You may use L7p,..a.a11 and/or 
LraLtJI words and expressions. 

sy 4tReL.t.1 	 JJ6- 

4-g3 ‘1-2 1  t)‘9.-Y. 37). 1-c- C..3 15 	.r 

Lst, 42 1  x 

ca.“,29. 	 CAcj 	 .E 

LA-e:J/LA-g 	 .‘ 

‘.9.) 11) ‘),Ju-2 ow! (:) 15  
ILA Ly, j3 La 

L5 1-) 

La clAt 	 .E 

11 j4/t)t..J.  LJ,A11 

43 
 • ral,

I 
Evaluation 1.:tag.11'''' 1 

In many Arab universities, 	is an evaluation of a student's overall performance based 
on his or her performance on the comprehensive exams given at the end of the school year. 
Scores are given for exams in each subject, then a  j..). J26  is given based on the exam scores, 
ranging from  j .1.2.4.90  excellent to  11., 	very good to  4i-  good to  J4t.ia-o  acceptable (i.e., passing), to 
the failing grades of 	weak or  1,1,."" 	. The overall  J.2,..t.b..). "  is recorded on the diploma. 

( 	 ji.?au 	 .joab.,445. 

6.11.3 Laiii I 
"Bj*J.1 	.J.A.L...41• 	1"  :0 

" 	uso jo. 3.61Lo yAtl"  /  " 	 411 Lo ybl"  :1 

13,3..a3 U; 

Watch the exchange between Jil.:,-/ t19' J1.6 and his father with your teacher. Then, with a 
partner, pretend you are friends of ..)1.6-/ L;9* ill,. As his friends, your role is to give him your 
honest opinion about what is best for him. What will you say to him? 

101 
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(c.„.11 	 :V 

13.::613 *C)13,.a.131 L 	JI 	I 

1911.t 
Past Tense .Lpi41 jszsi.11 

In lesson 4 you learned that  bLat,1  describes incomplete and habitual actions, similar to 
the English present tense. To describe past completed actions and events, Arabic uses 
L.s,>41 J.R.6.11,  of which you have seen several examples: 

14.4_97).2 4111 , L;JJI3 

While  tild41  is conjugated mainly with prefixes,  LOW  is conjugated with suffixes. Each 
verb tense has its own stem,  bLa1,1  and  LOLI,1  , and the two stems are similar but not identical. 
You must memorize both stems for each verb.  L.9%)1.1,1  stem vowels are highly regular in the 
sense that most  LOW  verbs have only fatHa vowels. Since  LOW  in third-person masculine 
singular  (3.z)  is the simplest and most basic, the only conjugation suffix being a final fatHa 
vowel in formal Arabic, it is considered to be the dictionary form or the citation form of the verb. 

You know the suffixes for  LOW  from the verb  36.  The following table shows the 
conjugation of  LOW  using the verb "to do" in our three varieties: 

.4,2:.u.1 jman 

CL.a Cos. cl .i.04  1.11 

c.ila cjac. rt4  j_.%31 
L.4,;:i. ,cila cri....c. ,c,i 4 c.,  , C.31 

Lisli. 1.1,,c.  1 :1oq  C.0 

ID..1Z  Z I 	I ,..  c. .5 .: --: 

''''''1 

bloc I9 1:z,c 11.;.'q  c`-`1 

Remember that the alif on the plural ending  19  is a spelling convention only and is 

not pronounced. 

As you can see, the conjugation of  L.92)1.1,1  in spoken Arabic is quite similar to formal, except 
that spoken Arabic drops a couple of the final short vowel vowels and the  c,  on the  t,.:;.11  form. 

OV 



LS31 (31) 

c 	(L:431) 

3. 

ct:33_31 

JI (&9,3) L!.J °3.3i (0) 

1331 J I ( ce..sb) 

I did not graduate ... .as-a?,-) 1  
5 j,,aa11 	1.4 Why were you not ... 

She did not enter (go to) ... 

Conjugating  LOW  with Stems with Roots Containing Vowels 

You learned to conjugate the verb 31S with two stems, JLS and JS. This same pattern 
holds for verbs whose root contains a or or S that appears as an alif in  LOLLI. 1  For these verbs, 
you will memorize two  L.01.1,1  stems, one for third person and the other for first and second 
person. Learn the stems of the verb in formal Arabic: 

()  Verb Stems 

OW Negation 
In formal Arabic aiL41 and  obl,1 use different negation particles. In lesson 4 you learned to 
negate  tiL6.1,1  with V in formal Arabic, as in i V. There are two ways to negate the past 
tense in formal Arabic; the one we will use for now is  L.s-1.1,1  +  L.  The following examples 
demonstrate: 

'  There are historical and linguistic reasons for this phenomenon, some involving the avoidance of long vowels in closed 
syllables in 

OA 
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I .4)  113.137..4 ISLo :A 

Practice narrating and describing past events in  L.,...z)111  using the verbs in parentheses: 

	

( ) 	js 
(c.26-11 ) 	1-? 	 ZRAL?,.11 c).0 _).,_:_11,13z.? 

( Ly,o3) 	L9.j.)sjI uJyl 

J I 	RA 

ZL“0,111 

.4L.‘-‘). L4 L  b-P 3 19-1-c 

(J-0-0 	 ‘pL0,33 1:31,OL131 

(ct.-63) 	 L0 131,2*nirie,J1 	.A 

43 -1190119 	JI  	  

(oak) 
(3L5) 	 cz.-6,.3 &3 

(y_szi) 	11.0 (-t.11.11 OJS 

(1))  	 

L0 39.a.163.1,1 .1 • 

10 .11 

L,L0 j.5,131 	.\ 

(L.210,47J1 	 15.1L1 

Practice narrating and describing past events by asking your classmates these questions. 
Then report what you found out to the class. 



.6.)-?6-u•  J 	 

'4042211. 1 

	

"j1..?JJ* 	41"  :1 • 
Watch 	4.a.a.11  and answer the questions below. The dictation exercise can be 

completed in the book or online. 

1. How many a,.Lv4  J-  do you hear 	use? Write the verb in each 	you hear. 
2. All verb forms (and some other words) have been removed from the text. Focus your 
attention on following the thread of narration by listening for verbs and add them, in the 
forms you hear, into the spaces below. In addition, listen for *L441 and note how it is used. 

	

(r) , iaLv..11 kg.11.:1.'11 	  (r) 	  (‘ ) J,..-! 

uIBI Z:45 	CO   (0)  	(E.) 

,
6 s 	 e'1) 4,013 &Ss) “A..o...,,o 	  (A)     (V) 

-445,-!  	(1r)   (11)    (1 •)9 

(jails 	 (10) 3 	  (10  	(1r) 

(1A) ,y1, j 	 (w) a-4,3 	 (11) 

	

(n)  	 (r•) 9 	 WO 

.9rb   (rE) 45  	(rr) a:,..) 5   (rr):.:9 

	

(no 4 a ,i......,o3 	 (n) 3  	(r0) 49.9-i.1,13 

	

(r•),...),Iii3 	 00  	(VA) 3 

	

41.11     (rr) i,„1,,in 	  (1" r)   (n) 

	

(r) 	  (ro) 	  (re.) 3 

	  (14N) 4 

\I • 
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4.1 1,:z.V I 

flak, 	:\1 

Give several reasons or purposes for the following actions and situations. Write a paragraph-
length sentence for each: 

Liz:Lii Iitb LJ ISU33 	 ca..,,:z111311 

(La) 	.r 
.r 

 

root 

pattern (grammatical term) 

You have learned that roots and patterns play an important role in Arabic. The root, 
is a group of three consonants that gives the core meaning to a family of words.' You use 
roots to help you remember words and guess the meaning of new words in reading. You know 
that the order of these consonants is critical to the integrity of  uw— j-3 : j:1,..4  is not equivalent 
to  ,)—j — 0.0,  and  u—CL3—‘2.1  is different from  C..)—k...s—a  You have seen that  3  and  t.§  can be part 
of  j,11,  because they function as consonants as well as vowels. Alif, on the other hand, can 
never be part of  ii .?J1,  but hamza can, as in the root  a  - — C9 that has to do with reading. 

You have begun to see that the pattern,  3.3;11,  adds grammatical meaning to the semantic 
core of  j..1.4.  The way this works will become clearer gradually as you learn more words. 
You have been introduced to several verbal  tj1331,  numbered according to the system followed 
in many grammars and dictionaries. You have also seen that various kinds of words, such as 
plurals, adjectives, and tend to share certain patterns. The next section will give you 
strategies for identifying  j3.J1  and  61931  of both new and familiar words. 

'Some roots consist of two consonants and others consist of four. Two-consonant roots are rare and probably very old, while 
four-consonant roots occur regularly in many dialects and also in formal Arabic. Four-consonant roots have a very limited 
number of patterns, however. 

111 
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Identifying 6)3119 il.?6,1 

Every Arabic word (except one- and two-letter prepositions) consists entirely of a  ji-?-  and 
a  333.  The ability to identify each component is an important skill that will serve you well in 
vocabulary learning as well as in speaking, reading, listening, writing, and, in particular, spelling. 
Identifying  j3-?J1  is also important for using Arabic dictionaries, the vast majority of which do 
not list words alphabetically but, rather, list them according to  j.i..."11.  For example, to find the 
word , you must know to look it up under  J-E-ut. 

Identifying  ji..?,11  is a skill that takes practice. To identify 	look for three core 
consonants. The following cases are straightforward: 

fs
.  

.63 133 3)1.! 

J-.3 -9 J- - 

The  ji.?-  of other words may be less obvious. How can you identify  j.1.?t11  of the following 
words, which have more than three letters? 

First, eliminate any verb or pronoun prefixes and suffixes and  JI.  Second, look for long 
vowels—especially alif (but not hamza!)—and the consonants  04, u,  and  3.  These letters 
often belong to  33.11.  If there are more than three letters, eliminate those first Eliminating 
these letters from the previous words, we are left with  ja..?JI: 

3  1.o.:2-9- I 4.4.15.11 ai) 
3  -  uo  -  C.9 J  - - J  - - j . 

	I 

Keep two final points in mind. First, if in looking for  j.3. ?,11  you see only two consonants, 
the second consonant may have a  ail.  This is called a doubled (or geminate) root. For example, 
J.:1 J!  of the word is , and that of  k...Lo  is  ti-L....4- uo.3  Second, sometimes the plural 
of a noun or  bl,22.1,1  stem of a verb will clarify a missing letter of its  j,1?-.  For example, only 
two consonants appear in the word  L.16-  . However, the plural  J15.‘-1  shows a third root letter:  9. 

Similarly,  j.i..?J1  of the verb  (u1-6-t)  is visible in  tila1,1  but not in  (j.i,I.c.) LOW.  You 
can practice this skill by identifying  ji.?,11  of new and old vocabulary or by looking up words 
you already know in an Arabic-English dictionary (the glossary in this book does not contain 
enough words to be useful for practicing this skill). 

'Do not confuse the  8.1.24'  here with the  8.L.t,  in words like  umj,..t.2,  which already have three clear root consonants. 
The latter 61.4. is part of  33511. 
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Once you have identified  j 3-7JI,  you can work out  31911.  You have seen that  31191  are 
identified using the consonants  J-t-Li  as a neutral  Ja.  The following  31331  are familiar to 
you from your vocabulary. 

00)7). J;- as J-::,-. .J:- (').  333 Ly):).1.:). 

LA., 8,13_?  6.) L.t: ',Lb? 	:ill.R.S  J.33 

Remember that the extra letters found in longer verb  31191  include shadda, long vowels 
6-3-1,  and consonants  f— u.a-C.)-1  and occasionally  3.  Examples of  31191  that contain these 
letters include: 

Li.;=z1i.9.)  J1.11 J.:5•41:4.4..  04  le  

sti-' 14-so 

Jisea: 

311 L1_9 2t,:o 31:91 

Most longer  31191  are related to verbs. In lessons 4 and 6 you saw five verbal  31191,  and you 
learned that the common verb  31,331  are numbered I to X (IX  333  being rare). The following 
chart shows these  31191  , but since you have not learned verbs in all of them yet, we will focus 
for now on the  31391  in red. 

Llsall 31331 

j a,z4,1 t iLat I 6,.:,11,1 33911  
(varies) J33.1:2/J.41J4.  jsi:9/j;z1/j;4i I 

J....qii LL ,J. II 
ai.i.a.i. LIF. 14 jale III 

Jlsal L1'3- 1̀':' j;:il IV 

J-LS Sj.'''.! J.;41Z; V 

Llaai Jil-fc-,*" ;LIS' VI 

Litizili  c134 j;71131 VII 

J6ef9. '1 ,156-0-)*':. ik,-11 VIII 

JI.RizLI 
 L

i...*wi°; J.;Ai.4 X 

■ -tr 



Each of these  31331  adds an aspect of meaning to the verb. As you learn more verbs, you 
will develop an understanding of how the various  31331  relate to each other. For now, look at 
the relationship between wazn I and wazn II in the chart below. You can see that wazn II adds 
a causative element to wazn I: 

jszsll  ,  L,-..szI  II C)33 J  ,  jszi/J.R.9  1333  J1?-..11 

to teach - have someone study 	Leo , c u.,0 3 
,..- 	 _ 

to study 	uvi 3  , 0-' 3  U4-  

0 ; 	 -,- 

to have, make someone drink 	yjz.) ,  yja,  :. 	 - 	I. to drink 	L.-'4'f'. '  ‘-'.'" y—.) —  ot 

/ J. 	ccil.) to make someone upset 	J1.37), 	L. 
, 

to get upset 	Ji.-.4 c  Li'F'.- J-t-.3 

In subsequent chapters we will expand on this and other  31331  meanings. In the meantime, 
it will be helpful to incorporate  33311  into your study of vocabulary by grouping together and 
practicing out loud words of the same  333,  because this will help your pronounciation, reading, 
spelling, and vocabulary retention by making it easier to remember the exact shape and sound 
of a word. Remembering words by their  3,33  and is an efficient way to memorize and 
retain large amounts of vocabulary. 

This exercise is available online only. 

(c...„...n 	_,1?,11 :1r 

This exercise is available online only. 

Lpa, 111:jszitil 

Beginning in the next chapter, new verbs will be presented in dictionary format, with all 
three stems of the verb given together:  6.01.1,1  t3La1,19  3,1,413.  The format in the vocabulary 
lists will look like this: 

to enter 
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Note that "to enter" is not a translation  oft , just a way of listing the meaning of 
the stem. here represents the dictionary form of the verb. Memorize all three forms 

together by repeating them aloud so that you have each stem at instant recall. After you 
memorize the stems, you will be prepared to practice using the verbs in context in all of their 
various conjugations. 

The following charts contain all the verbs you have learned according to  633,  with I  333  in 
groups according to the stem vowels. Listen to the audio and repeat aloud until you can hear 
the pattern, noted in red below, that is shared among the members of each group. Examples 
of the patterns fall beneath each. 

I C.) .3.9 

j,k,d1 t jtAtl 6sbLial 

J3_sz_iil 	 5411 j...i..tI J.;.1_11 Jj14. (.1-i4-i 

LI *5`111 A j0 
Ail LA:,-. LA 

u0:9 .1) 1  

4 , 

ua9J4 A 
f,.ii 3.L,;.> ,3L-,,  

a.1,:.oi 0,,34 Lyi3s 

a..1.L.C.11 L 15-.! YS6-  
-)4 --! .-1.4 

ols. J,Lm:) uts. J,22.;-  

o^ J911;) c,:lt , Jib* 

L:154:: C...o , C_Ao 

49.171  /  L.e..9...t+ 
. 

C.,.0.,t /Cal t L .4 LtJ 

'The  tiLao  of  ,..)15  is used in future and infinitive contexts (will be and to be), which you will see soon. 

110 



ib l..?aU J.t..42.,,,. -  4,1 

J,1,441 ti l.,211,1 LO LL' 
LILLII iu_411 J-33.64 J-izi 

4.11 L.. )..v.?: Li").i. 

oi-, :01 1 :. 	 - 

Lr.:571 s.  , otil. 

, 

j ,k,4,1 tj t_ati ,0111 

J÷iti J_ii.ill ‘.1.4.11 J_LI.' )1 Li-ia-4 ti-s,4-i 

Few Form I stem vowels are 
predictable, but if  L.5,, , LLI  has 
a  Of-5  vowel  J.i  then the 
stem vowel of  bLatI 
will be  a3.   

upJI Y-ijA-:' 
1  

‘.'fl' 

Ji11 122.si -.64'" 

J.Z.;11 Liz, --2 LJ-4 

L-3 1 i L--;z-l:' Y-12-1  

J.1.441 t ji-iniz i L5sbill 

Jl ag-I.11 ii.J1-szaJI j-scaill   ‘i-ili-4 Li-i-i 

L1.411  Li;z-a;). Jiz:4  
.6.1)11.1 I IA 139' 

JI yt4,111  J1 y-iba:,. J 1  L--ib 

1-?':-I' 	I z--C'. 

i..),,at I t j L22.1 I Lss, Ill 

J 	A ;11 :., Jji-4, cg5zi 

LY'1).J 1 11  041-1-2"  033  

.)-?..9-2‘11  J;J:4, J942)  

S'  /  	: J1..) 
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JJ-zai t iLat I L92' 11  / 

a.cLal t-4" 1-6-4 J-i-4  
83.13 LAI a.z1..9) aibll 

LLi.1.11  

6):CIA1 -)13:1 ;CIS 

*J1 .y1111,11 J! ,). 1-4 JI ) 1— 
.,s,,2,6a1 •;,. 1-9) .p2,1- 

* This  j ...1.4aa  is an exception to the usual pattern rules. 

IV a3.9 

  

jw,d1 

  

      

      

      

        

* This  j ..1.4a.a  is an exception to the pattern. 

V 3js 

         

tiL22.1,1 

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

              

* This  J.scida  is an exception to the pattern. 



6_) 1?cil 	LI 

VIII Za9 

j,kmatI t j L2111 L=3111 

J1_91 J-33- 64 J-iall, 
- 	 - 

J 1  t.14:-* uYI JI E'?;.".! JI E;,:i.:,1 

-! L.9.6'4 1  .-! C.9-,:i-  -! 3.; -JI 
( LII) Ljt:;1,-.,  Jk-,..11 

363.10. °y1 

31.43,k1 

(Liss JI J .1.4.1DI :1 

Design an opinion poll for your class about a wide range of actions and activities, using as 
many different  j31,42..o  as you can. Remember to use an  49t.,2,1  where necessary. Here are some 
ideas to get you started: 

312,7n1 	:r4.21,) Lo  :Jtio 

I OiS 	 ;J:L.0 

: L1L0 

+) 	(421_, Lo  

3 3.9 ,), 4).2 ISLQ 

(J) ISLo 

Etil7S JoLtj :10 

Write a short  ctc9  about each sequence of pictures (go from right to left). Use as many verbs 
in  LOW  as you can. A time frame is given for each set of pictures. 

}1A 
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LOUDI Cs. -"il f'.9". . 1  
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Lesson  8  0403 

()  (L-6-4011  j.9 	I a)  Ly••5•0161 1  Ea) :11 &-:)..)-4J 
Practice using  u.4.941.b..11  by looking up the following words with a partner. First, identify 

their  ja..?-.  If it is familiar, think about what the approximate meaning of the new word will 
be. Then arrange the words in alphabetical order by  J.:*1  and write the word and  j3.?J1  in the 
spaces provided. Finally, look up the words in alphabetical order and write their meanings. 

Lit 	- J g  6 - 	JJ3 - 	- C..1):510 - L.A.)31 - 	- J A.SLO - Js-1.20 - 

Alphabetical Order by j 1?-...1 I a...0.1.C..1 

.\ 

	  .r 

.0 

	  .V 

	  .A 

	  \  •    \  • 

4601)Siti 

	

(k-sia./1 	Lel9j11 	al j3.9.1 	B 

(L22.42/1 	 .L7c.L.4).11 .11:0 siJ 	 011191 ii.:4.):1111 	: V C)..:).  

When a new  ia 	is announced, people want to know about the ministers involved. 
The Jordanian newspaper  61;  published these short biographies of the new ministers in 
December 2009. With a partner, read through them. For each, determine what the person's 
new job is, and what his or her qualifications are for the position. At home, after you have 
finished, choose two or three unfamiliar words that seem important because they recur in the 
text, and look them up in the dictionary. 



sL91 

st).11 	 r 

info@jpf.conl.jo  

ik051if 
-,919.0 ‘99 

	 0 

0 	 jk6x-11 ‘.5,9 cw.b19.0 J  L.,Lu, J1 

JUIDIU at 414.0 	10.41 jo,  4 	Jordan Times  I 

.44.c., Li) I J.4.4.4a :L4,91.% s. I jag1 :414141 1 0u4A.Q11 

.)41:"1  4p-114J J..9:1S411  - P 1,)1911  L.)4.1-14.) ‘T1:11-1  

	

j1.1 	Lr1c. 	 ciL4c. cci .113  

"..t111:1- 11 

1 9 	—X911 .16,-=:11"11 J,2.19 1 9 	-  	 - 

J,319  1 IAA - 	 _y1 	 - 

4.+:21111 	- .4.41a11 

	

42.41÷ CJA Z.16.41-14.411 ra91x.11 ^y, J J911s,11 Lcla 	 cci .113  

	

1 9 9 9 cal.c. 	 " .441&1.1.11 J,113 	 1 'Ili 

- .44+ j1:11 

LIASI 	1331-1Y)-.1  Ls-I) 3:4331  (2.:1.411. 7 1 .9 :4' 1 4N 1 	 

	

cva 442  _41.41 	 4:1.1 j.1 j qI'L 931:111 ;*■1_).411 

cr 4a 1X11  	
.  ate, off I 

	

4<1 , 11 	ccil 9 9 V 9  1 9 A0 L„....41.c. j,, " .4.4.1.4.,_11 

,11411 :t.1N4 	 :;t11`4.1 4 i,  -11  	 ,*;‹ ,, 11 	J.46.11 

. -421  csii 

	

t11611 	f.:ri 1 1 9 A 	 14.4...)  111=1:1_9 c.N.c..".̀A.I 

ULU c)4c. 1.4.11c. 	3A.:11 X11 .Are Y • 	cri 	1 9 9 9 4-4 351 ;LI 

	

JL=2:3% 21  3 a.)k.a %?11  0:324 Aail I 	 .1 	J 

v..11.1LA11 4,9 	- &WI 

(sic 	(L.) 'LI :14 .3 CJ14  ) 	"L J1 439 _35" 	c.1-a "='1P L  i 43 
..)41 91,19 1 	4431:111 	 J3111.3 

..),..cuo (DA 

3.,.;=ar. ire 9  4.9.31i I 	J.111 iDA 411 JD 	 LrIc. 	 _III LI  .--  

	

inr 	sa_N:14.1' 	cLa.Jy,,11 

4 

411. 

4440,  

.s•019.11 

at1,9.191L,A, q"...1...1.11 .4)99 1.9,0 

ii1411.1 

i vr  
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va.,111 ulan No4 

S■9 tj-,41:■ 19.e ,:lsused J),L>JI 

4,1.4.4 96..0  

j J.4.1 JO 	.41■ 11. 1.411 j71:),9 

4a-44. ()A 4 olt 444 	..)LaglIS... 1 o f j J:6.1 Lsic.   cri al 

1 9 A9 :y.):z_111 

	

	 .J.4,1...33  1 9 9 V 	 SURREY 

433 5.)14 _03 c 1 9 A f 13..4 .).1.11 Zor..41÷ 

..‘--14"11 1+4  - JC.N 19 *A--%44-411  
j.÷.3 4,0 .. .441.3.4'11 1 Zp_41÷11 Llya 4 o1s11 0,)41 	 Lok. 

C.J- 13 1-4-1J 

o JULL.... 4.4.4 	• • 	(:).43 	 • • 	1' • 	•  

‘DLS 43.11 c.1.2_11 	 .4111 4%11 111:1 4.S.1411 4LIIN)÷1 

.Z.L..) 12)/1  	cgi 

9. 
.111 

jzi  41 J9, .r Lri L44 	 L:j..4 44111 

4919.111 c.:J11)6.11 	 ZzAL?. LD-G 4..46.31 o j12)11 

4443111 	 LsIc. 	 . (:)=Aw_94 :Ls-4 C.}.4 

495,,.,)-4'1 1  

J.4211L ivl9 1 9 9 1 (.6_11 

(:).? j!>az 	 1.1a1..1.4 jAc. Ls. c 4SLil 

4 	 • • 	c.6_11 :114 ‘# (1, 11 	9.„3.111 cri '1174 y.1 11 L:j :9L11 .1; ,) 1.1 

	

a31-2-1113 	L'..!" 11 1 

c4141 	 1 9 IA 	 41. 11 3.4 (:).4 

."4.31-it-1411 .3 	 49,):?.142i 1  

	

4.1-4L1* I dLa+ 	j ji) ;LAU j 

	

C- .-13-.3  433 c 35" 34 9 4  ) " ..) 1 	'119 

" A ) 	\-,k)_941S 	4tag4 `‘7". 4-4 ia91c. 
;. jaill 	 tiNio Lidat. 

4.:JU1.471 	 JLN.11 

A. 	0 	E:-1 1 

www.alrai.com/paper.php?news_id=308003  

£ 
, 	 : 

1V1' 



  

.6-)L?Cit LJ:1.7-101 

   

A9,L4,913 	E..43 

I j)".■/6.-  4.b 1 E..o"  :1A 

:1 3„:6- 13  

SaJL.-J 	 .1 

L'Ac_3,940 

s 	• 	aszi 	,13 ).) a()  .r 
isLo 

.4.,i uss  .31)6.03  Bolji JoLtj 

(L.2141.11 L..%) 'ci.!)szil 	 L:912a/V1 6.)1.0:‘,41* I :1 k:).4).4.3 

You may be interested in studying in an Arab country. The following is an application to 
one such study-abroad program. Read through it with a partner and, as you do so, fill out the 
form for her or him by asking questions  Li "211+  Guess what you can from context and  j,  1I, 
and skip the questions for which you cannot make a reasonable guess. 

1VE 
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io..■.1 J-11 ,)..0.1.0.1 I cLIJ I ,o.gail  

ii.,1 = g.r..A4J I i.H.o.r.J I a..L.6.4J I 
= g.r.Agi 	.1.4J I atal 4 

a,■...i j..c.11 ar1.11 =xia.c_ci 

11491 ,p1..!,,J14274— iJ.J:2 

e.f:;, J.S.; ii j  LOLLAI I 

ii.ilij I g ai.1.11 ii=.19.., 

iy.l .kr.J1 iii1JI =th.r..o? 

■I1=1  \ V°  



	 'U-kyiJ 1 .3 1.3cJij9 ‘I.3 1-6 )4.:3J 1J0J 1 Nr-1 1 . • 

 	:1;(:) 14,10  	s c.scr4C)sJ 1  

(:)1,11 (y) 	 -,Akt.0-11 S .4 J1‘....3 (I) . 

uje I 	s9j'‘'..3, 	 •-)iltJ 1  .° 

 	a.. (:)6j1 A 	 'LYJC)CJ I V 

	 *(.5j I cJ 1  LJEJ 1  .`• 

: jJ316-i Jung 	(34uje 	cky.k.p ,h.:9* L.3* CjJ I:11 .1 • 

	  :Jjk......ij1j.,J1 (1) 

	 ZielsL11 91 Zioh.),),.)N11 N>h.fl (u) 

	 -sje.L..01 	(s) 

16..y 	 44:3' JI '4.:31E LUI J.:131 .11 

. 1.10L;,43‘'..)431i4s3li:,1c..).*)1J1:11 (53 '6'..u.uALJ I JJ:v,&.3 JJI3,SPIAJJ13,‘:13:.rcckJ13 

'4.:sEL) (P) 

:Lc jel L.'3IELJ (u) 
ii.!1.7511 F3o1A1 65..,,;11 f&C.II 1:44 

al ,Ist,1_9-z4 	.3.::;-?- 	j .I.Le..a 13.L3  lo 	•  a.4 31,3 	a_:t_7. 	j Lz.c..o ,.0913 	 j Loa) 

j41,11 .1 4f 

elsr11 ),?. 'Aiejl .y.olszil J.41,1 02.,:;..iall 
8 ,10 

all 
j 1:)* 

t3.4  an 
1,6-JiLi L§ 	VI t.?„)13 

,4041,Loill,1(:),..1 

iiszol?J1 31 , -44.CJI 

\ VI 



si-a--11 	 •E 

3-cb .) 

	 36131 J.As..r 

saJ saRALTJI 	4-2 1, LY0 a?. 33 1-e .9-cb 

d) 1  

Zia?,  151:S13 4fial3 1.! j13."611 JI Igt:613 LroLIN 	I.04:4,0* I 

J.S ►  

Lesson ti 

to provide a (good) atmosphere 

This expression can be used to describe any kind of positive atmosphere. It may be calm, 
pleasant, festive—anything appropriate to the circumstances. 

I  j)"1..C.31.11.,e.Lol j 1.! 	3,10"  :1' • C)-1).o.:i 

4sz.?-1).13 1 	jlo.3 

(c...„...)1 .4)  
This exercise is available online only 

4)  ‘r4.4,2.1/1 ).1 14.../J 

This exercise is available online only. 

..■.1  \ \Iv  



(Lida)! j 	 Bal).4.11 	j—o-1 
There are two parts to this exercise: 

1. Read the text silently first, then aloud several times to practice pronunciation and fluency. 
When you are ready, record the passage and submit it to your teacher, either online or as 
instructed by your teacher. 

Notice this word: 

if 
	

( LOU.1 +) ISI 

	

I J.5 	,41.5.13 ado Uzi, 	1:11  I  j c,Jlb 9A3 	gm SIRJI 9;1 	J 3 Lc, 

	

al.L5,6 C., It L 	 c&.,(113 	JI 	Jt1 	cj.C..13 6)51441 	‘0,4..c,  

335„,,1   j aszoL JL Lj 641 	JAc. .C..23113>t1 ult "chat" JI 	j 

a.41.37.11 	 j tr.-76 lei c914b 	ci-Lo 	a..:44.7J I 1912,- 	 4111 

:42:41 	I 	to k:..0 	a  I  04.4:1 1  WlA  l  I 

YI u j.:). 9&9 ;1.;..?- )71. .a.)-  alt 	9 4.0 I t.Z.:J 	oiCb a o Liz/  I  2-1 3.ilit I 	J3  Lc 	I SI 

	

949 ,=1-tits 	-$42.! 	 j J-4.27! 3112
227'i 	JA*4  Ji4 .6.) *j :q5  

	

‘e;6*-? " 	4 '3-.4?0  I  .dA1-11-! ii-49 ) 3-61111  Z-4 1- 11 	Lt‘'.9•=i-?...).t1-70  I  ai41-1  049 

J! 

2. Grammar review: In the above text, find and circle two examples of each of the below: 

a.si,z111 + ct._40 

j i.,41 

i41.41 .r 
1,-1.141 / 	JI al.c..?-JI 

	

atLall 	.0 
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u5achillg thuLi.i.1J1 0.15 u. 10:‘ 	
• • 

\\■ 
C.313l 

"142,41:L! 

"Zt..;-: 	1> 	 :Z9L3111 

	

"Ojs..:91 fLoi 	J" 

blatl 	+ "H"3 t39 )..1,1 	:()) 

"L 	 i.J31.11 

Ordinal Numbers it.t3;11 lis.\11 :(Y) a.c1, 5.E.11 

" c:)323 :) .:11 L:)..0" :6,1)1.11 

al§,1,1113 

	

‘its. a..,y)," " 16.4 	ail" : 

iv.? 1)11 j 



Vocabulary CA)34 1 
L p,,,:t.O.J1 	C.J13).6.1,1 JI 

Notice that verb entries now include  JA,413 	21.1,1.  Take time to practice all of 
them aloud in different contexts, and memorize all three together so that you can recall them 
easily. Pay attention to prepositions and memorize them with the verbs. Prepositions that 
are obligatory are repeated with each stern; those that are given once can vary according to 
context (see, for example,  j.o LJ52;  and  j jci.i  below). 

L7'7'41  Sile2-101 L7.c3WI 
-t 

(...72r,plo1)  

other 6/ ‘:313 6/413 
t 

33;2-1 .z .  , c5j...;-
i 

:‘.::..3"5.0  , 	.;-I 

or 
• 

31 

to begin 11..> , i1 
••.: 	• 

1.1.0 , 1,1.3 
...  

....CJI IL") ,1:6 

program t.! 1)--! . Z 	'''' 13)-! 

some (of)' (a.:91.231 4 E...o...?- 	:._,,,I) + 0e3.2".> 

then, alS ,i.> )1''Is'--? -..) .L-R4 

.,t 
("3  

newspaper •121.) 	.Z 6 J-..'"? -L!!).- .Z 8-L2-). -14 l_r?  . 	 6  •12_)- -  

to sit 3 611 ,L;z1.1 ,J.5-z9.  '6,3.3zill ,-.4 ..);:i L)4-94-ji  `0-4-?,--?.  ,  j---L 

around, about L). 1-9' L-P-9;- j19.- 

to leave (a place) Zr" `Z--) ,11,  E-lim ‘5-0  Z.9.;',J 1  ,C)-4 Zs'..  ,&-0 

special; (its) own; private 8/ Vol- 

to smoke C.)-.-1-) , (*)- -3  
, 

,....)--1-) 	3  `C}:" &`Li'l 6  l;;-4. ` .):;:3  
sixth (adj.) 0/u,31, 

chess 2.,,--)1-, 1.11 

to be able to J 3:0-). 	, J4 i4) , j  ( ja,a-1,1/D +) E.4cli“, 	,I1:1:1,.Q. 	I 

noon 
:LI 

jielii t 
.)46-II 

afternoon 
,ii..  il :>A> 

dinner LJI Lt;t.11 .Lt;111 

the world fOl.s7.11 

to return E-?'_P, ' E--7? t E--?"_)-.3, t. E--7"„? JI 83°3;11 ,j1 . 5.,z;) ,JI Sls. 

eye 3.9--sc',  .z C3,1i 

1 A • 
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LI c1- I L5 	10 L.7.0 LtJ I (...72,...z:Li96.11 

lunch 1Jjz_l  I 1,10 d,,...11 

favorite c,/  Lis,  

to eat breakfast , il1:as:L.)1 ,)--6-i'- ci-10 19-611  _)56-111  ‘;12 ‘11. 4'1  

dub (e.g., sports, social) ygl)  43133 .z  (313)  4.3l3 

to leave (the house), 

to stay (in a hotel(' 

c J.3.1.,,,, , L1i-± 

.4 Li:2:Y 

()_,,, EiLy„  ‘.1.1.?  

-! J3--y. , L):2:2 
, J3-1;> ,k.i.;:,  

4 ‘,..)-. J31-;-1' 1  

half , s: 
ocu j°-?. 

Liza3 

subject, topic E...,...b13.73.  , l.....31 -  .Z t..9..,65.-o 

to wake (someone) up 
c(C........,..9u: 	.2,) , L.,..2,..  o 

'-'7). 

„t,-.- 	..-,-: 

0-t-4 ! ‘L.91'.9  ..)21. _97'. ,,-.L.  :1  

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1.The word  Ljelizli is used in d94l with a plural noun or pronoun: 

LW L.)9-1-5z-67? 	cz.-6-'aR-!9  ALI )  .-LYz-! c:).9-° 1-17)  L)4 1-1-)1  L)21-R-? 

co-6-a57.-?3  )45'a)1  '15z-?I gA l 	LY'Lji 0L1-2-! 

In spoken Arabic the word 	alone means each other: 

	

.6 31:43 ZR-41-?---!  L);''    jL4)3 UI 

.63U1 	 ja5z_!    L.31.9,..,013 

2. The spoken expressions for "to leave the house" present an interesting case study on 
language and culture. The Egyptian and Levantine verbs in the vocabulary list, E..1.6..+-  and J31...), 
are actually opposite in meaning: 	means to go up or to ascend, whereas 4312 means to descend 
or to go down. It seems as if the Egyptian verb reflects the reality of life in Cairo, where almost 
everyone lives in tall apartment buildings and literally goes down to leave the house. Levantine 

on the other hand, is used for going out in general and may reflect a figurative ascendance into 
public space. In all three varieties, however, j J;; means to stay in (a hotel). 

miimmimpi  AI 



	 / 	 

	 / 

jiza.n 	15.0.156. 

(I) 

Lat I 	 LI, I () 

	

(c.:„41 .4)  .1. 	ttio.7.41 :1 

Use the verbs  31s.  and  alhwI  to complete the following sentences. Choose the correct 
verb for each blank and put it in the correct form. 

.191'11/1 	.6.94:al.  I Yifi-'•  

c(1-631-:-7 13 

	

14.1.C.1 	JI LLR.41 	 .r 
. 143:1:!I 

aiJstw-o 	 (C}96) Maz) 	yitio C-31 ! 	 •i 

I ceS..L2s, L:).0 	 .0 

I 	I 3-4 VJ-J 1 	 . ,=' 1-1. 1 	. 1  

	

1319-1-...0 V CisLJI 	 L.J5  .V 

A .4 is-LJI 

Ar 

13 	/ 

/ L93.n.) / J9395z.) 

9 	9 

U JAL 

vJS 

I 
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'f'-94. I  0"63 	c-J• 	dl 
31  0°-.4-19335S11-!--L1Q-'31 c1I JI 

3 Cili.A• 	ji L5.4L,  .A 

Ba:).*1 C.J*1 .13.43 1 
JS 	o 	J I CA6.15,11 c).0 2,:JC  13.,?-51 

L.J5 	ri 	 ,4.4.2:)..).  4.111 , L;Lc 315.1 

.81,i)641 	 3.t0 L0 L J. I y CA sL4l TJ, 	Juaz, 

.12) 	 .r 
sL 	a4.4.,3L,J1 	L.,..?-333 Li Laos. (3.0 	 JS  .E 

C9  	I ..)-si3 L 	04.9-1?J1 

J513 	C)3.2_*.1. 1 	 jasz-!3 	J..cb W.  31 

diseases tj lj...:31 '5;53 	Zt_;..!1  .0 

J513 hLuo 1,• • 2is.LAJI 	,03 1 	 (131) f,y. cis  .1 

( ct,.00 

cedi 	c 0,01 J.4 c±1 LLz 0.4 	(.3.2 	 JI 	Vc • • ic.L..J1 

	 r 	12-1_,„0 A ag.LJI LL0y. 	al) 
3..eb 	 *'R'6113 	

,J5111 co.R131,1 JI LIS 

JSJ 04. 3 	 any 43LJI 	JI 	 .V 

CS.A.9-I3 	 J..0.3z.1 1 .12;1 a.R.0L?,11 V..0 ZJJ  I 	A 

.Gulf 	 C:315f.t.11 

3913 Low 	 A 

Lo.. 	 :4_! LSJI3  

ct.v/1 	 Cy:3.1  • 

I ,15z.! 

lAr 
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is J1 	ji 	I j  .11 

L..%) 	 :r 
•:C13  

A. 
	 c2.501.0) 15.1L1 :E C>.1. J-4-3 

1.Who leaves his or her house/room before eating breakfast? Who doesn't eat breakfast? 
2. Who reads newspapers on the internet? Which paper/s? 
3. Who wakes up his or her roommate in the morning? Whose roommate wakes her or 

him up instead? 
4. Do many of his or her friends smoke? When did they start smoking? Do they think 

smoking is problem? Why or why not? 
5. Who has joined a student club? Which one? Why? 
6. What do they do first after they go back home in the evening/at night? 
7. What subjects have they not studied that they would like to study in the future? 
8. Who knows how to play chess? Who in their family knows how to play chess? 
9. Is there a special chair or room or building they like to sit in to study? 

B. 
1. Does his or her dog or cat wake them up sometimes? 
2. Does he or she prefer classes before 2 pm or after? Why? 
3. Who thinks that paper newspapers have no future because of the internet? Is reading 

newspapers online like reading paper? Why or why not? Are his or her eyes tired after 
reading a lot either online or in a paper? 

4. Where do they eat lunch? 
5. What would they say to a friend who started smoking? 
6. What, in his or her opinion, is the best restaurant where you can eat breakfast all day 

and all night? 
7. Does he or she go back to their parents' home a lot? What do they do there? 
8. Are student clubs good for universities? Why or why not? 
9. Does he or she like one-hour classes or hour-and-a-half classes? Why? 



Listen to 	using the strategies you 
have learned. Write a paragraph to 
answer each question from 1 to 3, and 
write what you hear for 4 and 5. 

Listen to kij uo , using the strategies you  

have learned. Write a paragraph to answer 
each question from 1 to 3, and write what 
you hear for 4 and 5. 

C.1*  l..?-6J1  L.,.rb 421 	 L±121)  421 .1 

C.,31 	C.41 Ili.? a:AS. 	4:0 

s4  J  SuJl;  91 

Lk1t,  4 .A► 	 .r 
Spa 4.21 —4 .z.ls 

0.63 .4 	j_ct.  sS3LJl 	z.312.2 L,L31.r 

431.1.11.! 	 CLZ9. J1 

to  eat  lunch J.J6- J3Li  6131  .E 

Listen for (:)35.11 and ja..?J1 to help you 
write the new verb: 

13..RQ..:‘,4'  1  .0 

Notice that Khalid uses the...) prefix on 
some of the verbs. Which ones? List 
as many as you can. What might  the 
indicate here? 

31L.%.31 	 o -us. *oul s 	4I 

C).-C 	cal 1-6-1-4-R? f..3 1  3) 1-6 1-1-td 

4-"d±s. 

j- 8 11  Z3JY JJZ SAO t

'  0 v:1  51ZO 	(152 J5c k9J1 

U-o eat lunch 3j11 d'3.4> L.L5 € 

Listen for 3_3511 and 	to help you 
write the new verb: 

1g2..e.:,* 01 0 

Notice that Tariq uses theme prefix on some 
of the verbs. Which ones? List as many as 
you can. What might the-3 indicate here? 
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" .4t06.11, 

(c-4e-.4../ 1  .4j) 
CC 	 1) (c 	• 

(47/.12.:70.4*.!. 	" .17.4.“)  :0 (:)..?..)..0.3 

4S NN I 

"4-6 	 / 

Watch  6...t.?J1  try to wake up 	/ 	In the Egyptian version, what verb does  6,1...7,11 
repeat, and what does it seem to mean? What do her hand gestures signal? 

Watch the interviews to hear what young smokers say about smoking around their parents. 

" to-,7.„1" 	 c...,13,311 Li..., di 

\A0 



az.,11 13 

a,C, 19201 

ti tsat, J.v..611  + "-!"3 	t.)1,M1 
In English, present-tense verbs take slightly different forms depending on whether they 

are habitual, as in "she plays chess," progressive or stative, as in "she is playing chess," or 
subordinate to another verb (also called auxiliary), as in "she wants to play chess" or "she might 
play chess." Both formal and spoken Arabic distinguish the main verb of a clause or sentence 
from a dependent or subordinate verb (as in the last example above), but they each do this in 
different ways: Formal Arabic adds a suffix to  a jlat,1  , while spoken Arabic adds the prefix  _! 
to the main verb. Here we will focus on the formal suffix and spoken prefix  _!  to mark habitual 
or recurring action on the main verb'. We will return to dependent or subordinate verbs in 
lesson 10. 

41'411  .49  .Le t"ji! 

In the story you heard  ,01.6-  /  Cull) use many verbs with the  _>  prefix. This prefix signals 
that an action takes place repeatedly or continuously—that it is taking place. As such, it is used 
on main verbs in the sentence: 

	

jyAS.  L312A01 L..4.21.! 
	 4Liik)  

•i thaJI   

	

!41.310 J1.: „ 41, 3..z 	 fOL4:5 

Verbs occur without this prefix when they are subordinate to a main verb or an expression 
that functions like a main verb, such as  1.t  and  ;,$. 1s  and auxiliaries like  (A.3V  and  t)..C...1A: 

.J341  LS.o Li,153 ti 

.43-t a31:-R3  4 1 4.  I  t 	jl 4.14 
Remember: In Egyptian and Levantine, the prefix  _?  indicates main verb status and 

habitual or repeated action. 

When we introduced  bl,22.1.1  conjugation in lesson 4, we noted that the forms for  C.,21, to mil, 

and  b-tb  in formal Arabic include two variants, one with  3  and one without it: 

LR.c13 

6 .9isza3 

13-LR 	63-Lsz-a,). 

' Levantine dialects are distinguished from Egyptian (and most other Arabic dialects) in having an additional prefix that signals 
progressive action: josj. .1. loc I am studying (as distinct from Lyij...1.1 I study). You have heard Culb use this construction a couple 
of times. For now, recognize that this signals an ongoing action and we will return to it again later. 

` Al  
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The form with  3  is the main verb form in formal Arabic, and this is called  t_929.)1,1 tiLaLl  In 
other persons the  t3...9y3  marker is the suffix . This  a.L:j:,  vowel will not appear in unvocalized 
texts, and you will only hear it spoken in very formal contexts. When  til.,22.61  is the main verb 
in its sentence or clause, it normally takes this form. The next chart gives the endings of 
ts.:9)1,1 tiL41  using the verb  Jon  as a model: 

 

9 

  

.9 	a Jas I 

5  J 3  

 

Singular 

    

     

Plural 

        

You will hear these endings in formal and prepared speech such as news broadcasts. There 
are two other endings that  tiLiall J.v..a.)1  can have in , as well, whose form and function 
you will learn in lessons 10 and 13. 

(..s ailCati.J..  I 4)  tA4,1 	:V 

Part A of this exercise focuses on formal Arabic, and part B focuses on spoken Arabic. As 
you work, think about the changes you are making to move from one register to the other. 

A. j  Put the verbs in parentheses in the correct 	form and write all short vowels 
on each verb. 

JI Las    cz..S 4124,-uo1 	OjS 

,y5z.J) . 

Jt-!--591 J I 	 3 JZil)..?,1 

.\ 

3 co-2114  

LYul-j 1  L:)-4 

(di E.As..„1 ,1)) 
C}.C..13 	(..simaJ13 	 J13.2- 	 LI  .r 

(tli-17-01 ,31s) 	 63,95J1 

	

Zi..6_6311 oisb 	 L.L.0.33 	91asLW JS  .E 

	

( c3;*-3 	.i)b...11 in front of L.oi 

òo-0991 (401 .t.CJ.J 	JS Jj3 	JI 	 cLI.R.11 J33 zLu9j 	j:g  .0 

	

: 	 3.2 JS 

J L'313 	 adz 	 3 .9919 c U13 

(a.rbLt 	(3I j1) .s6.!4:0 SI 

	

33Y91 	lc 31113 &iyRJI 	 y 	I  .V 

	

Ccoi5:3 	J5 cz.41 ct...?-;*1 al; ZJI 

B. With a partner express the sentences aloud in part A in the dialect you are studying. 

ummi 	1AV 



2i.4u3L111 

$1 UL i Jstii ISL:. :A :).;,.)—o-3 

Do you and your  1..oj  have similar lifestyles? In groups of three, using the questions below 
as prompts, find several things you all do and several more that not all of you do. Discuss your 
activities with each other in the dialect you are learning, then write up your findings in formal 
Arabic, using  t _0)11  endings as appropriate. 

	

331.2.s13 ISLo  .r    1st..  .r 
fy. 3 1 	f3.2 	 f3.' 	 I,SLo  .r 

I 	33.L 	L.,:a3' 3 C.}:$.1  .0 

Lai I 

(c..% I .4)  "Liwas 	ta) .L7.1.6§53 41?-"   

,116- JI 

1. Mention something  ,.116-  does that you do not do: 

	 _).612:1.11 asz_l 

,Lu-1,1 

2. Order the following activities according to what 	does: 

(3-4 	 411:9'.9 .3 	 J I  

43313 "J 1-9 	47S-1J 	LYO 	I J-R-1  I J512 	'3,j 1'" 	LA-R-I-2 

.1 

.r 

.E 

.0 

.1 

.V 

.A 

AA 
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3. Write what A.11..6- says 	z.11_?,  paying special attention to the way he expresses the time. You 
may need to add a  9,  which is written as part of the word that follows it: 

(r)  	(1) ,a5z.ol.?J1 JI Lgs BSI L;j1 c.1..). 1 4" .i 
".1.9„.:,  	 (E) as.LJI 	 (r) C.A.:-,../ 1 

(r)4  	()) oil=x933  4:3.--?- 35J"  •y 

CC 

.s".4--° 	 (E)-) 	 (r) 

(r) 	(r) 4  	(1) 411,01....., 

(1) Le,Li 	 (0) &II/ , 	 (E.) 
	  (c1) J3L01 'cO.S.  kf....)% 91 	 (A) 	 (V) 

Complete these  4.a.,o3 z,_,....1  phrases with attention to grammar: 

	  (r) 	(Id) 
	

(1) E.° 

	  (0) 

	  (r) 
	

0) 	 . 

	

(E) 	 (r) 

	

".c.L-131 	0,0 .19 	 (1) 

4. Khalid introduces a new topic,  is?...0_7%.11 fig,,  using a topic switcher. Write below what he says: 

as for ... 

Z.2...e..?J1 	k..JA ISLo 

	  (r) 	 (r) 	0) u.'1" 
CC, 
	

(0) 	 (E) 

5. Watch the video ss3LJl 	3._)1.1  ISLo  and prepare to discuss it in class. 

1M 



Ordinal Numbers 

number 

  

You have learned the cardinal (counting) numbers from  1  to  1 • •  . Arabic also has 
ordinal numbers that are easily derived from the cardinal numbers through the  3  and 
system: Simply put  ji..?./1  of the cardinal number into Eiljs-1.4 6.33  (see the chart below). This 
combination produces the ordinal numbers from second to tenth. 

Note that the Arabic word for "first" is derived from a different  ji?-  than that of  ,12-13  , 
just as English "one" and "first" do not resemble each other, and that  J.1..?J1  of "six" is really 
t).  —  3  -  u.40  and not  C  —  u  —  u.a,  which is a later development of the counting-number six. 

The cardinal numbers from one to ten have masculine and feminine forms. Formal Arabic 
has special rules about their use, which you will learn later. 

'c...354 J11-0 3,.L.R11 

19 1 Li91 6/.1?-13  

zp.cin 4i5J1 c_PI /cibjl 
zA.,;..il LAii 6/ icts. 

21---.0;il E.:91 8/E:i ji 

a.“,-o WI u.,....! WI 8/0..4.-9'- 

‘1.43L:J1 u4:1.11 8/ j:.... 

.itst.3LL11 E..),LJI 8/E.;.;, 

La& c).! 11:11 8/ L3Ls" 

a.v..., Lill Et  1:11I ii/E...3., 

iir::42.11 j4,7-11 8./11):c. 

811,:i. 4?1...,,JI pi.C. 436,11 ai. 1.;-1 

8).s  - 4,11111 pi.i ‘'.... Jul jai fif;ifl 

1 9 • 
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lj Jl j.,easil I LL c)..0  Ly,..0L6,11  ti.!_44,11 

i.t31111  .44 	r 

	

.8:J.1.c. a...431111  2is.L.JI 	1. .0 ce.er!.3 6,4 L5,0 	 cciasz..o 

J.C&I : • k:}71.)...0-3 

Create an ordinal number from the numeral in parentheses to designate the correct 
order or place in a sequence. Use the numeral in parentheses, if given; otherwise, 
use any appropriate number. 

.a.R.43L?,.11 	 L7..ao C31,0_3 	.\ 

(   ts.„..m 	366.....1 •L.11,4J1 Liz Li 8 j.■.t.5 uLi 	I r xs. 

.(1r) 	 31.26....1 cc,z3 (q) 	 tg.,.1, 1 	X 	19 

	

JI  I 	.r 
3-4 31-1-133 *dti..?-33 c)..0 

I 	 I 3-cb 	 - 13  

	

.8 .19-'41 C.A..)>1311 	 >"-L".) 1  3 15  L.) 1' 	"t 1.9 V9-?'  1  

c") What Time Is It  "I f.1.5 	"IciaLJI 	"Vit,PLJI ctS',  

In spoken Arabic cardinal numbers are used to tell time, but in formal Arabic the ordinal 
numbers are used with the exception of  \ , • •  .  In the audio listen to the different time examples 
and repeat them aloud, focusing on and the dialect you are learning. 

sw;.9 as.l.,,J1 S- 	I3 as.LJI 6,1?-1311 as.L.JI 1,• • 

&■.;:il a_cLJI &A ac-LJI ::LC.:_11 ag-LJI r,• • 

ja:13 asz_! ji ci.c.LJI u;:233 a? _1 cistil L c; ,,, ii13 aR_,1";.11 asLJI E,1" • 

Sc13 81,i's. as.L...11 .u:d33 8.,...is as-LJI l (*) , 1113 614,6)1 as-L.J1 1 •0-• 

f1. 1-1.?. as.l.,,J1 &ts."3! as.LJI  .131 	- 8 _pis. 4_9,11 4.s.LJI 
.., 

11,• • 

0 233 jaz'il .4.c.LJI jai) ot.g.i3 asLJI l ;),:I13 6)..... 	41:JI as-LJI Ir,r• 

■■1  



To give more exact times, the following words are used in formal and spoken Arabic, which 
you can hear on the audio. Listen to them, repeat each aloud, and learn. Notice that the roots 
of "a quarter "and "a third" come from "four" and "three"—this will help you remember 
them: 

Expressions for Telling Time  c) 
minute c9.2L4S . 	*4..a.s" 	a)1:93 . 	".4.0-;93  ..L. .iL.:93  . 	Ci1i9 -3 

quarter E-!--) 

third L.d.) l-d3  C.J.5:3 

less (literally: except) 91 

The word  91  is used to give times such as "five of ten" or "five until ten." The Arabic way 
of phrasing this is literally "ten less five minutes": 

9'1 Opti- ;is.L.J1 	 Ofja.R.J1 

2 „. ,, ,;-.9 Oa.,-13 as LJI ;:i...0 ,;-9 LID-13 ist.J1 cp193 	›,1._;-3 6,)..-15J1 ac.LJI 1,•0 

E..>:)3 - .01.01 .:is LJI E..! ..?_3  . .0i.ai Zt_cLJI E..9),I3 ip: OJI as.LJI r,10 

C49 a..,141  ic,LJI k.I..%.13.9 4i1g a.c.LJI L'illi9 ZIALJI :dst,...J1 A,r• 

c.:d3 91 of :s al.w.11 C.J::, y1 6.pts. " al,‘,J1 ''12) 91 iSis:;,l3z11 Zc.LJI ct,i. 

61,-.0 y1 is;....1:31 *dsl–J1 8pii 9'1 Liz,R:3 'illuJI Sl's*3 jai. '11 6).-,i. 40 2i.L,J1 11,o• 

This exercise is available online only. 
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(La..ail .4) 	41 .4 	k.)..).  
A. Ask Jc%33 SIB 33.Lvai dsLW sl 4 
Be sure to specify  14.111 	 ,  tp-lt,o,  or  a<..0 

B. Did they do any of these things at another time yesterday 	 ? 

(3da.11 	)  " ‘jy.",11.1.1.11 z.41.).! t')43" : r 	J--3 

In what follows there is some information about satellite television programming 
L.3).R.11 c61.N.11 j. Be sure to read both pages about programming. 

A. With a partner find programming that will tell you about: 

.r - .4411.=.11 	11J I  . 

.(specify which aspects) 	.1.62:11  r 
3.t„). 	JA.R.1 I L, 	0 

	
61,11 

l_p  .1 

B. How many new words in the text in Part A can you guess using context in addition 
to Ja..?,113 C)3511? List them here. 



y.!Z 096.i2.13 

.C411.1 / .44421 	iC*42.1.11=221 
U..44 ca 

.t4.6.215.01i (at I jit.11.1. 	4.5.C. j..1.6111 4.11..4.2.1. 1 Z.A1:04 	•C ••: • • KSA I 'CI:. • UAE 

-)1....aiTii ,113 vi 1.4? caLll ,,,,i -,i..?..5L.aciiVI ablia=2.0.  6.1  
 4x.,1119 '‘.L,III •z1.A. 	 mg.  j& 

. 41%.4.11 j  LrLy.11 
■ ): • • KSA I ) I': • • UAE 	 • • 	.. 

. 

1":4P Y.).* (;'‘6144" 	:C16111.1KEEM 

	

4si "11,)"' Lr14%a "  t2,3S 'L"Al 3"." ‘,5-C- 	(-)44131  Lrl) -1-‘17/  l.)-4  :(..).;2_)2 	 ,.. 

■ f:r. KSA I 10 :r. UAE -  - 	.  

	

?)/ii l,-111 i.:).04:1954 A.1.11L :L iii Jill 4:J_ .) 	 .:ti. , ,it  :  

. elill. 	t'••  "V p 1 c.JA .1.1a3 	L„.„,.:11 LA .1.,kil L.,.. :1,, 	 •   
• ■ :r • KSA I • Y : 1" . UAE 	i 

.yleZ S,4.3 691 49.1):4113 Oda 

'f-I1a9 	_Ai 	(..);°_)x71. 	4-4.94 	CAU.).? 
....9:44ii 	 .51..•119  "44k,' . ,.,, jAll cj_4_94.1‘ii ...: ....ximit,,  -  : 

-.441' 	i 0 : j.;...),J1 sa,, 	anon  

L .).44.&31 	Lcil 	-1.'11 	,:).4 	: 	,...):._"11 	c--4.9 	' 	.-.! 
;k:..,,.„21 	-,,„..s. _,...... 01....,.. 	,r : 1 0 

LAU) Lr114.111  ti" (.„09,- 	CAL'..}? J9i 
u14.111 1.4.1' „jail 	.A....aL,a..11,3  k.44.11 14.....kall 	• 	• 	r 
ou.....11 	ki.....k.. 	,:k.i..A...0 1 	: ,..D.4 	,,,....31  

,,,:A÷ ,ii ,.AAD LPLI.11..9 E1 9i1 ‘,.3.4‘11 ,, 

. CL'I..) 1--"119 1-44"219 Ls4"'9•41/ )Lai l  ‘L111 

6 1-4+-c• 6.9-P.322-1; OA 
: ■ it : ' • c.9: 1A.  i 	V :r • c*JA : 431-i121  ak.A 

e-u!1.2:4 U.91':'9  j..4124)11 1.4.1.2...1. 	4 jibt...1.1 	 C.).4 ;WU ;1/4.C. J.4,,1., A 4-..41)1 iLtill 	..1:2.1" ;JO •1401.10 	 Z..41 ..)..1 L) 	,D 

: I 'I : . . AS,  LAI 4e,..., E.•.1,,:, 

.z.?Aita 46;:.1,?_)11 ..)1-...1 i&ii ‘,...)14. 	,,,i 1-....,,il9as:D ,i-ii ,...). z,,-.14-144 ,.:)... s_5+.11 .4.12...331 c...1.)41 (.:).. kal-" "-=6 1 "..,:.' 

: Music Mix : •.Sr )  
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LJI3 .4...,3LIJI j - L*3•1?- 

Ai wt..AJ Is allszJI E..o :t4.144.091 

c)  ..1,11..4 J..t.oj zso :1 t C.)—.). ,)—o.J 

Watch the video  "J,..11.- J.t.4.3  Ea"  and answer the questions below. 

:a.1.,....3 

sue, I,SLQ  .r 
9.7).  J5 ZRAL?-,..11 JI y-cb,..)..! ISLI,  .r 

.a.L.11.E.ti L.,.. L., ,)1_9..tz L.  •i 

1::, a.tb L.7 4-5Z.X1 LA . 

( L.LicJI j )  ag./{.0 4* L.t..,* . : 1 0 k}...+ j...o..3 

A tray of  iS3%1.,.  is missing and believed stolen from the department office. Investigators 
from each class will interrogate everyone. With a partner, construct your alibi for the past 24 
hours. Make sure you both know your story because you will be interrogated separately! 

4..1 1.:Si l 10, 

(-)  ( C.,.,7,:,/ ) j)  ail:41 Jo LS.,..1 :11 C)-4)...o..3 
Watch the video and then write a story describing  ci..,.1)5 6,S11.111 Mt—,  4 (...,,). 

J15.,-.11 
T. (z1L.. 

 

L. :ailii::.113 WJI 

The expression  !(4%.; 12  can convey a range of emotions from pleasure to surprise to anger. 
How it is intended depends on the tone with which it is said. Watch the following dialogue in 
Drill 17: How is it used here? 



paragraph 6.)1.9' 13..!::513 S 	U j13_,J1 JI Ig 	WI paragraph E.:Jas.  Igt:,5' 	L,c2.12,J' 	jl9D,11 JI 	 

JSJ 

sal 	4.J 	c4...!I 

d21) 44. 	ga) .r 

4:)1 .E 

she is right 'S.;- lm, s. 

1-?  340  L 	 --  L5? 1  4.5-23 x 

JH- ka21).> 	 .r 
‘›z,g U1!)11 g3 	Lbw's 6)1,1 :121) 

she is right 

Lesson 9 0403 

.4) "sue 	am:lb 	1414 .4.1aLtl 4.111"  :W 

li-tz I &-.). .) 1.0j 

.4)  tt,61,.,-  ► vi 	j , JI 	:IA (:)..?..)-4-3 

This exercise is available online only. 

‘...J* 1 .1.11.0 :1 `1 

This exercise is available online only. 

(c...„.11 	I cts :r • 

This exercise is available online only 

si L.114:111 4)  4.))4,.?.11 601)10  :r1 yroJ 

Read the following passage, first silently for comprehension, then aloud to practice 
pronunciation. When you are ready, record yourself reading it aloud and submit it for your 
teacher's feedback either online or following your teacher's instructions. 

L.a:95I1 10..9 1  ..ltura 	9te3 a.v..ol.7611 	4319,La is al(; 0)Loj C).43 	 0.43L4 

111 j ull,olm0  31  um-D.0 41 4:,9: 	41,g5.11 vol" 	..6j*J•  I  at.15,.! 

A! j Azt...a1/13 jsaii 	312:, 4:Ld Lai tg.Z3.433 	i•Ltla.• 	4.10.1.)• cat :ke lja.11 

aszol..?J1 " .d.A.S.0 al kab....y atil3 	61.5.o y.t../  3 _visa LroLa 	JUJI 

Le-a":. )4.6.11  JJR.? c132.01 e9?  t39 ..)39tt*P 1  k.$1 	 9 	 3.3z4RJI 

JI 	 .‘p1.111 JI 	 uasz!3 

1..O1 415 t.:1):11J1 	. 0411113 .U.t.113 	 j: 711 ..'  LIS 

!Cot. 	e1l.5.113 '696i;.11 
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alL2J1 	) a.4 'LW 

:(1) 

Conditionals " .9.1" 3 "ISI" 

The Comparative "J..vii" 

y_9,4111.1 tiL,11,1 

:(Y) a:9L62J1 

"a15152J1 	: 0.9,,a..a.1 L.! LaliJI 

:(r) aslgoJl 

" 	 .o13)..!" 3 	v.‘JJ-1,1 

"4111 AL 31 15J3:9*" :)15,J1 



Vocabulary C.)* .) 1A1 
6,3-2,),?J1 C.)13,11,1 JI 

LP-1-R-1* I 4fd  I L..„..a 12:J1 .2t,zisi.1 I 

late 6/19'-1i.0 8/1 1;-0 37) -  , c.).9 -  .Z 6/:;-:11:. 

if' (ew J..cim +) ...9.1 (e3L.6.1,1 31 L9:,l1,1 +) IS! ( LoU,I j.n.a.11 +) ISI 

match, game (sports) c)l— .z otoLo C-' 1-2.3 1-: 	.Z 61A-9. 

mosque E-&9 - - Z E-4?" 

to come L?t ,...) , (C-4t2-.. ) 1?-  (..7?%' , (C-P-1) 1?-1. 
,JI. L.726 ,C,L,I.? 	a..?. 

-  ' - 	 ji  ; c..7.?d,-  1  

salary C.31-.z otl.25; .?..-, c.)* I— .z ‘.,.....),›.0 

rest period, break c.)* I— 	a....,l)2.... .1 .z 

quickly, in a hurry as:rtq as.:ps,'._)„,  

to stay up late -;6"t); ' -rt'  -)/i2LII  'J4µ? 
 `---"" 

°_' ' i6 	_*!! 
to become o:cw., , jai: 1,..,z3.) c j 1-40 

** 	*t. 
Z-14. ' E':'Z'l  

to wake up  

frankly, honestly ::1.-1) ,,L? 

(ritual) prayer 6%1,11 

to pray, do ritual prayers .LP,Li.  ,( - .L.4.-0) , L;12, j..:2,3 442)) , L,t2) , CL- 2 ) 

6%:a'il  6u1,24 

usually oils 

to understand "--6-67),. ''''0 c41 `C4-4 `C'-0 
to meet J-! .1-6-2 , J-! 1.9.  L1-!1-k). ,J.;19  i1-411  , J-! 14. , j:! 1.9.  

interview ul- .Z il4l.a.:3 

more 1 6  I I t 5 1  I 6 1  
to bee 3$, (:).9-Cy. 3.9.5:,. 

(a) night (‘Lj)  JLi .Z  a-LJ- 

tonight i Lii' 1 
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v-10 1  L7,  Spc1-1. I L.7,3 LLI I 5,  

‘P) CIJ 1 L.7.2r 

to enjoy 
c 	e: 4V% -01 —! 

— t .L."2"Yi ' —! CL`Yt:- :. 

going well Ls'-`3 
/.1 0  

t.5̀ " 

it is possible to' iia?. (J4  I  C)-C--9° _)+Li 	, .)as/ c.)-S4:a A 
boring 6/j.?..1 

king ,±1.5.1.; .t 4, 

to sleep, go to sleep ("5:j 1,  (IL? , (C--0 (4 13  (1.9:DI , 1 1-;4 , (C-4) 	1 1:) r'.5111,  f't-;;) ,(4 1(3  

(fixed) time, appointment ...Ls 1_91  . 	3 t-SLO jttS.1-9:3 .Z  `).-9:3 

time C.:ft:491 . 	cLii 

since Lo 21s.L. 	.)... Lo 	 :9 ce  
-t 	9 

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1. The words  IS1  and  ;  both mean "if" in Arabic. The verb following  ICI  or  ;  should be in 
LOLI,I,  and, in this case,  LOW  does not give a past tense meaning but a conditional one. We will 
present an overview of conditionals in Arabic in the  ,..L.c1;:111  section of this lesson. 

2. You know that the verb "to be" is used in  L5,,,i)Lbl  to put sentences into past, and that present 
tense sentences with "is," "are," and "am" are normally expressed without a verb in Arabic. 
However, the present tense of  315  is needed in two types of situations: One situation is the 
habitual, for a recurring but not permanent state: 

194.) A,r• as.LJI 	 a12.1151,1 olz 3553 Lis. 

.f.52 JS )4,1211  1  ' *disLJI 	4.429 	631.c,  / 	JS 	Sh.,091 

The other situation in which  355.1  is found is in a subordinate clause, such as for example 
after  tY: 

c ..yzia.0 	39.C.3 31 

L. an..? 355.3 

WS \ • 

3. The formal Arabic expression 	is  c)_Q.  is impersonal, meaning that the verb 	is fixed, and 
not conjugated for person. However, the logical subject can be expressed by a pronoun object: 

  

is possible for me/you/him/her ... to 

    

    



a.1.11.57.J1 

y: j9L 	A1  a 14. J6 -1  L.) 1 1-6-S-f. 

•4")JI I  irb  

J I 	 Li.sb 

jtsz& oak. 

Listen to the verbs  6:03 a 1...?-3 P t3 in  L.72,,,asill  and your dialect repeatedly until you can 
pronounce them easily. Then practice by making up questions and answers by yourself or with 
a study partner. Notice that  tjLabl  verbs in the dialects have been recorded with  _?  because 
this is the way they occur when they function as the main verbs in sentences. We will discuss 
when this is left off the spoken  ti t.a,  later in this chapter. 

1 
4 "—: (774 c..L.,-g.  C21 

c.',21.1 C..,*.ol.1 c..:..,..;;13 
 

1-1-g, 14 1.1. CR6 

fs—E, ctii  

13413 13.413 1 5413  

(' 1:' 13  P1-14 (.131 131 

PL, '., f' Lz-'.  (W6  'LL.ii 

‘r.r°  LaJ.  ("AU:L? &31:3 / r. 1.0 L:3 C.,31 

P L-'. . ('Lll AU 
 

PLC (4-w, L.̀ 3  &=,3  

1 9-‘31-1I! 19-4  L-.,. 1 .54L6* / ‘j3.o•fi c":3 

1.9-.31-. 1.9-°L.. 13.41.6' / ,55.01..1.i. (o-rb 
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aiS1211 W 

-.L9-t-6-! .9.MADI b i 
. 3....,,zu j_.%31 L .7-"c-'°-? L-.t- 9 

-CAj: ,Leuz.  / CY?`°3 C:,31 k.,-'"42  

L'-''-'4':'" Via:' 9' .L-74°  

t.9:EL )  9.9c)"23  C).96  0..--4'- 

13.m..a.;-)' ID ; A 71 13.9,,n'i / ,j9_..03 '''-'31 

13.2ua).., ID .(3 :.`i-.: 152t-'°:). / 	9:'.  ! 

(c.:„.).  j)  aiab.  ,is1g§3  o,u, 	C.') 	:1 	j—c4-3 

C.31.6.15J1 c›.0 2,4.15 1 3..:51 

cI3 E 11.4 S 	Cji9e.th 0:403  1 

L7-cb3 46-!L° 
.31:4.... ...a 	 9 8,3114-0 4,:63 

	

Z.,J LJ I as. LJ I j 	 gaol  .r 
a.,?..„Lii 	 35,13 

	

8.19-15J1 4sLuJI JI 5.1 4.1 	 iA! 

.31.41 coic 	Xs.  

Lzozii 	j1 	 .r 

`TO1,,2,61 	" 	.E 

al251, t 15 01,0 641 	 CE. 

." t-8-! 	 Los 1,1?- 

3 3.) 1.9 4)5R-w-11  C>5•13 s  L.5-) I-0 	J3 3  04933 17).-)3.").9 _P°A  . 0  

Yriz-1. 13 

•E 
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LR-3.3 C>5-13 SlJ ors a)3  6j/  2S"L-v-ii 	131 

. 	6.12-1511 as.LJI 

	

1.45.1,:to L:Azct.,„ yl S , c 36 La 	 .V 

CJIS LSI 	 1_03     451) &J,11 

	

.1611.4;9' SI a))1 	 J I  

	

a-2 3.5sz-wil 	0='17'._)11 	 .A 

J (. 9.2 JS 	dt,t11 

	

E-4  	1.4)..).;s. 36 1?-33 L›,,..01 

01.36 	 ast.4.11 

(1.2-3_313 

	

js 	Li3 11  	 L.7.1.! 1  .1 • 

(.7cb3 9.1,1.3'711  	ce...41) as .44,0 	J.5 	 .\ 

\ T 'cist,J1 

CL.36 	0 J.0.3%11 	 r6.31.1.0.0 	4xs.  .\ 
' 311 Lis- 	 13 

(Cu 	J-0-T 	:Y 

	

"),L" 	15: 7C13 	JI 	 



aLS 

(&.A all si 	1I 4)  ‘).39119 Ja-?Lfri :r 
A. Identify  j..3..?J13 3j511  of all the new verbs by completing the chart: 

j ..xd1 bLall L92) 111  33.9-11  

(J„,„ , ,;_ 	1 

J..t_RZLI  I  ,', J.4.  ,  S;',L  II 

alaisal,J.5.14,jil 	III 

J67# ,j 7 6:; , kji,ei  iv 

Jl.R.L .°01 ,J.57..cii,,,i. 	:  ,  j;;),,,IX 

B. Expand your vocabulary! Use  ja..?J1  or words you know to figure out the approximate 
meaning of the underlined words in each sentence. 

!!„..„53 1  	 j3:6,131 -4 	X-c-  .1 

!  	1.213_cb 1 6  —113  	113 	1  r 

. 	 .r 

2 - 	 .L7.QZ 

"6-) 11t" 	 . 0  

42-1J-?  J-224)13 

r•7 
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A. 
	 ( Laia.11 )  caSoLoj 151L1 :E t•).4)-0.3 

1. Do they have breaks during their school days? What do they do during these breaks? 
2. Do they enjoy traveling? Why or why not? What things do they enjoy? 
3. When they come home late, what is "late"? 
4. Did they sleep well last night, and did they stay up late in order to study? 
5. Do they wake up at a set time every day? What do they do if they wake up late? 
6. What time do they usually wake up in the morning and go to sleep at night? 
7. What is a good salary for a job on campus, in their opinion? Have they had a job with 

a good salary? 

B. 
1.Do they stay up late at night more often because of homework or to enjoy themselves 

with friends? 
2. How many job interviews have they had? Do they usually do well in job 

interviews? How? 
3. Do their friends come to their room or house a lot? Did someone come 

over last night? 
4. Do they have any appointments this week? When? How do they 

remember appointments? 
5. Do they enjoy watching basketball, football, or soccer games more? 
6. What are three boring things, in their opinion? 
7. If they stay up late, are they tired the next day? 

*Extra challenge: 
1. Do they want to become a parent? When? 
2. Have they ever asked for a raise? How? 

( 	I 	)  J.41,  I + 	14.15 :0 C.)-L)-42.-5 

Use 	to list things you do and do not enjoy and can and cannot do. 
(Use this exercise to review old vocabulary) 

: 

.r 
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	 .r 

.r 



1.9..v..c.1,0  I 

Write a otc.9 paragraph for questions 1-3 

and write what you hear for 4-5. 

J16 Ji 152.0.;..%.41 

Write a o 	paragraph  for  questions 1-3 

and write what you hear for 4-5. 

41 a>I JA 	an.:7 

J.! 1.6J aa. Jl , 0012, a.v..0.?J1 	at) .1s 

JJL4- 61) 4.21 	 :5.sa cyl .r 

to watch TV -1116- J 3.4) 6131 .E 

Listen for 3j3Jl and J3-?,.11 to help you write 

the new verb: 
1 .9.p..G....Q1 .0 

Which verbs have H and which do not? 
Write as many as you can, and for those 
that do not have H give the reason why: 

0....;-J1 4,1 L'.9. 	 .1 

L.:9JUn.1 	:11_? 	 j:,) .r 

to  watch  TV CVI, 	 L 	 

Listen for C.)33.11 and j3?,I1 to  help  you  write 

the new  verb: 
ID9Q .L.,1  .0 

Which verbs haves and which do  not? 

Write as many  as  you can, and for  those 
that do not have...) give the reason  why: 

"ciLszil 
Mb • 

/  "iLszJI 	')-.). "—o-3 

Lesson 10 u-40 3  

4.4.0" 	1=1 Li .44a.a.14* 	I 

Li1.1 I 

c") (` I L:1 ) 	ZULvil 	gcb lo 

Watch the interviews about  and; 	To what extent do people's experiences and 

situations differ? Are the differences comparable to those you would find in your country? 

J.0..?' 	L.,- 1..).6.11 

•  " 	 " c„.6:9" 	13 ::C13 C.3131,1 	JI 	 



as,15,6.11 
Conditionals "51" 3 "q" 

The words  IS!  and  51  are used in formal and spoken Arabic to express conditions, as 

we do in English with "if." In formal Arabic, the two words differ in the kind of condition 
they express:  IS1  is used in conditions that are possible and  31  is used in conditions that are 
impossible. In spoken Arabic, the distinction between possible and impossible conditions is 
less important, and each region has a preferred word: Egyptians tend to use  31  and Levantine 
speakers prefer  I. 

In formal Arabic, conditionals have rather strict rules. Here we will focus on the rules for 
IS1,  which must be followed by  L011,1, because  LOLI,I  is the conditional tense—that is, in 
this case does not have a past meaning but rather a conditional one. The result clause—what 
happens if the condition is met—is signaled in formal Arabic by .i.  Study the examples, and 
compare them with the examples from spoken Arabic, which show more flexibility: 

! 	3 	„..;-..31 	.1.23taJI L.3,0 j 

Lya.?-.11 4341 	I 	.3)..3 	519- 	J5  Ls.1JJ.  ,SI 

1 	5.6_2- 	uct,a..;-,3 I ;2ls. 	ai5 	5.1 

jasu.  U§L:9 L.31 	C.:_,--6;-0.)1 Lo ISI 

	

on.Acali jasq 	(z1.:>1 	Lo 

1)6 fhb, ut.zia:4 Lo SI 

In Levantine,  LOW  is not obligatory and its use signals a greater "iffiness" than a sentence 
without it. In Egyptian,  LOW  is normally used except in existential sentences. Examples: 

(L.4°' C-4:43 4:0 	IS! 

	

1 11:5  '63-4"-:-° ^j3Sl 	 L.;.52-4  

LeJ2, 	 2.0 	ISI 

314-0 LL:-4,9J 3  

!43: 	L')356 13lsz..0 	 31 

0.t3j ,),*.4 lz 3J 
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(L.i1,211 	..)s! LISZILL.4J ISLA :A ‘')..:).)-4-3 

Find out from  t!.1.1%33  what they would or will do if: 

1.They didn't have classes tomorrow due to the weather. 
2. They got a check  4 •J  for $500. 
3. Someone they don't know wants to become their friend on Facebook. 
4. They are very tired but have a big exam or paper tomorrow. 
5. Their friend had a problem and asked them to stay up late to help him/her with it. 
6. They meet someone special. 
7. Their best friend got so busy they didn't have time for them. 

0.4 
The Comparative 

You have seen words with  "jizil" 3_19  used in the superlative in different situations that we 
have discussed, such as: 

ciolszJI 	j,_si 
2-2 1 9-z 

In the story, you heard  JJL3-  /  Ciilb use an  J.:v..91  word in another sense: '161  meaning 
more. In fact, all  j_;z9—  I  words can be used in the comparative sense as well as the superlative, 
but the different meanin4s are distinguished by different grammatical structures. To give the 
superlative meaning,  JI  words such as  col, 1.51,  and act like nouns and function as 
the first term of an  it...41,24: 

J.12.11 	 cl-2 1.9sb 

In contrast, the comparative is an adjective and follows the noun it describes in a noun-
adjective construction. Contrast these comparatives and superlatives in meaning and form: 

a better day 

more delicious food 

a larger mall 

ob i  J51  

the best day 

the most delicious food 

the largest mall 

a larger number of .. . IS1  3.3s. the largest number possible C.}5,4-0 3,1-C  j■-51 



iu I 

To express an explicit comparison, use the preposition  c›.0: 

	

,r,41,3.9.-11 	›,43.53 	.3.?,J1 J-rt. 

c..-Jsi L. 

	

J5101 celi3 	.L. 

To express comparison with adjectives such as  at.u.i.J1  and those with longer  L)1191  like 
J3....3  or 	or  J.111.0  that cannot fit into  J. .v..41 3j3,  we use  1:51: 

•J■51  ad-s3LCI ada.9-;_11 • 

	

I31 3.P6 :  j■_C1 	 A 3 
! ' • jtS1 	6,S 1:;.M c.}C1) 

(:)A ;BS I J1/3 r.•01;1,1 I 1 isa 

(c.t,..:11 4)  ... 
Yesterday you were in a great mood and everything was superlative. Today you are more 

down to earth and want to correct the wildly exaggerated things you wrote and said. Make 
these statements more realistic by toning them down to comparisons as the example shows: 

:cal 'Lc. 
.J1.?-).11 coliL5z.4 	J5161  sa113 	! 	J5.61  4 .1113  

1.43..1.4bLL 	 JAI C.315 

	

lblsz.J1 	 .r 
! 9.4,1 JJ.11 j,zasiil 1 ,i‘b 	 (:)15 1 icb  .r 

!ty.j 1.111 	3..?- 3.).(1 	3.4t, 

	

! jjL L,.it 	 1,51  .0 

141..R.I1 4 81)41 J.0..?:1 .tb  .1 

Ly.9 j.er.,41 I 	.V 

1 

r ∎ r 
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gib to alt Jizii :1 • ‘')—?.. -o-3 

Compare with your classmates the following aspects of  L.M4:111 

(.*5 1.:-13 0341 	'ci.R.4112J1 	A 	c .s.thi,i 

Lik 13 L:93.siz211 	 • 'L74,0311 	.4j7!it-?6-11  3.51.)11  

Y.9-4464  I  ti 1-4224 
In formal Arabic, there are two ways to express a subordinate verb (i.e., a dependent or 

infinitive verb)•  j-Lcal  and a form of  tiL22.1,1  called  y_9 ,,,  t.1 La1,1 1  . You have seen  j. 1,I  used 
to express the infinitive verb in constructions like 

.E-4n:Lw. 1  
and with  J  in order to, as in: 

("94 3  LOLC" 	0.40J7). 	.C.313jsill  8)5111, I 
of 

This same meaning may also be expressed by  ul  followed by  tila1,1 J.R.O.11,  as you have seen in: 

,361  ,12,1 	= :›L,Ra.! 	31,3_2,1 c.,;.5 
Likewise, the phrase "in order to" may also be expressed using  J  followed by  btall  or 

J.La1,1  as in: 

= Iii  L41:4.1 	J1 3.3y6 

.33:1;2141  8,3...cbLz4  = (:)3..!A411  JabLi.,11 

Remember that these constructions are equivalent in meaning: 

L2:1.1 1 + J = 	+ 	 .211, ti 	+ (Y1 = ja.,41 

'  This form of the verb is often called the subjunctive in English treatments of Arabic grammar, and it shares some features 
of subjunctives in other languages. It mainly serves as a subordinate, nonfinite verb form. 

r)r 



.a.136.11 

While  jazi.1,1  tends to be more formal than  bt.mati,  both constructions are widely used in 
formal Arabic. Study these examples: 

tt-t4-0. 	-1-2J 1  = 	 ' 1 	-YJ 1  3.4  

E.0  9).6J1 	=  L:31:4.1.441 	 .4.1.:Lw..1.  

=  C.) L.A.44.Zt4J3 I  Lj.31 31  l7.4.1 

When 	is used with  J  or  Lji,  it takes a form called  L.33.,a.:-LI UAL'  In unvoweled 
texts, you will not notice anything different about  L.3,9 , :t1 Udall,  except in the forms for 
persons  C31, z..31,  and  (b.sb,  which do not take final  3.  The  L..35,411.2 tiL.a.o  forms for the other 
persons take a final  a.pc.z.4  vowel, which is indicated only in fully vocalized texts. The chart that 
follows shows  L.31  suffixes: 

c.,ibsi a c 1 ,13 :j1 

(j1 

0,.-2) -13  	 J-2) 
13433 31  C.)3-3-2) 

As a rule of thumb, you can use  ::.)1  in most cases where we use an infinitive in English, 
such as with these verbs: 

'L'-4-$. 	C>5-f. 	t °.  

There is one important exception, however: We do not use  Y1  with verbs of beginning: 

. L92,111 	 :41.11  Lyoa; 

.11gS 14 	1 1319 L›,4.01 .414) 	Z,4:4* 	c.*4 

In formal Arabic, 	and 	must be followed by either  ja.d1  or the linking word  kj1. 
The phrase  31  Js  must be followed by  uy, 1  6I ut..41. 

	

before we travel  39L3 31 	= 	before traveling  ,)LIJI  jt.-4 

	

after we graduate  6.66:3 31 	= 	after graduating  

rtE 
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LSP°11 L7431--1.  

In spoken Arabic, neither  ja.mcal  nor  61  is used. The difference between the main verb 
and a subordinate verb is expressed by the presence or absence of the prefix . Main verbs, 
which in formal Arabic take  tOi.1,1  form, take  _)  in spoken Arabic, while subordinate verbs, 
which take  L..19.,.a.:1,1  in formal Arabic, have no prefix in the dialects. The following examples 
demonstrate: 

r6A C)4'1) 3  sXs 43 441  Awl Si? 
ce-o 

	

r0.).C..! CI 31p%) 1.Pr..o A ..L.:S. Lo ‘:)12z4s. al..4) I 	63.21c 

,) ,9:45.  .111 	12Lcz..0 	c>5-.2.0 

With prepositions, the linking word  Lo  is used: 

La I Lo jt.9.  

Lildat I 4)  1J.3%.! 9I 	: ctSc%zj 1511.01 :11 

151LI What do they do first? With a partner, order these activites by asking each 
other what you do first, then write your partner's answer. Remember to phrase your questions 
to your partner in second person and write about her or him in third. 

L  jsi 4-- 
Lada.J.  I LP 	— 

.JST  vl Asz  La..2.11 JI L..abSi 

:J 

01,1111 LiST 

— 

asz3W 	— 	6,1.2a ..?J1 i_1)1.6.15J1 	.r 

I Lro v11-0. 	 — 	I CJ-0 

• 	 .LP1-4-3 .4 t:i5j1 	(A3.2 LIS i-os, 1,0 
JI 	— 	st.toz.11 JSI  .0 

I JI 33..c1 . 	 —  	.1 

upt) 	— 	,goo)  .V 

. 	j1 	I I  A 

no 



*itii1.37JI 

(C-6.4.4) ) 
 y54211,1 tjUlt1 JI ja041 ‘•›.0 :1Y 

Read each sentence and identify  ja.a..1,1,  then rewrite using  u3.a.:_1,1 

JI cpz 	 Lots. 	.4.05.C.9J1 ,123  .1 

.pJ I 43LJI JI 	I 	V  X 

a 	 oisb &s, 	33,3,b2  .r 

ISLI, 

	

cjs, j 17.11 	ji V  .0 

:Lz_o 33.a9) ISU,  .1 

	 ciAl EA f, 15J I 	.V 

.act JAI; 	.A 

Kais.L.,0 	J.sa  A 

J 	&)1J3 	J.0.2.51 	.1 • 

L13:›3 .12.! 	 .1.16-  .11 

autth 
( Lsiat I 4) .1.■.,,,,p‘11 Ed3L7- 

.(pt:JI los (j.!19 ai1)/1 ',18.42:c11) 	el.411 	.9.4) 	eloyl 

01.1.11 	oljAj.11 .4:410 lb 8 a.t.,,J13 (.1..o.oso 

1.64,44,1 —4.6.61,3 	6_,ALEJI L.?. ..k.o 	 ssb 	&A-7 

czt....0..,J1 LA's . )41,31 & L.?. 

(:)1 	 IA • LW 'Los  —41? ..461" 

E-41-7J -9.!t-4-4111 ! 	19.1zUZ 

Hussein's importance to Muslims lies in his opposition to the rule of the Umayyad dynasty 
and his assassination at the hands of Umayyad soldiers. Shi'ites  (410 :. S',11)  commemorate 
his assassination every year on  1.).9.1*,ls,  , the tenth day of the Islamic month  6:;,;3.  Shi'ites 
consider  &1....u.pJ1  to be the third  el.41  , or leader, after his father and  (31.411  and his older brother 

41. 
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asiab.11 

	

c")  (L.41,42.n 	 :11" 	j—o-3 

	

1 3..g.  13 	1.! 	JI 	 

	

j-sziy 	ISLA 1,116-J 	jo6- 	 Ia.!,  .1 

c4.13 	LcL 	1 41.9.21>Lc13.:.:61 

354-13-c' .; 

	

: 	Lo Igt:513 	JI Igsz..0:.• I  r 

(r) 	 (r) L›,t, J 1 	 (\ ) 

(1)31 	 (0) 	 (E) 

	 (A) L!JJaJ A.:36 61.,o1 	 (V) 

gra diJ .3-0.9113 	 (11)  	 (1 •)_4 ,Zyz-0.11 f 3.2 

	 (103 Sa119-0  	 (1r) . 	 (1r) 

	

(11) j asz.e..?J1 	 (10) 

	

(\ct) L131.111.1   (\A) 	 (1V) 

	 (11-1 )     (r1) 	 (r•) L1:3 

I   (re) 	 (rr)4th 

16-.0 	J 	I  	(n) 39. 	 (ro) 

	 (rct)  	(rA) 	 (rv) 

	

(r) 	 (1'1) 31     (r.)3 

	 (ro)_4  	(re) 	 (rr) 

(rA) 	 (rv) 	 (n) 

	 (El)  	 (E•)Ls?-0 L..061 	 (rco 

J5 	 (EE) 	et ,-)  I  	(er) 	 (er) 

	

.e115Lu.11 	 (so) 

rIv 



aillsz11 

3 (c 	 j)  Listen to the particles and linking words that ,3,16- uses to make his speech 
cohesive. How does he link sentences together? How do we know he is changing topics? 
Giving explanations? Does he use 	alp. 11 or  Z.Lizill a.1.4. .?J1  more? 

4.  Notice that Khalid says: 	In formal Arabic, the pronunciation of vowels on 
pronouns sometimes varies. The following grammar section will explain some of the changes 
you will hear. 

b..t.1511.11 
In formal Arabic, the pronunciation of possessive pronoun endings  el_  and  (tab  shifts to 

4_  and when immediately preceded by a kasra or  6.  Read the following examples, first 
silently for meaning, then aloud to practice the kasra vowels: 

.1/A5 1-1 L'? J1 
4-- 

c.)Lo..6.11 
	

4 

Another pronoun whose pronunciation changes is the suffix of  Lcsa.I,I  for 	In this case, 
the subject ending (for  1.111)  adds a long vowel  3  for ease (and beauty) of pronunciation: 

4 

4 

Finally, note that the silent alif that is written on the plural suffix  13  on verbs is dropped 
when an object pronoun is added: 

LI + 13,53.3 

03 1J-63  (:) 1  L.33-Y.) 	 131J-63  .)1 C.)3 ,3y.) J-ct,  

rrn 
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JIB 1,0 k:11.1,1 : 

" L 1.44-4.1  I  e Lo511 z-o 1.k).!" 9 " 	I  a..to 	: 

Ladai I j) 

The following texts are taken from official biographies of famous persons. The first is an 
excerpt from a 1931 official biography of King Fuad of Egypt. The language is somewhat 
flowery but very accessible. The second is a biography of Imam Khomeini, leader of the 
Iranian Revolution of 1979 and Supreme Leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran from 1979 
until 1989. 

Working with a partner, each of you read one of the texts, using good reading strategies 
and the guidelines below. Then discuss them together and compare. 

A. Read through your text. Follow the daily activities of these famous people by looking for 
words you know and can guess the meaning of from ja..?,11 or context. 

B. Discuss: How many similarities can you find between the lives of these two people? 

C. Write the new words whose meaning you guessed from j3-,11, context, or both. 

el.o>1 1 



40401 tikJI anit 'aloe 
Az.L.11 'Lac 	 

." 	 L).e31..11 c1:4.11 	4:63 

Ji e'J 	L5-1G 4- 64 ..1N. (7.5 	Id 	1..4._N.11 A.411 ;j 	 .17-4 .3 

tisi •  jiLti J.41. 1 r5.114i1 LE.11 ,t1I3 -1,t4 0.1.,N. 	...444;Z1-1)11LJL):::4X44 

	

c14.11   3.4,31 	42)14 	JS`il cyz 	.1x4i4S4, 

	

LDI 444 L.)143 4"-). 	 1111 _, `1:1i .)-rN31  C".;   

:Yj..->1131 .4.YA. 373i. "1:31 -)414 4Cii.)L•%1 	 L.)-4 j 	4-41. 	-4  
Ut) 

Ji 	JJ 33 J"Ic' -‘11-4.11  ‘-1:4 .L;t1:1-1.9 

41-12:1:21 	 L)A. 	;.‘76:14:31  
4.1S 	:L41_,L11 ZILN.11 :uy1:14 (:›4 -,11411 :t.17)4 	'411 034.4 

1.4 	L:),3 J:31 .311jut Sj.,1c* . 	:Lc-L.11 ca.g211.4 gvai 

J:j ta2i:31 	),4111 	 :LzL,21 Lcaz.  . 	 LLI_*14411 c.j.L• 

.ap..L. 	J. Lsic. Lit 	(sail t.,.„1_,11 	 au:11311 ALIN÷  

01..j Ji Li1 :t1,N4 	‘:2)l44.II 4131 aot-i 

4:114:6 c.4411 	Asiz 1+33.,:=i3e7.1 	L131..64.41i 	j.41 j4,1 	I1-4i1 Lj1,5 1.111 

L ø, 4 	 _)49V1i  

4:1')L.a4 4.5.11 

	

JA J1_44 Al21 	 LJ* N411411 4411 aoyi 

Z1.4U11:tc.L.11 	4:117)4 Jhy. 	j  .i>,) i:14 	Lsa.  

‘DLA j11 L:).4 2, 	L, 	 L.),ILL11 	,11,111 :04 (..1.1:1. efi 

4q)e.i 	t.4 

fl 	WI ,J14,11 	:L.11.413 ,"L!..9j319 _pa.° 	aLLI 	u1.$ (3_4 

rr • 
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() 

cir)" 44.):4 	4 LD 1 Jill 

(11' , 0 0) :tr.1.11 	41:3631 41)1 tA JA91111  -1r 
t.A LI-.  141111 j 

	

	 7)1..Ct1 (DA creaLl.. 

 (SILL j.:4;la 04.41) 

'Laz.1 .311 	_014.0 el.xtli 	_ 1r  
to tCLJ. 	01..+13. )/1 .10P-49 4S31-.9.4 

. S11:9. 4 

jls&I (.511 	 4.?„)411 

;■ z1.111 

4z1_11 	151217 1 -lo 

0.1.41 	;L:=114 .) L.).1 jt.4:? :t2.41 .)11 

	

4111   c;Lr.1.6,1 

SP:1-3. . 1.49 s 94-:=911 	 .}6. 	- 1V 

4.01.9,1 I.sgu9 	‘..)"' 	C.J 1  L.53) 

t,J 	Ls.2)LAI 

(ji.1^ ) 	 ;WIJ.11 - 1A 

II S o liu 4.4 

jLalill 2.41.1 	‘LJ* N÷4,11 

J:1)-1111  c.s1 ) 	 ZS.  J1-.1" 71  Ls-11  t.0.1"Y. 
L' 	3 	 ..)4Li 

t-)J S4.4.1  

. 4 	1011 4LL.0II 	01_,Ix11 (.1.2.12 	-r• 
L31_4 7 1 	ei9  4Al231 	ApJ.- Y .Lay  

j i 	J.,16.11 L.5.1) 

csks- 4 

ax-3 	 'us .)L,  Ls-1) , 14% --11 1A-12-1 

. J4.11 

4. 11,:i 	4.:)19...o) ) 	faiovi 
L5.094 tr.ou.?  

. at.05...)1 

L) 19.:°J) f° 141 11-..q olbj .w•-•••" L.J .:X76  
U 	Lo.tu:i 

1;skf.,  	:111.  I 	.12.4 Z.431:11 	 -1 

'N 11 	cai4 	 (.1-4‘P 
j1k, Lsa. 	L34111 oils 0 )41 9  

-r 
-r 

jsL.1 t+1)1.& 	 L, :011  -E 

Lsic 	j.S9 cji 	S _37)  -o 

CJIfi l  
(.14 j1.1.ep Jitry (.:1* 

	

,'17 1 4.9,c L,J1 L.1&4,3. 4.:4L X11 	cci -v 
cjall 	 ,LJ*)4i1111 

.e.45111"°:6  c.).12131 	LAut-1. 	tsz 
j.AuL4...1 	4.c1.11 	-A 

,S34 	 creL1411 

411 

JC. 

L:,° 4411 J. 	.4111 ).J, 

4:141 

0.,16.11 au LA 441 	 - 

S1L 

4_1_)11 c  j,0 1. 	:44 

www.imamcenter.net/flash  content/material/imam/define/program.htm 

"‘ 



c1.136.11 

A;  means literally "legally permissible" and, by extension "a good person." 
The 	 implication is that this is the person you will marry. 

(c.,.„11 	"a1 .u$ 	15.159"  /  "4111 oLt )1. 1515i"  :10 t:).) —0-3 

o 	1st:613 4/41.1,4 	152.6.1... paragraph .6,119. 	131:S19 1.! j13,611 JIJI 	
J.C.J J.C.1  paragraph 

Lys, 4..21 L:k)s. 

4.21 

3s, 1.1.4.c• 	* .j.■.4 

ta.S.  

Lj..1.11 3.cb .r 34-a't-! 9-tb 

9-45 4:3.1 mss„ 
 4-2. 1  E .9sb 9‘t 0"33-? 	L712? .9-41.  -E 

J..`"....I,l  us all LI 	5-c-J 	9‘t .° 

.4)  j ..64,1 :11 	J-4.3 

This exercise is available online only. 

r11-' 
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j) 	 JI 15.o..?-,3 :IV C.).. j..-41.-3 

1. My grandfather used to have beautiful pictures of old Kuwait. 
2. Did you have a doctor's appointment this week? 
3. There are no classes today because of the snow! 
4. She doesn't have any time today, so we can't sit and chat with her. 
5. The members of my family do not have opinions like mine. 
6. Do you have any news from your family in Yemen? 
7. My new roommate has a sister who works for the Ministry of Labor. 
8. I don't like this job because it has no future. 
9. There are good Chinese restaurants in this area. 
10.Our city has more than five sports clubs. 

(Lizo 	91 	.4i.i.A..?411 	:IA C.)—:■ _)—o-3 

Read the following passage, first silently for comprehension, then aloud to practice 
pronunciation. When you are ready, record the passage and submit it to your teacher, either 
online or as directed by your teacher. 

5453 	 4 3-sti 	 u1,9  	poi> 3.0i L os.ol 

J:;'•' - '11 4 co 4:.z, 3I ,5J9 	 3st1 	 4 (13 

3s69 	v9 t3 o u5 1°9-1 	 04 .9-1?" 4)1 &J 	•=1-L?939 19i1 	C.)-C-'44.?. 

I 	 015 	 4..?,111.  I it...,,11,45J1 

4 	3 .̀1 	oa.11.9 	 ,),.!6 4 J.0..15...5.  315 5.453 ,)45193 	4.103 	33 14.0 t...?L> 3 

e 	C.. 13 o-LII3 	&hi:allR-Li _451.,* 355.5. 	1:A►  &5.19.c.3 L.15 LS 4*.t.,11 4 
J.4.=.11 	k:113.13 	C..:93 0 .1../.a 395.., 31 .9„..).  315 

.A,41;:§91 6j1,33 4 ta.63. i o19 C7.4335..",..11 

,)451.0 za5 	 4 	4111 L§ J1.6 el 0.L,1 a.7,33 	-tn.> 

Lj <All Lola, • 13 LA 311 3551 3i 	9 C.etil 	St3t13 

4 St..91,9 

	

St '..)15"  . . 	 1411 0.1.1 to  I 

'‘'.At ad* 3.C.2J1 4 3.4,..v.?. 	9 La.):1 	.4.0 a 	z*: o*: 	9 3 jl..?g;j1 ‘r,..vy 9 —144" 

!4.4 St ,a..,1,pa.! 	 co, 4 ,...,463.0 	3519 j.o.o 



C.)131 

"LstX1191 61 	 b1-;1" 

`1,*v3 	 .6:Lc." "13 

a^ o1 J1 J 	,J1:4 :(‘) a.p15.111 

aa ^ 1l alai •(r) Js.13.0 

sL2Li" 

J..v.a.11 C.)119I :(r) a.p1 .9.0 

"LS 3z..01.3.).!" :80.1).11 

43,1,,A113 aJ3LR.1I E_Q 

`1 .43 Z151,11 4 4,,I JAI" 	 :J19.9,11 

11 49 3  
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:4,...  6.113 	9„...a11!  o u. 11 LD13).a1,1 JI 	 

0:4_41 
4-Pall 

c_74 W I 
1  

L.7.2z.ma.a  .ii 

someone 3:.; I,G. 
4 

-1,..;-1 

no one :. 	l.o 1,1.; L, ,..t..".,1 

sea J60, .Z; 

to exchange (news, 
opinions, etc.) Jall , J-3l 	,.,i; 	Lf3lfi 

between, among' &.-.! C)-! C.)..-! 

mountain LA.-?' .Z J. 

(an) experience 
‘-61?6* .z. i!:).1-3 

(formal word 
also used) 

L.y1.pS .z.  4.L.2.?%S.  

to gather together ..,„ 	,,,:.. 
Ez-?e-:? , -4.-?0 1  `4'..).  -1--? -̀'1J1  `E-°:?"3: `-'°-`'-' 

tour c_3' I - .z a15?- 

shyness, embarrassment j11 

she got engaged to' J cjakl J cj..;,°31 J c% -.1-4- 

tourism ',i..., l.,,,IJI 

market 3  C.9. 13...,1 .z  33...„, 

pharmacy C.).  I - .Z .4.14.),  42,  

several 3).1,3 + c.15" 3).6..0 + 4 (8)5,3 E_4,..?- o.1 +) 84- 

to get to know, meet LoLg- 	irri). ,Lil 
. 

Lot- 	L 	, L-9;5z3--  
, Lot-c- L9  '  A , LoL- k- .  

Lol 	L_.QI 

emotional, romantic 3./33-  .z 8/ 4,.(ibl.c. 

most (of) (E-4.-?- ct-wl +) Osz.:0 

relationship, relations 
(between) 

(;n') .  Cl - .Z a ,t.-.G 

when 1:,;j LOj (2 : 1-4 210?- +) Laxs. 

expensive ( LJL)  8/jlS 

hotel 3 ? L`l .Z C5. :L; 

to be cut off El',16-'2 `EI-21 
Ek' .4. `e-A.d_ al-6-16h()  `E1-?`:! `E-L°31- 

rri 
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olsz-tal .4i4-101 L74 Lt.,1 I .2,...z1i1 I 

once, (one) time; pl. times' C.31 — . 	j..0 

together 0=2-54-' E-0 ua2-! E-0 13z -0 

of, among (quantity) 6  6-`? 

engineer 6-2/v9  — .. u4--6:43 

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1. Like English "between," the preposition  - .p."-.)  can indicate either a location, a relationship, or 
a difference between two things or parties. If one or both of these two parties is a pronoun, 
the word  au  is repeated, as the examples show: 

. )„...0WI tjUzJI Czo9 eLL,..)  L:Sija* r..2 j" 3,114 (:),!1 L§J.57.3 

2. The verb "to get engaged" is used in the feminine only, reflecting the traditional passive role 
of women in arranging marriage. For the man, the verb  C.4.6.1,  to ask for someone c hand in marriage 
is used. This verb gives you a preview of what the passive looks like in Arabic. 

3. The word  L:9*9.4  is usually  .',2+5.0  in formal Arabic but can be  ,510,  perhaps influenced by 
spoken Arabic usage, in which it is normally  )510. 

4. The words 14.11..c.  and  L'zi  are used in narratives, not interrogatives: "When (something 
happened), (something else happened)." As in English, these sentences have two clauses and 
they usually match in tense: 

	

.1::t.-  f.Ui y  :1,5  A.:I L.0.1.1s. 	.Si147064  ‘2..,..)ei 4.0 Ly0-01  c.3)SISLQ,11s. 

	

. .,10  faL? 6  `1 :̀.-5  Ja—! a 	.5S1  eu.A.69  ,E)).0 345 Ly0a.11  c..j3  a 

	

a 	.5SI  ei_Le,4  cl:) Lyo,111  ci,SIS a 
But notice that sentences about the future only use future marking in the result clause 

(as in English): 

.f 13L  ce,:i c.U.sz.J1  LOU,  C2.....11 JI 33..ci Lois. 

a 
.(.136-  c:)..3. ...uz_!3  L91.2312-  c,..J  I  E.7j1 a 

rry 



5. Two forms are used in Egypt for the verb "to be cut off." In Cairo, 
is more common. 

6. The preposition  j o  can be used with numbers to specify part of a group: 

5.11. 

&UI ,k11.)3L..,,..11 	I33L 

c)...3 

The nonspecific words  84„ Lam',  and  LIS  , however, may not be followed by  c:)..0  but 
instead function as the first word in an  4:9LO!  : 

..j61 	cc..4A1 .111.RJ1 j.5  c_31):4 

.2.?.  3L el:a."13 	 c).s.13.0i5,3 

I (3..45 	 on.:4,133 1 J L...4A1; 1 	"55.,..23" 	uL5 33b..6.11 oa.sr..> 

1 4,, .43).a.11 	 L)L4I L  „..9 1-al ctia.sz..0 

(C.,..t.;.11 	.6.1.!*1 	:‘ 
JS 	Ly ,3_,J1 	14-111 C..}41 ZOIS 134. i 

2.2_)L4.11 2sL.11 j 	 I V.o .431.913  U I z..)...;6 Ty.  J5  .1 

)p,41 JI y a b.:6 k±.U3.13 	 :z1S1s- 	 y .r 

"3:944" J 1  —6119— 	 " 1-1-133 	j 

! ! 211,1 JSJ 13 r • • 

c .15,31 Lo,u.c.13 

11.1.sb 363 "j?..wi.4)" 

	

jsz..4ti Lw3J.9 	Si 	I y .€ 

L.L.0 

94-43J"  . 0  

	 LL.). 	ct-1 , .a./. 	L:13,Lcal.20' l.113 

YrA 
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,.ubl.L.J• • 833.44J1 oicb j  .1 

.iL 9 L431..1 L. Mediterranean .,6.4.4.131 

8SJ I  	c),3 1, 19 ,4 

633.,a11 oa.z3 ..l.t3L.,1 

.0"3.93 	J-6-"4- 13 

.6„139 	.,L.13 ,3...n LL.A9. 1.2.11 ce,, ,, 4 4 intern i61-0* 	C L92, L131 	V 

plc 	 L7-:A1 83L. 0.4   of tb L:3153 	 

%, C):). .1."6  

`.),3.^,,  gJJ LEA 	J-asz:)*1-:-.2-4 	 .A 

.‘j. 3 JI 	..,o 	j..4L3 

.4 ?- 133 	C1313.1.0 

	

(l)St1 Oita 	yLA..ii 

L,Lc st.0,1„.1 E.A 

.:=1.1)51) 313:-ci ,k9r-7-101 	31".21 CV a-L-4.46342,01 C.31296.11 



(c..„.11 	afai 	 j-o-3 

This exercise is available online only. 

( c.:t‘.!) 1 	‘:).19) 13 j:* 1  :r 
Identify  ii..?J1_9 a33.11  of all the new verbs in the vocabulary list by completing the chart: 

ja_41 til,„2111 L0111 .).391 1 

442;,) ,  ‘eizi ceia.;, 249 9 :;11  , J_;zsi4 , ,j_;zL  1 

j!.,“:11,  ,J._,',.L,_—_,„.“.;;iv 

I C VIaii3  VI L 

, J 	r'l 	-2 , j_.6.il,  VII 7 

J64jY 1  

,...3.1i)).6.11:i 

"J-9- 1 "  c>- J-0-?,-11  I,S19  .C.)13.)-41  JA? 3I 109A7'4'1 

( Ladat I .4)  c.sot.c.) 	:0 

Prepare to discuss the following topics with your  s1lLj.  Choose three topics to ask about, 
but be prepared to answer all questions: 

1. Your family is coming to visit. Get your classmates' suggestions for 
• the best hotel in town 
• touristy things they can do 
• restaurants that are not too (= very) expensive. 

2. How/when/where did they meet their husband/wife/girlfriend/boyfriend? Where are 
good places to meet people? Do they think it is hard to meet people these days? Are people 
more or less romantic than they were thirty years ago? 
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3. Who do they exchange news with most often, a family member or a friend? What kinds 
of news do they exchange with that person? Do they swap opinions with their parents about 
politics? 

4. Are they enjoying their college experience? What experiences are best so far  (31 JI)?  Have 
they been lonely or shy more? Have they had or do they want the experience of studying 
abroad  (v6110?  Why or why not? 

5. In their opinion, are relations between Iran and the US/Europe, and China  (c.p.,:a.  JD  and the 
US better than last year? Will they get better? Do they think that relations between the US and 
any other country will be cut off? Which country? 

at  O tsziti  iLiztai  

(s.t.. 4)  "ti 	 LyArt.!  1.3  .L4 1" 

 

:j14,0 L,15.1 6).49—  1.9.:4.613 	JI Igsc.ca.0.4 44,0 Ato 	1.91:S.  1.9 C9)1.6 JI 

   

3) 1-6  c Ui .\ 

E.0 3 ill, ;114.1.c. L.L.15 

EA 3 jl6 	L4' r 

`S1 Liz„J/ ot.J L,Ji11,1c. 31.431 3jUo 

  

6131  .1' 

.116- c.31'.9*. 61.31 .r 

41,1/4 1.1 	C)L,31 	.E 

    

    

■ 



da-B-A19 9.) 1-10 1.054  'L a-44° 1  j 

:0auzi :jaszi Ea) 13.4.1.5j1 

Lxcb 

L), x„arti 	(.3L3* uLt 

31.1s. 31C..%.4 	3 Us. C.) 11.P3 	ci_cb 

s^ t.a.9 yls  

1-0 	 2 1-) 

cyz 	I 0.4 	 "bbl s 	1413 L.L.Q.  

	

LjP.A.1.0 	Jto sLIS 

Za9 A 3 Lz,10 _91 

1 

(L.h..=.11 	"4,6 	'6;?. la"  / 	Ail 4:y"  :V 

ae-0. wt.! 	, J 13  
In the scene in exercise 7 you heard the girlfriend say,  "a. -1.7 c±113:91 83,3. 1.c."  " LO Ls.11.9" 

How would you translate this into English? Notice that the verb  Jl9 is often used with the 
prepositionJ to express "to tell someone (something)." The prepositionJ in this case indicates 
the person to whom you are saying something, and it most often occurs with a pronoun. In 
spoken Arabic, this  J  is usually pronounced as if it is part of the verb, as you heard. 

C 	et3J42.2w  

Listen to another example when you watch the video scene  ",:p.,0 &3_ti2.7".  How does 
Maha use  J L.16,  and what does it mean? Listen for  J  and pronouns when you hear the verb 
J51.  , JL9.  You will soon hear it on other verbs as well. You can learn this pronunciation by 
imitating the speakers you hear doing it and practicing on your own. 

• . Idiett.as  k:.1)1:41,100 	LLS . 	LSLJ 

Watch the interviews with  cp.Ilall u L 11 oal.p.i  about their friendships. How do their ideas 
compare to your own? 

) 	C.)* 1. ).(1.1,1 :A 

"6:)s."  cy3 J.aaJI 13.g- 13  cl,i3).6.1.1 	JI 

rrr 
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Y om) ••) 

In lesson 5 you practiced introducing and describing friends and relatives with sentences 
like these: 

14.4.,u1 

In this chapter, 	uses a similar sentence to explain the end of his relationship: 

.47).3.931 	y.sx-6-.04 ci 
These sentences introduce and describe new entities (animate or inanimate). Since they 

are unknown to the reader/listener, these nouns are presented as indefinite: a friend, a girl, a 
professor, etc. Because they have some importance to the conversation, however, they need 
to be further defined—more information needs to be added. The defining sentences that 
further identify and describe these indefinite nouns are joined to the noun directly, just like an 
indefinite adjective  (= Zsi,a);  hence their name,  aiza.11  These phrases normally begin with 
a verb, as you can see in the examples above and below: 

astaL?- 	‘,.3. j.sz11 u,0 	 W 	(1) 

... a professor who teaches 

... a woman who works 

... a picture whose age is 

.c.J15111 co.:9* 	olrp Ljt.L 	3 (r) 

• •  c).0 161 Lca)..cs.  619,0 oicb (r) 

The sentences that describe indefinite nouns are complete sentences that could stand on 
their own but, in the context of the larger sentence, need to be linked in some way back to the 
noun'. The noun they describe is the topic of so it lies outside the structure of 
the sentence. In order to link the sentence back to it, the sentence needs a pronoun that stands 
in its place within  alail .41.4,.?-.  Often, when  gificJI a.o..?-  is a  - .41.44 	this pronoun is in the 
verb, itself, because the topic noun is also the subject of the verb that begins 	This 
is the case in the examples  (  \  )  and  (11  above and repeated here: 

. . . 	 -tap- LA ,.k.„0 

... a professor [who] (he) teaches 

... a woman [who] (she) works 

Formal English has a similar construction with "who" and "that," as in, "a woman who teaches," or "an idea that influences 
people." In Arabic definite nouns are linked in this way with the words JUI vUl  .„111 / 63,11 (note the JI in each of them, 
reminding you it is definite), which you have heard in passing and will activate soon. Except for the addition of the definite 
linking word, the structure of the sentences is the same for those using definite and those using indefinite, as well as for both 
spoken and formal Arabic. 

rrr 
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Notice that English requires the use of "who" in this case, while Arabic requires that no 
linking word be used. 

If the noun being described is the object of the verb—such as  81i1.0  in  Eiljl÷o Li -LiaLt,  or 
the object of a preposition, such as  3.9.4.4  in  JI C.,!..z,S  --the link is provided through a 
matching pronoun that fills the hole left by the topic noun. Compare the original sentence to 
the  aixdo  formed from it: 

.61 J1-!al_q 	4,1 

.L 	JI B 

• 14? I oIJL..A c.)* arb 
I saw a game I liked lit! 

.6J1?-‘°  J31  °alb A-- 
This is the first cigarette I smoked fit]. 

1 =1-.411 C....t.tb4S 	13sb 4-- 
This is the biggest market I've ever been to 

It is important to learn to recognize this structure, especially when reading. Your clue is 
the indefinite noun: Any indefinite noun followed by a verb is very likely to be a  al ..° 4.1.4..?- 
Practice recognizing and forming Zi in the exercises that follow. 

( 	 )  asiocJ I 

This exercise is available online only. 

(.-Lai I j) 	a.o..?•) : • ‘)--?. _)-4.-3 

Familiarize yourself with the structure of  a..a.,o a.1.4.  in Arabic by changing the structure 
of the following English sentences to an Arabic structure as in the example. Remember to use 
pronouns that refer back to the noun being described when needed. Work in English first to 
identify where the linking pronoun belongs, then  Zia JI 

Example:  I saw a movie I didn't like. —■ I saw a movie I didn't like I. 

1.He's in love with a woman he met last week! 
2. I've watched every game they played this year. 
3. I remember that from a book I read. 
4. Last year I had a roommate who used to sleep all the time. 
5. I don't enjoy every sports game I go to, but I enjoy most of them. 
6. She is busy with friends who came Thursday night. 
7. We want a government that listens to people. 
8. I live in an area that has good schools. 
9. She got engaged to a man who lives in Morocco. 
10.They're talking about a new story she wrote. 
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(L.14:0 I j)  Vaa.42.11 	:I\ k:)...D..*-3 

	

• iLaii   131)1 

Underline all  asizOl 	you can find. Remember that the best clue is an  8).C.3 	followed 
by a verb. 

‘XP 1 ' 	4'4° .Li:$..64 	11419-'6 4 .2.5 	1.9.3z47-‘j  (..) 1 	Lisb 

J.o.st.3 	0J-Lc,.9 	 0,41.) 	 a). ..k.g.t1 U-033  .1 	1erigi)=3 

JI 	)1.;19 , L9.9.4.,J1 	Loxs,  :63.439  . 	JI  43j 	41 	4.15,13  

.AAA 	f111..CJI 	 61)41  43..)-42)L1  ,411 	 gut, 

aklc  4,1,1u  oice, J.gb 137.0 ‘)L.?-_A 	 4.)slw 	z.03 	0 t.15.1; 

	ti 	t193 4s51c t..43  ‘') 1 

(CA:4.4)1 j)  .421.4111 	E91:25 :1Y ‘')...?,)-4-3 

Imagine that you have an interesting story or something important to say about a person 
or thing. Use the prompts below to build your story, beginning with  asi..a.JI Li-4R..  Make as many 

as you can. 

	

J-4-C  LOL* 	Jt).  ji 

3-tb  

C..J.  l j9  .E 

451w 0J.A .0 

3Jj.29 	111.;3 ‘,.!J_„9.2 ,9.:‘,.. 	LS 

mium 	Yr() 



L7,61/42sitl) " " 

(c..s-t.. j) 	k.N .)s= 1 " 

Watch 	ZaliJI  and answer the questions below. The dictation exercise can be 
completed in the book or online. 

1. You know the word 	uses a closely related word in this video. Listen for it, then 
write the phrase in which it occurs and guess its meaning: 	  

2. says:  '1?-3.66 ca...6.1.0 31.1fil"  To what do you think the ending on this verb refers? 
3. Listen for all the quantities  .J1.6-  uses (including words like "some" and "most") and write 
them out. Include any nouns that indicate "one" but do not have an article. 

4. Listen to  _t16-  again and focus on his use of to to mark new sentences and lists. Identify each 
3  and the two or more phrases or sentences it connects. 

5.JA Lo  I  i519 	JI 1_9,47-'1  Make sure to include all  3  you hear—you will not find 
separate blanks for  3  and  J  because, being one-letter words, they are written as part of the 
following word with no space in between. 

(r) 15:11S 31 	 (r) 	 (\ ) 

1-?- %.3 	 (1 ) 	 (o) .Zy. ,531.:4111  	(E.) .4 

i.-15 	 (i) 	 (A) , 	 (v) a.-45  ‘)-0 

	

-.445 	 (\r) 	 (11), 	 (\*) 

	

2 :71c 	 (10) 	 (1E), 	 (1r) 

(1A) L .,_1_?6 . 	 (\V) 	 WO 

JI-4.1 	 (r\) 	 (r•) J-5 	 WO 

(rE) _pz.t:I . 	 (rr) 	 (rr) 

(rv) 	 (n) c_.•4_,....! et.:)1 	 (ro) 

4 Yti 	 (r•) 	 (ri) .z..6.12,..0. 	 (rA) 

	

(rr) , 	 (rr) 	 (n) 

	

(r1) 4 	 (ro) 	 (rE) 

	

tRA 	 (rA) 	 (rv) 

	

(E1)&, 	 (€•) 	 (rck) 

C.416.9 	 (EE) 	 (€r) 	 (Er) 

(.1) 	 (E0) 
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r 
Jszioi 31331 

VII ,:).339  VI a33 

The vocabulary in this chapter introduces you to verbs from two new patterns you have 
not seen before: 

S)411 

,1 4 , 1313 1_ 
What are the distinguishing characteristics of each? The wazn VI stem begins with C.J.  and 

all its short vowels in  LOW  and  bLa.1,1  are fatHa, like wazn V, but it also has alif like wazn III. 
This resemblance seems not to be accidental because wazn VI shares aspects of meaning with 
both of these other awzaan. Wazn VII, on the other hand, is unique in having a  Y. 

Form and Meaning in JsziJI )1:191 

The meanings of verbal awzaan will take some time to acquire completely, in part because 
the system itself is not an exact science--language changes over time--and in part because you 
need more vocabulary to see how the principles work in practice. We will be talking about the 
meanings of the awzaan extensively throughout Al-Kitaab Part 2. There are, however, several 
basic principles that you can start paying attention to now 

The first principle is that the awzaan have meanings that relate to each other, not to an 
abstract reference point. For example, wazn VII is related in meaning in a certain way to wazn 
I; wazn VI is related to wazn III, and so forth. We will talk about these relationships in more 
detail in the coming sections and chapters. The second principle is that, in general, the longer 
and more complex the wazn, the more abstract the meaning. For example, wazn X is quite 
abstract, and the awzaan with shadda reflect some kind of extension or intensification of 
meaning. The third principle is that each wazn relates to one or two other awzaan in form and 
meaning. For example, II and V both have shadda, and III and VI both contain alif. Pairs that 
relate in meaning include I and II, and I and VII. In this chapter we will take a look at the pairs 
I and II, II and V, and I and VII. Note that you can listen to and practice all of the examples 
given below in your audio. 

2 A trick to help you remember the number of this wazn is to remember that the sound of "nuun" in  Jsuill  matches the "n" 
in "seven." 

vry 
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The most basic aspect of the relationship between wazn I and wazn II is that wazn II adds 
a causative meaning to the wazn I meaning, as in "to make or cause (someone or something) 
to perform X action," where X represents the meaning of wazn I. 

a9?.;_1,1 ,L9.sz;! 
to know 

jszi_11 
to introduce someone to someone; 
to make someone know someone I something 

This relationship between verbs is very common in spoken Arabic. In lesson 7 you heard 
these verbs used in  ilg.m11: 

to become or be upset 
c k.J..7.9  I 

to make (someone) upset 

JSZI. II 
3 •Li;1   

Almost any transitive wazn I verb can potentially be made into wazn II in spoken Arabic: 
For example, "to give someone something to eat or drink," "to make someone understand," 
"to make someone die (of boredom or laughter)," and so forth. Again, as you learn more 
verbs, this relationship will become clearer. 

The relationship between wazn II and wazn V is similarly close: Wazn II is transitive, in 
other words something that one does to someone or something else, and wazn V is reflexive, 
or something that one does to oneself. The following examples demonstrate: 

(1,21.1" c ci_;.if; 	II 
know someone) 

H L.12.?.).3%:J I ,L:9;4, 
to introduce someone to someone else (to make someone 

• r. - 
LiLC• L.:9R:j  c 	c C.-9).RJ 

to become acquainted with, to get to know 
(to make someone known to yourself) 

ISMJ*1 
to remind someone of something 

X5 11 ‘,51-6 433 
to remind yourself of something, to recall, remember 

V; 1 
, j__vo   V 

J.4.2:611 	,j_.v..M  II 

j 	7..1    V 

Egyptian dialect also has the pattern 	you will learn more about this later. 

rrn 
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Sometimes wazn II and wazn V may be formed from a noun. From the word  C9. .9.4  we get: 

	  ,3:9;4 	 II 
to market (something) 

X 9 9  J1 , L93.4! 	 z11 	 V 
to take oneself to market, to go shopping 

The relationship of wazn I and wazn VII is very straightforward: Wazn VII is the passive 
of wazn I, when the meaning of wazn I allows a passive. The verb 

to cut (something): 

 

I  is related to the verb 

 

Lj;..;011 
to cut 

JL.R.11 ,j34  ^on >I  VII 
to be cut 

Only a minority of wazn I verbs, though, have meanings that can be made passive, so wazn 
VII is relatively rare. 

We will return to the relationship between forms III and W later when you know more 
verbs. For now, we note that the meaning of the wazn VI verb you learned in this chapter, 
(14,  is an excellent example of the reciprocal meaning that VI often has with each other. It is 
helpful to use this meaning as a reminder to think of this form as "the each other wazn." Now 
listen to all of these new forms on the audio. 



to 

 

Argfive 	'Tourism 

 

   

I  English  I  L. J a  l I  tai,u,,,,9 	 pi,„  I  J.Ji 	mow,  I  uL J eel j co:alp 

1,9 *44.1 1 
Elite Travel & Tourism 

	

A4.1 / 	r 

— I y.1L, — Zu=)..9-.1  — 411s J-44 - 1 11112-.11  — 	— CJrL-iya 

C.J:PAJ 4  - 	— J..94-111-41  
?t_421-...±›.■11 

Lp.32.1V19 4,4J1 bJIJ9 	 • 	caLz 

(.391:1a1 	:611.1.4 ‘531 4÷5.21 , c Lg9$11 	..)3.1z. L.511 

Ls31 4344411 4:21 .)ILLI.  ):41:144 .t.3.4.1113 

	

Li Jill iaNi,.4  I 	Lc_11 	Lly.ci 

:14,521 Lawlyzil 	 j 

(..9.)L31 	9J1  csia 17.111-11:31  L5-11  US1-.1  LP-133%1719 "iii11  '4"63 J111 ?)7/  
oi 	Li144.1 
4)1 ay-. _III 4 ‘L'I1.z.1 jb.,* 	c.);=uy c  L43 11 griL-gt11 jj'il y4113  

,J,LLA  113 	,:lx11 	 L511 	Le-?9 e49i119  1..4.1V1 1.41.10.11 

V .:Uj (Lj1.11.) SiA-LI*1 141.1.103i ,L.J"rJ_,1 	JUIVI j1.1,i71 

L -32 191  Ls3) 	 cs1) 	913324".3.9S 
„511 

041 

L.41. 

- 

3.3911 3  ,(LitS 9.01.0 c)kall :txri L5.11 449:111 	L:2}31 	 
Lsi) 4,911 e, L:a 

Il i st.,;,211 (j.11:111 4.511 c.L.411 

&I.)11,3,11. I 
-L41.11.1i 

4115 94V  

.A.1311,..42p1 	 Lsi) 449:21 LJ Jx1I 449 

C43 	 ill J 
Ls.11 	j:4,8,L11 Z.= _34 kjlij 

ts,,Ni. I 
— ;LDS j..41.,1 

JIM 	j..141 4)1 4fiiit.? 	 jlti71 

4v J1^11 Lsic. 	 );1_1,111 	tt.14.3.64. 	ij 

j14.41 Jk)iI 	 U.01 1911, 4 .1141.4 x,11  445.111 	L9.4 44S - 1 ,07) --La  i.9' 
j 	I 
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1  English  1  L., 	1  6111I4 	 1 	 1  1.11,..0 C9LD twAtip 	 a..._o11_...411 ■1)1}0 

u3S) ;U41,111 czS l g SLoLca9 1.431.1 

(2.-)LI"V 	Ls11 44.9111 L 343.1-1"1 L5 VY-='9 °J JA 
" .u..4411,5 0L,L'IlL" Ili Li }.11 

(..)  LI. Al  old ) .1411 c,LL971 

(L.34: 11 	.4"Lb 	1."" 11 	 ‘ 1 _9:1.11  
oUx.11 

&Lul l (...941. I 

(134111..Q 1 

J-61  c31 ) *1 9-6°9 (L1.1 ..):1 111 ) 	 ‘..)-12i ► 1  
cri 4191ca4.1_9 SJ:0-?-11 	 J341  6:144  
A;:.t ■-11 L'2:41 -0.1.4U1.33 J,33.?11 	Lsic 	d.)&31 

L5-11 	 44i-N4 u,1 JSl.ail 

: 

J.I.,1114,1 

41) .).14-2 LJ341 	JAJ31 	“:;11 	 JlLi71 

‘L.)'"'" 	J11:114-.1*1-L°12D3 	J91"94.11  

	

c.:su.o oLLic 	Ls31 

9194 	"1.., 	 Ls-11 y^ il e-11"6.9 ..)11"17 1  

	

"CY.-L° L5 11 4x-1113A11  caf3 	 .);11A31 19 4x:31 ._)11  
.c.:1.3.4  _9 oLla 	 4÷91113 	 (13.09113  

6,..1U.1 N9:11  I 

-,19421.11 

.141.1141  

01-w.411 	‘‘) .1-441 	 0. 4J96  Li.1131 4191 
" .u44.4.11 .3 

yWc 4J1-%11 fk34.11 

IT.14114 

(33.11 	 L5.11 4÷,i111 cz.l c 4.-k):ILD 	ju.teil 
L.53) 	( ,11512;1411 	Lsic. ) 0 1.1i11 9  

01lx11 y C.:49 c 4...9 .}.11 

jbila 	N9411 

- 
(:)+4‘1.>4  

L:53.11 J9  c Z.41.1i31 411.10 X11 4?.3:111 	cc...:2 Jill (141445 ,1.11i71 	41.1. 11111 
X911 LI 0.1911 4x,111,111 	 - 

	

49 	 - . *4.14 	 Lri ;L4147 1 ; L:).4,.;au j2.11 

	

http://alnokhbatours.com/turkey.htm#prog3 
	..142.4.is ;LIa, 	 4.51,41 
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Black 	Sea 

•  AZERBAIJAN 

(ARMENIA 
c.: 

217:g 	
AZERBAIJAN 

BULGARIA 

......., )s'  

REECE( 

Li .  ,--_-- 
<::, 

Q 

o 	Dardanelles 

CYPRUS/ ' Mediterranean Sea 

'!
) 

IRAN 

Q11.7SS1—  
GEORGIA 

SYRIA 

LEBANON 

Turkey 

loo 	200 Kilometers 

loo 	 26o Miles 

0 a i.).a.t I 
( c.cia.11 

1. Using good reading strategies, take a global look at the text. What kind of text do you think 
it is? How does this text relate to the map? What information do you expect to find on closer 
reading? 

2. Find as many places mentioned as you can on the map. Using the map and the text, as well 
as any background knowledge you have, describe what people will see  ip..2.11.!. 

3. Discuss  a9.37.11.>:  Would you enjoy taking this trip?  sy IA 31 1SU6 

4. Use your grammatical knowledge to increase your comprehension: 

a. What can you guess about the meaning and grammatical form of 
b. What do you think 	and  j.i.11 (.111...,1  mean? What helped you guess? 
What kinds of words are these? How are they related? 
c. A number of other words are repeated in this text. How many of them can you 
guess? 

5. How many of the new words you identified are  j 3La.o  See how many  j 3Lax.  you can 
identify by  619  and pronounce them out loud. Why would this text have a lot of  j31,43.4  in it? 
What contextual and grammatical clues (such as the preposition  jj,  which indicates motion 
toward) help you guess their meaning? At home, practice identifying  (:),33  and  ..)1?-  and using 
the dictionary by looking up some of the new words that seem important. 

r€r 



:J11,4 j5J .6)11.9- 	 JI Igsz. '44401 

	

1.415_4%11 L.7,32, 	 J:94) d -1 . 

13 	J- 	C.,03).4 .r 

	

au3 	Lill Ztis.  C..315 4131 .r 

4 4.1 1 	.€ 

6,11.9—  154513 L7oLtJl ►$ j13.m.t1 JI 1.0.4zv1 

21.1.5.24.4.  I L.,b 	 J:54). '0:4 .1 

sJ^s i111-4.  C.) 1.9).0 J-cb sJl3rQ 3-cb C./.`.-4 

 43).4 ,:zu3&Lt.). 	;Lag C.,315 	r 

J.4„ 	.E 

Lesson 11 J.40 3  

.L.111 

(c4:4.4i co 'LSL.1.1 : 1 0 ‘5..)j..c...3 

Write about L.t.likuoi from any standpoint you wish. Use connectors such as  ‘:>549, 9,  and 
'LYS1 to make the sentences flow together. If you are talking about friends one at a time, you can 
introduce the last one with the topic switcher s — 

ALt.A113 a.1.5 ls:11 	:t14,.40• 

(ct‘A.) j) 	olLtdai o :11 

13 ,14, Lt 

c›?) S J-G.Rt).  ISLo 	 L.)-‘3ct.15;'C)-4  .\ 

J.5z.a?. IS Lo  . E 
	

geb 	r 
I.SLO,1.16- 	51:3 jsb  .0 

VsUJI3 iti.A.0 I 

just between you and me 

  

"SSA ai.c."4:61,1 	4..0 j..o.g,  "  /  "  %IAA,  L9 	:W 

	

( 	/ 	) 



an? lila I &?. 
:;.?J1 L93).,- :I A :)-7)..)—o-3 

This exercise is available online only. 

)  tgij.t 13 ug.g:a.4, I t Lat I :1 ‘")-11-4.-3 

This exercise is available online only. 

	

(3,4)1 	3 al C....t I 4)  ii..? )4.?J I1).it.  I :Y • 

Read the text silently first, then aloud several times to practice pronunciation and fluency. 
When you are ready, record yourself reading it aloud and submit it for your teacher's feedback, 
either online or as instructed by your teacher. 

• COL-03 	 c).4 	 -1-16 s 19,Loi c).c) 

	

J

• 	

-0-s=? ‘.9.) 110  ." 39: 
 .1.-cb 	4-t--43" L:0"4 	'5Z1'2'4 	‘e2.1.)4. LJA"a' ULC.  ‘J-4CLP. 	0.1. "4  

	

as.LJI j aoy Lit?.  klUiti _AAA 	cisz.!1).11 atLwJl j1 ksa 	 .).0 	I j 

a""A WI  4 c-ttil &-° J3-4 	1.)469  i•6•6-23 698411  L-.J.Pt.9 	k..)4  5P‘41'). l'"1-1-C' am! 

	

J..ts Lt.! 3 j:) ..9.6 	C.,tt.t I j I di 	)gill J.37..> 	1..3J I ac LJ I ji 

Cji 	4•11.s. E..1 a Uszt I 

J5 	54:b aJ it..1.11.,3 	 e9.! 9m 	es?.  

'111-413 416  al-!tit 	 4Y.-4 	31  EL I' 	- 2 4At  

l9.) 16  •  ()-‘b.) 1-:;1 	39A-15 9 Z-i.)16"f:J 19 Zb=4)) 1  4.)9":-R4.9 Aran `1.3z.? 33-R:°'?""?. 	4 

	

4911.21 	j-2'! SCI 4, )-?"; 11 , y J,9-,-4  -06 	 -Lt6  

. 1/.0 14! E7 °' - `23 i.ta-61211  YJI-.?';j 1 	989  (C lb 61  .4.2-4 	3 15  Li -t1 	JI Lta 



	

.1.9- 4 	 4 )1) 	1=11 

:(1) 

	

va-L11.9  	  

"4l 	4 ,1)..9.  
:(r) 

Verb-Subject Agreement - .4421)1 21.0RJI 

a.4.1.0113 ililsz.11 E.0 

).4 93 6).az 'La! 	asz..al?J1" :iSc1)1111 

	

"c„...11 4 	146 Lo 	"c...11! C4)1,4145 	:,13.9J1 

	

33.thi-1"4.9.).93" 	V-6/11  

2-51-?1.)-1.1 
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Vocabulary C,)1,..)4-  • I 
-to lszJI3 	 13,4I JI 	o -,I 

L',21  I Ski  I 7c1. LL1 I L7p,..,za.a.i I 

to take 
— 

..)...- 1-3 	( J—;. .1..;1) c .1.; 1  I  c 1;1 c 1;1 

the last ...' _)-T 
all together u21544 E.° 1 9-C, 1:64.6 	E-0 I..,L,,;- 

vacation (from work) c)l- .Z 8,5Q c.3I - . 	.631..?-1 c.-  ,i — . 	63 t...71 

director .1..) -23 ,  ‘..)1,.- , ,:i3— 	J-22° 

to visit 2  J93-/ ,J 13 J93-2 cil...) *6.) 1;3-11 , .)33;). 61.3 

= j..4L, La jii):9 L) L3 )il..; Lo .)- 1--4 

in addition to JI ail-4 1-! 

of course, naturally 1.0.°1, 

holiday, vacation (official) LI, I -.. 6,3L?-1 J.6. 	. 	alias. jim..  . 	21:: 

to learn of, know' L9-",,.9 ki,....i ,_, L9).  '-1P-? 	c'.- 
I was appointed C

:.
.,..1.-..R.)1 .. 	_ 

f. L.........,szi  5  

c 

to be absent from, miss 
, (C1,-.-9 L73 11 

 C)s. ,-:-6.-).... 

,(L:.',..!  0 l..)1. 
- 

,:)-c• 	Lr'.-2-'.... 
.- YI-E.-11 6C)-L6;4'.6‘)-c. c-6 

- 

coming, next (week, year, etc.) 6/,:51..?- 6/0.2l.?- 6/f.,?. li 

to decide to . 	-)-)9  -)- 	' 
(t) 1-.21-11 +) 

(L')1) J;4 ,Iji (J-Ldli ,I +) i!)-4.)  ‘,5') 

decision c..,' I- . 	il.;.9 

comparative 6/33Csi.90 

to spend (time)4 1 	:-. 
L9°-°-?; ` 

... 	-.-. 	::. 
6 444-2 Lsc's L,,laia.1*  I  , L921.1 , L9,21'9' 

scholarship award, 
grant, fellowship t".̀ a- 	• 	4-'`.1.—  

here C.).9-it. L:_ta 
 

there t.s.Ilua ‘2.1..: a JLI.re. 

= c...$3.Z 8l A9 

rEi 



Lesson  12 Ly.93 

Notes  on Vocabulary Usage 

1. The words 	and 411 are superlative in meaning and function, even though they do 
not appear to match J.;z9—  I 319. They therefore must be followed by an indefinite noun. The 
resulting phrase is indefinite in Arabic even though the English equivalent is definite. In the 
following examples, note that 391 and I are followed by ailz, 	and pick out the pronoun 
that refers back to the phrase: 

1,.) ._51, 315 oLLuba  c4a: 

La; 315 a.,..) ).szJL!  col) 

. 6 .1) 11  6 15  4w...) Lst 

	

r &,3 	F6.4 L131 
2. The verb 19y takes a direct object, just like its English counterpart: 

11g 6-) 17).3-11-! 	4a-?-3 	c:J.J3 

.3-6-3 451_0 a;):3-,t .L75z-0 c)-6J .J•9 	 J33 1  

	

SlI 134°3 4.).JJ-4, 1 	'c°-c- 15)3) L.)-.3.32 1c' 
3. The verbs _1and J overlap in meaning, but 	tends to be more formal. The past  
tense of these verbs means "found out" or "learned of". Like other verbs referring to states of 
being, such as 13, these verbs signal an entry into a state, for example, of knowing or sleeping. 
Study the examples: 

11¢4-.)  1,1?- 	 C2-‘4.1.C.  L.L;S, 

When I learned of ... 

1.0 

I fell asleep before ... 

I learned the news of ... 

4. The verb  L94 	/ 	, 5,12:9 must be followed by a period of time, such as: 

cj_w_p-1 c.,*3153 

L›,,333 az 
3a.c. 	I 4 L4_ts  -63L.?-11 	.44)  E-43 	3I C,..9. 3  C X.9 

For reasons we will see later in this chapter, in formal Arabic the word signaling the period 
of time must be  u9,a1,3 

YEN 
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Lesson 

(c.:,,,$). I 	)  Ja..?6t1.9 a3311 	C -.).1 
Identify ji?J13 L)3311 of all the new verbs by completing the chart: 

ja,4211 tiliall L92) 111  33.9J 1  

J cp ,; -I  , LL.:4  I 

,11, 	',..L,:,J_;,_9- ii 

LAW11,: -.. ,":1 	V 

)  6.4.t.?11 

	

JS 4 .6,3.),A.?J1 C10.6.11 	adaiS 

	

Z. J1 	o c  aspo J.wzil 	 .\ 

Li.„.a.a_!  

	

1 a_t...3 so.; j-! 	.2 	\ V 	d.4 	.■11 	9 	 .r 

33.a„, c).C.13 	J-R-1LOS L7:413.  1.C• 1.2:) y-Cb 

--'43 L 5) JI 	ai9-?" 4 re Lw-1-"' 

C2,19.  Lo bi .41.2,241 Lolc. (.19,412- 

fy. JS  1.63JL-.-! 	 1-,233.91 

u „?;1,11 	LyA.41 s.131 1..iziL l 

l4..J.  I J3 fl 13 

‘111,1 oa.113  	 04 3 LJI 	 .A 



4 

4e,s- 	J.4.211 JI 633.R.11 4.1113 	 

36 4 ,111 93  

.1.1,1 3  1.1,13 	Lii?.  31 	 Cyt., X-43-101 	j7.141 	\ • 

LY-9.-139   a_47.11 	A 31R-..4 oj3.75,0  . 

	  ced5.:J'" 

‘8,191 C.A)>,_911   uts 	1ap- 

.4.2.4L?J1 	"Q, 	c,315z11 	 L633,9- 

	

c)..0 J..4  Jl 1 	19 C:13j1).11 LJA.?- JI  	  

c.)* 615 :t 

Complete these sentences using at least one new  4.015  in each sentence. Remember to pay 
attention to the grammatical structures you need to use with C.AI ,  CJI, and s.  

	  31 ce.3.);9.  

	  3 1  L..)3 ,-y.,-2 135t0_3 

.0 

c131:4%z.11 	1 . 	. 	. 

	  31 	.v 

J : 87-1,1 	.A 

ro • 



Lesson 12 LYO' 

(L.Lail 	 15.tLI :0 C)— .  J-4-3 

:.J.61311 Oil 4 ct.s.%); 

1.Who will be coming to visit them or who will they visit on their next vacation? 
What do they do when people visit them in the middle (= half) of the semester? 

2. How many hours per day do they spend studying? Taking a break? Working? 

3. Is it a problem when students miss class a lot? Why/why not? 

4. What was the best decision they ever made (= took) in their lives? How did they decide? 
Who helped them decide? What and when will their next big decision be? 

5. Do they remember where they were when they learned of September 11? 
Do they think that young children should learn of news like this? Why or why not? 

6. Do they know of any scholarships for summer language study? 
Where is the best place to get information on scholarships? 

7. What do they take with them when they leave the house in the morning? 

roe 



J-C1 	 iisai;J I JI 

Give as many details as you can. 

8121.9-  1.9t:61.9 LroLtJli 4aacJl JI 	I 

Give as many details as you can. 

S4 s  L9 ).2.4 	3_,t3  gcb  ' .j.u) .1 

LY't-j 13 3 .9- 119 oa.03t 1-?  1.9'a 	x 

6_) ( ).3-llsb :)-Q  -69-u-te° 94)  J •E 

a 	o  3.z. p 	ly  L i1 	.0 

sy 4) /4.±1 

3.4) slob t ..) 15 	sl :"!‘±J90" g, 9 1999„t  	 Al 4: 
S czY.,°  

rojt:Lo-o 	4x.s." 

4:4s 421 L9 	S4  1  4.0..w13 5t:t.v3 .1 

15-1)-‘311-7-  

5s. 4,31 LIJ J1:9 .r 

Si 	° t So 8.)L-23-n CY)  bg 9-tb 41-g. •E 

4  :J.,42.6.11 4 	.o 

4 JI) 

440:Alia! ii.42101 

L9- 	j 	 " 31,9 3  ,1)..4 L:Andal" 

(‘:4-41.. I 	) 

	

J 	:V .}.?.1-4-3 

."61:93"  JI 	c).4 	 1 3.!:613 	 JI 13.2.0:‘,•  I 

ror 
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You know that the prefixes  _4; 	and ti" indicate future time in our three varieties 
of Arabic. In formal Arabic, the prefix  1w  has a long form,  49.4—  , which overlaps with  1w  in 
meaning but belongs to a high literary register. Grammatically, both  1w  and k...:95-4—  require the 
verb to be  t5i)..0 tiLa4  The following chart shows the conjugation of  J : g1-. LI  in  L 9,...clCJI 
using the verb  j_v_6_,  as an example: 

t3.4).1,1 j 1.4M I 

 

1;ini 	(.).51-`61`w.- 

 

/ 

 

   

The expression  4111 gtt 31  God willing, is often used when talking about the future to express 
the hope or wish that something will happen, much the way American English speakers use the 
word "hopefully," as these examples show: 

:d..1-7.0" . • I 

. 	cl.L CJI 	 L9 9_, 

Zuz3Lill 	a_.R.11 	ja5z_! LEI 

In formal Arabic, the future is negated with the particle,  c),  which indicates specifically and 
emphatically that an action will not happen. Note that  j..1  must be followed by  y3.43110 1 tildCal, 

even when its verb is the main verb of the sentence, and that  c.).5  never occurs with or 
49-4.  Only one of these particles may be used at a time. The following chart shows future 
negation using the verb  J4  as an example: 

Joni  L 

 

  

  

   

rot 



c31*- JI) y.2.0 1  

In spoken Arabic, we use j..4.0 and  La  to negate  j : 	I, I 

..415 -t-11-!:s 
..eiSpt.1.  I 31.Zzs. 	83L?-1 

 

The verb  CJIS  is used in talking about the future. Learn the formal conjugation: 

655- L)-1  

 

333.9.53  c)-1  

 

  

   

  

69455L—,  

 

  

   

( Lags./ I) 	I  .6 	:A C)...?..)—o-3 
In Arab culture fortunes are told in several ways. One of the most common is the reading 

of the coffee grounds left in the cup, after drinking Arabic/Turkish coffee. Have a 
cup of coffee and see if you can tell the fortunes of your classmates and let them read yours 
for you. 

.4)  113.6..a.i. 6.) 31 ,;.3.1s cil ts..)  I  S 	: 
Practice  j :  .A 7,■■ LI  and its negative using the word in parentheses, as in the example. Decide 

whether the sentence calls for a positive or negative verb and write its appropriate form, 
including the correct  t 5.4).4  or  us..zilo  suffixes on all verbs. 

( I 9-tsb 'S )  .f3-J. I l o. 	JI JI 	 41:9,3-,;1 :ULto 

( 	)  .4JJI AL.  31 c.31 .3.:., LL.3% 	aRAL?-,11 

OiS 81.)L!..0 

	

Lw3) 	 j_ca  .r 

	

!! LEI 13 	L5 	 3J  •E 

.‘.4131:4,1,013 	1    .0 

ccZi 051.1.1.1   ‘1,1  .1 

YOE. 
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(L3,31)  !Ls1 6:;,3 2-:$41 au LEI 	 &  .v 

        

4111 aLt 3I a..031.i1.11 	j 	 .A 

	

( ct.:4;*.)) 	 ac LW :41 j. 

(%3-4I I .4 .9.R.1 J I C. .L.:7.?t3 LO XS- 6,1,),1.?J1 	Lit..c. 	 .1. 

(c:-). J 1.3) • 1-6;q 1 	 .11 

	

C:41;0  „..os-1 3I J,?.  ISL 	 ,4111 ott 	Lo-us.  r 

         

I)  Z.JI Oita a.° J Ji4AJI 	 .\r 

j.itS 	 ^jJ .1 ^  

     

(I.9J33) 	 3,I-Le 
	

JI 33)Ly Low.s.  .10 

( ctja- 1 ) 
	

42.4, v19  11.?.1,„;:s3 	ct.:4_,..1  .11 

         

4 )  " .4tt.p. 	Le.s4.41"  :1 • 
:1,513  „ail., 

Liz ott-cic-o;9— "3.9-4t, jz-.s.. 

	

Listen to find the following structures: 	.r 
List the verbs and their subjects t.;.12) 	j3.11?.  	cts 

,3_21 
.14.9r-o 	I 631_71 SI  .r 

         

         

    

roo 

   

      

          



ENI■L.L0A  

(00 

(AL)  	(AL) 	 (3L) 

c't (b0)   (IL) 	 1(kL) 	 en4lc?‘flE91 

1,9 6-710 (A0) 	 (V0) 	 If '':: c `IP' 

(30) 	 ' 6  (oo) 	 (L0) 	 i 1  IfTccr(2' 

TT G 	(ko) AO) 

6-517.7 (v3) 	

WT° (AO) 	 ( 

	  (1)3) 	 " .ri' 6 3̀7 (• 0) 

( 0 3) 	 (13)  	(A3) 	 cratrec , 

(A3) 	 ' p:r9 ( ,13) 	 (33) 

(bA) 	 c''t"`r  (•3) 	 (13) 	 -cm. 

e (L) 	 ' (A,A)  	(vA) 

(AA)     (3A) 	 (oA) 

(.,A) 	 i' (kA) 	 ' 71 (AA) 

(AA)   (vA) 	 crr.'1 (1,,k) 

(3,1)   (oA) 	 (LA) 	 co-r• 

i-sr (1A)  	(AA) 	 iircerlo i' (AA) 

(1,k) 	 (•A)  

(Lk) 	 (At) 	 (N/l) 	 1754:cl° 

(Al) 	 1(30 	 ' e (ok) 	 1i1e"75' 

(• 0   (k 0 	 e (Ak) 

(A) 	 6 -4  (v) 	 (10 

irs-nr: (3)   (0) 	 °i1' (L) 

Ill 1 ft-- ' ( 0 	 e6-  irs1V (A)  	 (A) 

3'I 	ir 	q5:-..61 
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hls.154.11 
yisa:41 

In the story you heard 	use the formal grammatical ending  amth (3.23.13: 

.a.t.szA  

j..9 

You know that this ending marks adverbs, such as  ti 1.t.2)  and  2)Ac..  The words marked with 
this ending in the sentences above, however, are not adverbs. Rather, they play other roles in 
these sentences. Here we will discuss some of these additional roles that  L.)ya.11,1  indicates on 
nouns. These uses of  ,:),33..1.3  are limited to formal Arabic. 

Recall that only indefinite nouns take tanwiin. The  k..33.4a.:11  ending can be definite, in which 
case it is a single fatHa, or indefinite, in which case it is tanwiin fatHa. In both cases, the 
noun is called  ygmallo 

`
A.  ,1 1 .  If the noun is indefinite, the  y9....a.La  ending will be either I or  a. 

If the noun is definite, the  usda.1.45  ending will be . The indefinite  uya.to I  is the only 
grammatical ending that is visible in ordinary, unvoweled print, because of the final alif: 

T ...Ls?...o  or  ki.A.N.A 

tab  or  Lab c..',15 

Remember that the double fatHa of  c)?..9.0  may or may not be marked on the alif and that 
if you see alif at the end of a word and it is not a proper noun, it probably indicates  u5.,a41 

Why do some nouns get  y.9.maz.o  endings? In Mohammad's sentence I  u cz.,c,  the word 
...tt.=,0  is the direct object of the verb  C.,;.;,s:  . In the sentence 	 the word 

refers to how they will travel. And in the sentence  l&li,..c>6.4  the word 
.c. 9._j  answers the question how long she will be away. Together, these examples show that 

the  u3.,a.:..4  ending on nouns indicates the direct object, what? and other additional information 
about how the action of the sentences took place, as in "when?," "how?," and 'fbr how long?" In 
formal Arabic,  uya..:11  signals an answer to one of these questions. It may function as a 
direct object of the verb or as another kind of qualifier, as in "how" or "for how long?" These 
examples demonstrate: 

rtt)}.  1415  C'.1) 	 Ti,13  Ls.?  LL 	c 5 

LAsL 	 a.t5 	 L2..),LebU ISL0 

'  Remember that we used the term  y9,az.1.1 tjual  to refer to the  tiLa.4  verb with  Zoc.3'  endings (such as 	u  ,ji),  as 

distinguished from the  41:6  endings of 	 tiL2:41.  Both  ug..011,1 	and  y.9..a.:11 Jauill  share the  aoci  vowel. 

roe 



,1) 

(Ligsii 4)  ‘...) .5.‘3110 f)..4oVi :11 

These sentences are missing the grammatical markings needed in formal Arabic. Which 
nouns and adjectives need to be marked as  L.J.9.,41:-.3  Remember that the tanwiin fatHa only 
occurs on indefinite nouns. With a partner identify and mark all the nouns, then read the 
sentences aloud to each other. 

;137.AL?- 	st.z,..1 	 ,.)..57-! ciz.3 	11 	.1., 	 3L5 
:Vila) J31 c■ Lti:i._9" 

j93.3 	t9..21 	9 ailaszii 	).9,JI JI )1.4.3 	alSisz.113 I Li)*  .r 
A-?ci I 	L;''  .92 L. .).'"° 

6sh.,,I 	co.) 	 3b.sz. 	 adz 	.r 
:4 .45 

3A, 	Z., 0 • • 0..0..c. 	E-01?-  13,1_tbLt 

. J-2-19 d LW L43L, 	 J3:6,01 	 .0 

Subject-Verb Agreement 

By now you have seen many examples of  ad.R201 il-o-?J1,  sentences that begin with verbs. 
In some  -41 .57i  LIA.?-,  the subject of the verb is contained in the verb itself, as in: 

3-c-1 
	 ,IsbLizJJ 	 

Lo  3.0410  

In other 	the subject,  j_cli01,  is expressed independently and follows the verb: 

1(14+01 ..0 ^y9yl 	 clp  ( \ ) 

JI  'EtiSlyz.J1 31)1 J.5  c Ry  (r) 

j .01 	 (r) 
.u.4) 1 	 LY'Lll  3  (€) 

'Notice the placement of the subject in these sentences: When the verb phrase includes a preposition, the subject normally 
occurs between the verb and its preposition. 

ron 
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Note that the verbs in these sentence examples are all singular, even though the subjects are 
plural. Formal Arabic grammar stipulates that in  -4.4RILII 41.o_?J1,  whenever a verb precedes its 
subject and that subject is a separate noun (i.e., not part of the verb), the verb must always 
be singular. Compare sentences  (€), (r), (1)  above with the following: 

1_9)Ly.  ,.)3 c91  (0) 

J 	aisiszil 31)1 Lj.0  (1) 

. ‘y4..o1 	 L7.3%1.11  (V) 

JI 	 0.4.1th  (A) 

The verbs in sentences 1-4 precede their subjects, while those in 5-8 follow their subjects. 
The first four are examples of  a,..1..v4 ZIA.?-;  the last four are examples of  Z..0.4.1  	 

Although  :461.11 .414.?,I1  has special plural and singular agreement rules, the verb should 
agree with its subject in gender. Thus, when the subject of a  :=LJ.229 4.1.0?  is a nonhuman plural 
or a human feminine plural, the verb must be feminine singular  (tea): 

.61)31 	t3,2,_9.0 	495,9,11 	L1.31_2,41*L.:4,21.4j 

.v1.11 	2i.,1 jai; 	c..3y1.6.11 jasz.) 

.2.t.10,943 J31.9 o 	L,OL1,1 	-4„1,..11 

Remember: A verb that precedes its subject must be singular. 

	

( C.t4.4) I j) 	ciio..?J13 - .44,091 iiio..?Lt1 :11# 

This exercise is available online only. 



oliadA113 aLl=11 	 VI 
:1r 

1_9 .1.4bLt 

ISLA 	c)-0 	c).4 

L7tb lA  .Y 

ISLa  .r 
E 

• 

( 	 JO U.; : 

Write an essay of approximately one hundred words about your favorite vacation. 
You may want to address the following points: 

1'41=11 ‘:).31  * 
"  

11.6.> .03.41 ISLI,* 

In your paragraph, use  a .1 19 II al.o..?,11  and as many connecting words as you can. Connectors 
you have learned include the following: 

Function Connector 

Links events in chronological order 

Begins all related sentences (except those beginning with  ct..fi  or  _4) 9 

Introduces an explanation or result (like the English words "since" 
or "so") _91  

Links two related actions LlJ JI ci9141.!9 ,105 

Helps order events chronologically kji a.R.> 

Helps order events chronologically; must be followed by  tilabl YI 

n • 
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"4.!  .t Lea )53 	 am.,31-7-.31" : 	‘")..7, J-0-3 

.13.4.15,H3  131)1 

The following guidelines are designed to help you develop reading strategies for reading the 
language used in the media, in particular. Though they are numbered like steps in order, they 
do not all have to be done separately. In fact, as your reading skills improve, you will synthesize 
these strategies and use them in different ways to serve your reading goals. In general, news 
articles tend to have a predominance of  - .440 J.A...?J1.  Use this information to help you skim 
through texts and divide them up mentally into smaller units. Then, you can decide which of 
those units will yield more relevant or accessible information upon close reading. Keep in mind 
that journalists everywhere are trained to fit all of the basic information into the first sentence 
of the article. It is usually helpful to look at the first sentence of each paragraph to see if you can 
get a general idea about the topic of that paragraph, without spending too much time on it. 

1. Find the basic information of this article in its first sentence by looking for the answers to 
the questions below. 

t.5.261 

2. Map out the structure of the article mentally by looking at the beginning of each paragraph: 
What is the topic of each one, as far as you can tell? 

3. Plan a strategy for reading each section of the article according to what information you 
think you can get out of it. Look for the following information: How many programs are 
mentioned? At whom are they aimed? What are some of the things they offer these students? 
How many students are affected? What kinds of students are mentioned? 

4. Use grammar and context together to help you guess the meanings of new words. Identify 
the kind of word first—noun, verb, adjective. Then, look to the context for semantic clues 
to the meaning of the phrase as a whole. Find two verbs that mean "to offer," and guess the 
meaning of the following phrases: 

cj:s:',92d31 	(33.i:j1 	 a.334I 

5. After you have completed the above in class, at home choose three words that you do not 
know that you think will increase your understanding of the article, or a part of it, and look 
them up. Have an idea of what you are looking for before you go to the dictionary, otherwise 
you may get lost in a sea of English synonyms. Did you choose well? What did these three 
words add to your comprehension of the article? 
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iiscAl?,11 

 

z v 	LDI 	:■_.1431 
j i 	jall cd,111 	3c. 	j Lg_)&i4 yl Sjj.,..a14 ";%41.1_4 	ai9111;_y:41111. 

...L2.41411_?4_46 critil ;WU JA 4 i 4.,1LSl cL*J14. 	Lsla 	uN.11.11 	 e .51-  

_ 	j_c%.11 	Z„31_,t11 Z4 .3:31:11-  I L.,iC ai.L=1.111  	;LIL41.4i Cya:c.t.4.11411 

4OP..014.11 1.4.0 S 4.11.  C3.411 ĉ o l ,a-131 C.).4 	j CZ-11S J.2 ;LS j12.14 	)2 jc .113 	14-Ac..1  a 	11y 

J11411 4÷4 	jj..a 	 LD.4 Y • .46 L'aiii) Lad:w; 	 oitei  

Z.-414114 	 j1 9.411 	11 	̂yi11y  

jat 4u. Y . • 	 oltai 	_ 	cel.c 1.1.3 4. 	_ 	LDI csio 
0.1c. 	 4_x_41411 c).4 1 .34._)&:3 	 uNic, Lya 41-4114 A . jj) 	" 

II jij. :4;21 	J.4  

4:111 

CIS LD.4 	-t sills CA 1 -443.).4'11 4a.41411 t41111 u7:11,11 jS. u 4.4141_, 	 4I41 1 

jli11 L5 ja...11 	 z1-1c1 z.41.1 	 Lj.4 

SitelilL4 - .4_4)4'11 4w-414114 	 j411 144 L3U r r A ts1.1. 

e611 laps 	 A L.,i) 

- .4÷.:PI-sl ,:-)1-?.Jz Lola L...):11.-°1-z-11 byelslI  Z..1-C73.J4‘1 1 4 a-41-41  ‘IN-]=11  j-d÷..9A cD14-41.)-) JLua  ‘1113  Lf1) `k 9L41-.3 

Z2-41-4-.2  c..)44-411  ''‘)11=11  L:).° " ,1 4314 r 4' Li JS1 r..113." 4.2 _31-371 4si0 Lat.3 

	

4.1.1.3 	ccia:i 4111 .3 .14.1.41 	 JA.=,..411 

eu5) s4,1 45.0^19y1 ji 4 1- Ai  j:LA,431 Lsic L. J*1÷ 	csla 	LYJI 

..)4371 	4.9L.41q 	411,11 c3.4:i Z_N3,111 0:14 j 	 44 3:31_1311 

Lra ›..6 jul.31 	ji 4 .!1-11 	4;01..4il1 453 	,2)L101 jl ,4 nstl  I * .L.G4.: y. 

JA...tAll 4rq Z 1 0   Lric 	 a.g+1.1 

www.masrawy.com/News/Egypt/Politics/2009/july/19/american_university.aspx  



1..9.1.5. 	S1,a.64 j iy,t1 j11.9Pca.,.01 

J.5.►  

13.!.:613 y41.4J. L! J150,11 L41 13.3zoa....1 

J1 j JSJ ce 

•=1 ) 1  &c.  

L 421 19.1.4.2,7 

421  L,.ca 	 .14" 

a 4.21 J91t.., j,ob ,k1121)  

I  • 	3dos 9 t  C.) 	C  

Zi  1 I-1 c'  1,51 0 ‘7 1  ti 

Le v  .r 

_rob 	Air! •E 
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a:911'44.113 

literally, not reasonable! 
	! LV5s5.57..Z jz,-0 	 ! Jgas4;) sA 

This expression is used much like the English expressions: "That's  crazy!"  "That's insane!" 
or "That's ridiculous!" 

I wish! 
	

C'YJ 	 ! C2'4  

1.01.4.,.." 

(c...J..1 

'LW I 
39.tni "L39193" - .441  

Learn some of the new words you hear in the song below. Sing along and enjoy. 

C:34./.5 

completely .6;"! 

Shame (on you)! Its not right! (expression) 

you forget 

39  sings most of her songs in the Lebanese dialect, including the following. Go to: 
http://fnanen.net/klmat-aghany/f/fyroz/zorony-kl-snh-mrh.html  to learn the lyrics 
and watch  j9.  perform the song. 



4 J 1) L7-3z-01  

(C.w..J)  j))16.403 	 : I V 

This exercise is available online only. 

	

(Lada.11 j 	 Lulls L. ./tda.a./ L.) 	:1 A (:)..!i—o-3 

A. 	j  Negate these 	9  sentences using  c).1, JJ ,  or  j.4.  Remember to write the 
correct  t99).4  or  y3..a.:_o  endings. Also remember that  04.  normally comes at the beginning 
of the sentence it negates. 

B  L.sida.11 j  Rephrase each of the sentences in the dialect you are learning, then negate them. 

larb  .1 

ol)1 ut.:5 J91 11a,  .r 

.314 js 	)1_„1.43    L'),.\_:_c 95J:./.41  .r 
1 13.1S t2 31 3 J3 JI 41.57...0 

.a,z3L'ai.  1 	J.42.0 	 j9L:1 Loxs- L 	Lc ,)111 LJS 	.0 

.U13 "3 Li4..0" 	 ....$  .1 

1149 3-'17? Li-ts-43 JI c:-)•3/1-! 	J-LJI  .V 

a..ct.I1 	1.1,2 	3 	LIS .).6.‘,J14  1  A 

.. 331f-6  fLosl  A 

	

czt!)-41 	\  • 

.41.11 AL' 31 J.513...?,../1 	 1\ 

icLil 	cJI c›.4 33.?-)...  .1r 

.4). 	 .  \ r 

(c. .t!.0 .4)  tL 	 ct 

	

vi 	"Jr :I 
This exercise is available online only 

n 
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L.a.4.2) I 	I 	:Is  • 	j—o-3 

Work with a partner to describe what is happening in each of these pictures using what 
you've learned about  4iL,a.11 



4 L.t.9- 4 

c)  (Li 	j 31 	 Cial):4/1 

Read the following passage, first silently for comprehension, then aloud to practice 
pronunciation. When you are ready, record the passage and submit it to your teacher either 
online or as instructed by your teacher. 

	

c).!I 	Lott. 	 ,!..uas LA9 	 L9,01.c. 6,4:1 

ji &Lis") 4 	o4. 'La 5453 co -1.7-31.9 j::.,o* &hit 	 .c).A9 )41 eLt.JI 

	

1...S.J1 (Lrolj :3931 asz.>J1 4:4..o 413 4.szo 	;%o a*.v..w 614..6 i  o ..k.113 	o 

2..A6 	 au,, oiAS• 	1819 4. ky.4.0 	k9 c6 j**1  I  j  U13 

	

a19-LH 6j1^ .3 	 I. 	Lssa.6.3 61,41 	 L:01.J16 

JI 0.1,W1 	 tztio 	La?) sackg 

A.I5J13 1.4?-3_33 61.41 	 Jii ‘.05.11 6..1-caLL6 9ra 6j 11;11 	L :titiv,11 

I  Ica 	j  I 	 . 	a.ol Lib ‘...% clolszJI 	aJ9 L,o-?:1 5.059 coa 	I  L4 L.5.41s. 44.41 

	

,J  I itb3 	 t9 3:i 31 	yi)i c k..).:1).;"Sti 1•C:b 3V31 	;i  	41537.44.0  61,.41 

)-15̀;':3 1. 139.Y'916  Lzxs%9 	 21-11s' CY3.9 "4-0-1 	 L741.)  YSt 

!!!(334  I  CAL! col .v3:' 	 4 J..o..a11 	4.4.4,x;411 

all 	 jo...43113 	J.6.L.J1 	lgAt 	 .1..?../L4 

C.)-4 	19  E-0  4 gab IL dk1s, Lots. Lei! 141  LJ,92L'...3 crY..):°J.  I  Li-:-L. -( 1  4 tee)! oLc---,  

Los  "  .z.44  4111  ,.).4 	j5" 	 aSAfahl 3_9.C...‘40 olio 
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S1 ;.o u...al ti 1 p C.w.ii bLoJ 

Cil3.6..1,1 

"6 ')41  4l C'J) 
&J" 

 ci11.)1?LriL).. 1  ‘:J. J.).9. i.4"  :a.-° 1-2-11-? ad°11-3.  I 

:(1) Wc19101 

Sentence Complements "',j1" 3 `J" 

N..1.45 sliiJI C.u):9 I,SU," : L.,..,tdciii.! Lai./1 

:(r) -LcIgill 

(.3 ;.?41 ti L2-.11,1 + cb :.LOL1,1 lam' 

3--?-l. 13 y3,4-:-1. 13 a5e.)-1. 1  bLal. 1  a2-?- 1_)-. 

""at_wij3 ap,...,..0 Lit J3..il 4 L.:_,Cji" :84)JI 

g114.1.,,-A113 allszJI Lt4 :El.o.:—.11 

"E_?-il 	c.,31" "E..?-1 	CI„  :j13-J1 

i.R.?-1).1,1 ,:),). il.i' 



L)J.ci C,. 	4 cr_cl,...11 C.3j) ISL1, 

Vocabulary *k.:,,/,,311t1 

a,^ LQ119 	Wit,  Ly ,L,J1 c...,.13111 J1 

1  Sidi L7oLt_11 L72,411 I 

finally, at last 1.1 

in front of, before cd,..1.9 (11§.- 
, , t.  

-,-1.01 

not to' -- ( 	+ '2I) TI 

magazine, journal c__3' I - . 	:til:,:,:;'' 

dream f.1..,-1 . 	4?- c.t..,i . 	col!:  ,- 
fa.2-1  . 	 co.1-5.; 

3 .9.5z,,  ,  3ls.  = E.) 	-  ' E-7-  t  E4.- 	'  ErT, J1 / (:)-. tp-:')-11, ET):). , 	--.) 

to desire, wish to -- 4 at-e111,4 yl.):) 4 c43 

continues to, is still 2  41-1 (pronoun +) ,Iiii: (L.3 Lo) J1.3 Lc 

theater 1-''-'-°  .. Z.-P -° 

to encourage (someone) to EL-,-: L..  , ,_4.  , :thr..i.., kits- 	.,--L,sza , 4,-;4 , E-:--v-..)- 	1:  

to think that, believe' - -:..i ,( 	.L-,4)   
 . 

(931 ) 431  * 
)11?. 	, (J 1  Lib)t:.)1  C.).16'' 

it means' ' 

longing for one's native land; 
feeling of being a stranger; 

homesickness 
21-!.);i 1  

opportunity, chance . 	0-t 
oc59  ., 4- 0)-9  

nice to have met you! lo,,, 

to fail (at, in) .- 	Lj..•,:, 2  , 	• J..,;, 	,j4s.: _, .4 j_Lin ,j,,°,:, -,  ,j4a.. 

to dismiss, fire (from a job) J.,,,:,,  , Ll 3,-,,;, , J. 	,j,:“;:, 	 - .21.11 

to think about (doing 
something)3 

4 .15,22.- 	1 	, 	-..., 	.. 

(::;1/ja.4,1 +) 

to settle down, become 
stable J 1;44 1 ,;Icii:,;). ,a)L*4 

article (e.g., in a newspaper) cal-.ailii.:C 

likewise, also . 1 S 3 14S al:C 

appropriate, suitable (for) (J) 8/L.,...1;1 
- 	•  

to finish (something) Cpl uol;Y  , L)-' ' t-01 6 /6-;j:' `L4'.'1, 

rin 
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L,LR-1,  1 611°11 .L.743 W I 
/1 ,.. -,,a1 

to find Lp.it-' 'CL.-'*6-j) oii emu, ,( .L4...°)Lval J..,,:$  ,  Li.:.: 3 

I did not find Lt-7:4'.. ►  I-4  C-‘4-1-°  I-° L3-.9  14  =  J?1  

position, job L.L2U26 . 	 asi....6::9 Ls:1.2116:9 . 	 44:6 L.a4u69 	a.a.,t ,-  

Notes on Vocabulary Usage 

1.The particle  TI  consists of the particles +  YI  and functions as the negation of  (YI: 

L')! 4 .11 oak 	C9*1,ti1 JI )L1  yI  3S1 
2. In English we express the continuation of an action into the present with the adverb "still," 
as in, "Are you still angry with me?" In formal Arabic this concept is expressed with the verb 
j13 L . As a verb, it must be conjugated for person. The following chart gives the conjugation 
of the verb  JI3  L0: 

Liu Lo 

On the following page you will see more examples of this concept. 

' This idiom is actually composed of the verb  J13  and the negative  Lo  (lit., to not cease). 



cr41 	ILL 

! LI.Lo 	19113 Lo 

tal 

!CZOS-5.?-  1:43 Lo  L3.-Q3 L1.51 

Notice that  j13 1.4  behaves like the verbs  tj1S  and  L.,  in that all of them can be followed by 
a noun or an adjective or a verb: 

,(..1201 8.).S  y-R.11 Cis-S3 	 LS Las  

I used to be athletic and I used to play ... 

	

. 'et.LJ1 oJS 	C:43 L03 	j C.43 1.0  313 

I am still athletic and I still play. 

‘:.%.113 L0  I&SJ3 	y I se.15:33 	 L.21411 L:)s. 

She began to miss class ... but she still misses class. 

.31 Ji SIL_)-11 	19113 143  J3 L'i-11 9-131 -).1_9315  
They used to exchange letters ...and they still exchange letters. 

Note that in spoken Arabic different constructions are used to express this concept: 

!H-6-;- t-1  4-j'.9-a) !'1.6.:,?w o, 	.> R4.t.pc! J1_3 L. 

!3:Uls?..?. 4_:.‘1 Ly.q L.,15 1:,..,-1 !,.91s3_?- 1.1,1.2 	L).,..! 11151 !&,31s.3..- L13 L. ,:>5..13 L.J..<1 

iv`-0 C.71)S.3 4.1.) 	:ab. (...,.::. ,:zu:.c.3 L:)..6.1..v. (.7ZA Cl ..) 1.C.,3 13.1Ij L. 

3. In English we use the verb "to think" to mean two different kinds of activities: To give 
opinions and to consider, ponder, or mull over a matter or a course of action. In Arabic each 
of these activities is expressed by a different verb. To give an opinion or express a belief, one 
of the most widely used verbs is  jIc)..6.2  ,(31)  . Note that  9.2)Lbl  has two stems: 

ifir6 

 

Lj1 	 

  

  

JIB 

    

    

ry • 
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Levantine speakers share the verb 	with formal Arabic, whereas Egyptian speakers are 
more likely to use 	4.)- 9**1 to express a belief. 	

L7.4.2.40 t9,.63.1,1 	:*1161 

Y-R-J° t_9'2'911-tz 4-1 1 'S.12:q 
.4 _95 L... 4.2,o 13 t9,2,.9.1,1 (:) 1 
	

1-! 

To express thinking as a process, the verb  d' j5.9  is used in all three of our varieties. Notice 
the use of preposition  j  about (something). 

c)1 	t9,63-LI 

._))1 l oJ_Ig• 5,51 t3-,k9-u-! 	4J-! 

•
j_y:41 1.4 J_O 	 i t3,63.1,1 

4. You will often hear native speakers use 	 ?  in conversation as a filler similar to the English 
"you know" or "like." 

Jlsz.:9 1 1 (3,1.4b 154123 

L)-0 	LA:if)! 

t_Orto tiLat.1 L92' 1-10 1  

;--.::-. 
(-)58-•-0 

(..)-4 	c,..7 4,--L'-'-.:  

3-4  3.`.- 
,.--!, 

0-4  (s'.:67' .! 

:-. 	.--.-;!, 
0-4  ' 	'6' s! 

1 ,.)-‘5 	IL:4-4i3, 

C.)-. 	:),9-6-).. L.)-° 19:erii ! 	--!, 
t.)-4 L-4,-•-)! )-i. (g. 'er:33  

In formal Arabic verbs whose  ji.?-  begins with  3  lose the  3  in the present tense of I  Lj33: 

    

  

33-1--?6  

  

33 ,126  

 

    

    

YV1 



j..01 4 AIJI *U)).  

The spoken verb meaning "to find" comes from a 	root 	2  ,  L5- Li-J: 

Lz.,31 
.L,". lam"' c.,31 

iij  
ciai c.....a.1 (g-c' 
4 .4 1.- -1 	,:).....-6 

1.312j-  15b1-  

I k.) ) ) i9119 	 41-).)-ej 

3.3 .5J1 	aa.2.1.?J1 J1 	I JS I 	I 

J ,L,41 tri  Lai, I ,92, li, I 319II 

J.1).?.  , j_L  1 

j:. .., tV411,  LJ,Q.; , 	 -••  II 

LA5L:,..i.11 , is ,',3"; , 	VIII L1;1,9'1 
 - 

J14e;7..NI , 	.., -; , Siai,..u. 	IX Llv, 1 

'This verb is actually a mixing of two different wazns  ( L7:4)1>. 	, L,T1),  both of which exist, but common usage is 
L0111  of one wazn and  tjl..a.1,1  of the other. 

rvr 
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( 	 C.)112-1,1 	J—o-3 

	

J$ 4 	L.:3415J' 	IC I 

Pay close attention to the prepositions; they will help you find the right word. 

.6 -1 '.R" L c:-:1) 	19  .11:t5   3 a:, 1).?,..J I O 	. 

. 	 L p Liz:0k I .‘11.3_,J1 cjs. 	 I 

	

:13 143 J..J 133 	J.3 L., L,fca..). .....uo 	i 

" .4 13 33J-!" E3L:.4.  

‘7.:3"ix3 4.3b14.0 

31 ,,l'ASII .0)133 L 

c/.3 Li)y:% 	 1J•?' -Lt-5?-“) 
. L±.5 Lac Lo 

I J-6-w-11 e3 1-219-3 pah) c)-4 L 9JI L3 144-11  3-0 _zg 

Lsit_Leb     3;s1 c.d,t419  

\ _1 I 	313 .0 	 c„..4.11. . lak, Li_cb 4, 	.1 

413 – 4,4  di1 I — ..1113 C.1,315  .v 

Iris ct.,03siz) s. 3 23,4:3 13315 st4At LAti, r 	.. 	31 L.9 41 C..0)  .A 

Sri a.,.9 	Cij)   . c4L319,1 JS 	
t-°3 

aL,,JI 

	

"4.401c. 3L9 	C-36  . ck 

"! 	 J13 La 	" 	I 	)3J c>3j Lo " j5173 Lj 	 .  1 • 

rvr 



	

1SL0 	 L41 0 	 . 

3-4  

	

elszA 1..?c! I j 	J J.! I 

	

143319-1 6).2.1.1,1 	L,, 	1 .1T 

	

di 
	

14,31 	'c'5.161 

	

J;9 	/ 

	

(cL, si .4)  .6 -9* 1 	:r C) -..)-0J 

	

of sb 	8-y-t?,..11 JI.R0 13.t.:51 

You will use the same verbs more than once. 

    j..0s1 !! jL.-7-13 LrA c›.1 	 .1 

! LP 1 L 	it_311/1 ac.LJ1 

jit 	L3.  C.313 !di .L.0.911 c(.31...11 Lk t.".0.1./ 	*9 

	

S 	4.6:3 

St*.i.  .419-1.9q 

J1 2-:R-0 13i 
	

S)  L:113 2-'.-5w 	(1.-631-L. 

J-cb ‘YL:j4. 12 

.r 

!3I dl 419. 4 L L'il.;)")..0 C.36  .1 

&_c_wi 	.v 
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( 	 I
)  L 	‘:.) I 	I: 

JI  "1C,1)-. " 	1 3.t:2S13 C.)1341 L 	JI 

G..11,aJ I 4)  cz..soLoj  I  51 L  I  :0 tj..).  

You have learned some synonyms in the new vocabulary. Perhaps because of its long 
history and wide geographical use, Arabic has many synonyms that you will need to learn to 
communicate with different speakers and in formal and informal situations. To ensure that you 
are activating new words (and not using an old word that might be a synonym), in this chapter 
we begin to italicize the words for which you should use new vocabulary. Focus on using the 
new words as you ask your classmates these questions. Get as many relevant details as you can, 
but work quickly so that you can interact with several different partners. 

Which of your classmates: 

1. Had a job they would like to return to next summer? What is it? How is the salary? 

2. Has a sibling, cousin, or friend whose family is encouraging him or her to marry and settle down? 
What do they tell these people? 

3. Knows someone who has failed  (j) a class? What would they do if they failed a class? 
Would they retake it? 

4. Knows someone who feels like a stranger in this country? What should they do? 
Where can they find help? 

5. Has some tough decisions ahead of her or him this year? What are they? 

6. Thinks thatfiling an employee who misses work a lot is appropriate? 
How would they fire them? 

7. Knows where you can find good articles and journals about the Middle East? 

8. Thinks that job opportunities will be plentiful when they finish their studies? 
Why or why not? 



JIB JSJ o 1.9413 

Give as many details as you can. 

.$J 	 1524:,.....■• I 

Give as many details as you can. 

ey1 Jo g+  yls LjtS 

(:)15" 	 j 	CJI.5 

salsy 'St9 JL ^  

4 1'9 paiz 	iS1 	o x)15 	13)5,:a1.3.  

363 s ',01..1,1 cjs. 	 15.v.1 .0 

asz.41..?- j 

Write  the  verbs.  How does  he  express 
the  past  here and  why? 

115.).■-°. 1-? 	 -)). 

Sol^gSaJI awl La 	0,..t.! 315 9.2z, 

..6,9.4.; o C4L..o' 	.42.0L?,,  	.r 
L):4 

1511-° 1-? 9 1  

3I5 	 13.2.4,,J1 .0 

Write the verbs. How does he express 
the past here and why? 

13,..t.caLt .1 

crz 	 Lxcb .9-4t S E-'33 

cLIJI 

ii.‘o Liszt adait I 
• 

/  "M.D.ot.! 	i C..)j):9* u.ts.1"  :1 

(c.,..t.:)1 	"s6,-).)-451 	LAts. 	4.J" 

( 	.4)  

"zoi.e" 	J-0-?J 1 	13)-6-1. 1  Llia-?" J1  I 	WI 
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1 
741 	 41 V. 

Sentence Complements 313 31 

The word "that" in English has three completely different uses: (1) To point to something 
("that chair"), (2) to identify or specify a noun ("the long report that you wrote"), and (3) to 
introduce a sentence containing reported information or opinion ("I read that she died"). Note 
that the first two uses refer to nouns, while the third use involves a sentence that complements 
a verb (e.g., "to say that," "to read that," "to think that," "to remember that"). These three 
different functions are fulfilled by different words in Arabic. We will focus on the third function 
here, linking verbs to sentence complements. 

In English verbs used to report information and opinions can take sentence complements 
with the conjunction "that," such as: 

Mike thinks that histog is interesting. 
Susan says that she's not coming. 
Mary knows that she wants to go to law school. 
I read that the economy is doing better. 

This conjunction is frequently omitted in spoken English, however. While the sentences 
above might occur more often in writing and formal contexts, they are typically heard in the 
following form: 

Mike thinks history is interesting. 
Susan says she's not coming. 
Mary knows she wants to go to law school. 
I read the economy is doing better. 

In Arabic, however, the equivalent of "that" is not usually omitted, and in formal Arabic, it 
cannot be omitted. The Arabic equivalents to verbs such as "to think that," "to know that," "to 
read that," "to say that," must be linked to a sentence complement with the Arabic equivalent %  3  
to "that,"  31  . 

In formal Arabic, sentence complements must be introduced with  31.  In addition to  c>lo'  •  , 
the following verbs you know can also take  31.  Memorize these verb phrases as units so that 
you remember to use  31  when forming complex sentences: 

0 	 Lits J:11  31  ‘j).s.1 	: 

4111 ,LDLo 	j L!":1) 	: 1 

tltaji31 L.715z3 Lcb ..)±! JI 633.R.11  (SI   : 	sc4.9 

'Do not confuse this particle with the particle  ul ,  which links a main verb to a dependent verb. The difference between 

and  VI  in Arabic parallels the English distinction between "that" and "to" in sentences like "I thought that he was better" 
and "I refused to visit him." Just as they are not interchangeable in English (we do not say, for example, "I thought to he be 
better" or "I refused that I visit him"), they mean different things in Arabic as well. 

rvv 



4 

19035,. & 	15,3:3 

.A1„,  L 1  L,Lvyliz_ 9 

c>.0 	LA  41  6).2,41 L'2_,..01s 

.43 	13;67,,,1   

In formal Arabic, the verb  J3.5_2 / J13  to say requires  4 

.f1;1 	L, 	.u, 	a_SI.RJ1 L.13.3 	:  3I  JL:4 

In formal Arabic  vl  behaves like another conjunction you have learned,  :YS),  in that it must 
be followed by a noun or attached pronoun heading a 	g7  —in fact  L:N  consists of 
v l + J,  so you already know the pronoun suffixes. 

that I ...  L:31 
we 

thatyou  ‘!1- 

that he/it ... 
ws 

that she /it ... 

that we 

	

thatyou 	1 
Ws 

that they ... 

In spoken Arabic the conjunction  4_11  (also spelled  331)  or  Lr')1  is used, often as a fixed word, 
and pronouns do not have to be attached: 

'L2 	iat-63 	°J-! 1,09 LA9r--1 41?il  J 1:9*  

JSzlatt. 	411 
.67- '23 	fiL-4!) Lkii di ; 	 !  13:this' 

-1-.).J.-?"J 	0.-.91-2y Lc 01.-"3 411; ' t  

J- 1-3 31sal JO.  Lj..51,.. J1 	a  I 	l> 413 

" 1-tb 4-.°3  r  c 	‘.) 1. 

rVA 
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Finally, remember that in print,  ,S1  will usually not carry shadda and will resemble  (Si. 
However, these two particles are used and pronounced differently, and you must learn which 
verbs take  cji  and which verbs take  31.  It is important to pay attention to what follows  31: 
Remember that  vl  must be followed by a headed by  y,?..a.al .e3Lial,  while  vl  must 

•  31  be followed by a  40.41 a.L.o..?-.  It is also a good idea to memorize  3  or  uj  as a unit with verbs 
that take one or the other, as you do with prepositions. This list contains the verbs you have 
learned so far that take either  31  or  31: 

We 
that L.,...,1 a_14, 	+  C JI to Zi5z.4 a 	+ )I  

,:) 1  L J  3b1 

,:31  Lk,c. j.,1  ti.6:,.....,1 

,S1  1) :..)1  4 ‘7-,k) 
:.t 

Li 	co-IL /  uy  co-i-c- 'L'.)1  uak) 

'1 

''1  JJ:9 
.,.. 
31  L..,:s. AIL 	• 	E-c-.,  

,I)1  L,:..v.?. (acb) 

:A 

What information or opinions would you like to report? 

az3  

‘ .)1 &.0„.R3 Jcb •i 

ry 



4 

coon *) 	- A 

- 

ci.)5,13 LcJI L 3  JI - \ • 

. . . j I C.A.O.)A 1 ) .4g.t1 

Reporting news or information, be it official or gossip, involves using verbs with  31  Think 
of and write down a piece of news or gossip that you read, found out about yourself, or heard 
from someone else. Use the verbs  31 ;1)1E,, 31 J13,  31 1)3.  When you are finished, turn 
your paper over and whisper your piece of news to  Oil..?J1/ it...7,11  on your right. Then pass on 
what the person on your left just told you. Take turns hearing and reporting the news until 
time is called. Then, tell your classmates the last thing you heard. How far is it from the 
original? 

TA • 
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L7,-..r.a.in.) 44  " 

( 	 1.,;,.cb ouyi C.) j _A I SU,  :1 • 

Watch 	Za.E.JI  and answer the questions below. The dictation exercise can be 
completed in the book or online 

1. At home: Imagine that tomorrow you will host a webinar for new immigrants from Arab 
countries to the US. You have asked  DWI g,I .1-4Pcdo  to be a guest on the show to talk about his 
experiences as an immigrant. To prepare, listen to  Ada—ns.o  tell his story 	It is appropriate 
for this to be a formal discussion, so listen for language models you can use while interviewing 
or being interviewed. 

2. In class: In groups of three, play the roles of host, Mohammad, and Malak. As the host, ask 
your guests specific questions about their experiences. As Mohammad or Malak, tell your story 
from your character's perspective but feel free to add creative details. 

3. 42'4 Lo 15.4;513 J.4.2.o    As you listen and write, pay attention to sentence patterns. 
Whenever you hear  3  you should be thinking about what two or more things are being linked. 
Often, this link involves a repeated grammatical form, such as a pair of  j.)L.2.4  or  tiLaa Jae 
verbs, etc. What new word do you hear for  ji gl.,?  Listen also for a new connector,  SI  (this is 
not the same as  ICI  if), that Mohammad uses twice. What does it seem to mean? 

	  (r) l_C,.).1,01 4   (r)  	(1) ISU. 

	

•csi.L.c. 0.,,,..e....;-   (0) 	 (E) JI c)i,219- 

4 	(A) 	 (V) , 	 (1) 

sl ,f,a-0 d! 	 003 L- 1_)3 L.)0 	 (ck) 

a.v.,a.?- j 	 (11''') 	 (1r) 	 (1N) 

Ja5z? 	 (10) L2.1135 	 (103 ,O).rball 

„ 
, 	 " (1A) 	 (1V) j 	 (11) 

,o1j3:S.01 	 (r •) 	 WO -.z-? L.)S49 

(rr) 	 (rr) 	 (r\) 

	

(r1)3 , 	 (ro) Lz (.741.01 	 (ri) 

js. Lt.tio 	 (r`)3 . 	 (VA) 	 (n) 

,Leb 	 (rr) LL,315 14Z1 , 	 (11) 	 (r •) 

	

(ro) 	 (re) 	 (rr) cl LiSJ3 

rn ■ 



ISLL 

-3 j 	 

•) 

(Er) 

L.3 

('.A) 

(n) ti:yj 	I 	(n) 3 

(r° ) 3  ,ZRAL.?--11 	 (rA) si 

(Er) ,ct..0 	. 

(i.0)3 	 se,..011 

(iv) L.,;sJ3 	 (.1) 

Lim 	 (ic) 

as,I5ii.11 

e33..?,131 ti tsati  + 

	

You know how to negate  LOW with Lo, as in: (.3..41 	Lo. This pattern is shared 
among all varieties of Arabic. However, while it is the normal way to negate the past tense in 
spoken . Arabic, it is not generally used in modern written formal Arabic. Rather, the particle 
col is used with bl.,41 to give the meaning of the negated past 4 : 

	

she did not work 	= 	C.,i4 Lo = 

	

he did not find 	 3 Lo =   

In case of this negation construction, ti LAI, I takes a form called  f.3 :)..?a,1 tiLaal,  which 
is the third and final type of 	In particular, note that the verb forms for the persons 

ca, and 1..(:b omit the final 3. The final  3_55:  on the other person appears only in fully 
vocalized texts. Learn to recognize these endings when you see or hear them, but be aware that 
it is the particle that that signals the negation of the past. The following chart shows the endings 
of  f .33..?,L1 aj t.,au  on the verb J..2.6.: 	

f93—?.:10 1 	st) 

   

   

 

ct. 

  

     

When you are writing formal compositions, practice using  it.  instead of  lo  to negate past 
tense verbs. 

In classical Arabic both structures are used and there seems to be a slight difference in verbal aspect between the two. In 
modern Arabic, though, the difference in the usage is primarily the degree of formality. 
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f33-?4 1  tild23-0 : 11  C)—.ti—cj 
A. The events described in these sentences did not actually take place. Rewrite the sentences 
and use  f.33.?,..1.1 	+ t,  to indicate this: 

JI  °)LI ct 	.314 J1 	:LPL 

. 	1).! 15)..R.L3 .J.t..0.?J I 1. 	JI3 'ci,,..)1.57../ I JL. 	I 1_9 j 	. 

0  1LJ  I.r 
• E... 	Jr?  J1..! LL,_v_7_41-z“, I  r 

.S.--:?A! 0,2s- Al-.) 1 	•E 

. wail j .4.s.z.1 I Ly,,..a3 	tR.A 	 .  0 

.« 4 31  ,P17.0 	» 	 I a./ 1.21.1 I 191)  .1 

. 	 C.1.n.2-  V 

	 6_,5" 	1..!..0 	.A 

	

a-1-!VILL 	JI 
(*)-° L 	• 

B. Choose five of the above sentences to write out an expanded version of them by making 
up a reason why the action did not take place: 	

: J Lto 

 JI J51-4t4  I  L  JL-tiLW i .t.) 14 JI 

f3;-74 13 y.9-434 1.9 

Review the particles that govern the three  tilglal  endings. Remember that the default 

form of  tj L221,1  is  t3.9)..LI.  In other cases, the following rules apply: 

..93-?'-13 I ti L4  I 
follows these particles: 

L-.49 ." I t3 1-`="1  I 

follows these particles: 
t..9..i-13 I bl-,2z-10 1  

follows these particles: 

c.) 1  
_ 	, 

L...9 9_, / 

01 + ‘!)1) 
J 

c .)-1  

11.1  rAr 
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4)  f3:,..".1,13  ‘....) .9..2.14, 13 t39).6 1 tj Latl :1 V' 
Complete these sentences by writing the verb in parentheses in the correct form with the 

appropriate  tg:9)11, k...33,0:41  or  3..?-41  endings: 

()L.) ,In.Q.,31 	1 C.)16 a5J L 	 c11 13i: X 

(J 1_3 	 . 	31  e33-11 	 yLl.r 

(31.c.).)41 	aR_!1)11 	 3 1.9-1_!,.0 aLatJ1 j 631s.c...• .41 

(L9).c.) . L10.2J1 c)..c3 	91.5J11 	 .o 

(;513)  j3:25,1J1 	Lzas.3..0 	 LA.J.1,1131,3,?- 	c_.•,315 .1 

	

(J5l) ! 	ail caI cA:93 U 	  IS11 .V 

+ 	) 	 .A 

(C)-(w  ,0=1A)) ss " Llc   vl 	 1SLL 

(131 + 	.4111 AL.  L'A 6)51,111 c).c. 	63b 	11 	 .\  • 

( c  Lc ) 	r 	 oi.43 	 .\ 

(.=2:4) 	0 3-cb 0-)J 1-!   1-63,3 1?-1    v J 431 J.14? c...%_11:9' 

St..) 51, stS.R.4 . 	 .. 	.\r 

.Jiltz) 3_0 a.13_?J1 	 3 3-5). 1  ft-41    Y1 13J) .\ 

(cl-Y 
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Negation is one aspect of Arabic grammar in which there are notable differences between 
the formal and informal registers, mostly in the particles used. Formal Arabic uses the specialized 
negation particles you have learned, whereas in spoken Arabic,  Lo  is more commonly used. 
You have also heard  ula  used in colloquial Arabic for  0.4  . Review the negation particles 
in formal Arabic: 

SPall 
( ,..oWl Negates Particle 

LA .. Lo La ti La.LI L,J..a11 t5i),1 ti lat,1 + V 

LA .. 1-0 La LOW J..2111 L014,1 + La 

/tj L3 3: 8.7 ."  LI L.-13-4Z1-.41 aiLati + c).1 

of - Lo 6 LOLI,I (...93...?41 bLat,1 + ct 

9.0 Otj3 

 

Existential sentences' 4t..<5..01 iLz....,- + Ly,,..J.  

(Lsida11 j 4)  Lil.;.); :1r 
You feel like saying "No!" to everything today. Answer these  ZLL 1  accordingly, using as 

many different negation forms as you can. In writing, be formal and write in all the  ,y5.41.I.o 

, and  (9.;.?,.4  endings on the verbs. In speaking, use the variety you are learning. 

	

Svy1 5.C.11 	 L,51 	j‘b  .\ 

c. L5,!z, 	 Jib 	.r 
of 

o 

aN.03 	 LDY) j_Cb  .r 

	

,LzL,t,2J 	 J.45 

sia63.0 0 • • 	 "J3" 	Cu) J..ct,  .0 

j3:Sa.11 	,As-5.131 v l 051.3 Ljb  .1 

	

3 Lail 	631,1 ‘3.ila..-L, Lltb  .V 

j..sb  .A 

L.v.„3 	 .°1/4 

'31;_,,,‘11 J4.1 L5a.121J1 J LLsto 	 L±1.€ JA)  .\  • 

j..sb 

'In addition to existential sentences, 	also negates other kinds of  a...4.01 	and can be conjugated for person. We will 
introduce this use of  0.4  in AI-Kitaab Part 2. 

IsA0 



6c.1,A11 
( 	 ) 	 419.40.,J1 	 S 	J.4.3 

1. First read: Be sure to read both pages of the text. Using good reading strategies, skim through 
the text that follows. What kind of text is it and how can you tell? What kinds of information can 
you expect to find upon closer reading? 

2. Second read: Who are these letters from? What kinds of generalizations can you make? 

3. What is the most popular destination?  1a2b ILL 

4. Reading strategies: You can see that there is not much overt punctuation in these letters. Use 
the Arabic punctuation—the connectors such as  3  and  j  — to help you separate the prose 
into sentences to focus on. Get as much as you can out of the text and discuss 	If you 
could give one  amlo  to someone in this group, who would you choose and why? 

YAI 



CAAAA, 	‘41144..." ‘,111C  J 

&..) cl; ■-• -34  ty:nyall 

U.49:,9115, Sag....1 Lrla J.,..c11.= 4.11 1.1.:11 	 4 za4 Lsla 	 J1 	uLL'A  lil 

_)C 	 -4 .‘L'31-S 	41.3 	4-4:1-)S31 	L:)-4 	 Computer Science 

. ez9er?-13 	J:1341  

(J-4.1131  : t94-°9411  
	 4q124 	cj1.13V1 	 ba4 

▪ a.e.4 y,l 1.14/31 41 	cj.4 .1,L4 4+11- 1 cal 4111 .4.L6411 LTIC 

jeL6:1 	:L46-11 .4.Y.3.11_1113 	

▪  

0 	 0314 411 1 .):1U 

J.111 	 4,s :9 4.51C.L.Q.4 e3.4 91.)19 4a, 	49  31 V id-111 4,11.14 cci 44.111.3  
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49,LA113 ZIA:4A Et.o :t1.0.7.41V1 

",111.4 	:‘0 

Watch the video 	Lk.? l.11" 

• 1 .9.t:513 135z-0.1.41 

4?-133 	 9 I *31.4 	 Le..v.3 ISLo S 	.\ 

:=.1?-33 ,Latz 6 14;1 ) 	 . r 

.E 

5. After you have understood the content of the text, go back and listen again to the grammar. 
Listen, in particular, to the grammatical endings on the nouns. You will hear endings such as 
4143  his death, in which the formal grammatical ending affects the pronunciation of the suffix 

What else do you notice? 

ai :s L.4J : 1 

A university in an Arab country has announced a new program for foreign students to 
come and study Arabic language and culture there. Write a letter of application to the program, 
using these formulaic opening and closing phrases: 

J9:Sa.11 S1111 
It is appropriate to address the letter to (opening) 

Warm greetings (formulaic opening for letters) 

4 >5.1) LJ 	 9.1.,;:1.6.33 

Please accept my thanks and respect, (closing) 

A9 



13.,..S• 	1.0,..c9 L',9* jib JI 1.9xo...,,o• I 

LAJ CAL 

15.,,,S• 19 y.oLiJ' 	J15.,J1 JI 1.9.1zczi.w• I 

S o 1.os• c/03 dill, 3:0 .1 

dyl S d-11.i.‘.0 XS. 3t.9 

4)1 JA.2.2 4, I 43j 	.r 

J-..sy. 	t.9,2,3-1.1 	Lti-21_) 4:).1 

cz'S*9-`t c.)-C" 	‘.)-23.9 3L4"- C.)-23 • \ 

c.,x5 	q.6.1.41 0 Xs. 	.r 

L.J,:az,), 	3.,t, 	 3_4) .r 

,.J-,=zy. 	.32.* 	 .E 

cti,J1 	ILL 

j15.,..t 

The preposition  -.3  can also indicate possession, as in the following expressions: 

0.o_91 .9 asio 	Sit,z2.4 ‘±-1-;z-o  - 
you have money 

! Lp-  • 
You are right! (literally, right is with you) 

(Cdt....11 .4) 	 c.,31" 

( 	I )  J.R.411 C)1:19i :I A &—D—o-3 
This exercise is available online only 

rck • 
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4)  I cts 
:4.11 LICJ LQLII J.K.4J.  I E.0 co..9. 	I 

sus 355.4_,4 dt.U1 AL.  31 	Lo„us.3  	 31 sic. } 
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3.0 161 
	

'4,1441 	L ri.....„? 	 .E 

(as.L) 

Z..0)  .     J 	1 I ,),,13 	c_..Ji3 L. list,  .0 

3  	 j 

.4116 )  	 3 	 9 	 3 

(4131.6 ,y 1-? 

	  5.0z. 	 .V 

	

( .6y0)  •     41.5a.z1.,:k9 

(YR6)  •   	 as3154s 12JIj 	 ,,51.A 

(4sz.01?-).   	 j  A 



C4))9 ISLL 

	

(LaszaJI j 3i 	 :r • 

Read the following passage, first silently for comprehension, then aloud to practice 
pronunciation. When you are ready, record the passage and submit it to your teacher either 
online or as instructed by your teacher. 

11.0 	Cj.m.19 	j.,c3 	 otbs j3.111 aLLP &.o 	oa's, j.tblo L70.01 

LA9.6  4'413 SCI 3.1211H-? _R-1:;.? 3 15  L9a'is" S'1119 	 tj J-4563 ‘::-' 1.9-"t 1  

0V3I ksxs. 	loxs3 clszo J.acI 6,44. 3.43 

kji 	 6j*:.JI I 3.4.i.v.;11.3 	 13aPL....t filisa 15>LS Lo.us, 	JI L7szo 

144.4i13 	 11R-Li 35.().  31 j Le.k)..). 3 	 Zo Ll j311/1 

44-t69 	 /1"I'LQ  4.11J3 ":' 13 1-?-1, 3 1  L1.6s' 	0'44)3 IJ-7" 

4at-6911  ‘:"k-?-3 	-Lm! C..)-(19 	k .1 WS 043. 1  014.2:41  L.sj5  Lz ,1T 3I C4i)  oL 	5fl .6J139 

jt! 	J1.6 fb .7..?-33 C4;3 

.4111 	j..).  Ls: Ligtitl 91 4401 	3L-15113 01.1J1 
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Grammar Index as-15111H C2,....,),?.9 

English-Arabic Glossary ‘ 3ds- - 4 . .)41:31 0.4.1541:9.  

Arabic-English Glossary .4. 4. .5.31 - L..3.,)s- ,),3.41.9. 



Object of Verb Possessive / With Preposition 
.41.442.6-11 ) 14.J.al I 

Independent / Subject 

WI 

3-4b 

Grammar Reference Charts 

Grammar Reference Charts 

Pronouns 

: 0.4 L.t,11.! 

L._,,a_1.11 y 4,2, 
Object of Verb 

)31-0 27. 
Possessive / With Preposition 

ak2.64 1 ) 4,22.11 
Independent / Subject 

_$15 13 1 

t!.1: _?1:45" 

c=17  _31;5" Lr-31) 

* 
—! 1:5  .9-c5 

* L(+)_ * 

_?1:6 

BLS 5b1 

* The  4_  is silent in these pronouns. 

Y"10 



Grammar Reference Charts 

Object of Verb Possessive / With Preposition 

:4_pn-LL! 

aLzi.o:41 )i.0,22J1 
Independent / Subject 

* The  4._  is silent in these pronouns. 

Verb Conjugation : 

 

I Lil)J.43  

  

f%3;.?%.1,1 tiLatl u.,9 ,,, ILI tiL2111 t 5k).1,1 tiL2:111 LOI-13I 1.10,*-41 

\:3 	
:3, 3, 	

, 

•
 

° 

b$  , 	
\
A

  \A  

1
1 	

\
-

+

0
•
 	

0
c
 	

0•0
 

	

D 	
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I{Jyi
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3
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rvt 



urarnmar nererence unarts 

Grammar Endings on bliaLl Jszail 

c.3:,..?,1,1 bli.a.1,1 yD, :ti blab; t99).1.1 ti lmali 

Verbs following: 

ct' 	- 

Verbs following: 

ul  _ 

- 

-I 	 - 

Main verb in 
sentence 
Verbs following: 

L93.4.4 

Negation Particles and Their Usage 

L.ildl ‘2.3 LW.  I Negates Particle 

-3.
 3. A

 
	

A  
'' 	

.: 	
\  
)
 	

.'  

Lo 

La 

_;-/zj La 

L 

.5A 

tjLall J.R.21.11 

Ls :,(11 J_suill 

J ; ;*: ,,,  61 

eL61 

Sentences with 
no verb 

e.3.61 tiLa1,1 + 

Lol,1 + La 

L...),9,41.:-61 tiLL1,1 + c.) 

f33 -?,11 tiLial + c6 

4t.4_,01 ai.o..?- + Ly.,..,.1 

Verbal Patterns J.R.a.11 31_331 

j ,i.:1 61 tit...2111 • W .4'4' 33511  

(varies) J.12.2,;)  J..:zic) 

Li-j6:). 

I 

J.;:;).  L17-6:2 

L.J.-R:).  Lise-, :,. 

1 '''D
  

\‘-
'
  

J-.:-- ,1 c*J. 2,J 1  k4  :Jj'z-4 3-;' s (Ja  1  II 

6a_ibLal  ala6.11 ,k,L4  LIslAi aill  j III 

3641  (.1641 &S.4..  J 1  JAI IV 

15.  21 I  LI L 2J.  I j ..1,,i-  ;' ii  J.:;j2  3 V 

J5:411  Sc.U111 JAL.-  L .1.11:13.-  L-14  Jita3 VI 

tua.a.I'yi  dina3yi e,g -  J.74).  1  S.,..(',1 VII 

314Y I  J669.' Y I  L' j:'  J7:14. L;;a11,  j;-5-4 VIII 

tt.:4,...yi  JHR.L.:vi 5.°,,L°4 ,1  Lj.;41i.,. °I x 
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Grammar Index 	 wt.c15111 C.A.40A,:9 

English Terms 

adjectives: asiz3.11 

nisba adjectives a....J1  6-7 

see also: plurals, noun-adjective phrases 

adverbs 104-5,257 

comparative adjectives 	L1.2.91  211-12 

conditional sentences with IJI 178,201,210 

dual L1,1  119 

iDaafa  .41:94I  52-55,124 

infinitive verbs 121-24,213-15 

masDar J.1b1  121-24,213-15 

negation: 	th  4,78,142-43,158,253-54,269,282 

review chart 285,297 

see also: L3 

Nouns:  c3.—All 

Definiteness 14-15,97-98 

Gender 6 

Sentences beginning with "*.t.o..,,V1a.1.4...?J1 

Negation of 285 

Reverse Order (.11b1 j!...;,11  140-43 

Noun-Adjectives Phrases  a,. + lO..l  97-98 

Numbers 

11-100 102 

	 With nouns 102 

Ordinal Numbers L.,..zijd*  I  31,.■..1  190-92 

Questions: Interrogative Particles 9-11,128 

Past Verbs: 

(.5.',341  157-58 

3I. 	65,66,143,201 

Plurals 	 JI: 

Broken Plurals 30-31,51 

Human Plurals 27-29,31,50 

Nonhuman Plural 31,48-49 

Plural Verbs 27 

Possession  .4:9L.611  52-55  

Possessive Pronouns 54-55,218  

Present Verbs: tj idati  27,74-77,186-87 

Pronouns  j.Sl o .;,H 

Subject 25-26,295-96 

Possessive 54-55,218,295-96 

Object Pronouns 81, 218, 295-96 

Demonstrative Pronouns 99-100  

With Prepositions: 

,tic  140-41 

j 	109,140-41 

Relative Clause, Indefinite 2i.i4JI .41.0..?-  233-34  

Root of verb 161-63 

Sentence Types: 

Nominal Sentence :=LA—NI 	84-85,128,279 

Nominal Sentence with Fronted Predicate 
(Reverse Order) 140-43  

Verbal Sentence 'cLiszall Zt10.2,11  86-87  

Subject Agreement in Verbal Sentences 258-59 

Superlative Adjectives  L.J..,_. aL.11 Listii  139  

Telling Time 191-92  

Verbs: 

Verb Pattern Chart 163 

Future 137 . 253-54  

Infinitive: ja,dl  121-24,213-15 

vl 	153,213-15,269 

al-Majzuum (333...:-.41e3L.L131  282,283,296,297 

al-ManSuub L.J5z311,1 tjLatl  213-15,283,296,297 

al-Marfuuc a5ij.1,1ajLati  186-87,283,296,297 

Past (Perfective) 157-58,296 

Present (Imperfective) 27,74-77,186-87 

Review Chart for f.33.?,1,13 u 9 a.bl9 to),1  283 

Verb Patterns 75-77,161-68,237-39,297 

84-85 



Arabic Terms 

: VD  •I 

91-1'90 , r1A < Al 

91-110 , rl-ro 

91-r90 r1A , 00-Of 

AV-1A1, VV-V£ • ry 

r9V , 111, rnr rAr 

r9V rvi 	AV-1A1 

r9V 1"91, 	to-nr 

:u2) 

f33-• 4,  aJtaLl 

t3:9).1,1 

L.?31 tjl,a61 

Subject a1.- U  :i31.4.:::2J1 

Possessive -4.SJ.01 

Object 21,41  

■ rE,00-or  a.441 

r1 • , r• ■ WA 	ICI 

rctv,rvi, r19 10-rIr•lor 

Er-‘ E • AO-AE 	 j 14,1 

119 

: S 

Grammar Index 

1r-r11 

■ rct  Superlative J..:, :) .:il  

Comparative J :. .AA .:11 

31J-C11 

31 JS:SI 

9n-9V, 10-1£  oJl9 :=14).37.1 

o£-tor 

9r-19• 

:3 
0E-ror , , Iry 	 Er -1£ • f∎ 	'ate-Z11 

Av-A1  	 2.1.0..J1 

09-r0A Subject Agreement •2 :4 1 ,;11 a_14...?J1 

r£-rrr  asizOl 

€1 	} • — } 

	 „a; 

1V• 0,3.00 

:L1 
to  js 

r 	\ • •- ■ 

.rtr-vo  S4LLJ1 1o.S 

r• ■ ,IEr 	315 

:L9 

£r-1 € • , AO-AE 

1  :).51.1,1 

o•-€A,rct-ry f6L Jl )5,111 

•-£A 11-rV 

ol r•-n JI  

r\P‘, ■ rA AO-AE   	cijaapcil 

r9-ry  • 
Ill-ir  3_39-119 i-1-1^J 1  

£9-€A 

c1.1.11 )541 

u.Aj  

, 11-9  j15.2J1 

9V-9A  ai„c, 

:t 

r• • 



urammar inaex 

: 

\ • • 	oitt, / I ist, 

:ciao 
1r-111 a3,9-113 ii?")1  

:j.suin 313_91 

rr--111' , V1 JA9 J.51.4 J 	I 

rcw,  , Nil, Nir, \rr ,vv jj;1  II 
r ,tv , 11V , \ir \rr < vv j..C.LiS  III 

nv 	■ -tr jiz.el  IV 

Y9V , 11V )ir \rr ,vv S.;zki  V 

:Lo 

NOA Negation LOW + 

rtv, r\-\ < rry 	jj.c. ".LiS  VI 	 tr-qr 	Negation Z.... 1211 j 

	

\Tv, rtr ji.e.LI  VII 	 : LOW 

	

1- 9V , I1A , 11T , NYE. J3-zi.9' . 1  VIII 	 0A-10V kssOLLI J.7.21.11 

r\v \it" 	X 	 YelV , 111 , 	, 

Negation 0.6111 

rckv , VA E 

rAr VW' 

r\v‘oE-ror &.1 

rcw , Er-1v' 

NOA £r-1 £Y ,E 	6 

rov 1•0-1•E Adverbs tall  3.23.0 
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English-Arabic Glossary 

English 
	

Arabic 

The term AB refers to Alif Baa, third edition. 
The numbers refer to the lesson in which the term appears 

Ito be/able 9 jiii2  ,  )4. 	i+a.' ..)  ,  ja.}:?* 	Ztlica.-L.)11  , ,.;  ,  -. .l.123:-.,. ° 1 

about Ito talk 	1 7 61-- 

about whom? 8 (cam  + 	 )  s ( .1.C. 

about what? 7 (c1S1,3+,.).C) s . ;. -i. 

(to be/absent from, miss (e.g.: 	school! 12 
Yl-i- 1 /4 - . .. , ( 	11 	'.‘-4i'  1 	-.L--4'. '‘')1  C :i 

acceptable, passing 8 J9ii,; 

accident 7 Z;SI..., 	6?. 13.:;- .z rah 

/on/account of, because of 5 st-'I  + 	.,-5-J. 

(making the mutual/acquaintance lot!, 
getting to know (one other) 7 kij12:i 

(to become/acquainted with, get to know, meet 11 

	

L5L .  j. -R-11  ,  L,L- 	c-9 	 '  ut-' L9';;J 

ot-c-  j'.;;6-'' 	'  ol-c-  j'i-R'.1 	ut 	j.r2'". ' J-c-  Le'ii" 

activity 1 al ..21  / ci1.10L:1; .z ,bLtj 

actually 3 271 : ;;;Jl! 	--4A.11. 2J1 j 

(in/addition to 12 J 2.4141li 	J a*L4l., 	jl  ::(.:91_,4i. 

address 1 3I9 	3-23Lli. •Z j.92,  

adjective 5 
'Da' .Z. aa'-'o 

admissions (e,g,: office of 	12 J3411 

after (followed by a verb' 8 La 	Lo J.3z:? 	(mss  ±) cY  ,1;e:! 

afternoon 9 
)411 142:! 	)411  -.z:! 	,411L 1  :';:! 

age 2 J411  .z )s 

ago, since 6 a, 
0-f? 	LP' .. 

airplane AB C.d.) '14-6  ..6i 1;10 	C--,  I.) Iti6 .z V 1,' 	c-) 1;. 1-6  .Z 8.;! 1-6  

Algeria AB y1 	1I 

all 4 (E-0-?J1 +) a:1 	(-4-?J 1  +) SC 

also 2 :)LS 	31 	L41  

also, likewise 13 L4.--C 	3145 	af 35-  

always 2 4. 13 	413 	1613 

Amman (capital of Jordan' AB 3i-;-i. 

among, between 11 .- 
•,,.'"? 	L:Y!"! 	,-,.'7! 

among (quantity) of 11  

A 



English—Arabic Glossary 

ancient Ifor things, not for people) ,otd AB a/c3..)..li 

angry, annoyed; upset AB ,:10c.-j  . 	6/,:).C.-.3 

anthropology 3 L)L,411 colc 

//was/appointed (passive) 12 c-•Zoz-K. "1 	''L'-,4,54H-1 1 	L:".. 

appointment, (fixed/time 10 31.5z.::. 	a.:s.  13:0.  .z -4-3 

appropriate, suitable 13 0/k...,-A:j3 	.6/y..-A.1.1 

Arab, Arabic AB Y3i  - 	.6 /: 

area, region 1 a.o.ia 	-4.61i.i; 	,31lil;  .z aii.inic 

are not, is not 0'2'-° 	Lo ' 90 	j"471  

army 3 j:t.9'2?-  . 	ol.4.- -  

around, roughly 9 15:, 	,p3;- 	°J1 3.; 

article (e.g.: newspaper 	) 13 C.)' SI Lcij; .z 41rA.;2" 

as, like 8 LCI 63 	1.0 Lb:70 	-  .444 ,%114-.?.  + I-CS 

as far as 	is concerned 5 JI Z-Z.J13 	J 4,,,:,11.3 

as for..., 9  ...  Ul 

astonishing, strange AB 
.  ,..kJ '  3 .9-` 	 . 	 6 /  L-:-'‘i 

aunt (maternal) 2 k.:.)A6-  .z 416- 

aunt (paternal) 3 clot  .z 4.4s 

autumn, fall 5 
Li).r',-11 

(to) awaken, wake up 10 
L'''''' cY:  '  ( `'. t--"'F )  (g.'"'F j-47" , (CL19. :) j1 	.9: 1  ,  5--41.?  ,  (into)  6:0 

Baccalaureate 7 2160 .43:3:31ill 

bachelor's degree 2 LY-'9?-39-115s:1 

Bahrain AB 
4.;-' -̂11 

basketball 6 al2,J1 Ei):S.  

bathroom AB CA.41.O.;-  . 	el:OL; 

(to) be, is 4, 	10 ‘,9-C,?. ,  :AC 	t.J5s:?:  ,  ,:)ts 	,..)PI, CJ9-Sa'  '  -) 15  

beautiful, pretty AB 
" 	V-2 	0/91  c1):!91 : ..6I 912 3-1%. 	.Z , 	6 / (:)9t;.0 .'?- 	Lite-:?-  

because 6 3L.11.0  ,  )L,tC. 	LV (9A1) :a ( .4±4-,1 41_,3, 	+) 'N 

because, since 13 SI 

because of, on account of 5 ( ce.-,1  +)  k4--1 

because of that, for that reason, so, thus 6 1.35 CJP.a,a 4_,z3 CiLti,3' 	,11.1:1) 

(to) become 10 
., 

before, in front of (spatial) 13 1.)'1. 	f,14 	.(>1.,:1 

r•0 



English-Arabic Glossary 

before, prior to 4 verb  +  L. J s verb + 	L. J 	( L 13,4,11,1 e3 L2,1,1  +) 'L'..) 1  Lp 

(to) begin 9 11,_,  ,  LC) 	I..L._, , I,L 	..CJI  , '123-  , la; 

behind, beyond 5 Lill,- 

belonging to, for, have 7 ji......2./(0.J +1 

(the) best...5 ,c  
1 

between, among 11 ):'-? 	&.c.-! :! 

big (also: important; old)AB i l-t: -t .664 	-g . 	B IJ. 	-)4  . 	3 /-t-3  

the biggest or oldest 7 ( 6,Si co. I +) 1;51 

black fin/AB 3.9-1 	3.9-w .t. 4,01  

book AB YL7:5 	4.t yli-5 

boy, son (also: child( AB 39  .  t 	3V:9 . 	n)191  .  t  ,..CI:9' 

boyfriend AB ‘-'-?'1'" 

bread AB LA-..  

break, rest period 10 LI:)1.2-1.,,,..... ° I.z 	2.0-11 

breakfast 9 •,l.4 1 	i56-1-11 	J91,2-Li  I 

Ito( eat breakfast 9 - . 	, J-11 	,Lks, 	 1E4 	J.911-11  

brother AB 
,:03-'-i .t 	691-1.t 	.6;-'1 .t  tl 

building AB C-6 1-0-c .t ‘ 6.  Jt-os- 	a--,1zi 	C.'. 1 ) 1-9 .t a-2 1-9 

bus AB  

business administration 6 tilo.' ,1 1 .6j131 

busy with 2 CA1-1.0-t-i.  ,  C.)9-1 	6/J01-‘; t-? 

but AB 
 

by, with (use with things( AB .... 

caliph, successor (note: m.14 °I.J12-11' . 	41' 1-  

car AB ,:-,.1::,.,7?. 	.t d:::-6a 	C-1 1) .1•;;•' •Z 6.).1-:-:,  

cat AB 
 

center 
2 

chair AB 
Lsw:t5 	L-t". I- 	' Lr l-)5  't 

chance, opportunity 13 .pi. .t i'24 

(to/cheer Ion), encourage (to) 13 ;:2L,  ' c  E-;' .: .1.  E-;"1.4 ' Lot' E-'-?`31  '  E424  '  J-c-''''."  1  
chess 9 

&312-il 

chicken AB tli: . t...' ''') 	e-?" -3  
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child; boy, son AB ,-  
9_?.. 	3 .°9 .z 	3_91  . 	49 

childhood 4 '441)1 

China 1 ,:t.,Lil 

cinema, the movies AB 1,,..:,11 

city AB 31:3  . 	,ii.;_± .1;3 

class, classroom AB; season, 
semester (e.g.: spring 	15 k 9910  • 	L.12, 	J.9.,,a; .z Lj,.°  

classmate, colleague (m.14 %3'.3/J 1-43 . 	L.L,-.  ..? 	L14.3 . 	, L.,-:3 . z  Li....3 

classmate, colleague (114 L.--3.1..., . 	.44°  :2 	c-, t-:-°-.3 .Z aL' 4  i 

clock (also.: hour- o'clock' AB C.)* lc.L., .z :tist, 

close to, near AB &?:?.:;-4  Z  (:)-) •61,.7-4.1-4 	kr' 1;-9  .Z 	3?:);9.  ,  L.)3t2) .Z  (LjA) 8/‘..q;4 

cloudy, overcast 5 
'4:('t11 	c`":' •  

club (e.g.: sport _I9 (?1 33)  4319.>  . 	(.13)  431.3 

coffee AB . . 	. 
6_94.19  

cold (e.g.: I feel 	1 AB j jy.)I.):;.> .t o/ 3133".> 

cold (e.g.. 	weather) 5 3,;. 	3)3: 	8/3  jl.! 

colleague; classmate (m.14 t --3 , J-2 1-0-3 . 	Lit0:), 	J.)l-ai .Z 	. 1-a'..) .Z  Llt-.4-3 

colleague; classmate (11 4 
cL'L'-a..) .Z21:-0 	ul.oj .t :14A3 

college, school in a university 3 
C4 .Z -4 	u 	" .4' 

coming (e.g., week, year) 10 cjyl?- .81 ,:5L?.. 	cvL..7 . 	8/L,), I..?- 	,:z■AJL9 ,  :j3.4Jl9 . 	O/e?13 

commerce, trade 6 
6i1.-1 

company 6 :;15°,'L 	C_I' 157:4, . 	aS:p'.., 	c.)1S:.1..,  . 	,-- 

comparative 12 6/,:)3L'i; 

congratulations 3 v±J.9)?z 

(response to/congratulations 3 S, 2.  :91 '.4.4 ,±.61.!,, al 	t1.14 /4,9: k±J)L,I 4JJI 	4s: all  ,i.J...i l.! 

/to/consider, think that 13 
(9:"1) 4:il.)1.3:?. , (:tiL ) 	:";h11  ,  A  , ('-'il , 	.. 1,, ) , 	1 L)-16 	 LJ' 	,1=,  

'k'Jls 	• 	, 	,..-'-9' .1_ 

/to/continue to, still (lit: do not cease! 13 cLIJ 	(pronoun +) ..t.v.S 	10....,1 /  t3.9yL1 tiL41  + L.115; SI , j13 l..,3 

copybook, notebook AB )319S •z j,':93 

/to/correspond, exchange letters 8 jt1,2 , jt 1) 	j_,,1..il , j.,-.1.) 	ai,i411 , Litil2  , j.,-,,I)  

country 2 ,j1.).2i / ,,l 	.z J..li 

/of/course, naturally 12 
tRTo 

cousin ff., maternal' 3 ',S/ L1l..;- 	L.'J' 1_;". 	. 	6/J1,:- 

r•v 
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cousin If., paternal) 3 i;rc;..a CJI:4 .Z ars;,..i. L:.',31 

cousin (m., maternal) 3 6/J6 3S/3 .Z 	iSitiLi. J99 .Z 	6 /L1 1- -1-1:,1 -.  6/J 1-6' L):!1 

cousin (m., paternal) 3 o/-c ,S19 .Z 	;ifcLi. 49 .t 	E)/ 	.1.. 1  .Z  iSq.;:c. ,Sql 

crazy 7 
3'312'; 	67 ‘..)4*° 

toverIcrowdedness 5 ‘1.....,-'3.1I 	a1...411 	f. 6,i3y1 

culture 1 air Li 

(to be/cut off 11 
' 	 IL.?.1  I  e',- 	 ' ' 	 L'-76.21- EI-..;1 '  El21 	El'-`' ‘  ,t. ' El'11•1 	tt.613.;Y l 

 '  E l? ";2-1  ' 

dance, dancing 6 029..)->  ,  A 	0.1_,:l , LA 	LAII  ,  ,A.-)., A 

darling, dear fm./AB Y4!'"' Z. 	̀1 1-!-;  Z. 	4?"1  .t 

darling, dear (lIAB 
cL'Lt:-"' .t a2:t:-'• 

daughter, girl AB C_31• 	. 	Ci 

day 6 (s1:il 'Z P-V 	f' r"1 *Z. (.9e 	PGI 
	(.:9;): 

daytime 2 iLerbl 	JI41-il 

death 7 12 alaj , c4  

deceased 7 
a'A .9-'':::°  ,  L:)9 43-';;;  • 	Eqe9.2-;;; 

(to/decide 12 .)A  ,  LI 	J:.  , J!)1 	i-lbl 	.)4. 	Yil 

decision 12 CJIJI)i .Z il) 

degree (e.g. university), diploma 12 C.s'blg.-t, . 	asiGriz, 

degree (e.g. of temperature) 5 C.43-3 .Z  a?3 -3  

delicious (also: good-hearted) AB CI...46  . 	.t4  , 	9-..4  . 	a/Y4.1'.-  

department 1 (4,1 . 	c(1,19.  

to descend, to leave the house; 9 
41' &'' J-.1" 	Z-16 	' 	 J93:1,-11  ,  J):1  ,  () 0  Li.ij 

descent, origin 5 t
J..9,41 . 	JJ:ol 

of 	descent 5 (nisba adjective +) J.:01 cy3_ 

(to have a/desire to, want to 13 3,,.. c:AS 	:1! 3 15 	j  a-4I  ,  4 yl:;?.  ,  4 c-43 

desserts, sweets 4 cil)::9 11 	51,7,11 	3.1&11 , CJeiglix.11 

dictionary 8 L>,..-4. 1.9.-9.  . 	u"9° 1:9  

(to/die 7 C.35.6I , 1/4::,942, c.:31 	c.',311 , c.'334: , C)La 	c..) .3.1,1  ,  c.:394:  ,  j_131,3 

difficult, hard AB oilyLz,22 

dinner 9 LI;JI 	L.t.;JI 	. LL;z11 

diploma, degree 12 C.)1314 . 	6. 41 

director 12 C.)-2.)-2J,1  ,  (:)9.))-L°  ,  .bz..z. 

r•A 
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/to/dismiss, fire /e.g.: from a job/ 13 *, J.:a; 	, J.,2L; 	j..° 11, 	j LI,e.iy 	 LL4. , 

distant (from!, far AB 
364 . -L.-R-! 	364 • 	-La. 4 	C..)71.?  '  L.)9 -LL-szi  •  Z (‘Si  )  -1--2 ! 

Ito! do 8 
k'-;z-2` J-Zi 	J-c'-`z-;‘ Li!' . 	J4II  '  J4 ,  Lli; 

doctor (m.IAB 6.;)53 .z 	iiiiISS .z. 	6_,:iLS-.3 .z j95'.3 

doctor (11AB C31j9:6"3 .z aj:9.SS 

dog AB `' 	*Z , 4 	‘-' 	.Z Y1'  

door AB 
Y13:!' .Z 	YI9-!1.Y1-! 

(to1 d raw 6 
'''4 ' c'-‘-'5 	f.:*4 ' 	1--.6 	c,-:4-11  '  cc.2.; 	 '  c0-16 

dream 13 
f"I' 	f-1--7 	PSI  •Z c"-L'.  

drill AB 37).-) 1- 	.Z C.)-1) 

/to/drink AB Y;1-.!. ' L.-'4'? 	Y:PI":".‘ Y4' 	Y.All  ' Y -:-: 	' ';'fl 

the dual 6 ,-..' 	1  

during, throughout 8 J510 	J910 	J191? 

each, every 11 a Lb! 4 .,.a1' c,..1 + SS 

east 2 cifij1 

easy AB 61 jgL.. 

Itol eat 4 ,1512 , ‘.11 	kb..? , LO 	J-C )1  ,  A ,  J31 

economics 7 31..2.7191 

Egypt AB '4;3 il 	.)-:.0%,  

Egyptian 1 8/4pc,..":3 	6/4 J.,.2:3 	a/ :,',.,_..a._?_ 

eight AB ',Lai. 	,131.1 	a,3l.i  .._ 
eighty 5 j 	Lc 	Li 	,-.3t4  ,  39.3Li 

elementary, primary 4 6/31.3.-41 

eleven 5 ,;11- 	ki4-.-31 	c -I'd 

emotional, romantic 11 ' 	1:1.:1?ls. 	iStC4,ls. .:,,,iii?ls.  ,  ,:),:.- 	z 

employee (white collar; m.12 J' 	.Z Lal-'91 	9°  ,  )aL. 92°  - 	9 4  
employee employee (white collar; 1./2 CJIAL31 . 	as 51 	C:A413 .;; .z athi; 

/to/encourage Itol, cheer lord 13 E-?‘-".?. ' L1L. &-:̂-4. ' coLc- E- *?'3 	E-'-.1-j-II  ,  E4,4.  ,  ‘JL- E-?2  . 
(got/engaged to 11 

	

J C.,'im.&51 	_i C—ia.1 	J c.:14 , 	- 

engineer 11 )1-'''- 14-°  ‘L.-) 9-'"u-81' . Z  8/L>"44 °  

engineering 3 a-34! 

English 1 G.1.531):›ti-?31 .Z.( 61  4:r..15-1 ) .61 4..xl?31 

r•' 
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Itolenjoy 10 
ti-tL-)JY 1  ' 	' 	e°"4 .! 	! 	:°"`:. 

(to/enter, join (e.g.: school or army) 8 3 1-- 1  c 	.!  L.5-1-':-  ' -7!  j.9. 2jI, 
(to)enter 8 J-;- 4). , 	L,L.-„,.3,j_;:,) 	L13..-fiJI  ,  ,J;:i 	, 

evaluation (comprehensive), grade 8 
1)26 

evening 2 I 	,... 	II 	L.OJI 	.1 	..,Z  II 

every, each // JS 	a L..61 .4 3,.e. ,..,,..1 + SC 

every day 4 
c'-97! j' 	f-97! JS 	P9! Li.  

examination, test AB C.1J1.11.2.c.lz 	,:)LD,..:,..0.° 1 

example 1 
a4:1. 	J 1:' 

excellent 8 &,3.3UA24.  •  a9ib.-4-'0  . 	.6/3L7:22:3 

except 9 gl. 

(to)exchange 11 J31;z?, J41 	J-31.2 	, 131_S- 	J'AD'  I  ,  ,f3LL1  , J-31.- 

(to/exchange letters, correspond 8 J.,,1_ 	, j.„,li 	j.,j 1)*?: , j.,-31,) 	aL4,.LI ,  jt.,11_,  , J.11  j  

expensive 11 (JL . )  , 6/( ‘)[..)J1 

experience (life 	111 ‘,-61-?.3  . 	24.-..-S 	,-.42 1-?6 .Z  ci-!.?-4'6  
eye 5 &. 	).9-..- .. ' 	.Z &. 	4  ' 6_9d....Z 

(tol fait 13 J'''''''''2  • (4)  J-t. Lt14, • (-!) J.44 	J -,^"! , (4)  J-4,1  • tiiill 

fall, autumn 5 k-k);41 

(to) fall behind, be late 10 c  Al, 	:'4. ,  A  

family lie. immediate 	12 L'-' 14 1s-  .z a-4 	ji-.‘i±:-c. 	i'l . 6-;111  
family (i.e. extended 	13 i-Ls. 	J 	. Z11'. 	̀.'" 1"' L 	il-  
family member, relative 3 

;:,:,. 	_, 
'4;9  .Z 	.0?Y 1) .Z 	. 1-?_)-91  I  Y.2 1-91  -Z  Y4i9  

far, distant (from) AB 364Z "L''' -! 364 Z '1'-2:i 	L.E."L-?  '  a9Jt-s- 	(LS a )  .6 / -L:-. 2̀4 

father (more formal address) 1 I-! 1-? 	1-! 1-! 	L:),,.-1-1_ 13 , 	..),9J-1, 19  • 	-14 19 

favorite 9 813.1k; 

)to) feel )i.e.: an emotion) 5 diza.--4  

feel better! AB ;-!  ' -.! ;----;- 

	

, 	;.i"- 	'  '  'll , 	' 

	

(..;•.--74 	!  J.D' 	J "'' ''''. 	! 
feminine 1 ,. 	.. , 

4........1 .9.4 

fifty 5 30,...:0;  , 	').A....:.; 

finally, at last 13 I 	 1 

(to)f ind 13 L7.-1-2 , (':'4 1--) L,' )  L7-91•.! , (c1 -.0 )L7b-1 	39-?-P  ,  -1-?,--,  , --3 :9 

I did not find 13 ,i1 1. 	c.,41: 	Lo 	j...),/:?-i Lo  =  1.?-1 u :.-_ cle 

(to) find out about, learn of 12 L --  	, Lk,...v.;i , l-. 	
c  7! 

 Flo; 
 '  7! 	.;.4. ' 
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fine, OK (said of people or things( AB .4 -9. 	ai‘Y,3:55. 	e-z,*3  .Z  

(to/finish 13 ,A  , 	2, 	4.31,,4i1-2, t,A,7-',? 	y d 	u.i. ',-, 

(to) fire, dismiss /e.g.: from a jobl 13 j,.91,, J.;-,6, 	ja,., L1,2,:4 	J.,L.,1, J.,:,,, -,  , 	- 	 • 

first /m.)4 J.91 j41.91,J
1

_91 .z.  J.91 

first (04 j_91 

fish (collective) 4  

five AB  

flight, trip 	10 L.L.3' 	l..,,-..) .z. i6...) 

football, soccer 6 (, 3111'615 

for, to, in order to 6 CjUi.i. , CjLt..i. 	 ,..),9_,12... ,jL1-1 t) 1_,a,a/ J J.n.,3  +  J 

for, in relation to 5 -I1 2t:—thi 	--I a:2111-1 

for, belonging to; have 7 .f!.,...,6/ c,....,1 +1 

foreign, strange AB 1-!.;1  .  

foreign, foreigner 13 '611  . Z. °  

foreign affairs 7 -4 til 1 JI 	Z1-,■-?J 1. ,-il 

for that reason 6 LIS L,!..,14 	al.IJ 

forty 5 cy.,:n431  ,  Cjg.R.!31 

four AB 2-4 	.42431  

fourth 4  

frankly, honestly /0  

French, French person 2 C;i9L-3.-;9 	L,.53L-33-4 	ritt:.,:;9  ' L.JD':. ".:)-- 	 . 	 84'37;9  

Friday 6 
 

friend fm./, boyfriend AB 1..16...ol  . 	u 1.2,:o .  

friend ff./girlfriend AB LI'L-; 1,' .Z i -1-." 	CL-) . --4- . .°-t-k) C-31-:-.1'''  

friend (m/4 u  6.21 	.z  ,...,..,L.0 	c.."'Irik) 	. 	.6..03 .131...:0'1. z  

friend (f)4 L11.11_,Lo.zi,._.;to 	LD 'Lai j . z  

from 1 

(in/front of, before (spatial) 13 .1.:).; f  14 	.1...1 

fruits 4 
41-9.19 

future 
8 

(future marker) 7 _..;  

game, match 10 C.3176L4, .z El JLI 

(to/gather (together) 1 1  
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gathering, meeting 10 CJL4 .zi,.:1?- 

general, public 7 6/ i;ls 

(to/get, obtain 6, 8 J.:2,12, .)..; 	.1k) , ,..L.;1 	Js. L13..a.:1  ,  Js.  ,  J,L;,?"  ,  ,.,l.c j,,:a.;- 

/to/get to know, become acquainted with, meet 11 utc- ki;, ;-..) , uLc- t-§i 	J- 	j);25-11  ,  coL .  j;;'5-'*:  '  ut-c-  c-kr-°3  

J-c- ,-§..., L.$1.  L9 '.Y;61_ 

get well soon! AB ,LL43%; 

get well soon (reply)! AB 4,21,:y 4111 

getting to know lone another), making the mutual 
acquaintance (of)7 L.4.11.23 

girl, daughter AB c..3114 . z  

girlfriend, friend (f.) AB c2.)1.:,-L,0 .z at;Lo 	C_I' liitA) . 	4,.:93 	c4.7-La  . 	4....,-Lo 

/to/go 6 3-)7'•  '  ZIP 	Z-9). ' t ei 	YU'lli‘ L..1b:.-';'  ,  L.4! L-.-irS 

(to/go out, leave la place) 9 6'4' 	 -II  ,  e);,-2  ,  6-; Z:)-;" 	EU' .. 	't.k' 	Z9i;  ' 

God AB abl 

good AB t.J--.). 	.Z 6 /L>4'.-9, 	ZU -Z 6/t,-.:1:, 	j.)-! 	'.- 	 ,  L..)94- . .Z 8 /4.:?.-  

good-hearted (people; also: delicious) AB C)4 '3941' .Z  6 /Y4-1° 

government 8 CJI.,39.C...;- — .z 	4435.;- 

grade, evaluation 8 C.' >tx.,...al . 	,,,-6.3' :  

graduate fellow, teaching assistant 6 &?..,-L4  , L..)3-L-g  :0 	Z  8/').-..- 

/to/graduate 6 6-;2:7" , C)-4 6- ;' 2'.1 	64. , C)-° 6":-). 	e.) 4..  ,  i.)-4 -6-''" , 6:-''-:  'Ill 

grammar 1 ..1..s._ 131. 11 

grandfather 3 3 I J4,3 , J.9 J..? . z 3.--  

grandmother 3 L.--, 	azi , kl,.,., 	CJII.".., .zOl. 

great! AB (.0 

green (masc.),4B f 
4..4: .1 

half 9 
,, 	 ,..■ 

00:3 	on3 	La..zo 

happy AB ,:z4:39.-4. 	.z 6/,63.43- 	,:t.I:)3.4,: .Z 6/109..,...;;;; 	da.i.e.L .z 8/ L.:R.1 

hard, difficult AB 8/t..;2) 

have (lit.: at) 2 J.;i 	xi. 	..Lc. 

have (lit.: for, belonging to 12 J! 	, 	, cz...,1 + J 

(to)have, take (a meal) 10 L.1:9Lzj= . 1,  ,J9U5-;!  ,  Jjl 

have to, must AB ft# 

he AB 9-c° 	.9A 	9-(' 
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health 11 Zi..;J:0 	Z;,.,2, 	_ 

Ito! help (someone! (with)8 '6..1,:aLal  ,  .x.c.L...3  ,  j J..E.L. 	'6.1.i.l.:11 , ..xtLy , j ailAu 	6.1.Li.1,1 , J..cL.4  ,  j .1..C.L,, 

here 12 1-", 	33' 	I-:-;' 

hers AB  

high (m.15 (,)1.c.)  ,  *6 /jl.c(J1) 

his AB :1_ - 

history 2 ty.)1111 

hobby 6 C... il.15., .Z ‘1313ap 

homesickness, longing for one's native 

land, feeling a stranger in a strange place 13 2:•')'il 

homework AB C.3'1,...?-13 .z 	,...121.6:9 . 	aiti,.3 	C.11,..c13  . 	L...?-13 

(to do/ homework, review lessons, study 8 6') 13'..1,1 ‘).51.12 c).SIS 	ZAJ,111 , ,y.i!),:y , 0.6S 	Eb:CIAI  ,  jS1:4  ,  -_,I,S 

honestly, frankly 10 2....1,,,a), 

hospital 7 C.) : 	 C.JIJi;:. 	' ..4,.al.! 	L,122:..:..1 	 L,sil'i_LI1 

hot (e.g.: I feel 	I AB ct.3. 1'3...; .z 6 /31::,- - 	,:ufg.i.:3 .z 6/yg.L,Q  ' 

hot (e.g.: 	 weather! 5 :;;- 	L,3-4) 	36- 

hotel 11 Li '? 1-1 	- 	3111  

hour (also: o'clock; watch; clock! AB C.'31.c.L. . 	44., 

house AB C. 	C.'5.:4 .Z  Cl-'.. 	C.'.  ,9t. 	.Z  Cali 

how? AB L'S -..ii 	L--a.,:5 	lja';5.-  

how are you? AB ,:i..1,31 	It!.LES 	Lil..,J1 ‘..4.3 

how many/much? 3 yS 	1f.5 

how much? (price! 7 15-' 	L)t-.,1'.,•° 	1 (..:C-', 

humidity 5 21-!36'.) 

hundred 5 C:-':1-t-° . 	d-'? 	C.' 14-'? .Z .4..! 	CL' LL! .Z (ZdA )al-! 

hungry AB LIT31-''-:?' .Z "6 /3 1- - 	iti 1 3-?-  ' 6 /Cils.9.? 	,../ 31-c.:9:7.-  '  39314?  ..  6/(:) 1-6.? 

husband 3 3 1_9-?d. 	35?- 	3 13:?- . 	33-?- 	ZI9 31  -. 6)-  

1 AB l'31 

ice, snow 5 `Ii 	ei 	Z.13  

if 10 ( LOU  ,I juill +) 91 	(LOU,' J.R.iill +) ISI 

if (hypothetical! 10 
3-T 

ill, sick AB Lsi';-° ..61  u .°4;3 
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important, powerful (also: big; old' AB il$ .z.  86....5 	J1;5' . 	8/11,3' 	)1..5 .z 8/1:4 

in 	/ 4 
in order to, to, for 6 1.tii.  ,  311,..C. 	311L., 	ug,alo til,a4 /),I.a.o+ J 

individual (person' 4 31.11.z 3:}; 

Ito) intend, mean 10 st,L:L', ...L.,-;9 	,LL:;, -1,21:4 1.-Jill , 	1 .,0i  ,  12:1 

international 8 61j33 , 8/"J53 

interview 10 LI.'.1 	'Li; .z ,ii 

Iran AB 31.5'.1 

Iraq AB Ci 1,s:A 

is, (to) be 4, 	10 .)9-C,-) , L'it-5 	(:)55:2 ,  tS 15  .)P1,  L)9-C,r2  , 3i 

is not, are not 7 L.-' 1-0  , 5-0  

Israel AB J.:31, 	.,1 

Japan 1 L.)14J1 

job, position 6 L-6-1t-69  . 	,--6-1L69 .z La-s0-69  z-4,.i 

(tor] bin, enter (e.g.: school or army) 8 --! 36:19I , --!*L5 ,5.-1:2 , 	L;=-ah_ 
Jordan AB Y33t11 

journal, magazine 13 cJt, 	.Z ":t.. 

juice AB  

kind, nice, pleasant AB Lillc) 'Z 	 .Lal L41121 	"/Li,111 ,  	. z 	,:) 	. 

king 10 4511 .z 	491:0 .z 

(to/ know 3 ‘S.,3z?, jjs 	Lk):,:! , L.eF. 	4.9 )z.1„1  ,  ,..i)%;,  ,  c_;").C. 

(to get tol know, become acquainted with, 

meet 11 

c,L 	‘i',5 6-,.,. , uL 	,j'; 	J J,r;'111  ,  J-c- Li'.;2:;).  ,  oL- L.; .;;3  

L.J.- 	L4;:2;-'. ..  ,  L11-- Le'i361.. 

Kuwait AB C-4PI 

lady; Mrs. AB ,.:..3' I..4....".," 	.z 84:.; 

language 2 C.:360 . 	asij 

last 12 I 
late 10 

c)-2A3 *Z 	l o (5-2-5-; 	. 	86.111! 	),,..,.;-L  , 3;1',1  .Z 8 /.r;.t:3 

(to be/late, fall behind 10 ',:t°'''   ,  ;-'1?31 	:'-% , A 	_)1. Lai  ,  :A  ' -I-;-b 
law 3 3.9-&11 

(to/lea rn (a language, a new word' 1 
l"'! 	d;''.1

„: c,,,.6., .,,„ 	 „,,, 	t,, 
.si.:,,,  , 	,1,„ 	, 	= 11 c.,10 

(to/tearn, study 1 Lr..) 	 ,  ty,37) 	L>4: ,  , u43S 	L);i4  ,  L;',3 -3  , Z-4 1.;:d 1  

J 

K 

L 
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M 

(to) learn of, find out about 12 LiA , 	Li.).E. 	,29).-4 ,-! L-k). , 	I --? 

(to/leave (the house), /to/descend, 9 Ji'. Cro J.:?:?, 	Ell?? , ,yo 6 	J3:;j1 ,  J.;4.  , 	).,.  LJ-.;,  

Lebanon AB ,Wi 

lecture 6 CA j,'2,6:0 .Z '6i,k2,:. 	C.:A poLA.,'3 .t 61.,171.0,20 

less 9 gl 

lesson AB L.),313 .Z 	u49.) 	.Z  L..63 

letter 3 c--13:9.- 	.Z  L-)19:- 	o .. ugh 	jil-,3  . 	ail-9 

library AB C.JV.z.C.L .z" -: 

Libya AB I. 	,I  

life 6 8L....;,..11 

like, similar to 8 
..,- --3 	L4° 	c'-' 1  + Li4 

like, as 8 1-0 	'S_) 	6  J:j-?. 	(L1-sz 	+) L 

likewise, also 13 CJ 14:C 	34:5 	L=1-6S 

(to) listen to 4 es ' 	'. 	-2` 	JI 	 ,  JI 	 '  JI 	:" I  E-- 	E'' 	Z-5't 	t14-'--.:,Y 1 	E!'' ''" -.! 	-.-°' 
literature 1 L.)13T .z uSi 

little, small AB 3,! ifi.;....:0' 	. 	O  I  ji.;.1, 	ili: ..) .Z al j:.,.4 	jli....5, .Z 8/1.1;...,2) 

/a/little bit [adverb) AB 4:ii4 	'4.il il.  

/to/live, be alive 7 , 	 , 	2-:.:•-salikiz4ill  , 	".R:+ 
 ,  jgc. L 	o:11-c 	ul-' t:4. 	ut-= 	 u; 

/to/live, reside (e.g..._ in Egypt) 1 8L/c5SL. 	cl_SL./&CL“, 	,..-°,4  , 	.5.."., , A:,.,.II 

(to/ live (ie.: to reside or stay; e.g.: _in a hotel) 10 4, -:.L.9.i  . zavl 
loneliness 5 6.11>gll 

Lonely, only 2 :,-.3. 	.-42%9 , t.J9-1-:-.'-3 .Z  6/8Lt9 

long, tall AB j1910  .z 	Jigin  . 	JI91? .Z ii/J.191, 

longing for one's native land, feeling a stranger in 
a strange place, homesickness 13 :41 

(to/ love AB ._1.....-...)  ,  C...:;- 	C.:.,.--,:) 	C.:.;"- 	LL..._.,u'  ,  ‘_.....;-' 	1  , ‘.....,J" 	I 
. — 	 . —    

lunch 9 1,1:21'  I 	laill 	.1,311 

madam AB flu; 

magazine, journal 13 C-.1*-,  .t alit; 

making the mutual acquaintance (of), 
getting to know lone another) 7 Lij 123 

man AB ill-;-.) 	J---ii 	Lit-?-; .z J 12--:i 	J1 	. z  J=?-3 
many, much 5 -)Y'-,C 	-7Y25 	lig 

market 11 319-.j .z  C.9" 5.... 

married (adjective) 3 L.t-?";3:: '3.'  ,  i..)9.?9 	.Z 	8/63-20 

)-2 -)'' 	O  .Z 8 /-3;:?"-', 	3-13-.! .Z  8/-3 
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masculine 1 ;$'1° 

master's degree 2 .4'̀-°"-?111 

match, game 10 cIll.ao . 	jz.3l.4, 	cA? 3t.!; . 	"EdiL.; 

Mauritania AB .L:1111194 

May God rest her soul 7 14.4.;-,.?  dill 	la,;-.):) 411 	4111 l4;,;_;. 	/4111 1 6 •;,-,3  

/to)mean, intend 10 L'WA '  c 	 c J.,22.9 	J,,,mill I  , 	k ,, FL:,  t 121'9.  .1-;o.9 	,i ,',8'  

fitimeans 13 ± 

meat 4 ' 
	*Z ('' i  

medicine 3 
Y:1111 

(to/meet 10 J-! 1:6 ! ,  Li-! 1.5 	,J-!U-I , S! 1:9. 	Li't4 ' j:!li  ' 21-! 1:611  

(to/memorize 4 .6.clxp,? "Li:a?: 	1319,?.  ,Jiali 	ILti.;,. , jaL:,-  , ,64.II 

Middle East 2 ,In.L.31 3.;-1'. I 

milk AB Lr1 	YtI-2-. - 	‘.-7 1  I L•'..-6." 

ministry 7 '‘..:JI J1.39 . 	Oiljg 

minute 9 C9...). C9. 3 	-.4.ka.. .? 	C.9.'21.§S 	49- j 	7i1135  . 	 -.4.69:3 

Miss AB C-.-L.4.1  .t Lt1:1  

(to) miss, be absent from (e.g.:_ school) 12 ,._..._.;)  , 
• 	 - 	 :: 

(  - 1- .. 	L:' , ( 	IS 	,.';','':II , ,,,,'' -2  , 	c.4„,_,:" L.),a 

Monday 6 ,.x.:,:iyi 	,.a1 	ci ,:41 
money 2 

,  ) . 5.1.S 	,.5 il,a;i3 	J L.3 

mistake, wrong AB ,);,jr. 

more 10 fS1 	l 	1:51  

morning AB tL:' 

Morocco AB Yial 

mosque 10 E"! 1-9"?.. 	E4-7.  

most of 11 ( E-°-?" P-"' l  +) 	CI""' 

mother 1 1....L3  ,  O.  J.:I13 	1.4L5  ,  8..j13 	C.3  I  .1J1 3  . 	6..013 

mother 8 CA-°1 	' 'l 	CJI4:01  . 	?II 

mountain 11 Jt-:-? 	 . 	ciL•..T 	 . 	LI--:- 

movie AB 01 40 

the movies, cinema AB 144:"-1 

Mr., Sir AB 831.. .. 4". 

Mrs., Lady AB C..' )14;, .t oaf., 

rli 
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N 

much, many 5 r4 

music 4 
L7i.t-'3-61 

must, have to AB 
eP 

my AB 
( 7-  - 

name, noun AB (.70L3 ., 	v.L.1 .z 	aloLi . Z  c02.1_ 

nationality 1 4-4,11 

naturally, of course AB 1141' 

near, close to AB , 	. 	, , 

	

9  .(L)-°) L.--.6.9 	Yr.).9  . 	j??-'i , C.*:-?.):4  . 	 (-o)  .6/Lr.) 

negation 8 LA I 

(negative past tense marked 12 
;41-, LQ  =  ( .LF,6L,1 j..all +)14 	_:_9L.4. 	= (t.  JL41+) st 

ufk;9L, Lo  = 	j::, ( 6,61.61  j.sall  +) Lo 

neighbor AB j(- .  .Z it? 

new AB 3L 	6/...y..L?- 	31.1.:?-.6/.y.i.:7- 	3:1-4- .. '6/.y-L? 

news AB JI-:-'1  . 	-,:-; 

newspaper 9 -Y 1 -?-  . 	J-2 1 ):?' . 	-1-:11.)- 	. 	6 :1-1.):?' 

next, coming 12 ,...7 ?.L 	. 	6 /c. 	3:`-2 1-?. 	6 /(...,2 1-?- 	Ci‘- 	, 	:-)9-4 	. 	.6/t-..4  

nice, kind, pleasant AB Ljl6.1 	Laii . 	.Labi  ,  L.11al  . 	a/Li40.1 

Nice to have met you! 13 1 6 a...2.,L a.,4 

Nice to meet you! AB !Li:;....3 

night 70 241 	akei 	Ati '  jiJ.`11*L1  

nine AB ate; 

ninety 5 

no AB 

no one, none loll 17 JI-Z.C, LA 	1-1...;- I. 	(3.0 -t...;1 

noon 9 ;4411 	jielt1 	ALI 1 

is not AB j:-0 	1-* , 3-4 	j4 

not to 13 ..
I   (.1+ J)  =  9! 

notebook, copybook AB ,:iISS .z fts -3 

nothing AB .474; VS 	6,,, 	3 ' 

noun, name AB L,4LI . 	L.,ol...71. 	.L-11  . 	c,..LI_ 

now 3 L,:::"51.) 	SLio 	31 

number AB A 	.6)4 	J4 .Z  .6)4 	f6°)1. 	 ('-.9.°  3 
number 9 31,1..0  . 	31Z. 

1111111111111111111111111111  "V 
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r ∎ A 

/to/obtain, get 6, 8 J.;1J.  , J.; 	J.;1) , J..;:l 	ls. J.9.,,,J1 , ,lc 	i.L.; 	, ,lc. j.,21.;- 

o'clock (also: hour; watch; clock) 9 LIJ*LsL., . 	ag.l.w 

of, among (quantity) 11 Cif, 

office AB 
`7":215-° . Z 

officer 3 -64 .Z  1643 	,60) . '646 	,6 
	 • 	 6 ? 1-6  

oil 4 •• 	 - 	 - 	 • 

OK, fine LY4..-9S- 	-..'..-.:3 	-%- 

old (a/so: big; important) AB g .Z 6 /)?..5 	 -)L: ' 	.Z 8/ -,:C 	 -)L! 	 - 	 6 /i?•5  

old, ancient (farthings, not for people) AB 8/ c,..?1.;* 

the oldest or biggest 7 ( 6)5.; lo-..I +) 	1-! 1 

Oman AB 04:P 

on AB L.4 

once, (oneltime 11 c.) rjj; .Z Cc",; 

one AB J-7-I3 

one of (m.) 11 J...;1 

only 5 04 	0'' 4 	-J°L; 

only; lonely 2 i.)7'.9 ,  t:)9 ,1-?-_-9 •z  a/ -1-,- -_9 

opinion about 8 4 .iii . 	.413 

opportunity, chance 73 00;9  .Z .Z°;9  

or 9 _91  

(in) order to, for 6 , 3L 	 ‘39.zi_4 ,:il.,td 	 ‘:)Lta, bl,ao / ja,ca.z + J 

origin, descent 5 JAI .. 	 1 

of 	origin 5 (nisba adjective +) J..01 c).? 

other (m.19 413 	4 13  c.),,.)-T , L:33)-:--  T  • 	J.-;T 

other (II 9 
/    

i..+13 	2i..0:13 	L2.)1....;1. 	sal 

over crowdedness 5 a.e....;3.1' 	I duz...p- 	;1' 	I 	fl..,,?31 

overcast, cloudy 5 C'4L? 	f'24s:° 	*:4 

(its) own, private; special 9 8/j, 6. 

page AB c..,'1....;i.,:c. . 	t.:..31.91.2, . C.1A.;,.a. 2)  ...d.;,.11:0 

Palestine AB L.J.`..i=u4 

Palestinian 1 c.,.,:.. :1•,:.,14 	, 	,:).) :,.. : 1 :,.1 ,I2 	ii/ L,;•4:49,_ 

(piece of) paper AB 31.):91  .Z  a-§-33 

0 
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paragraph 9 ,Li1)4  . 	O;si.S ,  k:31)19 .z .  8)$i 

Ito] pass, spend (time) 12 A  ,  Ls,.:., 	A , L  A 	.1..zil  1  , Win, , L  A' 

Itolpass, succeed (e.g,:_ an exam) 8 4 Z`;-`1 ` 4 E- ,', 	z.-,  , .! z,5- 	4 &zji , 4 	- ,J;,  , 4 
passing, acceptable 8 J_9,..L, 

past (tense), past (week, month, etc.) 8 674.i:1bl 

pen AB 
01  'Z 0.  

people (note: sing. = human being) 2 (t.il.“•-.A. .0 LyA3  

pharmacology 11 aili:.all 

pharmacy 11 C.')CJil.,:o 	ii:U" aL."; 

Ph.D. 2 61)3:6 ill 

photography 6 1 )9...all 

picture 3 .).-,?  . 	ico .t .6.)9-0 

pita bread AB 
.Let^' L>L-c- 	L3).- 	.)-:-- 	..)-c 

(to/play 6 L,..5:111 , ,...4  , y5,1 L,.0:111 , L..4 , ,,91 	,.:111 „ .41; , ,:.,1 

please (addressing a male] AB dil.1:4 ,::.,, 

please (addressing a female) AB L4L9" 

pleased to meet you! AB ';13 

plural 2 
i 

political science 3 Z:t.l;LIlf..51;_l  I 

position, job 6 
L'a 	'Z 	L-6 ' 169 

 . 	 L-4-16 - *Z  446-i 

possible AB 
35)2' 

(iris/possible to 10 .) 3.12i.  ,  J. 1:"  !  (:).-C''  -° 	J:i--). 	' i+9  ! .)5-" 	3 1  A. 

powerful, important (also: big; old) AB BLS  . 	_14 	JO'  . 	 -,?:5 	J4 . 	..:S 

(to/pray, do ritual prayers 10 L 
<( 
	 [ ' (L:-1-:°) 	c-51:4-11  ' 	, 	.'"-'') , 	1,2) L 1 :01.! 

(ritual/ prayer 10 CJI3J..."0 .z 8%." .0 

predicate 2 1:;:°1 

preparatory (school = junior high) 7 6/Cs.?lar..1 

president, head 8 0L5.; .z. 043 

pretty, beautiful AB 
)7[3-1-..?" .Z 3 /91-?' (3-23-1-?" .Z 6191-7 	3• 1 "'""  ,  C-)91: 4-?' 	Z  EV -0:- 

primary, elementary 4 6/U1a:9'1 

prime minister 8 .1j):  ;.II u....,;i3 

prior to, before 4 1....,1  +  3.0 	60_,..1 + j..19" 	(z.......,1  + LI::i 
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private, ilts/own; special 9 8/j:0' Li- 

problem AB iCc144_, 3 	,...*:t.:, 4  j79.1 -44; . 	i 4.4, 

professor fm.lAB -,6:.L.,1 . z  52 
professor (tIAB C.J'IS1.7.:3 .z  as2 
program 9 ''! 1-):! . 	̀-'a' ').-! 

pronoun 2 j.114.;,S .z.  11.4_,. 

prophet 3 111.-13 

psychology 3 0.2,11.1.F. 

public, general 7 8/ 'lp, 

Qatar AB J:12:9-' 

/one/quarter 9 

	

o v 	., 
ti-!.°) 	E.1-!il - 	Ei.) 

question AB 44zJli.:, 

quickly, in a hurry 10 ate, 	aa:f1.3.,  

the Quran AB CAAJI 

rain 5 .L.,1- -; 	)111.0 . 	iix:; 

rainy, raining 5 
,V74 	-)1?6  ' *7";  

Ito) read 4 Zy1,4.11 , I,.ii? , (ji 	alli.111 , IA , Ili 	8.1_411  ,  ti):  , 1:;§ 

ready AB (37'.3 451? • 	t37'.311? . 	C.)-?.3-" 1?  ,  (393-' 1?  . 	.6 /;,L1?• 

really?! 1 !I.e.....,‘,0 

really?! 	1 NJJ13 	nJJI3 

really! truly! indeed! 2 Alps 

(to/receive, welcome 10 : •, A:24 	J:A:- ! ,  Jil--'-i 	J:''a.- 	a-:-L-11,  4-)14 /1  

ftol refuse 8 AI!, 02 & 	A?, , jiij 	u.alc;2  ,  J-15  , ua91 11  

region, area 1 za.6:,...,-; 	—4..a.6L-0- 	seu 	26.1.1.<, 

fin/ relation to, for 5 J1 at-,4J1? 	J a-:1,1-11-! 

relationship (pl.: relations' 11 (+,..+:) L-_.)'1:9N.i. •z akta 

relative, family member 3 ‘7"?_.. 1 	....1.. 1 )1 	.Z 	at-il  ,  ‘ ,: 191  .L7-Y..)[9.  

religion 3 ,j1,,S1 .z, Ci.,+.  3 

(to/remember 4 ,..).?. _) li .z 8/ j.Sli 	;Ci-,t‘  , 	 35 	is'yth, ):54 ,T,.i-is. 

/to/reside, live 1 O:SL,,/,:›SL.,, 	8L.,/&SL,, 	A:4  ,  :):(:.,  , ,.>52„11 

/to/reside, stay (e.g. in a house, hotel) 10 4  ,  .1..91,  ii.a79>I1 

rest period, break 70 C.) 61)7,-71.1 	.. 	2-,Ii_:... ° I 

.z c'.-RkLa 

rr • 
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(to/return 13 
E1?"-P.  ' 	-.77-2 	E.?-4 , t E.:7? 	ts-?-') )  ,  E.7-34  , 

/to/return 9 Lt-'.` ET-? 	E.4 ' t ry 	.6 '5 1  ' 35.1‘ 3L- 

ftareview (lessons; Le.: do home work, study( 8 . ).51-i:1,1 ,  ,S13,2  ,  ,SIS 	Zwli.iJI , ,A.1.2 , 0,6S 	8;C1,111  ,  ,S1.4  ,  PS 

rice 4 1;1 

romantic, emotional 11 &:-6-1?L'  ' 	) '-i'ilF' L • 	8/. *'.  

room AB 0.:,:9- 1. 	ci,,631 	,i,,gil . 	a,,::,3 1 , as,... 	L:9-)1.. 	-411 
root 8 

roughly, around 9 LY -9' 	J I-9" 	3i3".  

/to/ run 6 4.)-79,  ,  Sr? 	Lik4 , 04; 	4.) ,J 1  ,  4::   ,  Sr? 

saddening, distressing 7 cll.'-P 	t-1 .'-..).0 	6 /C-)33,:o 

salad 4 k:_)' IL; z ai.1 -.. 

(the/same... 1 ..JI 0,1) 

Saturday 6 C14:JI 

Saudi Arabia AB ZyA5s2,,JI 

Itolsay 4 JA  ,  LA§ 	J94. , J6 	J'.9i11  ,  JA  ,  JL; 

scholarship, grant 12 - 	, 
-̀'-'2 . Z 4-'1! 

school 4 0,91,C3  . 	Z,,61-3 

school, college (in a university( 3 
C14 .z. .4 	c4 .z 4 

science 3 
, 	a 

sea 11 J3.24 .Z 	)5-'4 ,  J 60..,  .Z..)`-! 

season (e.g.: spring 	; also:class( 5 J5,a1 .z 1_11:e 

second (e.g.: the 	lesson( 4 LPI  /  L '.;b' 	(:31:,..'11 / L;13 	6/j)G(JI) , Cie; 

secondary Ischool=high school( 7 49 ,C3* 	45't.; 	IS/ lc's 3.; IL' 

(to/see 13 Le9-t-2‘ L L't 	L9324 ' L.9 U 	2-19) 1  '  6,2  ,  sli 
/to/see, watch AB L.:93-ty, c..§Lt 	L994 , t...4 Lt 	O Jib LA  I ,  .1J:0W:  ,  ..lit.Lt 

semester 5 :4...1)3 L,L,,°24 

sentence AB Li-Z: .Z alp 

(to become/settled, to settle down 13 ; F' i 	 ,  :r6-i,4 	..r.6 "-' ‘ ..raL4 	 ''' 	 , .;- 11:,i‘ J 1 4:4Y 1  

seven AB -4;42, 

seventy 5 334:'  , k:),F74-:' 

several 71 3,.ci.o  + 	. )./a.a + 1,.3 	(6,53 E....?. c....,I  +)  IS 4 

shame (on you; lit.: not legal( 12 `I- 
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she AB 
c; j? 

short AB 3-2;i:23 	.6 /1 1 	il-,2-4  .z 	JLas 
 . 	.6(..c.9  

shy 7 B/J5,-,-; 

shyness 11 Li:4J! 

sick, ill AB tsb:r° .Z. 6/ukli; 

similar to, Like 8 
L:53 	Li:'? - 	c'-' 114-L°  

since, because 13 SI 

since, ago 6 -,.., 

L.  ar.l.-, 	.›. 	L. L9&.!. 	...u„. 

singular 2 4,1 

Sir, Mr. AB ii,L.., •t  4.:.-  
sister AB 

	

t 	. it 
c..:..)13.;,-1. 	C...115.2,-1, .z. 	L.: .115.:,-, 	.C..,..6'.1 

(to/ sit 9 J4 .,4 , J.;Z:9. 	O i..:All , J..4, , Jij§ 	 , 	, ,>1., - ;11, 	 u-,91-,-.-11 	i..)-4.:.. 	Lam? 

six AB a2,... 

sixth 9 6/,,a3L.. 

sixty 5 C 7t,  '  L.-)9L.f 

/to/sleep, go to sleep 10 f  .9',-i'  I ,  f .1-Y , (C4)  f 1-1 	f4111  , f 14. , (4 fl: 	.3 --',JH , (Ai:). , (L:) 	1.) 

small, little AB c.h)... 	 . 	8/;: ,o 	.A*3 .j OLt.S.:') 	iliz,,F  . 	6/iF::0 

(to) smoke 9 L5:-",;-2 ,  ‘_)- 	)'--:14 , &;-' s 	&.1,-i.'  I , 	';-3:) ,S 

snow, ice 5 `-6. 	̀.13 	LL'.  

so, thus...5 .., 

so, thus, because of that, for that reason 6 LS 	.)'LLs 	4,_eb Ljt.I.Lo. 	d.U.IJ 

soccer, European football 6 f. ail I .6 ;5 

sociology 3 t.1-44 Y 1  (4 

some of 9 (aiLel 4 E...., :,......,1) + ua.;.:, 

someone 11 1:;- 	I-G- 	J...;-1 

something AB CA--?-6  .:4--?-6- 	.LAI .Z sw 	'Lt-i,1  .'L.s-2.;-' 

something else? AB L')Li a..?-l., L '413 ,5,t 	f,.;:f .6-d.) 

sometimes 5 b L.;'1 

son 3 ,),.9 	 . 	t.̀.9' 	. 	.141  . 	,)41 

son, boy (also: child' AB 3SI9 	 . 	,)99 	•z 	31_91  . 	ati 

sorry! AB u ...1... 	EilL.L.T 

soup 4 
4!13-1 

south 13 Y .9-L-i-  

rrr 
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spacious, wide AB Filc.113 

(to/speak, talk laboutl 4 . 	, 	. 	I 	.,-.;,J1, ,5,?, &c. S,. &,J1, 	ki"I, 

special; litslown, private 9 0/'6- 

specializing, specialist in 2 c.,41.L.;4? 	o/tea 	A 	, 	)5.43,11.::,,10'' li,.2,11.;_i; . 	4  'O/ualri,i; 

(to/spend, pass (time/ 12 A  ,  6,19 	:„, 	.Lt 	a.afth , A,   ,  ,,,,....i 

sports 6 
Z.61-1;11 

spring 5 
&J.1 

state, province 2 
C.31!99.a..199 

(nation -Istate 8 Lli',) .z 	.319S 

(to/stay, reside 10 tiAti>11,  4., .-1 il 

(to) stay up late 10 k, 
	it,' 	:0,‘`Y, ' ->il )62"il  ' 	-4-14  ,  3ir'l 

still, continue to (lit.: do not cease) 13 ' 	(pronoun +) 	..i.32:1 	 (J-401  /  tAll tila,61  +  ,113;).  9 ,J( Lo 

story AB 
4'41 

strange, foreign AB g1-61  • 	8/Le-4 

(feeling a) stranger in a strange place, 
longing for one's native land, homesickness 13 ai1 

street AB t-2 19-1  'Z t-? L'')  

student (m.) AB YSli' . Z Y-11' 

student IIIAB c_4110 .411Jc. 	c..)L4u, . z  a.41i, 

(to/ study lie.: review lessons, do homework )8 o;5 4l  ,  ,S1i2  ,  ,SIS 	',Lt.! J111 , Ly...;,.y , ,),6 -.3 '6) 1.3:1,1  ,  ,SI -4  ,  .P.S 

(to/study, learn 1 u4.)-1-2 , 1..),_5 -3 	ud:).-Y ,  u.5 -3  u'.;4, L 	, a-,0 1.) 3JI 

study log studies 3 c.31...1),? .z ii—,1)a 

subject, topic 9 CAs'.9 2'.94. , C-;-:•619; .Z e.9,63.° 

(to/succeed, pass 8 
'  4 E -̀ `3 	t'- `1.. ' --! Z` -`3  Z- 	, 4  Z" 	tL?l) l 

Sudan AB 3135.:j1 

sugar AB 
 

sugar, medium AB 1o9.4:j3 ;C.' 	1 : ; .,:•i 	,6:o j .;._:,., 

suitable, appropriate 13 ii/y...111 	6/‘......bl, 

summer 5 Ljit:aji , 	r') : ;,11 	,°.'",-,11 

sun 5 ° 	;.II 4  u-  

Sunday 6 12,11 	..1.2,11 	.1.11 

sunny 5 . 

0-- 
.5 

0-24,-,,,, 	0-240 

sweets, desserts 4 
9. 2 	'  ‘1' 1:?-  
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swimming 6 ;:i_,-1,_,1,11 	;Lip- LIJI 

Syria AB 1:149--' 

table AB C.313....)1)0 .Z 63..9. 1:6 	C.,991.6 . 	416 	C.A19U0  . 	4.6 

(to/ta ke 12 ..kl_)  , .A.C•14 ,I 	1 *,:,-1  ,  i l -t.!  ,  .1;1 

(to/take, have la meal) 9 4 1 III'  ,  J:9 1-131': , j9L13  

tall, long AB J1510  . 	JI3L .. 	J131?  . 	'6/Ji9b 

tea AB SU 

(to/teach 3 3'5 3.7! ,  3'5 -3 	441. , t-1-:  

teaching assistant, graduate fellow 6 C)4....,....szo  , 	a..4 	.6/J.,..2  (.133 	 . 	.',5 

telephone AB k...113'1:13.4b 	,...63Lco , L'..,' 130 A...1± 	C.)3.41:r!' .. 	 .z.  

telephone number AB °A 	 C i  ; k)94:" 	(..)9 .43.6.ye 	0` ...II c ,93 

temperature 5 89 1.);,11 2-?-3 3  

ten AB 8.1,1,a 

test, examination AB C.A31.26::01 .z C.)66.4.° 1 

thank you AB 1.):(1 

thanks to 8 (f,--. 1  +) 	,J--t 

that (after a verb; e.g.: to think 	113 
., 

3 1  

that (demonstrative pronoun) Im.1 6 (c.t113  : 	k._ ., .33.4) 	d.11S 

that (demonstrative pronoun) 111 6 (al:  S  :  .):' .3.',) ati 

that's all, only AB L';':! 	1.;: 	-1  

theater 13 1-'''''' *Z Z; -°  

then,  pas JLY. 
C.)7! '3'2', 	34 j*.M4 	c'.3  

there 12 ,!/1.14b 	‘!.L3 9.oz 	A:m 

there is/are 7 °-.a 	‘t4-4 	'!-JL11  

there is/are not AB Li:-. 	t4 	'It:qt.. 	2L,I, L;4 

they 2 Plb 	Lrld,b 	c'z  

(to/think (about doing something! 13 
(nod) __.$) til..,,J.1 + ° 	(u_941-zIl uLabl  + ,:)i)    

	

(no.) tiL41  + 	' ,  ;CI 

(to/think that, consider 13 (5J1) 4!11).1i.. ,  (c--,.th, )31) 	).fall , ,S-1A-?  , ()1  LL,11),  'Si 	).j. 

third (e.g.: the 	lesson) 9 C.,J1. 	C_,* ..113 	‘LJI:'s 

(one/third 9 CL...13 C . . J .1 	'LLE 

thirsty AB 3Lidi. 	lS/ ‘'.) Limi. 
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thirty 5 Ci`313 	C.T!3% 	,:x-.'6. . 3_9'36: 

this lm.1 AB 13 	1,140 c 136 	11L. 

this 1f.1 AB 63 	6 „Lei , 631A 	o3L,1:1 

three AB c- At1 	a-A6 	Z. if-i 

throughout, during 8 J5J:, 	L/510 	j151f. 

Thursday 6 u"-4,-;°1 

thus, so... 5 ..3 

thus, so, because of that, for that reason 6 1,15  t:)1_,La 	4,.co 3Ltio 	al:3.J 

thus, so 7 I _IS 	.±.1„,:b 	I igslet 

time [e.g.: /have 	19 ‘:.'3Le :91 .z.  C.1. 

(one/time, once 11 k:.)1"")..; . 	'6:;:c 

tired AB ,j,31-,R>  ' c -)33 L--3  . 81 ‘)L- 

to, in order to, for 6 ,:j1,1;ii". , 3L 3Lta.0 	t,u22.4 / ja,...•. + 	 ' 

to, toward AB _I 	3 , 	jj 

today 2 1.)ile,111 	rs.J I 	(:.°9.-p  ' 

together (e.g.: with one another/ 11 a-1,--,. Z---4, 	°37.4 &.° 	1-2--4-  

together (e.g.: altogether, all of them! 12 LY::,2:" I 	I-4 , 	I -:^;' -4 	 ua,73. 	-4 

tomorrow 2 6).C:j 	a; .C.i 	'IS' 

tonight 10 aTili 

topic, subject 9 C.As.9..2,5.4. , 	.E.,...61.9.,-) . 	tg.,21 .9., 

tour 11 C.' )S13.:?"- .z.  :415. 

tourism 11 '4., 1...L.P 

toward, to AB J 	3  c 	J 

trade, commerce 6 E9L.?,:!...1 

translation (from...to1 2 (L231.. 	)-?) 2i ,-3.- -YjI 

translator 2 C.r.. 4-5C°  ' L.)3-0--. 	 • 	iSicz-TYCc 

(to/travel ltol4 -; J. 1-..). 	J-L-4 , J1 ;19L  , )11  

tree AB ).:,1 , C.J1j..?,,I, . 	',.3;.,,_:: 

truly, indeed, really 2 ""j1;i, 

Tuesday 6 C.11Ell 	tail! 	. Lill 

Tunisia or Tunis AB L>''`' -9: 

Turkey AB L5'/-' 

twenty 5 . 	 • 	.:. 
L.)7'...r"'-F:  ' J3-j''' 



two AB L.1!-31 	C;s-1' 	)L1.-'5.1 

uncle (maternal) 2 J15.4" . 	L16- 

uncle (paternal) 3 
PL  't 	(.1":1 	i'''-` 

/to/understand 10 CO.gd. 	C"-0 	4ga, , togs C41  ' C"--4-4` logs 

United Arab Emirates AB 8 „1—..,c_Al ',(2,4R.1" 	I c.")) J1.4>11 - 	-., 

United Nations 1 8.11 -1 11 t'''' 

United States of America 1 - ''4_,.91 6+41 C.)1.29,911 

university AB CA.v...a.?- ..Zi.52:',3L?- 	C_')1.2.73L?- .z. 	‘1.371L.?: 	C.J.  L.4.0 I...?-  . 	ZSZA I..?- 

upset; annoyed, angry AB ,:,.a.c.' lj . 	8/,:ag.:3 	,:t.)'1c3 .z 6/,'.AL3 

usually 10 t!Jt, 	re6,3lz 

vacation, leave (of absence) 12 cL) 1311  . 	6.3Y 	C, I3 1-?i. 	.63 1.?1 

vacation, holiday 12 Lid  jl?-1 . 	8j1..?-i 	J12. 	.z alb's. 	c.:ALL'c'.  . 	cifin:c. 

vegetables 4 iLa;- 

veil AB ', I-?"' 

verb 4 Lllj 	J.RS 

very 5 S9. 	.1 -'  	.:L 

(to/visit 12 J93-1 ,  ili 	193;', , ) 13 	8) 1 6-1  ,  J.93;',  ,  313 

(to)wake up, awaken 10 
L''''' (`''''''') (7'F' 	c9:Z2 ,  GL--i9 c.9.1 	5;.2.1 1  ,  9 	(?  ,  ('-'4;.2, ) 6-21 

(to/wake (someone) up 9 L;s:=Y , (C--,--.:2') 	 0 	L9-122*-2 ,  SI 	-61-01 ,11s9.  c  4 

(to/want to 8 3.21s. 315 	4 615 	631.) 11  ,  a.,!:).  , '6130 
/to/want to, have a desire to 13 .3'L - .) 15 	01! 615 	4  4.',ii  ,  4 L2,-:,:,. , j L;,-.-) 

watch (also clock, hour) AB C...)Lcl.,,, . 	Itg.L. 

/to/watch, see AB C931..? , L91.,t 	494 , LiLt 	8,L5L211 , asbU.0.1  ,  aiLl 

water AB - ca: 	L:7-0" 	AQ 

we 2 1z--1 	u;.4 
weak 8 

	

L41.2,1 	OA j+ L. ,;, 	661 	8/Lsie.,z,. 	1 	.LE.;,1, L'.96; 	8/L.6...R,  .:', 

	

. 	 .t 	 . 

weather 5 :9.,.11 	0 ..FILII 	,),,iljall 	, ';..,J1 

Wednesday 6 _`')S■ 1 	1.14311 	.1.5z_! 3`91 

week 6 
i 

t-9:!--4 	E' Ll  .a.9-'.-' 1  

welcome (formal)AB 

welcome AB 
ai:--- 9 St-tbl 

/you're/welcome AB 31C 

U 

V 

English-Arabic Glossary 
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Y 

well /adverb/ 5 04;5.t-t;•'.' 	14- 

what? lin questions using verbs) 1 fa,l +  L,Lai 	jai + 1 3..ti 	Jai + 1 IS1-0 

what? lin questions without verbs) AB s4,1 	9.,ti 	114 

whatever 13 J 	+  L. 

what's wrong? AB la LO  /  ltli LO 	tilYt±.1 	5..t.i 	s  d4/d4...  LO 

when? 6 SCI 	IL:7-6.1 	L.,%-'' 

when (not a question) 71 LoJ 	Qj 	(aJ2 ai,,,. 	+)  Lac' 

where (not a question; also, -in which l2 C...L.- 

where? AB k.J-4 	16-13 	'7').1  

which...? 1 ... 	,:51 

white (masc.) AB 
t  

ua.P. •Z 4I 

who?, whom; whoever 1 s • 	s • 	s  •  - 
-‘,)-'' 	- LY.`:•° 	 •  LY3  

why? 6 SaJ 	1J 	SI.3LoJ.  

wide, spacious AB 81E-y 19 

wife 3 6 ly? 	6y; 	LL). 1?- ;3 .z 4- -:93 

wife 7 f' 

window AB j 1:;-t, 	jL.-t 	atqLtl:' .Z L=J4 

winter 5 L.111 	. .A.11 	..1.2111 

with (people' AB E-'' 

with, by (things) AB .../ 

without 13 69J-! 

/a/woman (note: del form is also collective) AB C' ''L." .Z L'-'' 	319-:' .Z 8r° 	, L-2  . 	( 6b11 ) 61;01 

word AB • C-' 4-1-S'  •Z L'IC 	C'LLJ5  .Z. 4.41- 	 - 	 . 	 a-Z-12:5  

(to/work 1 
?, 

J.;.i-.11 	, , j•'.':;:il 	j.411 , jt -2 12 , j15..... 1 1 	,  j.:20;:i.  ,  j_o_a ,J_LJI 

work (n/2 
,.. t 

 .  11 	jir.J1 	j- ,t.-.  11,  j •; J.., 11 L,)Q'. 

worker 73 Jl:,.. C• .z ,J.4. 

(the/world 9 t,J12.11 

Ito) write 4 Y:5•'  '  YL5'  - 	LT-'15-) ' LAS 	2-*-;-5-1  , 	,  c-S5.-  

wrong, mistake AB IL' 

year 1 LI 	01.',...i  ,  c..)133_,-.., .z  a.L.,-  

it wig/ yea rs 6 aar...4.4  t  j 
. 

"v 
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Yemen AB ;;;JI 

yes AB o3 	4'1 	P.R.; 

yesterday 4 
Z- 1-;°1- 	C ,It'll 	k-`21  

you 1m.1 AB L:1,31 C...%31 	CL.31 

you III AB 
(.7131 	L7-3! 	1C-31  

you 1p1.1 2 

	

, 	„, 	..A 

	

i:J.  i 	501 	(t.—,H 

you (polite form, fl AB 
j5..PL-;" 	al:-P .9;' 	4.1.;- 

you (polite form, m.I AB 4,:a.;- 	etl:p..;-  

young; small, little AB ,:),,._Xo .z 6/ 1 0 jlkj .z 8/i..4 	iliz,o .z 6/ ).9i-2, 

rrn 
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Arabic-English Glossary 

English Arabic 

The term AB refers to Alif Baa, third edition. 
The numbers refer to the lesson in which the term appears 

see :o) - k...., 3-!l . 

one of fm./ ll .1;1 

no one, none lot! 11 1.0 	1../..B.- 	Lo 	(c>o) -GI 

Sunday 6 3.&' 11 	ILI! 	..1..;-1 

eleven 8 1 .-1- 	Jz‘c.S 1 	_t d' a 	 1  

to take 12 ...C2,12, J.;- 	,.C.1) , -L.;-1 	.3.;-1, ..14.  ,  1;1 

to be late, fall behind 8 
:).'-t-? , A 	;'-%, A  Ai  ,  A.  ,  -;-b 

finally, at last 13 1.1 

other Im.l 9 4h 	4 13 	-)..);:1  '  a9) -- -1  .z J-1 -i 

other /f./ 9 
. / 
	sal i.-..'t3 	j:313 	C-' 16-'"! .Z sal 

last 12 I 

late 10 ° 

brother AB ‘:.).1.9;-1... 	6..9.'''  i - 	.6;:'.1..Zt1  

sister AB 
i 	I 

C.03...41 .z C.L6- 

literature 1 ulg .z  uSi 

because, since 13 SI 

if 10 ( LOU, J.sall +) 9.1 	(4,4,1 J.2.6111 +) ISI 

history 2 ty.  J1111 

Jordan AB 
ot 

Lj.k)11 

rice 6 
. ,1 
jil 

professor lmIAB 611:L3 . 	SL-.,w1 

professor 1f1 AB 
,1S 	,t 

'‘:.31,SL-,—,1 .z 1S,S11..il 

family lie. immediate 12 
,,t 

s'. . .Z a-It' 	1-1  .Z .6. -P° 1  

Israel AB LI:'•).1 1 

sorry! ladj 1 AB ‘;`45'.° 	.6/caT 

descent, origin 5 421 .z j1:1 

of 	descent, origin 5 ... J.:01 	..)a 

to eat 4 A, , SCI 	L411, ,J51 	Al  ,  (.1:Cti.  ,  Li:1 

see (1)1 91 

less, except 9 gj 

rr  • 
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boa (sometimes usea alone as expression or aeugnu Ild 41.11 

really?! 1 !!‘LIJI3 	1.4..U19 

Thanks be to God AB 411:1117,11 

May God have mercy on her (=Rest her soul! 7 1642,-)..).  4.1.11 	Leci. y.).  4JJI 	dill 14.;-,..; /al 14.L7-3 

In the name of God (said when beginning something! AB ell (1-10,  

God willing AB al a‘t, '1 

There is no God but God (said when hearing bad news! AB al yl 21 

Whatever God intends (said when praising someone! AB al a.:, Lo 

to, toward AB J 	LI , 	JI 

mother 8 
C-' 1;01. 	'Z 	(4 	C' Le

zt 
 °1  'Z (.1

I  

United Nations 1 8,141 -  f" t11"3  

in front of, before (spatial! 13 

	

e. 	,e.  

	

(d as 	fdas 	"(;1_41 

as for... 9  

United Arab Emirates AB 8-L7,11'.1 'ci:ol";z11 L:131j141 

yesterday 9 
,. 

-2 14 1 	-2 1-4 1 	0"-°1  

to (marks nonfinite verb! (L... 3,4,..._61t jl_41 +) LYI 

not to 13 (1 + :".;  I =  ) y l 

that (introduces sentence complement! 13 

I AB Li 

you lm.) AB J.L.31 	c.:.31 	j._.. 31 

you If.' AB 
of 

u-731 	L,;3 1 	,:ji 
you fpl.l 2 .9:31 	4-31 	01  

feminine 1 111 

English 1 (3-.J 5'31) 1-4?'31.Z (LC.3,15-.0 L5 . ..)-1 

Miss AB C.IL.3T .z a.,...i1T 

people (note: sing. = human being) 2 (3 1-31.0 tyA:! 

welcome AB 11 °C :.y  Sill 

or 9 91  

bus AB L.,,.-'9'9) .Z u“;0...93.9i 

Europe 1 ?9i91  

first fm.I 4 L  J _ I 	j51;11 LI _91 .z Lgi 
first ff./4 

j91 
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now 3 L;9 ) J 	Si-b 	..) 11  

which...? 1 ...cil 

any 41 / '‘ '.0 

Iran AB t:)1.)7'.1. 

also 2 )LtS 	(:)43 	t-,=1-cl 

where? AB c . , .0 	,.'}?.9 	1 .,:5:21 

with, by (things' AB _) 

sea 7/ 19-'4 .z 	..)9-^4 ,  J 1-2.+  -Z .):."7-i 

Bahrain AB 1 

to begin 9 ial., ,11 	I-Lo ‘1,6 	.41,14.  ,13.: -r.  

primary, elementary 4 )5/31,41 

subject of a nominal sentence 2 ii.41 

to exchange 11 kj31. 	, j41 	LISI.t4 , J-3L+ 	J'31411  ,  J-31. 	, J-31_3 

see & - 3 - 3 39'•! 

cold (e.g.: /have a 	I Yi.3: 

cold (e.g.: 	weatherI 5 Jr, 	.).i4 	'Oh)I_ 

cold (e.g: I feel 	I AB c:13°)."! . 	8/01,5: 

congratulations 3 03}:(3 

(response to) congratulations 3 Nits: ,.1)1_!.?.  all 	,f1)-  /,!.1,,s: ,±Jil.t 	all 	4,s' all ,il'il.! 

program 9 "!' 1--3:! 	̀'°1:1y 

game, match 10 LDLLL)L.. 	ot3L4 	c_J*1.)iL; .z 01 1..0 

after 8 La J..v..? 	1,3 J.24 	(, J.R 	+) :'.;1 IL: 

afternoon 9 All ,L'z--? 	 1  J-1,4 	066 3 ;:) 

far, distant (from) AB JLQ A w 	364 Z Jt5Zi 	t .)-2 .-1-:-. 2-' ' 	.) -9 -L!-'z:),  • 	(:..)-) 8/ ,)---`z:? 

some of 9 (aeLOI 4 E....., 	2.....1 -0 L,a;z4 

bachelor's degree 2 u.'9-2)4115:i 

country 2 j..1:4 I 31 . 	Jij 

son 3 ,319 .z 	39:9 . 	4 .z  1541, 

cousin (m., maternal' 3 ii/J6 3V3 . 	ii/JI-3- 3V:9 . 	6/J6  .• 	-z  8/J6  L541. 

cousin Im., paternal! 3 6 I 't,' ._:i 	..)19 .z 	8/it.'_:C. 	319 .z 	o/ .:,i.. 	l.',.°>1  . 	Eil'c;..C. 	',1').j1 

daughter, girl AB CA:Li .  

cousin If, maternal! 3 8/J1. C.:1,:4 z 8/J1-.4*L:•-1.! 

111' 
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cousin (f, paternal' 3 arc',..i L:13L;:i .z EI, q,,.c c.:..:,..? 

building AB C.dilos .z8)1..os. 	ici.). L! 	C..311_:_,  . 

door AB YI.94 .Z 	Y 19-!1  .Z YI-! 

house AB 
u_9-.4 .Z C.---t 	‘:-.).9-'" •Z 

white Im.) AB  

between, among 11 . 

commerce, trade 6 
6i*:-11 

translation (from...tol 2 (L,--1 1.. 	 ) 2L-z.4.  

translator 2 k.).1-°—) 324` .Z:•—':':* :)—''-1 	it-0.0".A  ,  (:).9-0-?:.iV3  . 	8 /ct-LT:ji—'0  

Turkey AB 1:.4 
nine AB 4ie.,:,3 

ninety 5 :„.1 	, e.'..; 

tired AB )93 L;'  . 	&..4.  ' C-4.  

that (demonstrative pronoun) (f.' 6 ill; 

great! AB 
f' U  

Tunisia or the city of Tunis AB 
0":!93 

culture 1 24V.61 

one third 9 C—L3 	C—L; 	'Lj_li 

three AB *cin6 	zN'..;- 	ZiNli 

third 9 `.J1.5 	C.Jti 	'C...11fi 

thirty 5 
‘:Y6.% 	C06.  '  ‘).06.  

Tuesday 6 CMJI 	13Ne01 	0 ON611 

snow, ice 5 
2` 3 	t.13 	.:-L,' 

then 9 W'' 	c„..,.„-, 	g 
eight AB .4.!—Ifli. 	;i:14 	L.3U 

eighty 5 .7'3U' 	,:)■)14  , 	)3..31.1 

two AB 
 

Monday 6 'W91 	.7I.Z7J1 	cj'''>II 

second 4 L';11- 111 4i3 	41.7iii ‘ .3 t3 	8/ ti1111, :A 

secondary 7 49:1'ei 	49-.1- Ifi 	6/  :L53jei 

Baccalaureate 7 Zase.11 '433 Il211 

the dual 6
l 

1■11111111111  rrr 



mountain 11 J 1-:4" 	. , tit-:- 	.S..k• 

grandfather 3 33.3...:,- .z 	31,12?-1 , 	,.9.3..:+- .z ii,:- 

grandmother 3 '-‘:—,,,18.1?- 	a:.3 , L1,,,,, C.' )14-  . 	al.- 
very 5 

4_9 1.4 	ii? 

new AB 3 IJ• 	. )->-L?- 	31 -)2+-  ..-3-)..L? 3 .1?-  . 	-Y. -k- 

root 6 .)..9-14- .t J-3-? 

experience (life 	I 11 Y;1-?6-  -Z a-? .. 1/41_2 1-?,:" .t 2 ? _2273  

newspaper 9 .12 1 :?-  . 	.-Y,I;?' . -1:,1.)- 	.Z 6 .4..)?-  

to run; go running 6 kSRt-,  , s.,T 	A , Jar-c.") 	,5.)-;-JI  ,  s ).-,;>  ,  sr: -  

Algeria AB ,.`21:).:?J1 

jussive mood (verbs) 13 (934',11 

magazine, journal 13 C&:?,-,-3 .Z a-1-:? 

to sit 9 3 1-211 I ,J..;za..1$ ,J,3-71 	6.).Rill ,..dta...; ,a.;[s. 	u.,54,11 ,0,.1? 	, L;1,4- 

gathering, gather 10 CJI—j.?- zi,-1.- 

(to/gather (together) 11 Ej".-1  ' 	-1- '!"1'E-."-i".-' ' Elk" 	L?";!' 	 -3  ' 	- 

plural 2
l 

Friday 6 2.21:9,..  II 

together (ie.: altogether, all of them) 12 an:i E-4 	1.3--. 11:15.  	, LiA5,-.! E-0 	t''':, ;:i.  

university AB C_J*1.37..:3L?- . 	a.R.a? 	C.11.2.:31..?- . 	awl? CL)1.3,4.?-  . 	Zt.R.:,1. 

sentence AB J-zL-: •t  alp.? 

beautiful AB 	• 
t1'..91 .-?' . 	0 /9 1-7?" 	L.)-2310  .Z 0 /9k?' 	31 1 :.^?.  , _9 1 ..4 ;:- 	EV 1-it-Q 

crazy 7 C.7`31-?'Z 	8 /39:-?.; 

south 13 Y,9-1-i' 

foreign, foreigner 13 
Y4 -1  *t C: 1  

nationality 1 Z:---TJI 

ready AB t)-23:2,1?" . 	L),,.;11? .Z 	(.5-23-, 1-?.  ,  k.)93- 1-?-  . 	 6/3-,b 1-?.  

weather 5 0„A1,11 	, ;,i.,JI 

good AB ..)1--Y 	.Z 	.6 /o.:).9- 	e° .Z. 	8 / t..11 	37'.''L -  , )9--L?. .Z  EV 4-?' 

well (adverb)5 tr4.95  Z--.°: * 	1 .4:?' 

neighbor AB 3 1)::•?.  .ZJI? 

vacation, leave (of absence) 12 C-03 1?-1  - 63 1-?..1  C.-) 13 1.?! .Z 6.3 1-?-1 

tour 11 C.J'95:+- . 	41-1_0-1 

rrt 
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hungry AB C.Iu.1-2.-i-  .Z :-) 1-2- 	&-).. 1-',9-?" ' CJI-c .3-?" 	it.31-6 --?"  '  39314?"  . 	L.3 14-? 

to come 10 L,..,t.,, J (c*,.p..)l. 	L.,-:̂y. , (L:-:.-? -1) t 1?-1. 	;..L.7?,--61  , .L.71. , (Li!) ; 1-?-  

army 3 LP 9-44-  •Z ot4.-i• 

to love AB C_..,-,i ,C.: .. 	4,.,?4,. k:.:.,1:- 	Cl,-74:  ,  k;,_;-1  , 	:kLjAJI 

darling, dear Im.1 AB --) 1-.--; Z 	- 	• 	'L-.?"1  • 	‘7-‘•-'1"..-  

darling, dear III AB k:-. ' 11,.4' Z a: 3-  

veil AB ‘31-?. 

accident 7 i.:3 *36- 	6,?1,-.; .z 6.?lz• 

conversation 1 ali36,.:, 

hot (e.g.:_ weather) 5 ::.-'• 	Y3-1 	3 1-9' 

hot fe.g.: I feel 	I AB 6:■..11;.".*-' 	.t 6/C)1;.;- 

wife 7 ft-Y" 

shame (on you; lit.: not legal) 12 f'1-->3- 

saddening, distressing 7 Sc.-; 	(i1-.'r:9 	E)/L.}: 

the best... 5 ... 	 1 

to get, obtain 6, 8 ..C.;-1, , .), 	,11:-1.2, ,L-1 	J5,4L:.-LI  I ,  J.,:a.;,;!, j.c j,27..;- 

you (formal, 11 AB 
L'13 '' 	du:pt-;. 	4-p1,- 

you (formal, m.1 AB 412' 1:. 	LtIli: 	i.6_-,,L.;. 

lecture 6 C.,1j1)1.2,:o .z .6,1)1043 	C.' JI.p.01.0.1) .t Efjja,,,11 

to memorize 4 11.1,-,) , Jail- 	 ..6:a.!. 	Ja4JI  ,  111;4.  ,  Ja.i2. ,611.rx.1, 

law 3 3:5A.a,J1 

actually 3 a A, ;` ,-,-._JI 	aiit.iiSJL! 	—4A,:i.;,.11 j L.,_ 

government 8 c..).  1...._952:- .t ii,33.(> 

milk AB C-1 	L.-42-- 	S:j I Y1-6" - 

dream 13 ("•1 	P-1,-- 	1;"1  't  4:" 

sweets, desserts 4 C.A'? 51;J' 	gi.7c.11 	31:4  c C.45: J1 

bathroom AB Ohl' ;- . 	e UOS- 

roughly, around 9 Os' 	'05'.  

life 6 OltSJI 

where (not a question; also, 7n which -1 2 

sometimes 5 t3l..;-1 

news AB 
. 	, 

il-:-41  •Z. x.'' 

nommismi rro 
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predicate of a nominal sentence 2 
-i--"JI 

bread AB  

pita bread AB .,-4 L-L ut-:-. 	.3,-a. 3-‘- - 	_)s- 

shyness, abashment 11 jiJI 

to go out 9 e,b"'?. `Z --);- 	.1.6:'' L6  Z9J-;1I  ' Z;;`'. '   

to graduate 6 6.--,,-' fz) , (34 er&S.1 	64_. , ((-.4) 6:-'3 	6:-;,16  ,  (t.:)-40  e_;:- 	, e;:;2-11  

foreign affairs 7 4,R-j6.11 Ict..?.)WI 	a:—: 7-)6,11 

fall, autumn 5 La-1,2"-11 

special; Ns/own, private 9 8/,106- 

specializing, specialist in 2 J.L.! 	o/ „ 	,  33,42.. 4  6/00:4 .z z 

green fm.I AB 
i 

(l 	:C. 	
, .

' 40) f21..6-1 

vegetables 4 91-.=1;- 

she got engaged to 11 J c:—.1a..-.  ',31 	_I c..,.11;61 	‘'. -.k-,:.,  
... 	

. 	_ 

behind, beyond 5 cal; 

caliph, successor (note: ml 4 ALL..;- z Zi.1.-' 

five AB a. .A.;- 	2—.:3.-9-' 

fifty 8 '''''' 	Cr;•.4 ,̂- ,..1.) 

Thursday 6 ‘),.-.-4.&JI 

uncle (maternal! 2 
..- 

J13.1,1 .z LIL.:, 

aunt (maternal' 2 C.All.- .z ail.; 

well, fine (said of people] AB L'21 5 	t--° 

chicken (collective) AB 
t l-). 	Z I-? 3 	ZI-?:3  

to enter 8 L.1;- 4. , J.-;. 3 	J;- -L2 ,  t.1;--3 JO- ill ,  Ll;,:1:)  ,  j;-3 

to smoke 9 rb- .-'-' , &;-s 	:4  , ,:):--'s c).-4 21  ,  ,:):;- 3;,  ,  ')-;'-s 
degree (e.g.: of temperature' 5 CAR-3 -3  -Z 4:;-.3 3  

temperature 5 a9 1.,;,11 4 •3S 

to study 1 o°.)-1-1 , 1,°5 -3 	...;,-1-1 , u°3 3  LY-,3:-c,,  j.3 3 , i--. 1.;JJ 1  

to teach 3 ,..s.:i 2Y , (,;, -3 	cc:1 °-1. , 	1 1 a.'  - 	kJ:J:4 ,  Li-3 ,S  , u-,;,9.1DI 

lesson AB u.03.;3  •z 	‘,03_;3  .z Ly-6 3  

study (ofl, studies 3 CA...J.)3 .2L,..1 j3 

school 4 1..LO 	CL.-1-3 
‘..`'- 	'Z. 

copybook, notebook AB )1i3 .z ji93 

rn 
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J 

minute 9 ,:4,1.53 	eli;9,? 	C.5.31IS 	40,a.  3 	C.§..it.9 -3  . 	:411,..9:3 

doctor Im.IAB Vil5 -3 . 	VilSS .z.  .6).- 15 -3  . 	jg7:S"' S 

doctor fflAB C.' slig:5 * S .z.  0j9 . '3 

Ph.D. 2 oli3:&.1.111 

business administration 6 J10.211 8)131 

director 12 1.).:,j; 	 ,  (:),),.)-2 ,x;  , 	a 9,:!-L° •Z  .)1,.-C° 

(nation-) state 8 JiS •z 493 

international 8 ;_9-3 , alaiS 

always 2 1.613 	4. 13 	U13 

without 13 a9 ,3-? 

religion 3 31:31 .z.  Ci..3. 3 

that /demonstrative pronoun) Im.I 6 (4  :t1:,:9.4) ,;US 

also, likewise 13 )L,:S 	C. 105 	,=-U 1:1S 

so, thus 6 L5 Cjai.. 44, (:)Lia. 	■!1J11 

to study (ie.: review lessons, do homework) 8 ii,111,1, ,su, ,,sis 	(y..5,1i , u„.3s -4,111,,s- 14  ,  -,:sis 
to remember 4 )-.)• ,:1-4  . 	6 / ). 	). 111 , t51" ;5'  :" .-11  , ):th' , )533  

masculine 1 j53 . 1  

to go 6 z_94. ,  eJ 	V.)2 ' t tli 	YLIIII ,  ,,jb4. ,  c ,-;:3 

president 8 oLvci .Z .  ,),,-;>5 

to see 13 '-s-LJ. 	 , ,ja 	,45-t4 ,  L§Lt 	a a9 ') 1  , LS)-?. , St 

opinion 8 .1iT .t 113 

one quarter 9 tl-!:)1  -Z E-:!!) 

spring (season) 5 
E-'-'-il 

four AB 

	

i' 	 f 

	

4.2-!.  — il 	as,-->,.; 1  

forty 5 c)61,  k..73%:)31  

Wednesday 6 E:J:PI L.v.:',11 L.,,.°)`vi 
fourth 4 8/&,1i 

to return 13 E.:T.4 ' ET-2 	E.- 4 ' t E.-7- t-31:)j1  '  E-7-)r).  ' 	 --) 

man AB 2116: -.2 	Li-7 1J 	Lit-?:3 . J1 	JI-?1)  . 	Li:-' 3 

welcome (formal) AB (-)t!-&-.):3 

trip, flight 10 C.:Atc-..? .z .4.1.:;-.2 

deceased 7 ' .01.43.2-3:0"  , 33.452-;.O  . 	B/e3P73...zi 

imommowl  rry 
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to correspond, exchange letters 8 J.,,I) , J.,.y li 	jtli.: , J.:,,I j 	21,-„,1 ill , J.t II2, LILL) 

letter 3 .--'1-! 19.:?" 	.k-' 1 3:7 	Y-:-)- &° . 	Y9:6•-° 	LJ4 L"--)  -. a11""-) 

to draw 6 c'"" '4` o--'-5 '4 ' 	---.'--) t:0':) 1  ' 	y, -,--4--) 

humidity 5 4!96.; 

to want to, have a desire to 13 _.).t. 	itS 	o` 	t.$- 	Y. -:) .-" ' 4 c-,-.3  , 43-ii 

to refuse 8 Ai?. , A 	04,-.,,  A 	A°.)--2 , A  , o=1:1;i 1  

dance, dancing 6 uczt.r.), , A 	A-:). , A 	0-1;:2 , A  , 0.4ii 

number AB - .s 	.6 e, 	-A., - Z 6,4., 	r 1:9'31 	("j3  

center 2 3-I.)-i,  ...).5.;,  

break, rest period 10 k.:)1.2-11 	.z 	2.2.1)+LI 

to want to 8 ...,21s. :j1.5 	Z.L, 315 	...y).  , :'.) 31)  , 631 j>11 

sports 6 Zet:1:ril 

fovedcrowdedness 5 i.::,.2.'311 	ac2.j11 	(.1...,-3_11 

upset; annoyed, angry AB ,../.131-c3 . 	k.J 11.73 

classmate; colleague (m.)4 fit.;:_ii J-2 1-0-.3 . 	J--...i 	L.1:1.t-03 . 	t-Z-3  . 	J-:-.3 

classmate; colleague (114 ‘ .:-)3 .z 4,-.  i 	c-) 1-.;-0-.3 .z 4-0. :3 

husband 3 
_, 

3 15?-1  -z, 3_9-?" 	3 13:?' . 	.3.9-?- 	13.3 1 . 	V3 

wife 3 61.e 	.6.)--. 	‘:.-11-?-9j 
 . 	a-?:9i) 

married (adjective) 3 ..)-.).-3  •. 0 /-.): ),'. 3:; . , . 	8/3; -°. 	L.-I: 	-9' _)--'-° , CJ9-7:9 -) A  . 	6/9..) .j:0 

to visit 12 J.9.;?. , i 1.3 	191? , JI.3 	8) 113-11  , i93:'. , 313 

still, continue to (tit.: do not cease) 13 a:J (pronoun +) asi4 	c,,,l/t9.4,11 tiLaLl + J15; 	jij L 

[future marker) 7 _; ,6 	,_;;.,-;, r., 
question AB iiii2,.1 .z J13-o` ' 

because of, on account of 5 ails) 4 c,..I + y;:,._., 

Saturday 6 c4,1.11 

swimming 6 a.,-1..,,,_  11 	a2.1.,..111 

seven AB 

seventy 5 Jan ' 	c & 2%,-;-' 

week 6 t9-t-L! 	121 .z a
j 

3t,..1 

six AB 

sixty 5 
,•J ''5;t  ' &.1:7--H  

mosque 10 ...1L,...; 	.-L?,.,:,.."0" 

J 

0.0 

rrn  Loom= 
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theater 13 
 

quickly 10 acj....4 	at, 

to help 8 8,.11.L.1,1, ,.,s1...1 , j a), 	6...taLal , is.L.4: , L.  aaLv 	iSaili61  ,  as.L.4.  ,  j ail.. 

happy AB 
. 65•-"t° .Z.-6 .":-Z 	71-69."::° t J09-9-Z c. 1 .1;124.-L.5,-,-,  

Saudi Arabia AB Z:,kv72,,_11 

to travel 4 -). 1-'72 	(L)". 1-"43 	_rt--:.? ,  (JD 311-,  , )2J 1  

sugar AB 
 

sugar, medium AB ,b3.4z ;...L 	JoLi _;:, 	,.,..3 ,...... 

to live, reside 1 8 LI c).SL., 	,1_::SLI 3S1-, c)  L12, ,:j...,-..,  , :;.C.J' I 

salad 4 C.J1k-lL z ainiL 

Get well soon! I hope you feel better! AB a,.,„ t.;,-, 

get well soon freplyP AB dtal,-.4 411I 

name, noun AB ,,..l.-1 . 	cel,..,1 .t 	.14,11  . 	 (42,1 

to listen to 4 E-"Y ' E-I!'t' 	E ° " -2 ' E-?-`" 	t G4---"")11  '  E-.'' ''' '" -!  '  J1 	-. , ''' ,1 

fish Icollectivel 4 di,;,;, 

year 1 a:-. ,..7 ..„,..  , c31.;,_,:,  .2.1.:,., 

Itwol years 6 
 

to stay up late 10 iir'q. ' 	Jert. '.*=' ;4:4  '  ii:"  ' iirl" 

easy AB .  j 

black Im.IAB 39-4 	4",  . 	4:41  

Sudan AB 3133.:JI 

Syria AB l'-'49-.' 

hour; o'clock; clock AB C.11.c.L., .z act,' 

market 11 L913,..1 . 	33.,,, 

tourism 11 ap-l..:J1 

Mr.; Sir AB 631.. . 	63,;,:. 

Lady; Mrs. AB C.3' I :11.; 	8.11... :, .t  

car AB :=L::-.6.= ‘1.).1J'.1-t--0 -Z 8J 1-':e; 

cinema, the movies AB t4-:.-t-:JI 

tea AB 4L1 

window AB 
,=IL:- , 	dL4 ap. 1-4 .Z j.L:t 

winter 5 .1.:111 a:i f,„111 	.L1,J1 

jzo 
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tree AB .y."?,...i , CJIRjt .z 	6.).:-,1 

to encourage (to), cheer (on) 13 E4-` 7',` ( 	) E:-;'2'' .E4"'I'1 ' (k.,10 E-"..' E-:-'..•.-LI'l , Lz:;. --4 ,  (L%L)-; -..-t,  

to drink AB Y:r4  '  Yi? ‘ 1:f4 ' Y,f4' 	Y_Pt- l'  I '  '4..‘ L;-trl 

soup 4 
 

street AB t-) )91." 'Z t.- 11.  

Nice to meet you! AB !1 J 

east 2 3:flii 

Middle East 2 .6-49 I C9,;LI 

company 6 'ci.S -  CAST? .z 26.? 	CAS, 	.z 4J 1, 

chess 9 ,..1_,I.-,1.11 

to feel fie.: an emotionl 5 j--.--74. ,  --!  Li- --; 	j 
t 	, 

.4 , 	:;‘,"- 	 , 	s'-2z.:2  ,   -7. i3''.'''ll 

work 2 ,.)<, 
t 	, 	 . t 
.t 	tl 	j; Ail 	 .i. ,r, II ,  j <> 	. II LI 

busy with 2 ' 33-I 	,  7)  J.0).--° L. -19iL-0  

hospital 7 LDI 	° ", 	• H.7,1a°,20' z  

thank you AB 1.):(1 

problem AB af_cla 	CAC-1.20 , j5:1_,L,-3 . z  aisl'. 
sun 5 0.4..44 

sunny 5 
° 	 , 

,..) ,.4.,.t. 	LeaL.4,.o 	j ,...Zz,..43 

to watch AB t:951.,2  ,  L91_,t 	li31.41 t L:912:, 	LL::;Lt,:1,1  ,  ,Lcb1-4  ,  Sui,l.,,t 

degree, diploma 12 C31314,1, .z 83141.1:, 

thing, something AB CA-?-1-9-  . 	2--?-6- 	Y..1 -Z kst 	'L. 	1  - 	' .43" 

nothing AB a.?.1..;- 99 	4.'4 99 	c &1 ,-  

something else? AB L.31:i .4?-6 	16l3  	.,.;--1.6-4.- 

to become 10 L7'it" ,  ("i'-'. . 	_V°:.! , jLo 	&''''..'  , 	‘-''=1  

morning AB ZI-'2'. 

really?! 	1 Z'-:?" °-  

friend 1mi, boyfriend AB yl.m.:0' 	.,. 	k...36..:01 .,........7.1.0 

friend If" girlfriend AB C)1.1,c,  .Z Z._;-Lo C.A!;-1,0 . 	'4,..;-Lo 	cil.:_?-Lo  . 	a.,.7-Lo 

to wake up 10 L,-, .,-zy, ,  (C..,-.9,F) y----F ,L.9.!-E2 ,  (L,-ii:s) kili 	3;,,I111  ,  3.9,.,,a>  ,  L.,.."0 

friend (m.) 4 ubuol 	.z ,......F:1...o CI 1..a."..? 	.z 	,a,9:_, 	.1.§.  ti.:ol  . 	.§.2.1.:o 

friend 1114 Citt; -1.0 .zi!..;-1...0 t.L.' +la ,'.9:3 	.z 	—41.03 	■.:_*, 1.6.2,1;; .z aL,..■.,2, 

ri • 
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honestly, frankly 10 ::6-I.,,a! 

hard, difficult AB 
.  

l.....v...0 

small, little; young AB ‘:)-11 	-Z 1:0' 	J14 .Z te:3 	J 6i3O .z ;Siii,:o 

class, classroom AB Lly,:::9 . 	Li., 	L9yL.°0 .z 	Li,91, 	 . 	LIo 

see under Lit.,,o3 iiiio 

page AB C1212, .z 	CA2122 .za;12, 

(to) pray, do ritual prayers 10 Li-"? ' (C--1:°) 	;L°:2' ' (C'J-L2') 	.6 t-11-11  '  	'  GL4'9 ) '  ji-2,  

prayer 10 C41,4-) . z  au,:o 
picture 3 ./9-,0  .Z 	J4 0  .Z 8J.9-'9  

photography 6 i:!9:111 

pharmacology 11 ,114JI 

pharmacy 11 c--)Y4".. .z a.P42,  
summer 5 ,11..-,11• L.ze22.1 I 	L 	'.:,-, 11  

China 1 creL11 

officer 3 -":16  -Z -646 	-64 .Z 12-! (.6 	-6L-.'l  . 	-6-!Li) 

present/incomplete tense tl'aill 

weak 8 L9Lwo 	n .. ,;, 	L412:6 	Lii.,5&,  .27, 	.1_,i;z,1  ,  L:glsz,, 	a,..R,  ;, .z 	 z 

pronoun 2 151.4,..j, .z .t.4...,0' 

iDaafa, possessive construction aium 
in addition to 12 J 491.41.! 	J ail4l.? 	jl *Z6L4l.! 

medicine 3 Yllil 

of course, naturally AB 1:54' 

restaurant 4 l'icb-' 'Z 

childhood 4 eiJ9.111 

weather 5 ii,,:.11 	0 .A1,11 

student /m./AB Y&I-1°  'Z. Y41.6  

student 11:1 AB C.131)11z .z el,ili::. 	C141113 .z 41, 

to be able to 9 )4! ' 	 .bu s  	a.an.-,..1y1, 	:::  , 	i12.L.„1 .) ,6 	.)42 	 E:t-,=t 

during, throughout 8 J51, 	J51, 	JI9b 

long, tall AB 
J1-91' *Z 	J I-9b .Z 	LI I* .Z  .•.31' 

table AB Cil:)....>,i, .z63.tq ji, 	k:39:91ip • z  aiiu,, 	c_.),2 u 	. z  al.#:, 
delicious (food); good-hearted IpeopleI AB &4  '.54-6. 	 . 	 8 /YL:L 

011 
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rir 

airplane AB C.131i1.:,:b .z8j:1;1, 	i_.$'1 j1;.6 . 	6 iL....11, 	C.:31).11.6 .z.  8)11.10 

to think that, consider 13 ..i' l  -,5̀;: 	" 1  '  i.1  (9.20 411 A  ,  (c,4) :.)12, 	l  , Ja-2  ,  61 'LL.11.) ,  Yi 
noon 9 ;ill 	;2,11 	_Aia11 

afternoon 9 .A-Li 	14,111 ., 	,i,L11 i.;:i 

astonishing, strange AB :%.÷.''ti-  , i.).9 	 . 	a/y...„?. . 

several 11 3).6-45  + 	3tio + 4 	indefinite E.A.cr + 81.c.  

number 9 .)I,,∎11 .z 	..). 

preparatory ( 	school  =  junior high) 7 8/c531..I.il 

Arab, Arabic (m./AB  

to know 3 L'9A  ,  Lsrc 	kjyyz:2, ‘29., 	;6):11, Le)ii, L.S;i. 

to get to know, meet 11 Oyu,  ,  L,Lc  L.9.:;231 	L.9':);6-'...‘ oLc. L9'.) 	LS!;15-11  ,  L?_>;z5-)...  ,  oLc k-l'; 3  

getting to know one other 1 L.4.Sl3.S 

Iraq AB 31).711 

ten AB kris. 

twenty 5 39f 4  ,  i>2.i:Lc.   

dinner 9 Ltidl 	Lt...;:11 	As R11 

juice AB -t'a- 

thirsty AB k.t:$12.1-,C. 	6/612..La 

emotional, romantic 11 8/C,111els- 

vacation 12 c.J' ljl?-1  . 	831.1 	J.Ifl 	. 	a_11c  	c.))11:1  . 	aiiI.C.  , jin. 

most of 11 0;2° 

you're welcome AB 191. 

relationship (pl.: relations) 11 C.1 L9. 	. 	:=9 t.i- 

to learn of, find out about 12 
j-;s9  ,  je 	'-'-c--! 

L. 	6,,,c,-6Y.,7! 

to learn (e.g.: _ a language, a new word) 1 4.,.,  ,  ;:i.;2.4 	, 	' 	 , 	 ,  ii,13-0 f,1;,: 	f iV:t1 	s,,k, 

science 3 

	

. 	. 

	

Plc' 	('4 

anthropology 3 6L2,>11 cz:Is 

sociology 3 
aL):"'. :Y I  (4 

psychology 3I 'e4 

political science 3 —4.t.:, !Lt...11 e31R11 

the world 9 t.11.211 

on, on top of AB Li. 
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high 5 (Os) ,  8 /4lz(.11) 

uncle (paternal! 3 ° 
aunt (paternal! 3 

general, public 7 
'1 

age 2 Jlosl .Z ;AI . 

to work 1 J ;W I  , 	
, J •- 4 1 	J_4.i:11 , 	 I 	J.Z.;_11  ,  J. 4..;.:i  , LL..i. 

worker 13 
ja .z. j.51, 

Oman AB 614,;. 

Amman (capital of Jordan! AB t...) 1,;-i• 

on, about 7 t:#.  

on, about what...? 7 ...(181..4 j,i) '''4 

about whom...? 8 I.  .  .(+ 	 )  c)1.i. 

have (lit.: at; see 7 4.5...t.zcI a_li 	ala 

I have (lit.: at me! AB L5 -1::i 	LS-Ci 	6.-14 
when (not a question; e.g.: 	I was young! 11 LO-i 	4'1 	J.36  +  l.054. 

address 1 j 	t:>1,9L7 	.Z 6 1.9:1  

it means 13 .4)374 

meaning 8.  

to return 9 ' &.j&:. 	4 ' t E-T? 	835- 1  '  3554  '  'A  

usually 10 li3l.c. 	till 	831s. ..., 

graduate fellow, teaching assistant 6 c.)., Ats,..  ,  33 ..42:0 .Z  8/ J.....v.; 

(extendedlfamily 3 c.:..N.`i Lc . 	aa. 	j,s-. . .z alts. 	t.'...',)14Lc.  . 	alila 

to live, be alive 7 t- 2?,. , jlia 	, jols- 	 "  '4-2•9z11 / 1  , 	 , ut.-•:4. 	 u'a.,-2:) 	i_i'4 1. 

I was appointed (passive! 12 ‘2....,,...ts..-ti 	j:„.4;:i i 	j....4 

eye 5 , .I.1 	3.4 . 	.,!.c' 	j.!- 1 /(:).9....c. .Z 

tomorrow 2 Si '6.,54 	ia.c. 

lunch 9 
1..6z."11 	1.1.1:11 	gla;r.'11 

longing for one's native land, feeling a stranger 

in a strange place 13 
34),J1 

strange, foreign AB g4 .. 6 /Y-2.)--  

Morocco AB L-';211 

room AB i 
okil .Z a.2,91 	0:D91 . 	Zipsi , 49)S 	19;1.  . 	4°).1. 

rir 
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wrong, mistake AB la 

expensive 11 (J( . .) ,  8/(JLOJ 1  

to be absent from, miss (ag.: 	school) 12 L:--...-). ' (c4) 	 , ( 4:-'. -:-9 L-'1. 	L1-24111 ‘.L--' C)- ..  c-4-R-H'.  7-' 1. - 	Y1'.2-'. : 

cloudy, overcast 
5 

thus, so 5 1 

individual (person) 4 

	

.t 	- 

	

31)1 . 	3°) 

singular 2 3i111,1 

opportunity 13 00;9  .Z Z°:).9  

Nice to have met you! 13 ra,LvL; '441 

French, French person 2 C7i9L-,1;9  Z 49L":6.9 	3!-.1.-4)1  ' k*J-9-3.-)1  .Z0 

to fail 13 J27-4 , (4) 	 , (-) 	 , J .'s"' -,  (4) L1-t, 	Li-1,4 	L14- 	L1`.nil 

to dismiss, fire (e.g.: from a job/ 13 J-...6-2 ,  <,L,21-; 	Ll..?,i-2 ,  Ll...-̂ j9 	‘1,114' 	A< L1,4?-4 ,  L1,-a,  

class, classroom; also season le.g.:spring_I5 4,21 .z J.,:n 

semester 5 

come in! please! (e.g., have a seat) AB I 	J,LII 	! .L,1,1113 / !jliti 	!l.,Lii; / !J.ki 

thanks to 8 . 

please (addressing a male] AB 

ct,_,L+Li.,', 

please (addressing a female) AB 4,2,.i ,....,, 

favorite 9 Li.la 1  

to eat breakfast 9 
ilia4JI ,  ,L6-2 , )10 	J9J3a 1 l , ,La- , AO 	J.91211  , .;h4 , 3-1 ; 

breakfast 9 i 1.64J 1 	J96111 	J3 611  

to do 8 L1.4-11,  c1;41:2 ,  jsza 

verb 5 'Anil .z J54 

really!, indeed 2 
'14, 

paragraph 9 C..+1,:a.;  . 	E)*. 	,  8,iii 

only 5 Li"-? 	j 	•6--59  

(to/think (about doing something) 13 
(ug...a:41tiLL10 1+ 	j'1) J4,_11, 	.., 

(no 	) ti t...L(0 + A , , : :c . .  9 	(no ...) blab! + A , , :t i 
fruits 4 4191 

money 7 4iLcid; 	Ly..3.14 	L1L 

Palestine AB :1., '.lo 

Palestinian 1 ci. : :. 1.,,!,1::1 	c j i..1.-:!,1:! 	z  8/,;‘,.6..  ).19, 

rEE 
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L9 

hotel 11 1:, 	. 	3,1.1 

to understand 10 
' 	4.1 ' ' 	 ' 	 ' C":61 . 	P-0 	C"-0 	Cc:6"  

in 1 4 
movie AB 

f' 1 I  t 	'4=i  

(to) meet 10 Li-!Lk ' JO 	J-0:2' . J-ili 	z1-14 6-211  , L1q 1-4 , j4 13  
(to) receive, welcome 10 j:^:, 	,;:-L-' e4 	Jii-Li , S-11_ 	J fL4*411,  j":-.! ,  j*li 

before 4 verb + La J.:9 c (2,..., i + JO. 	verb + La JO ,f,...1 + J.;:i 	P..,1 + (A 

admissions 2 J41 

interview 10 L.:)t-!13-:" .Z 4.141-'; 

acceptable, passing 8 J..1.-  

future 8 -.Ll.?"-*A1 

(comprehensive)evaluation, grade 8 j...,,u23 

old, ancient (for things, not for peopleJAB fq.'31 

coming, next 12 ).1:'. 1-?" - 	8/:5 1-?' 	t.. 1,:-  .Z EA.,?.6:- 	3,--?li , ,:).5-? 1:9* .Z 6/Pali 

to decide 12 JA. , ".;.9. 	.f)4, ' 6. 	.)-1.A 1, 1)4. , Y.A.  

to stabilize, become settled 13 ;121..?,";AL,I 	:);31..? , ..)1.1..4 	J 1,1—,:y1, —,.al.,1,?: ,1 

decision 12 CJIJIA .z .)1) 

to read 4 a,1,4.11 , IA , I) 	Zyl.);.11 , 1,4 ,I_A 	8.1,p , 1.;1:$ , Vi 

the Quran AB . ill 

close AB k:YA:)1.  Z (c..)-) 811 -41-9. 	YIJI .Z 	3.'-.:?..;.9  ,  C.)5,..?..;9.  .Z(64 8/krY) 

family relative 3 ` —! 1-):9' 	.t 	:)1--2 1) 	.t 	.t-!1.91  I Yuril  . 	 8 /Y Y.) 

comparative 12 aital 

department 1 e l—ii  'Z f'-"4 

story AB 0'24 .t 4-'?. 

to mean, intend 10 '.gin; , 	 , 	1.-,-,' 	 la's' ."s 	,i_ziliJI  ,  ..Lcicii  , 

economics, economy 7 3 1.432.9.  Sti 

short AB t.)4 7:?2'1  t -;.?"%1 	-) L°1  't 	i1' 9  .  

to spend, pass (time) 12 A , 6,:z9 	Liza4 , ,,,:ai. 	.i.aill , A  ,  ,9i,9 

cat AB .̀.1. 6 b i 	'ILI 	 ,
64 t 	u`j"1 .t 1' .  

' 	 Z 

Qatar AB ;12s. 

to be cut off 11 El'`1` "141-!` ELM1` 	Ell! 	E.1:" 1 .;` 	'1'21 	alL01 ` E 1'. 	' 	.1'21- 

grammar 1 J.F1_9111 

r€0 
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dictionary 8 1.9f9  .t 

coffee AB 854i 

to reside, stay 10 

also, likewise 13 C) 14S 314 5 

like, as 8 1,0 	+ 1„,Ls- 

fsf ;11  is1 more 10 

‘,.5 '- 75 	4.0)5 	44*;5  chair AB 

dog AB YNI:c Yfs 

C.)144idol;1°-/ 	C' t44 	"j4 word AB 

as 8 

to be 4, 10 

Kuwait AB 

fine, good, OK AB 

(J.29  +) 

:•Jis 

c-4P 1  
ct.? 95 .t 8/044 

a little (adverb) AB 

pen AB 

JU§ 	J 	< JL9 	JgaJI J5 Lies' 

article (e.g.: newspaper_I 13 

say 4 

important, powerful; big; old AB •,4 

the biggest or oldest 7 

to write 4 

book AB 

office AB 

library AB 

much, many 5 

basketball 6 

soccer, European football 6 :al I O. 

jS 	4-S5 

each, every 11 

college, school (in a university! 3 

all 4 

to speak 4 

how many / much? 3 

how much? /price/7 
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how? 1 L'S -31 	Lat5 	,-=4 
How are you? 1 5431 	5d16.°!3 	‘.16,11 Lii;S: 

in order to 6 CiLtii. , (:)Lt.- 	3L`•°" 	ji..:,.../ ja.,a. + J 

because 6 CilLii. , ‘'.)L,t,C. , ,jV 	ab 	( -4t,,,.1 al . 7-  +) ,.".j1 

why? 6 s4_..1 	c i.,...,../ 	9Slo..I 

for, belonging to 7 JI 	1.1...,2,/,...,.,1 + J 

no AB V 

milk AB j 	Y-.-6 	Y*1--; /kJ 

Lebanon AB 34 
to enter, join I (e.g.: school or armyl 8 3  b '*-1 9  I  ' C -al:.).  , 	! J9. ;‘5.:11_ 

meat 4 f 5-"i  . 	f';`)  

must, have to AB 
f'P 

nice, kind, pleasant AB Lilinj z 	llill.1 .z 	Aidaj  ,  Lilial z  LatIll 

to play 6 DUI ' ' -;12' '-'. 2-1 	L--°11 	L'szl 	L7---sjil 	C-'2-1  , Yi4 ' 	 ' Y:'-'-1-.) ' 

language 2 C.,*130 z aij 

but AB L;.L.! 	j":) 	(3.P 

past negation particle 12 

)1_,,. La = ( LOW jszail A-) L. 	,SL4 ci.  =  (a.)Latl +) (l. 

,..Y.,SL, L. = ot (pi)L1,1 jsuill +) 1.0 

future negation particle 12 ,.) .9..a.:11t.)1..atl + :..) 

if (hypothetical) 10 9j 

Libya AB 1-t--4. 

is not, are not 7 Ls-4 	1-4  , .9,3 	, -)4 

night 10 aJ 	a-L:-) 	J0 '  J 1'-1  . 	iL.: 1  

tonight 10 4-1-1  I 

what? (in questions without verbs) AB s aJj 	3...t 	s l. 

past negation particle ot- ( LOW jsuill +) L. 	LOU,I + L. 

what's wrong? AB cj L./L:li L. 	s±1- /LLIH 5-L- 	oi.!/ -L 	L. 

what? (in questions using verbs) 1 s ail +j..v.9 	j.R.4 + .9.,:', 	j.sz. 	+  s  1'31.. 

why? 6 54J 	lott,J 	51SLc..1 

still, continue to (N.: do not cease) 13 e.,4  (pronoun +) 	.1.24 	(.._...,1  /  t 0,1,1 t iLatl  +  JI:,'"?  J ,  J- 13 L. 

master's degree 2 ./.:IL-11,1 

hundred 5 
C" 1:;! .Z a o`:'.  .1-:-! .Z 	CAL? .z (a31.0)4i? 

rtv 
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to enjoy 10 
"`I 	<.! 	

;,,:..I 	'."'. 	' 	
I 

Z:-`' .-  
-1,:;:,,,,.  ° 	,  	:"...!.-;  , 	"e°-,:  ° t.., .7? 

when? 6 s '1 	1—..I 	IL ..-:,. 

like, similar to 8 
.43 	J.1! 	f'—' 1  +  LIL.  

example / 
;1-. 4.°1 •Z J 'IL!'. 

test, examination AB C.,b1.2,7,;1.z 366.4- '1_ 

madam AB f.li,"; 

city AB 4..1.... 	C.):2,. 	L). ..x..". 

once, (one) time 11 ‘.-..)'1;.:73 .z 8:;;; 

woman AB .-  
C.' $1:',...... .C.'.....,..a 	Cil9—:_). 	Oj..,"; 	A—, 	61:;1 

sick AB  

drill AB i 1  °Z 	 1-  

evening 2 I 	...„,  11 	L.,,-L11 	.LL61 

Egypt AB ° 	- 	 ., 

,_..0.4 	j_,z3.4 	..,_.,....:?. 

Egyptian 1 
LS -14.° 	41'4.° 	.L  -?—'°—? 

the past tense 8 4,i)L1,1 

rain 5 4.4 	illt°01 .z )1 2; 

rainy, raining 5 

	

' 	 " ):6-° 	v:z4 	)14° 

with 1peoplei AB 

together (i.e.: with one another) 11 
,  

':  Z-A 	ua2.--? E-4 	l...0-  

never mind! Don't worry about it! AB ',..).z ....tisr..;  I  044.5z.; 	jz .,tisz.;:, 

it is possible to (impersonal, does not conjugate) 10 
) 1.0-3. .. 	J-1-;  ' 	.)- .-C"-°-° 	J 1.6-1 ,  J4  ' C}F`." 	(.!)1 A 

possible AB A 

king 10 J.9.1:1 .z 

who?, whom; whoever 1 5  • 	5 • 5  * ' 
' c  t  -  4. 	• U.  ? 3 	•  3-4  

from AB 

scholarship, grant 12 ., 	...,. 
Z-L! . Z 49"-' 

since, ago 6, 10 1..4 icl..., 	.).4  ,  ,..)... l. c.,3 :9 cy? ,  c.) ! 	'3220 

to die 7 c.') .3.11  „ ck. 	LL.,* 311  „ LDL. 	ci5 1,1 , c..,.s":  ,  J'..•,1,0 

Mauritania AB l-ILYJ9A 

music 4 (..45 ) _911  

water AB ,;1 	.l.,:, 

excellent 8 L'>13 1-7•4j;  ,  3 3_3 11,20 -z  8 /3 11:3-0' ' 
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prophet 3 .Lel*.11 .z :,.,;■ 

to succeed, pass 8 ``;-` 4 'E,3 	--q-,-) , 4 ti.;,•! 	i-?,:ol , - ,4 ,  4 E,k,. 
we 2 1:s>1 	1.10,;, 	:...).' 

club le.g.: sports_l 9 (31 . )  ,s31.9.i .z  (3l3)  4311 

to descend, to leave the house; to stay in a hotel 9 J-?, ' Jai 	6' 	' 6 	"J-9bi  '  J}'''' ' E*1-. 	 Lt:' 

the nisba adjective 7 4,..til 

as far as 	is concerned 5 -114-j-it-! 	i .4:1,11! 

appropriate, suitable 13 L,..,...,11.; 	‘,.......6,11:3 

women AB .e 	C.)1:11 	(oil, .e) ,j13.,t$1 	Ail , E:1;,11 .0 .L,,.' 

activity 1 al:4.11 , i.:311,Ltj .z ,16L13 

half 9 jai 	jai 	Lc- 

area, region 1 .4:61-* 	SS' 11° 	Z2.1'1! Z 
yes AB 0.921 	441 	14-;,3  

the same... 1 il u..1.> 

negation 8 c..70 1 

daytime 2 Atli 	il 	n'''. ii 

to finish 13 :13;j ,  A,c,aLp;- A,6-.0.1 	.ioi,,7e4,L7GA 

to take, have la meal) 9 J:91:1 I ,  J314 , jihj 

to sleep, go to sleep 10 e.;JI , f'L. . ,  (c4) f' 13 	r.9BI , ('L.4. ' (C'4 )  ('('' 	('P l  ' (4.4  '  (4 	/"' 

this lm.I AB 13 	1,.k.!i , 131.m 	,1_45 

this IflAB 63 	4 	...x.ti, ,„53Leb 	,,, ✓m 

thus, so, in this way, that way 7 US 	dl..t. 	I i  ..Ccb 

telephone AB 656-:J3  , ,-6: 1-'fb 

interrogative lyes/no ?I particle AB 1j.;:n 

they 2 
f"-;1' 	V? 	c"- b̀  

here 12 La, 	.)gm 	1:,:a 

there; there is/are 7 12 ''' 4  jL1-2' 	dti 4?. 3rb 	JL::cb 

engineering 3 .4.:.,41 

engineer 11 L.J.?"+:4-°  ,  C.)3,-'3-'4' .Z  B/u4+1430 

he AB .,, 	 ol 	,9 

.91D 	.9Jb 	4x° 
hobby 6 k.:.)1:213.t? .z S:213.? 

she AB 7ci' 	‘;,-cP 

■Nolmoi  wig 
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homework AB C-3 1-:.:?-13 .z 	Lal-Itibi .Z al-.46:9 	C't-:-?19 -Z  k--!-19 

to find 13 (.;9.1-2  ,  (C-‘. .4) L 5-T 	v.9.1:.  '. ,  (C•*:11 )L7?4J.- 	35?9JI  ,  -1 ^  	 ,  3-?'i 

one AB ..x.13  

someone 11 ,I.- 	Li:, 	,..G1 

loneliness 5 8,3..3-$.11 

only; lonely 2 
,  33 8/ .9 (:)1,'-44".3 	.-Lt-9 -z 

piece of paper AB L9 1191  .Z  aili 

ministry 7 C.)I_,)119 .z 29139 

prime minister 8 alii:9-11  u“-t33 

pattern 8 31191.z 319 

wide, spacious AB z-iI3 

adjective 5 C'LL° .Z .4°-"? 

subject, topic 9 CL'I.9-.2'..9A , 	.&e61,9•° -Z. tY°3-° 

work, position 13 ,--)1-69 .Z 	La?. 16.9 •Z 	,-631-16 .9  . 	aa-.1),*; 

employee (white collar. • m.I 2 jj=79 1 	3.49;  '  i961". 9-0 	' A  l'';':-.2 t-e'63-:3  -Z 	 Z. 

employee (white collar.• 112 al163.1 .z asiL*3.1 	C.Asibi.O .z.  a);:o 

appointment 10 31.5z.Z; 	4C,  13;3 .Z .16.;) 

death 12 813:g 

time (generall 10 .'3t.iii .z Cii 

son, boy, child AB 3SI9 .z 	,Bi . 	3y31  .  z  A 

father 1 37!J-11- 9  '  C.)3J4 13 •Z  '  '4 13 

mother 1 1.01_,3 , 6 Ji13 	Lao  ,  8.....i.:113 	C.31,013 .z 8,43 

state, province 2 Cil.3S19 .z 4,199_ 

United States of America 1 4..)..yol1 6,1.7AI C.,1P3.11 

Japan AB 6141  

to wake (someone/ up 9 .LF:^‘;' ,  (L---''''°) (.7;':° 	C9-1-4 , L9-11 	-16 L4>I I  '  -)z"s_9.!  '  -141  

Yemen AB 34 1  

day 6 PI' 	(IQ 'Z e.94 	c' t'il  'Z ri'. 
today 2 13)4J1 	i..9..11 	f.:% ,.1"  I 

3 

r°. 
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